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cnlSUMER INVOLVEMENT IN MIND 
!mXJPSIS OF 'IHESIS 
The thesis is a study of consumer participation, focussing on a case study 
of MIND. Data were collected from interviewing, participant observation 
and examination of records. The following are the rrain conclusions . 
In order to understand consumer participation, and effectively to increase 
it, it is necessary to be aware of: the different types of such 
involvement; the extent to which it includes opposition or collaboration 
with people in authority; the various types of participant; and the levels 
and degrees of participation. Levels vary from involvement in decisions 
about the individual's own care to Central Government policy rraking; 
whilst degrees of participation range from information to the total 
running of an organisation. Also important is the extent to which 
consumer participation is openly declared, conscious, and forrral or 
inforrral. This was found to vary considerably within MIND. 
MIND has its origins in a beneficent organisation, but from the nineteen 
seventies, increasing efforts were rrade to facilitate consumer 
participation. Allrost all respondents were in favour of this, but there 
was considerable uncertainty about the most effective means to facilitate 
such involvement, and doubts about whether proposed policies for its 
implementation would be successful. 
viii 
Resp:mdents often mentioned psychological gains and the value of 
individuals' skills and abilities as benefits of oonsurner participation. 
However, difficulty in taking on responsibility was frequently said to 
result in problems. The attitudes and aptitudes of members with 
experience as oonsurners or mental health professionals, and the personal 
influence of National/Regional MIND staff, were seen as crucial in 
facilitating or hindering oonsumer participation, as were organisational 
factors such as the structure of meetings, the oonplexity of functions, 
and the relationship between different levels of MIND, which resembled 
Rhodes' description of central subcentral government relations. The 
influence of National/Regional MIND on IDeal Associations was limited 
because the latter were autonomous charities. 
The thesis also oovers methodological and ethical problems, and the 
implications of the finding for implementing policies to increase consumer 
participation in voluntary organisations. 
'Ihis · thesis is about cons\.Ul\er involvement in MIND, the largest 
voluntary organisation for mental health in the U.K. M:Jst of the 
fieldwork for this study was undertaken between August, 1984 and 
October, 1985, during a three year research studentship from the 
Economic and Social Research Council. Analysis of data and writing 
the thesis took place from late 1985 to May 1993. 
One reason for the long delay in the production of the thesis was the 
collection of a large aJ!'Ount of (mainly qualitative) material from 
participant observation, doC\.Ul\ents and over 200 semi -structured, and 
often in--depth, interviews. These data took considerable time to 
analyse and collate. The work for the thesis was completed part-time 
after the studentship ended in September, 1986. After this date the 
delay was caused principally by both work =rnitrnents and domestic 
upheavals, but also partly, it must be acknowledged, by poor time 
management. 
The major part of the research, and of this thesis, remains, as was 
always proposed, a case study of one voluntary organisation at a 
particular period in its development. Since the mid eighties, 
however, both MIND and the policy context have rroved on. A brief 
study of recent MIND literature suggests that consumer involvement 
has increased within the organisation, with developments such as the 
establishment of an active Cons\.Ul\er Advisory Network, and the 
election to National MIND's Advisory Network, and the election to 
National MIND's governing body, of people with consumer experience. 
In addition there has been a recent large increase in voluntary 
organisations run by cons\.Ul\ers, and in "cons\.Ul\erisrn" in public 
services, including many assessments of patient and client 
satisfaction with Health and Social Services. 
X 
Although brief references are made to recent developments, the main 
aim of this thesis is to give a detailed analysis of consumer 
involvement in MIND in the mid eighties: a time when many individllil,lS 
perceived a need for such participation within the organisation, and 
were searching for ways to in=ease this. The study is placed 
largely within the context of Central Government documents, and other 
literature on participation, which were current to the time. 
The thesis aims to enhance understanding of the meaning, development 
and dimensions of such participation; resultant benefits and problems 
to individuals and to the organisation as a whole; and factors which 
facilitate and hinder the development of consumer involvement. 
Richard Byrt 
November, 1993. 
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rnAPmR. 1 
a:tiS!JMER PARTICIPATICN: 1\N INlliODOC'l'lCN 
"Everyone is for participation, ... it can't be bad. But who is able to 
say what it is?" (1). 
Since the early nineteen sixties there have been increased atterrpts in 
many industrialised countries to enable participation : the involvement 
of members of the public in decision making and responsibility in a 
variety of statutory and voluntary services (2). 
The .i.npJrtance of "cormmmity participation", "citizen participation" and 
"consumer participation" or "consumer involvement" has often been 
stressed (3) and these terms usually refer respectively to the 
involvement of members of a local cormmmity, a town or city, and users of 
particular services ( 4) . 
Many authorities have comnented that, despite the belief of many of its 
proponents that such involvement is a "good thing", there have been 
limited atterrpts to adequately define or conceptualise participation (5). 
Arnstein ccnunented of citizen participation in the USA in the nineteen 
sixties that it was " ... a little bit like eating spinach : no one is 
against it in principle because it is good for you .. But there has been 
very little analysis of the content of "Citizen Participation" ... " (6). 
1 
More recently, Richardson comments that, in the United Kingdom, 
participation has generated strong feelings in both its proponents and 
its critics but that " .. little consensus has been reached about what 
participation actually does, for the new participants, or for anyone 
else .. " (7). 
In the USA there was a rrovement in the nineteen sixties to increase 
participation in a variety of statutory services, particularly those 
concerned with the amelioration of poverty and discrimination (8). There 
has been less concern to increase such involvement in the UK, but the 
idea of participation has been given approval in a variety of Central 
Government reports and papers, and legislation has been passed to enable 
participation in envirornnental planning, the National Health Service, 
Social Services, Education and Housing ( 9) . 
The present research attempts to contribute to a better understanding of 
the meaning and nature of constnner participation in voluntary 
organisations for mental health. In statutory services for mental health 
in this country, participation appears to have been initiated largely by 
\ 
professionals, and to be confined rrostl y to decision I!'aking and 
responsibility in relation to individual treatment, and to psychiatric 
wards, hostels, day centres and social clubs. In contrast, from the 
early nineteen seventies, in both the USA and the UK, there has been an 
increasing number of voluntary organisations founded and run by people 
with experience of mental health problems, and a recent growth in 
interest in increasing constnner participation within MIND, the largest, 
and one of the oldest voluntary organisations for mental health in the UK 
(10). 
2 
The present research was undertaken because, whilst same poeple involved 
in mental health services see consumer participation as a "good thing", 
there appear to be few atterrpts to critically examine the meaning of the 
concept, or to detennine the arrount of consumer participation which is 
optimum for individuals or for organisations. My interest in consumer 
participation was influenced by my experiences as an outpatient 
"consumer" of psychotherapy, and as a psychiatric nurse, both in 
therapeutic =rmunities where residents were encouraged to be involved 
in decision making and responsibility; and in other psychiatric units 
where decisions were often Jl'ade on behalf of patients, with little 
consideration of their needs and wishes. These experiences spurred an 
interest in studying the contribution which consumers can nake to mental 
health services and organisations as a result of their own experiences 
(11). 
BEGINNIN:; 'lliE RESEARCH 
The study, which began in October 1983, was intended to be linked to 
research at Loughborough University of Technology on central-local 
government relations. Originally, it was planned to relate this topic 
to the =rmunity care of people with mental illness. Much of the study 
was to have concerned the extent to which a) Local and Central 
Government policies met the felt needs and wishes of people with mental 
illness; b) users of services were involved in relevant policy making 
and policy inplementation at central, and particular 1 y, local levels. 
However, initial thinking and reading brought questions related to the 
nature of consumer participation oore to the fore. These included the 
- 3 
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following: What does ronsurner participation mean? What are the levels 
and degrees of ronsurner participation? 'lb what extent is consurrer 
satisfaction with services related to consumer participation in policy 
making and policy .ilnplementation ( 12)? What is the role of pressure 
groups in influencing policies for services for people with mental 
illness? By early 1984, it was decided that ronsurrer participation 
should be the topic of research. It was decided to study this in MIND, 
rather than in statutory services, for the following reasons: 
1. Attendance at an open meeting held by a Local Association of MIND in 
October, 1983, and initial reading of MIND literature, indicated 
that the organisation was interested in ronsurner participation, and 
that participants might welrome a study in this area. 
2. Access was felt to be easier, =rpared with Health Authorities and 
Social Services Departments. 
3. MIND is the largest, and one of the oldest ( 13) , non-statutory 
organisations in England and Wales which represent the interests and 
rights of users of mental health services. 'Ihe nature and extent of 
ronsurrer participation in an organisation which campaigns for 
ronsumers' rights seemed worthy of study in its own right. Some of 
the organisation's participants were skilled in advocacy and the 
representation of consumers' interests, and these activities 
constituted a substantial part of National MIND's work (14). 
'4 
4 . Finally, MIND was an interesting organisation precisely because, 
judging from its literature, its values and interests were 
supportive of consumer participation ( 15) . 
MAIN '!OPICS OF 'miS S'lUDY 
'Ihe research has been mainly concerned with the following topics, each 
of which is considered in subsequent chapters. 
1. Descriptive accounts of MIND and of issues of relevance to the 
study. 
2. Conceptual analysis of consumer participation, with review of 
relevant literature, to enhance understanding of the meaning, 
characteristics, types and dimensions of consumer participation. 
3. Tile representation of the interests of people with mental illness by 
voluntary rrovements for mental health since the late Eighteenth 
Century. 
4. Ways in which MIND represented consumer interests and encouraged 
consumer participation from its inception in 1946, particularly 
during the period of fieldwork. 
5. 'Ihe extent and nature of consumer participation in local, regional 
and national levels of MIND during the period of fieldwork. 
5 
6. Reasons for the interest in increasing consumer participation in 
MIND. 
7. The benefits and problems of consumer participation to: a) 
individuals so involved; b) the organisation as a whole. 
8. Factors which facilitate and hinder consumer participation in MIND 
at local and national levels. 
9. National - Regional - Local relations within MIND and their 
influence on consumer participation at different levels of the 
organisation. 
10. The similarities and differences between MIND and voluntary 
organisations for mental health which are run by consumers. 
The following were also examined, but are not considered in depth in 
this thesis. 
11. MIND's contact with, and influence on, central government and local 
statutory services. 
12. The extent to which people with consumer experience are involved in 
MIND's representation of consumer interests to Central Government 
and to local statutory authorities. 
6 
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In the early stages of fieldwork, it was intended to study other 
topics. These included the influence of ocnsumers' felt needs on 
statutory policies and services, ocnsumer satisfaction with services, 
and the extent and nature of ocnsumer participation in statutory 
organisations and services. It proved difficult to ocllect JMterial on 
all these topics, and the research became focused on a detailed 
enpirical study of consumer participation in MIND, set within a 
conceptual and historical framework. In addition, a SIMll arrount of 
JMterial was ocllected on six voluntary organisations and trusts for 
mental health which were run largely or ocrrpletely by people with 
experience, as ocnsumers, of mental illness or mental health services, 
andjor their relatives: Depressives Anonyrrous (16), the Manic 
Depression Fellowship, the National Schizophrenia Fellowship, Campaign 
Against Psychiatric Oppression, the Matthew Trust and Orans' s Trust. 
ACCESS 'ID MIND 
Access to MIND for the research was very readily agreed by the National 
Director in March 1984. At his suggestion, the author met occasionally 
during fieldwork with two Assistant Directors who agreed to additional 
topics of study, to the use of other research methods, and to the 
selection of various participants to approach for interview ( 17) . 
The IMin research methods used were: 
- 7 
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1) Examination of documents in the National Office, a Regional Office 
and in two Local Associations . MIND publications, internal 
rnerroranda and minutes of meetings were analysed. 
2) Participant observation, mainly in the National Office and in two 
local associations. 
3) Interviewing, usually in-depth and semi-structured. Over two 
hundred interviews were conducted with users of local association 
services, other local association participants, members of National 
MIND • s council of Management, National and Regional MIND staff and 
volunteers. Other interviewees included :politicians and senior 
civil servants, mental health professionals in the towns served by 
the two local associations studied in depth, and members of the six 
other voluntary organisations for mental health which were studied 
(18). 
In addition to the above rnethcds, a srrall number of res:pondents was 
given brief structured self-~leted questionnaires about specific 
topics. Non-participant observation was conducted in a few National and 
Local MIND meetings, 
In Stage 1 which lasted from August to November, 1984, an atterrpt was 
made to get an initial "feel" of the organisation and to get to know 
some of its participants. Explanations of the research were given. The 
author acted as a participant observer in the National Office, sometimes 
helping in the Corrmunity Development Department, answering phone queries 
8 
and perfo:rming routine clerical tasks, and meeting volunteers and staff 
during coffee breaks. Literature and files on Local Associations were 
examined in both the National Office and in a Regional Office which I 
will call "Albion" (19). Pilot interviews were conducted with Albion 
Region staff, and a few Local Association participants, in an attempt to 
assess the degree, extent and nature of consumer participation in nine 
local associations in Albion Region. The Local Associations 
Co-ordinator in the Communi.ty Developnent Department was interviewed 
about Local Associations in England and Wales ( 20) . 
Stage 2, from November 1984 to May 1985, consisted of a detailed study 
of two Local Associations (Eastvale MIND and Westhill MIND) in Albion 
Region, which were chosen from the nine Local Associations studied in 
the pilot interviews. Eastvale MIND was chosen because, of the sample, 
it had the highest amount of consumer participation at Executive 
Committee level, and Westhill MIND because it was one of the Local 
Associations which had no consumers, but several mental health 
professionals, on its Executive Committee. (Westhill MIND was chosen in 
preference to other Local Associations with similar Executive Committees 
because it was rrore accessible, geographically.) 
About twelve weeks was spent with each of these Local Associations 
undertaking participant observation in the centres, and non-participant 
observation in Executive Committee meetings. The participation included 
joining in =versation, social and recreational activities, helping 
with jobs in the centres and with fund raising activities, and listening 
to people in distress. It was only when I was fairly well known by 
9 
participants, that I began in~epth interviewing of Executive Committee 
members, staff employed by the IDeal Associations, users of their 
services and volunteers (21). Records of the two IDeal Associations 
were examined, particularly those of Westhill MIND. Interviews were 
also conducted with a small number of local mental health professionals 
who were not directly involved with MIND. 
Stage 3 mainly from May to October ( 1985) ( 22) , conprised in~epth 
interviewing of National and Regional MIND staff and volunteers, members 
of National MIND' s Council of Management and Forum (a body consisting of 
local Association representatives), and consumers in several IDeal 
Associations which were said by Regional Staff to have high levels of 
consumer participation. In order to understand the relationship between 
MIND and Central Government, eight senior civil servants were 
interviewed. Fifteen particpants in six voluntary organisations for 
mental health which were founded and run by consumers and/or their 
relatives were also interviewed, so that a contrast could be made 
between MIND and such organisations. Four people involved in Dutch 
patients' rights groups were also interviewed. 
ANALYSIS AND WRI'I'JK: UP 
The analysis of data and writing the thesis were undertaken between 
October 1985 and October, 1992, with final revisions being rrade between 
the latter date and May 1993. This long delay was caused by two 
factors: 
10 
1. Too much data was collected, including inntunerable notes from about 
twenty weeks of participation observation, analysis of documents, 
and over 200 semi -structured and often in-depth interviews. A great 
deal of detailed and interesting data was collected but this took 
considerable time to analyse and collate. In retrospect the work 
undertaken was too ambitious. Methodological issues and problems 
are further considered in the next chapter. 
2. The studentship from the Ecooomic and Social Research Council ended 
in September, 1986; and subsequently, the analysis and writing up 
was completed part-time, whilst undertaking full-time work. In 
retrospect, poor organisation of time was another contributory 
factor to the delay in completion. 
'IHE SCDPE OF :rnE THESIS 
It is not intended to bring the research '"up to date'" by describing 
consumer involvement in MIND at present, although occasional brief 
references are made to rrore recent developments (23). Instead, much of 
this study consists of a fairly detailed analysis of consumer 
participation in MIND at a time, in the mid eighties, of increased 
interest in participation within the organisation, with attempts 
11 
to increase this at Headquarters, and in Regional offices and some Local 
Associations. Through an analysis of consumer participation during the 
period of fieldwork, and of literature on participation, including 
Central Government documents =ent at the time, an attempt has been 
made to better · understand the meaning and components of consumer 
participation, the benefits and problems of such involvement, and 
factors which facilitate and hinder its implementation. 
"CCNSUMER PARTICIPATICN" and "CCNSUMER INVOLVEl1ENT" • 
Finally, a note on the use of "consumer participation" and "consumer 
involverrent". This is considered in Chapter 3, where it is concluded 
that the t1NO terms are synonyrrous (24). "Consumer participation" is 
rrore frequently used in the literature, but alrrost all MIND respondents 
referred to it as "consumer involvement". For this reason, in the rest 
of this thesis, the tenn "consumer participation" is used in reviews of 
the literature, whilst "consumer involvement" refers to participation in 
MIND. 'Ihe next chapter includes a consideration of methodolgical and 
ethical issues related to the study. 
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ME:ml I lfCY;ICAL 1\ND E'lHICAL ISSUES 
This Chapter includes an examination of the rrain methods which were used 
in the research, and the ethical problems which were encountered. 
It was decided to use a variety of research methods, in order to obtain 
as detailed and complete a picture of MIND as possible. Denzin refers 
to the use of several research methods as Triangulation, and argues that 
this enables the social scientist to obtain a rrore accurate . 
understanding of the social group or organisation than if just one 
method is used ( 1 ) . A nunU:ler of social scientists have argued that 
different methods complement each other and add to the researcher o s 
understanding ( 2) . For exarrple, some social psychologists have 
corrrnented that respondents o statements, in interviews and questionnaires 
about their attitudes and beliefs, may not be reflected in behaviour 
which is observed ( 3) . 
The rrain methods used in the study were: 
1. E'Xcmd nation of d:lc:unEnts. 
2. Participant d:Jservation. 
3 . Seni --st.:r:uctured interviewing. 
13 
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In addition, a brief self-completed questionnaire was given to a few 
respondents to assess consumer involvement in ll:lcal Associations, as part 
of preliminary fieldwork. Non-participant observation was carried out in 
some meetings in National MIND, and in several Executive c:onunittee 
meetings in two ll:lcal Associations which were studied in depth. 
Each of the methods used produced data which, on its r:Mn, yielded an 
incomplete picture. National MIND records on weal Associations were 
often incomplete, and gave little idea of the arrount of consumer 
involvement which existed. Interviewing gave some indication of 
participants' stated beliefs about consumer involvement in Local 
Associations, but this did not necessarily indicate what happened in 
practice. 'Ihe latter could, in some ways, be rrore ac=ately assessed 
through participant observation, but only a lilnited ntm1ber of 
Associations could be observed because of the time-consuming nature of 
this method. Additional interviewing was needed to gain further 
information about consumer involvement at local level. 
Chapter 1 includes an outline of the research which was undertaken ( 4) . 
Preliminary fieldwork consisted of participant observation in the 
National office, initial interviews of staff at Headquarters, a Regional 
Director, and Local Associations in one MIND Region. In addition, 
documents in the National and Regional offices were examined. 
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Later research corrprised participant observation in two Local 
Associations (Eastvale and Westhill MIND), further ~tion of 
documents, and (rrainly in--c.epth) interviewing of participants at all 
levels of the organisation. In addition, interviews were conducted with 
members of six other voluntary organisations for mental health; and with 
professionals in the towns of Eastvale and Westhill, senior civil 
servants in the then Department of Health and Social Security, and a few 
politicians. 
Each of the rrain methods used will now be considered in turn. 
1. EXl\MINATICN OF JXXllMENTS. 
Records such as Annual Reports were useful because they were the "public 
face" of MIND: the officially stated aims and objectives, including 
those related to consumer involvement; but they said little about the 
variety of views held by participants at different levels of the 
organisation, or how far consumer involvement actually existed. (Such 
documents were not, of course, written with such purposes in mind). 
Local Association records, such as minutes of meetings, also rarely 
indicated the extent of consumer involvement. 
Gaps in infomation from records were, in some ways a problem: e.g. in 
gaining an initial impression of the arrount of consumer involvement in 
Local Associations. However, these gaps told me something about the 
organisation. Incomplete records and National/Regional MIND staff's lack 
of knowledge of the extent of consumer involvement in particular Local 
Associations indicated the latter' s high degree of autonomy from other 
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levels of the organisation, and led to the formulation of questions and 
ideas: e.g. that Regional MIND's attempts to influence consumer 
involvement in Local Associations would be likely to have little effect 
because of their autonomy. 
2. PARTICIPANr OOSERlTATICN. 
Moser and Kalton describe participant observation as a method in which 
the social scientist: 
" .. joins in the daily life of the group or organisation he is 
studying. He watches what happens to the members of the 
commmity and how they behave and he also engages in 
conversations with them to find out their reactions to, and 
interpretations of, the events that have occurred. " ( 5) . 
Participant observation was used to study MIND for several reasons. 
Firstly, it enabled a better understanding of participants' perspectives 
: what Bryan Wilson refers to as "empathic understanding" ( 6), an 
.inportant aim of research by symbolic interactionists and 
phenomenologists (7}. Wilson refers also to rational understanding, or 
attempts to gain objective and unbiased knowledge of a social group. It 
is argued that, in order to gain effective understanding from a social 
science perspective, the researcher must maintain a balance between 
empathic and rational understanding ( 8) . 
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During fieldwork, I became very involved in the activities of the two 
Local Associations which were studied in depth. Whilst this enabled me, 
to some extent, to empathise with participants and to understand their 
perspectives, my active involvement made it rrore difficult for me to 
stand back as a detached observer, and see the Local Association rrore 
"objectively". At times during my participation, I "alrrost forgot" that 
I was there as a research student. However, it appeared easier to apply 
"rational understanding" and objectivity to the analysis of field notes 
collected from participant observation. 
The advantage of this method was that it helped me to question and 
rrodify my assumptions about consumer involvement, and about which people 
were "consumers". This particularly happened in my participation in 
Zeta Club, run by Westhill MIND, which considerably changed my 
understanding of the nature of consumer involvement, particularly in 
relation to the extent that this could be "formal" or "informal". Data 
from preli.rninary interviews suggested that there was little consumer 
involvement, but much professional participation in Westhill MIND, 
compared with the Eastvale Local Association. Yet in some ways, there 
was rrore consumer involvement in Zeta Club than in Eastvale MIND's day 
centre, which offered considerable formal participation, and clearly 
defined roles and responsibilities. Participant observation enabled a 
depth of understanding of the nature of consumer involvement in these 
two Local Associations, which could not have been acquired through 
interviewing alone. 
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Participant observation yielded data which was detailed and interesting, 
and led to the formlation of ideas, and of questions which could be 
asked in interviews. A disadvantage of the method was the considerable 
arrount of data collected, which were very hard to summarise or to 
quantify. It was originally intended to analyse the participant 
observation field notes in depth, and to use as much data from this 
source as from interviews . However, this proved .il!lpossible to complete 
because of the very considerable anount of time needed to analyse all the 
field notes. Instead, the study has been based largely on data from 
interviews. However, some usable data was generated from the participant 
observation; and I feel, on balance, that the use of this method has 
yielded information which gives a richer, more complete picture of 
consumer involvement in MIND. 
The time that participant observation took was also a disadvantage. 
About five days a week, for about 12 weeks, was spent in both Eastvale 
and Westhill MIND. In retrospect, this period of time could probably 
have been reduced by at least a third, without significant loss to the 
information collected. SOme of the data was later found to be irrelevant, 
but in the early. stages of the study, it was difficult to decide 
precisely what was relevant (9). At first, it see!red best to record a 
great deal, rather that have very narrow ideas about what was .il!lportant, 
without reflecting participants'perspectives. Lacey, in referring to his 
participant observation and other methods of research in a granrnar 
school, describes the enomous anount of :rraterial generated (10), and a 
similar problem occurred in the present study. 
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Participant observation could have been seen as intrusive, but very few 
people said that they found it so. Mbst people accepted the research 
very well, and some expressed considerable interest. Two individuals 
made jokes about my "spying" on them, but rore usual were =rrnents 
suggesting that participants liked having a research student around, or 
that they found it easy to "forget" what my role was. 
One advantage of participant observation was that it facilitated 
interviewing, although this was possibly rore true of Headquarters and 
Westhill MIND, where better rapport was probably established than in 
Eastvale MIND. 
3. SEMI -smociUREO I:l!rlliRVIE.Wn. 
Research methodologists have distinguished between structured, 
semi-structured, and unstructured interviewing. In structured 
interviewing, the researcher follows the order and precise wording of 
questions very closely, and the respondent is usually asked to choose 
one of a range of responses ("closed questions"). In unstructured 
interviewing, few questions are asked, and the respondent is given 
considerable scope in deciding what to say and how to say it ("open 
questions" ) ( 11) . In the present study, rost interviews were 
semi-structured, with a small number of closed questions with set 
responses, - but the majority were open. 
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One of the rrain faults of the study is that is was far too ambitious. Too 
lli3Il.Y people (over 200) were interviewed, and interview schedules 
(Appendix 1) included long lists of questions. It was originally 
intended to collect material on an excessively wide range of topics, and 
even though some of these were abandoned, the arrount of data generated 
proved to be oo=ageable. Because of constraints of time, it has been 
necessary to focus on a more limited range of topics. Besides those 
considered in this thesis, data were collected on Eastvale MIND day 
centre members ' views on local services, and lli3Il.y resp:>ndents were asked 
about MIND' s relationship with local and central government. 
The following people were interviewed in the study on topics referred to 
in this thesis ( 12) . 
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TABLE 2.1 
RESPCNDENTS IN'lERVIEWED IN THE STUDY 
Members of Council of Management/Vice Patron 
National MIND staff members 
National MIND volunteers 
Forum officers and members 
Regional MIND staff 
Other regional participants 
Day centre members 
Non-Day centre member volunteers 
Executive Cortunittee members 
Staff members 
Club members 
Executive Cortunittee members 
Non club member volunteer 
Staff members 
Consumers in Local Associations with high 
consUirer involvement 
Other participants in Local Associations with 
high consUirer involvement 
Other Local Association participants 
(Preliminary fieldwork) 
Respondents in other voluntary organisations 
Civil servants at the Department of Health 
and Social Security 
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n 20& 
10 
25 
9 National MIND 
6 
13 
2 Regional MIND 
22 
2 
12 Eastvale MIND 
2 
2-2.. 
10 
1 Westhill MIND 
4 
17 OtlJer local 
Association 
21 Participants 
7 
15 
OtlJer :resp:n •lel• ts 
8 
In addition, a number of other people were interviewed on topics not 
covered in this thesis. These respondents included about twenty mental 
health professionals in Eastvale and Westhill who were not involved in 
MIND; two MPs whose constituencies were in the Westhill area; and four 
members of Dutch mental health advocacy groups. 
As the field work progressed, it became easier to reduce the number of 
questions asked. Indeed, this was necessary as it was irrp::>ssible to get 
through about fifty questions with any but the rrost enthusiastic of 
respondents! Checklists were drawn up, listing questions in order of 
inportance. 
Fortunately, in general, participants expressed interest in the research, 
and out of over 200 people approached, only a srrall number declined to be 
interviewed (13). Many respondents expressed enthusiasm for the topic of 
research, and were articulate, and keen to share their views. several 
people spent two or rrore hours answering questions, usually in rrore than 
one interview. 
As t.irne passed, I became less concerned to cover all the questions on the 
checklist, and tended to use them as starting points for the expression 
of ideas about consumer involvement and related topics. For rrost 
interviews, a checklist of questions, listed in order of inportance, was 
used. If participants wanted to give long replies, or views on other 
topics, I usually intervened to a l.ilnited extent. 
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This limited structure to interviews had the advantage that respondents 
rould talk about what was important to them, and possilily meant that there 
was less danger of imposing rrfi ovm views. It also meant that some very 
W ll f·Z 
x detailed and interesting data was· collected. After some interviews, I 
would feel quite excited, as respondents had such fascinating views! As 
the research progressed, I became increasingly :interested in respondents' 
views and meanings, rather than my own, and this resembled a 
phenomenological approach ( 14), although there was not a conscious decision 
to use this. 
However, there were problems with the lack of structure to interviews, 
which rrade it very difficult to order or classify the data collected. In 
addition, same respondents answered a relatively limited number of 
questions, and I obtained little rraterial on those which were towards the 
end of the checklist. It was only at the stage of analysis that I became 
aware of the relative importance of certain questions. 
In retrospect, the advice of rrfi supervisors to keep the fieldwork within 
tighter boundaries was correct, but the interest and fascination of 
exploring different intellectual paths and ideas led me to increase the 
scope of the work beyond rranageable limits. Although the aims of the 
research (outlined :in Chapter 1) were fonm1lated before fieldwork began, 
these aims were too wide ranging and covered too rrany topics. There was 
also a need to weigh up the benefits of enabling respondents to say what 
they saw as important in relation to consumer involvement, against the 
need to collect data which was reasonably easy to analyse, in response to 
a specific number of questions ( 15) . 
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In the National office, and in Eastvale and Westhill MIND, the 
participant observation may have affected the views expressed by 
respondents in interviews. There was a problem related to reactivity. 
As a participant in MIND activities, I was sometimes informally asked my 
views. This meant that, before being interviewed, respondents sometimes 
had some knowledge of my values and beliefs. If I had not shared my 
views when asked, this could have been seen as distant, and not very 
hU!li3Il, but doing so may have made it rrore likely that respondents would 
give answers which they felt would please me. In addition, the fact that 
the research was about consumer involvement may have led some 
participants to appear rrore interested in the topic than was actually the 
case. It, is difficult to assess the extent to which these factors 
influenced respondents ' views, but an jmpression was gained that many 
people gave honest and reflective answers. 
Another source of influence was the inclusion of some questions which 
were unintentionally phrased as leading towards a particular response. 
Exartples include schedule 3, Q 11 a) "Would you like to take on rore 
responsibility in National MIND?" and schedule 7, Q 6b. "IX> you think 
EastvalejWesthill MIND is sufficiently involved in campaigns for 
jmprovements in local statutory services?" . In some cases, questions in 
interviews were constructed too hurriedly because of the large arrount of 
other field work. 
In addition, I found that I sometimes tended to express agreement 
automatically with things respondents said, and this may have reinforced 
the expression of particular views. However, a few interviews developed 
into 
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conversations or exchanges of ideas, and I had the .impression that the 
(possibly unwise) occasional expression of my own views did not 
necessarily influence respondents' expressed views to much extent, and 
prolt'pted them to respond to questions in depth. "Conversational 
interviewing" was used by Professor Zweig, who wrote: 
" .. I dropped the idea of a questionnaire or formal verbal 
questions .. instead I had casual talks .. on an absolutely equal 
footing and in friendly intercourse. ~ese were not formal 
interviews but an exchange of views .. " (16). 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Classification sheets were compiled to analyse the data from interviews, 
with a note made of the number of times that particular items were 
mentioned, and what each individual said. ~s data was then quantified 
into Tables. 
In the thesis quotations from interviews have been chosen to illustrate 
particular points. One problem with using qualitative data is that 
quotations can be used to confirm a point, whilst data which refutes it 
is ignored. Attempts have been made to overcome this problem by quoting 
resp:mdents' views both "for" and "against" particular positions. 
~e second part of this Chapter will examine the main ethical problems 
which were encountered. 
E'miCAL ISSUES 
A number of authorities have emphasised the .importance of sound ethical 
practice in research in the social sciences; and have argued that the 
researcher should, as far as possilile, ensure that participants are not 
hanned by the research process ( 17) . The rrain ethical ooncems in the 
present study relate to: 
1. The dangers of labelling or stigmatising certain MIND 
participants as "oons\.llllers" . 
2. My lack of awareness of some respondents' perspectives. 
3. Openness and honesty about the research, particularly in 
relation to participant observation. 
4. Respondents using interviews to complain about the organisation 
or to discuss personal problems. 
5. The influence of my own values, and the difficulty, perhaps 
.irnpossiliility, of producing an entirely "truthful" or "accurate" 
account. 
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Firstly, there was the p::ltential problem of stigmatising or labelling 
certain people as "consumers", and of making invidious distinctions 
between so-called "consumers" and other MIND participants. Attenpts were 
made to avoid these problems by making it clear that I did not intend to 
stigmatise or label, and that questions about "consumer involvement" 
referred to people who had used mental health services (willingly or 
unwillingly), and/or who felt that they had experienced mental health 
problems. I tried also to be open to resp::Jndents' perspectives of who or 
what constituted "consumers" and "consumer involvement". 
I had a number of previous roles, each of which were shared ,by certain 
MIND participants, including those of "consumer", "mental health 
professional" and "volunteer". Before the research, I had told few 
people about my role as consumer of psychotherapy. In view of the nature 
of the research, it was necessary to decide what to tell respondents 
about my past experiences. Within MIND Local Associations it seemed 
necessary to share my consumer experience for two reasons. Firstly, it 
did not set me apart as someone who was different from participants who 
had used services. 'lb have mentioned only my role as a psychiatric nurse 
might have created a distance, and might have been dishonest. Secondly, 
I felt that sharing my own consumer experience would enable people to 
share theirs, if they wished. Sometimes this seems to have been the 
case. E.g a staff member conmented that one participant found it easier 
to talk to me because she knew that I had been a consumer. 
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However, I did not mention this aspect of my experience to some 
respondents. E.g. when approaching consultant psychiatrists (who were not 
MIND members) and senior civil servants for interview, I errphasised my 
role as a psychiatric nurse, as I felt (perhaps wrongly) that this would 
lend Jl'Ore credibility to my research. On reflection, I feel it would 
have been Jl'Ore honest to have told these respondents about my consumer 
experience, but I am not sure that it would have been relevant. 
As far as I can tell, labelling or stigmatising people appears to have 
been avoided. But my lack of awareness of respondents' perspectives 
caused considerable ethical problems in Eastvale MIND, the first Local 
Association which was studied in depth. My interview schedule, with long 
lists of questions, failed to take sufficient account of some day centre 
members ' perspectives and perceptions of the research. Some respondents 
found the schedule too long, and certain questions puzzling. At least 
one individual felt unable to discuss this with me, and corrplained to the 
centre manager. 
I did my best to learn from this experience ( 18) , and subsequently, I 
tried to be !!Ulch =re aware of respondents ' perspectives and perceptions 
of the interview. In Eastvale MIND I interviewed stratified random 
samples of day centre members ( 19) . However, in Westhill MIND I 
approached only those club members with whom I had established rapport. 
In addition, I was Jl'Ore flexible in my choice and range of questions, and 
tried to be Jl'Ore aware of signs of boredom or anxiety. All this meant 
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that it was rrore difficult to conpare the responses of people with 
cons\.Uller experience in the two IDeal Associations, but it did mean that 
efforts were made to reduce the likelihood of causing distress or unease 
to respondents . 
People in both IDeal Associations were very accepting of myself and my 
research, but overall, I established rrore rapport with, and felt closer 
to participants in Westhill MIND. This was for several reasons. In 
general, Westhill MIND participants were rrore enthusiastic about the 
research, and appeared to understand it better, and many were graduates 
or local students. I did not establish as good a rapport with some 
members of Eastvale MIND, probably because of cultural and educational 
differences. Eastvale MIND is in a part of England which was unfamiliar 
to me. Differences between the two IDeal Associations in selection of 
people to be interviewed, in ease of =rmunication, and in respondents' 
enthusiasm for the research, are likely to have had some effect on the 
findings; but it is difficult to assess in what ways, and to what extent. 
In my work as a research student (and later, as a research nurse) , I have 
oome to appreciate the value of openness and honesty in the research 
relationship. There are advantages in working with respondents on 
research projects, and in enabling them to participate in decisions about 
the areas to be explored, rather than the researcher .inposing herjhis 
ideas. 
29. 
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It was decided to study consumer involvement in MIND partly because it 
was known, before field.work corrunenced, that at least some participants 
were keen to increase such participation in the organisation (20). 
Participants varied in the extent that consumer involvement was salient 
to them, but there were many who indicated that they were comnitted to 
increasing such participation. Participants' interest in the study is 
indicated by the very high percentage of people who agreed to be 
interviewed. Many respondents had facilitated consumer involvement in 
MIND or other organisations, and interview responses indicated that some 
had thought deeply al::out the issue. Listening to respondents' views 
helped me to increase my understanding of consumer involvement, for which 
I am very grateful. 
Bulmer has distinguished between overt and covert research, particularly 
in relation to participant observation. He argues that oovert research, 
performed without respondents ' knowledge or oonsent is unethical ( 21) , a 
view with which, in general, I agree. From the start, efforts were mede 
to clearly infom participants al::out the research and find out what 
methods and areas of exploration were acceptable to them. People were 
given opportunities to express ideas and ask questions. The research was 
discussed both infomally and in a few meetings, but I should have been 
rrore aware that not all Eastvale MIND day centre members were keen to be 
interviewed in depth. 
~---------
4. PARTICIPliNTS' USE OF lNlER.VIEloiS 
One ethical problem concerned ways in which participants used the 
research relationship. A few respondents used interviews to talk about 
personal problems in detail. When this oc=ed, it was tempting to 
adopt a "counselling" role, but to do so 'WOuld not have been in the 
interests of people who needed long-term support, in view of my limited 
time with each Local Association, and the clash with my role as a 
research student. In such cirCl.llliStances, I generally explored with the 
individual where (s)he could get on-going help and support. 
A relatively small number of people, in infernal conversation or 
interviews, told me things about their Local Associations which other 
participants might not have wanted me to know. Two respondents ll'ade 
several _complaints about their Local Association. '!his use of myself as 
a confidante involved two rroral dilernm3.s. Firstly I was listening to, 
and perhaps encouraging, what could be seen as "gossip" on ll'atters which, 
I felt, I was not entitled to hear. Secondly, some of this ll'aterial 
might be of relevance to the study, and if so, should it be used? I 
decided that, whilst such ll'aterial might add to the accuracy of my 
account, this had to be overridden by a responsibility to respect 
confidentiality and to consider participants ' feelings. 
5. VAIDES AND •'lRJJ'lli" 
Finally, my own values are likely, perhaps inevitably, to affect the 
"accuracy" and "truth" of this study (22). My own interest in, and 
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commitment to cons\.lll'er involvement in mental health services, led me to 
choose this as a topic for research. As the fieldwork progressed, I 
l:;ecame rrore aware of my own values and assUirq?tions, and their possible 
influence on the study. In particular, I l:;ecame aware of my l:;elief that 
cons\.lll'er involvement was necessarily a '"good thing'", and that its extent 
in an organisation could l:;e fairly precisely estimated: e.g. on 
four-point rating scales. The rrore I studied consumer involvement, the 
rrore complex it appeared, and I l:;ecame increasingly interested in 
respondents ' 
ass\.lll'e that 
perspectives. I came to realise that it was not enough to 
cons\.lll'er involvement is a '"good thing'". Instead, it was 
necessary to ask questions such as: "Who should l:;e considered a 
cons\.lll'er?'" '"What level, degree and type of consumer involvement is 
optimum for a particular individual, and for the organisation as a 
whole?'" '"What are the problems and benefits of consumer involvement?'" 
'"What factors facilitate or hinder such participation?'".· 
The rest of this thesis attenpts to answer these questions. The next 
chapter explores the meaning of participation and related concepts. 
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The concept of participation is central to much political theory, and is 
particularly emphasised in the literature on participatory and 
representative derrocracy (1). The perceived short=ings of the latter 
are often stressed by using the language of participation (2). Consumer 
involvement in MIND can be better understood by considering participation 
within the wider context of social policy and the voluntary ll'OVement for 
mental health. For this reason, the next two chapters include an 
examination of the meaning of "consumer", "participation", and related 
concepts; the recent development of participation in social policy in 
this country; and the characteristics, types and dimensions of 
participation. Chapter 5 considers the development of participation in 
the voluntary ll'Dvement for mental health. 
'ffiE a:N::EPT OF ·~· 
In Ecbnomics the tenn "=sumer" refers to an individual who purchases 
goods or services. Consumers in free markets in capitalist societies 
choose a=ngst a variety of items which are offered for sale. The a=unt 
of choice of each individual depends on herfhis purchasing power (3). 
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From the nineteen sixties the tenn "consumer" has been used, to an 
increasing e"'ttent, in both the UK and the USA, to describe a user of 
those statuto:ry or volunta:ry services which are free at the point of 
consumption. Until the developnent of the Welfare State, the only 
"consumers", in the economic sense, of health or welfare services were 
the rich, and working people with regular, reasonably paid employment who 
joined organisations concerned with mutual aid such as friendly 
societies. These organisations paid their members on retirement, and in 
times of sickness and unemployment. People who were poor received free 
health and welfare services from wealthy benefactors or volunta:ry 
organisations, or from the state. ( 4) State services such as workhouses 
were seen as, and indeed were often meant to be, stigmatising. The aim 
was often to inculcate self help and to deter people from of relief 
seeking assistance (5). Words like "supplicant", "recipient", 
"beneficia:ry", which .i.rrply a passive, inferior position to the donor are 
intentional and accurate descriptions of the status of many users of 
charitable and state services until the early twentieth century. By 
corrparison, therefore, the tenn "consumer" i.nplies a certain arrount of 
choice, and of equality, or even superiority, in relation to the giver of 
the service. 
From the time of the election of the Liberal Government in 1905 until 
after WOrld War 2, refonns were made to provide certain benefits and 
services as a right; and whilst Poor Law services persisted, there was 
increased awareness by Governments of the stigmatising effects of the 
Poor Law, with consequential efforts to develop a variety of services 
outside its remit ( 6) • The passing of the National Health Act and 
National Assistance Act in 1948, made available a wide range of health 
and welfare services, as of right, to those who needed them. 
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Nevertheless, certain benefits and services are still seen as 
stigmatising, even when they are universal, rather than means-tested 
( 7) . The views of many members of the public in this respect do not 
accord with those of many politicians and professionals. The increasing 
use of the tenn "consumer" to refer to a user of health or welfare 
services appears to have coincided with: 
a) new ideas in social policy, social work and the health service 
concerning the role and status of the recipient of services and the 
professional - client relationship; 
b) the developnent of a so-called "consumer society" from the mid 
nineteen fifties onwards. 
The late nineteen fifties and sixties was a time of rising economic 
prosperity in the UK, with many people having an increasing arrount of 
rroney to spend on a considerably widening range of goods. 'lhere was 
increased concern to protect the interests of consumers, with the setting 
up of a voluntary organisation, the Consumers Association, in 1956, and 
the passing from 1959, of a variety of Acts to protect consumers { 8). A 
large number of consumer groups was fanned, including organisations of 
users of statutory services, such as the Patients' Association and the 
Advisory Centre for Education {9). 'lhe idea of consumer protection, but 
not consumer choice, gradually spread to social and other public services 
(10). According to the Report of the Cormnittee on Local Authority and 
Allied Personal Social Services {the Seebohm Report): 
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" .. the consumer of the personal social seiVices has limited choice 
among services and thus needs special opportunities for 
participation. The justification of consumer consultative 
machinery in nationalised industries contained in the recent 
Consumer Council study also applies to the personal social 
services .• " ( 11) . 
From the seventies there was increased concern to consider the needs of 
consumers of public and social services and of paid professional 
seiVices, areas with which the Consumers' Association became increasingly 
concerned. lord Young, a leading figure in the consumer rrovernent and 
founder of the Consumers' Association, errphasised the needs of consumers 
of social services (12). The National Consumer Council, founded in 1975, 
was set up to protect the interests of a variety of consumers, including 
users of public, health and social services (13). In 1986 the National 
Consumer Council produced a report of "clients' redress in social 
services departments" (14). 
Godyer commented on t1tJo perspectives of "consumer representation in the 
public and social services" : 
.. The first is the individual perspective .. are the institutions 
operating for the benefit of their users, rather than the users 
being inconvenienced for the benefit of the institutions? The 
second ... perspective .. (is] do the people who pay for and use the 
services make any noise about their view of how best to spend the 
rroney? ... ( 15 ) . 
mE CXNSUMER IN 'lEE HEAL'IH SERVICE 
Whilst :rrost recipients of pre-twentieth centrn:y welfare services lli3.Y have 
been poor, people with physical or mental illness or handicap have always 
come from a variety of social classes. The relationship between doctor 
and patient was affected by the latter's social class and wealth (16). 
The wealthy paid for medical attention and were thus "consumers" 1 in the 
economic sense, of this service. Studies of the doctor-patient 
relationship have drawn different conclusions about the relative amounts 
of power of the two parties, some enphasising the doctor's prestige and 
expert knowledge, others pointing to ways in which the patient can exert 
influence or negotiate with the doctor (17). The perceived mental health 
of the patient is one factor which ·appears to affect the extent to which 
( s) he is allowed consumer status. In the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries both medical and lay staff exercised ~nsiderable coercion, and 
ignored the wishes of upper class and middle class people with mental 
illness, despite the latter's social status and ability to pay. This 
applied even to George III whose "lll3.d doctors" gave him treatment against 
his will, and refused to grant =Y of his requests. In =y cases, the 
mentally ill patient's relatives were viewed as the consumers of 
professional services, and it was their wishes, rather than those of 
patients, which were acceded to by the doctor or other professional (18). 
Despite the developing power of psychiatrists, Klein points out that, 
until 1911, when National Insurance was introduced, "few doctors had high 
social prestige and income" (19). General Practitioners were: 
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" .. in the position of small tradesmen -who had to do as instructed 
by the customer, especially doctors engaged in "contract medicine", 
through -which doctors were hired by Friendly Societies to look 
after their members. 
"In the working class .. the customer was always right, and usually 
insisted on cheap medicine .. " (20). 
From the days of the Friendly Societies, patients have had some choice in 
deciding their General Practitioners. 
the National Insurance Act, 1911, 
emphasised the ilnportance of "free 
During negotiations concerned with 
"the British Medical Association 
choice of D:>ctor by patient" ( 21) . 
Under the National Insurance Act, patients could chose any. General 
Practitioner . from a "panel appointed by the local Insurance Comnittee" 
(22). Choice of hospital treatment depended on ability to pay, and was 
usually limited for poorer people using the voluntary hospital system 
before World War 2, or for National Health Service patients (23). 
Writing in 1971, Logan et al =nmented: 
" •• 'Ib talk al:x:>ut someone as a consumer nomally i.rrplies he has 
freedom of choice - and has the infomation required to exercise 
that choice rationally. 'Ihe consumer of medical services is very 
rarely in such a position. 'Ihe !TOre he needs medical services 
(i.e. , the rrore acutely ill he is) , the less choice he has .. " ( 24) . 
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Several writers comment that many psychiatric patients have little choice 
of services, and often little say in natters concerning their everyday 
lives or treatment (25). Psychiatric patients have been described as 
powerless, and in an inferior position in their relationship with mental 
health professionals, a point which will be considered later in this 
thesis Recipients of private medicine have often been referred to 
"=nsumers'' since the nineteen fifties, particularly in American 
(26). 
as 
literature. 
including 
During the seventies, National Health service patients, 
those using psychiatric services, were referred to as 
"consumers" in a number of papers, particularly those on consumer 
satisfaction (27). '!his decade saw an increased interest in consumer 
views, which was reflected in the setting up, in 1969, of the Hospital 
(later Health) Advisory Service, to assess Health Services for older 
people and patients with learning disabilities and mental health 
problems, following a series of scandals in long stay hospitals ( 28) . 
The post of Health Services Corrmissioner was created in 1972 (29). 
several studies of oonsumer views of Health Services were oonducted (30), 
including a survey, by the Royal Corrmission on the National Health 
Service of patients' attitudes to their treatment ( 31) . 
King argues that, with reorganisation in 1974, the National Health 
Service changed from being " .. a totally enclosed and secret institution." 
(32) to offer opportunities for increased public involvement, with the 
creation of Conrnunity Health Councils which represented oonsumer 
interests, and increased interest in oonsumer views (33). other 
authorities have argued that the reorganisation of the National Health 
Service decreased or inhibited such participation (34). Draper et al 
point out that Central Government exerted control over membership of 
Health Authorities, and that " .. the a:msumer's voice (was] ... heard only 
in Collmunity Health Councils which had no executive JXlWers .. " The 
reorganisation has been criticised for failing to facilitate 
participation because of its top-dawn decision making, and for 
its" .. shift away from participative decision processes, and towards 
mechanistic and technocratic processes .. " ( 35) . "By the late seventies, 
consideration was given to a simplified health service administration, 
which might be rrore sensitive to community needs and res]XJnsive to the 
consumers' ]Xlint of view .. " (36), with atterrpts !ll3de to rrake the NHS less 
bureaucratic in further reorganisation in 1981 (37). 
Under Conservative Governments since 1979, there has been increased 
errphasis on "consumerism" in the National Health Service. According to 
Richardson and Bray, consumerism " .. refers to the need to acknowledge the 
interests of consumers in health delivery as well as the pressures they 
are likely to bear on the system .. " (38). Atterrpts have been Jrade "to 
rrake the National Health Service rrore patient oriented ( 39). Since the 
early seventies, several DHSS/OOH publications have referred to the 
importance of considering the needs and views of consumers ( 40) . The 
rise in consumerism in the National Health Service appears to have come 
at a time of increased errphasis on self help and on people's 
res]Xlnsibility for their own health, and a recognition by ]Xllitical 
parties that JranY people wanted rrore participation in services (41). 
An endorsement of consumerism in the National Health Service came from 
the National Health Service Management Enquiry Report (the Griffiths 
Re]Xlrt) ( 42), published in 1983, which laid errphasis on "assessing the 
quality of health care" ( 43), particularly from the viewpoint of the 
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patient, who is often referred to in the Re]Xlrt as the "consumer" or 
"customer" (44). Close parallels were drawn between the health service 
and the commercial market, and it was recommended that Health Authcrities 
should conduct "market research type surveys of NHS consumers ' wishes and 
opinions" ( 45) . 
" .. Businessmen have a keen sense of how well they are looking after 
their customers. Whether the NHS is meeting the needs of the 
patient, and the corrrnunity, and can prove that it is doing so, is 
open to question .. " (46). 
The Re]Xlrt further recommended: 
"The Management Board and Chainnen should ensure that it is central 
to the approach of rranagement, in planning and delivering services 
for the ]Xlpulation as a whole, to 
"1. ascertain how well the service is being delivered at local 
level by obtaining the experience and perceptions of patients 
and the corrrnuni ty ... 
"2. res]Xlnd directly to this information; 
"3. act on it in formulating ]Xllicy; 
"4. ronitor perforrrance against it .. " (47). 
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The Griffiths Report commented on health service management's lack of 
corrmit:rnent to "consumer related tasks" (48), and recommended that general 
managers should be appointed to improve customer relations, and to 
increase responsiveness to public and consumer expectations. Griffiths 
also recommended that ministers should review the National Health Service 
to ensure that this objective was being met (49). The Griffiths Report 
appears to have influenced an increase in atterrpts to assess consumers' 
satisfaction with health services and to be more responsive to their 
needs. A survey in 1985 by the National Association of Health 
Authorities found at least 80 schemes for improving responsiveness to 
consumer needs (50). Since the mid eighties, many measures of quality, 
often taking the consumer' s perspective into account, have been devised, 
as comp::ments of quality assurance and total quality management (51). 
Such measures have included patient satisfaction studies of mental health 
and other services (52) . The Patient' s Charter, produced in 199.1 , 
stresses the rights of patients, the standards of service which they can 
expect, and the value attached to patients' views (53). In addition, the 
monitoring of services and the meeting of consumer needs, have been 
stressed in the white paper "Working for Patients" (54) and the NHS and 
Community Care Act, 1990 (55). 
From the nineteen sixties, there has also been increasing concern to 
apply the principles of consumerism to personal social services. In the 
USA during the Kennedy and Johnson adminstrations, legislation was passed 
to make a variety of social services more accessible and more aware of 
cons\.Ul\ers ' views and felt needs (56) . Market research techniques and 
other surveys of cons\.Ul\er opinion were used to discover what cons\.Ul\ers 
thought of services (57). Writing in 1975, Perlrnan cammented: 
" .. the cons\.Ul\er' s perspective has emerged in the past ten years in 
all aspects of life in the United States with greater force and 
clarity than ever before. In social welfare, cons\.Ul\ers' interests 
are being articulated and their interests rrobilised." (58). 
In the United Kingdom, the Seebohm Report stressed the importance of 
considering the consumer view (59). The report provided the irrpetus for 
studies of cons\.Ul\er satisfaction with social work, with several studies 
being done in this area ( 60) . A growth in interest in the cons\.Ul\er view 
was reflected in an increased recognition of the imbalance of power in 
the relationship between client and social worker, and of discrepancies 
between their views ( 61) . Later DHSS reports of relevance to social work 
also stressed the importance of the cons\.Ul\er viewpoint. Exarrples include 
the Barclay Report which included a survey of cons\.Ul\er views of social 
work (62), and "Care and Treatment in a Planned Envir=nent", which 
emphasised the importance of professionals considering the views of 
children and young people in corrrnunity schools ( 63) . In the seventies 
and eighties a number of DHSS documents on services for people with 
learning disabilities and mental illness stressed the importance of views 
and needs of consumers and their relatives (64). Eg. "Care in the 
Comnunity" states in relation to conmunity care: 
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" .. Most people who need long-term care can and should be looked 
after in the =rnnunity. 
themselves .• " ( 65 ) . 
This is what rrost of them want for 
The House of Comrons Social Services Committee Report on Comnunity Care 
(the Short Report) re=rmended that the views of people with mental 
illness and learning disabilities and their relatives be considered, 
especially when long-term facilities were being closed. In its response 
to this report, Central Government re=rmended that "NHS managers be 
reminded that developnent of services should be informed by consultation 
and consumer rights .. " ( 66) . In 1987 Sir FDy Griffiths was appointed to 
chair a comnittee further investigating =nrmmity care of elderly people 
and people with mental illness and learning disabilities. Part of the 
committee's remit was to assess this from the consumer perspective (67). 
In addition, consumer participation, and the rights of users of social 
services, and their informal carers, have been stressed in the Wagner 
Report on residential care, the 1Jihite paper "Caring for People", the 
Children Act, 1989, certain sections of the N.H.S. and Comnunity Care 
Act, 1990, and several reports of the Social Services Inspectorate (68). 
'IERMS 'IO IESCRIBE SERVICE USERS 
The use of particular terms to describe recipients of Health and Social 
services reflects their status in relation to the providers of services. 
Terms such as "beneficiary" and "supplicant" denoted the recipient's 
passive and inferior role (69) Whilst the tenn "patient" in health care 
is said to suggest passivity and acceptance of suffering (70). Shaw 
=rments on the wide variety of terms used to describe recipients of 
social work services. 
" •• From one point of view it does not not natter what name is given 
to the users of the personal social services. Yet there is a 
strong normative element 2n the recent plethora of new 
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designations, stimulated by a desire to emphasise individual 
rights, and a claim that the user of welfare services is in all 
impJrtant respects like other people .. " ( 71) . 
Certain words have been deliberately coined by professionals to reflect 
changes which they were trying to effect in their relationships with 
service users . Thus, from the late nineteen forties, the word "resident" 
was used to describe members of Therapeutic Communities who were 
receiving treatment. "Resident" was felt to reflect rrore ac=ately the 
individual's involvement in decision making and responsibility in a 
derrocratic, permissive environment (72). The word "clairrant" in social 
services signified a right to welfare. " .. A cla:iJnant carries I!Pre power 
than an applicant.. [and] often .i.rrplies a statement about the value and 
impJrtance of corporate action .. " (73). The tenn "client" reflected the 
wish of social workers to give recipients the rights and status of users 
of professional services (74). However, unlike the clients of I!Pst 
professionals, some people Who receive services from psychiatrists, 
psychiatric nurses and social workers, do so reluctantly, or against 
their will; and in some cases, the professional nay be serving the 
interests of other people besides the client (75). 
Some authorities have indicated the advantages of viewing recipients of 
health and social services as "constmters", with its irrplications of 
choice, equality with. service providers, and of lack of stigma (76). 
Morris comments that if social services view social work clients as 
"consumers" , they are likely to respond better to client denand ( 77) . 
According to Jef Smith, "a particular merit [of the tenn consumer] is 
that it focuses attention on denand, in a field in which the supply side 
has traditionally dominated the debate .. " (78). I.azare et al refer to the 
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different expectations that therapists and patients have of psychiatric 
treatment, and describe the advantages of a "customer approach to 
patienthood", in which treatment is negotiated by the patient (79). The 
involvement of British Central Government in a "consumer approach" within 
the National Health service has already been outlined (80). 
A number of authors comment that the application of a term in Economics 
is of limited use in Health or Social Services. Fisher et al state that, 
whilst a customer in a market exercises choice and influences competition 
and production of goods, this is of limited significance to the consumer 
of welfare services who has little autonomy (81). Other critics have 
pointed out that, unlike consumers in the open market, Ili3IlY users of 
health and welfare services do not pay for them (82), and exercise little 
or no choice or power in their selection of services ( 83) . The 
complexity of some professional services makes it harder for consumers to 
Ill3ke decisions about them than is the case with Ili3IlY oorrrnercial. goods 
(84). The usefulness of the concept of "consumer" in Health Services has 
been questioned by van den Heuvel, who stresses the need for greater 
conceptual clarification in its use. He points out that within health 
policy, "consumer" can refer either to "control of cost prices, outcome 
and efficiency", or to "self control and participation" (85). There are 
also problems with using "consumer" to describe people who receive health 
or social services against their will, or because they have no choice: 
eg, patients compulsorily admitted to psychiatric hospitals, people 
subject to probation orders, and children taken into care and their 
parents. There is a social control element in some health and social 
services provision (86), and in some cases the "consumer" is someone who 
requests, or pays for a service which is given to a reluctant or 
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unwilling recipient. Examples include patients detained by order of 
judges in psychiatric hospitals under a section of the Mental Health Act, 
1983 (87), and reluctant psychiatric patients whcse relatives pay for 
their treatment in private hospitals (88). Klein and Lewis graphically 
describe the difference between the consumer's relation with the 
professional and the shopkeeper: "What distinguishes a professional from 
a shopkeeper is that his duty lies in doing for the client what 
professional knowledge and professional ethics dictate, not what the 
client wants .. " ( 89) . 
Although the term "consumer" has sometimes been used to replace other 
VIOrds which are thought to be stigmatising, some authors COllUT\eilt that 
"consumer" is itself stigmatising, or diminishes the status of the user 
of services. Thus, Mangen and Griffith argue that "the prorrotion of the 
role of consumer depresses the status of a [psychiatric) patient by 
introducing a misleading supply and demand interpretation " (90). Warren 
states that, in relation to American mental health services, the term 
"consumer" diminishes the status and viewpoint of service users (91). 
Bellin COllUT\eilts that it is stigmatising to differentiate between 
"consumers" and "non consumers" ( 92 ) , a view which was expressed by some 
MIND participants in the present study (93). 
Finally, there is the question: "Who is the consumer of health and social 
services?" This question is :important in relation to who should 
participate in services, and will be considered in rrore detail during the 
ensuing analysis of participation. The term "consumer" has been used to 
describe, not only direct users of services, but their relatives, local 
citizens and rate payers (94) . The rest of this chapter is concerned 
with the meaning, types and dimensions of participation. 
WHAT IS PARTICIPATICN? 
Several authors note the wide range of meanings attributed to 
participation ( 95), and the lack of agreement about the meaning of the 
word (96). Boaden et al state that "participation is a chimeric itJOrd, 
capable of meaning ll\3IlY things to ll\3IlY people" ( 97), whilst Fowler 
cormnents that a lack of shared meaning of participation leads to 
"confusion, conflict, frustration" (98), According to Paternan, 
"participation" is used to refer to "a wide variety of different 
situations by different people" (99). 
The Penguin English Dictionary defines participation as the "act of 
taking part or sharing .. " (lOO). Richardson and Boaden et al cite other 
dictionary definitions: 
" .. a taking part (with others) in some action or matter .. " (101). 
" .. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary gives at least two 
definitions: one implies the idea of forming part of something, the 
second that of sharing something in OOimOn with others, or taking 
part with others, in some action or other .. " (102) 
Richardson and Boaden et al state that these dictionary definitions raise 
further questions about the meaning of "taking part", the precise nature 
of participation, and who participates (103). 
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Many definitions of Participation are given in the context of involvement 
within a particular sphere of activity: eg, in politics, social policy, 
rranagement, industry (104). General definitions of participation in the 
literature seem to be less comrron. Richardson suggests that a 
superficial definition of "to participate" might be "to take part, to 
berorne involved", but argues that this definition ignores the corrplexity 
of the concept (105). Verba et al define participation as "acts by those 
not fomally empowered to nake decisions - the acts being intended to 
influence those who have such decisional power, and successful 
participation refers to those acts that have (at least in part) the 
intended effects" (106). Consumer Participation, cormnmity participation 
and citizen participation have been described (107), the last two terms 
being particularly prevalent in the American literature. There appear to 
be no definitions of consumer participation in the literature reviewed 
(as opposed to definitions of "consumer" and "participation"). The 
following definition of consumer participation, based on ways in which 
the tenn is used in the literature, is proposed: 
The involvement of users of services in responsibility and/or 
decision rraking which has an intended impact on services and/or 
policies which affect the individual participant and/or other 
service users. 
The characteristics and nature of such participation are examined below. 
The tenn consumer involvement appears to be a synonym for consumer 
participation, and was used in this way by JTOst MIND participants during 
the period of fieldwork. A literature search has not revealed any 
consideration of differences in meaning between the two terms, and 
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descriptions of "consumer involvement" by respondents in both this study 
( 108), and that of Fowler ( 109), suggest that members of voluntary 
organisations for mental health saw "consumer involvement" in the same 
way that others view consumer participation. 
According to Caro, "comnunity participation ... can be broadly defined to 
include the involvement of all who have an interest in a comnunity .. " 
(110). Community participation usually describes the involvement of 
people who live in a relatively small geographical area: eg, a rural 
community, town or suburb. In relation to third world devel~t, the 
United Nations suggested that community participation occurred " .. in 
small comnunities composed of individuals "at the lowest level of 
aggregation at which people organise for comron efforts"" (111). The 
usage of "Community Participation" and "Citizen Participation" seems to 
overlap. Citizen Participation has been defined as a " .. belief that 
government should be a means by which the governed can express their 
wishes and chcose their progranrnes" ( 112) , whilst Arnstein declares that 
it " .. is a categorical tenn for citizen power. It is the redistribution 
of power that enables the have not citizens, presently excluded from the 
political and economic processes, to be deliberately included in the 
future .. " ( 113). 
The tenns "relative participation" or "relative involvement" refers to 
the participation of people with a family member who has a particular 
problem, and/or uses a particular service. Examples include the parents 
of children who attend school, or who have a disability, and the 
relatives of people with mental illness ( 114) . 
Participation has been advocated, described and defined in relation to 
rrany areas, including involvement in Central Government and IDeal 
Govemnent, in policy rraki.ng and policy implementation in various areas 
of social policy, in industry, and within institutions run by health, 
social services and penal organisations ( 115) . Participation has also 
been described in mutual aid or self help groups and other types of 
voluntary organisation ( 116). Yet several writers comment on inadequate 
definitions or poor conceptualisation of participation in the 
literature. Definitions have been described as vague (117), confusing 
(118), and ambiguous (119). Inadequate conceptualisation has been 
described (120). Fowler states that it is difficult to define 
participation because of the lack of literature about the concept. He 
attributes the latter to a reliance on authority and professional 
expertise 
particular 
and because "the founders of the welfare state had no 
reason to consider [participation] .. " (121). A number of 
critics refer to the diversity of views on the meaning of participation 
(122). Both Fowler's study of mental health consumer groups and the 
present study found that participants attributed a wide variety of 
meanings to the tenn "consumer involvement" (123). 
" .. the central difficulty in discussing [citizen participation) is 
that al.rrost everyone has a different view based on unspoken 
assUillptions and perspectives, that in turn spring from differing 
personal irrperatives, political, philosophical, social 
understanding and other variables. (124). 
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" .. the problem with participation is that it is so ambiguous: each 
is free, like H1.1lrpty Dumpty, to make the word mean exactly what he 
or she wishes it to mean .. " (125). 
Several authorities describe lack of adequate assessment of the value or 
effectiveness of participation and the problems of evaluating this 
(126). The difficulty of implementing policies for participation and the 
reasons for this have been descrfr>ed. The latter have included poor 
conceptualisation and a lack of understanding of the nature of 
participation ( 127), ambiguity in reconmendations for policy 
implementation (128), lack of agreerrent about goals, types and meanings 
of participation ( 129) , the attitudes of staff in organisations with 
which participants are involved ( 130), and a lack of skills and 
commitment in participants (131). Difficulties in implementing 
participation on poverty programmes in the USA, because of these and 
other problems, have been extensively described (132). In particular, 
there has been analysis of the lack of awareness of the implications of a 
clause in the (USA) Economic Opportunities Act, 1964, which urged the 
"mcndlnum feasible participation" of poor people in poverty programmes, 
and uncertainty about the precise way in which participation should be 
implemented (133). In the United KIDgdom the Skeffington Report has been 
" •. critised because it failed to make a clear distinction between 
participation specifically in decision making and public relations" 
( 134) . Cook enphasises the .inportance of clarifying "what we mean by 
consumer participation if we wish to pursue it as a policy" ( 135) . 
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PARriCJPATICN AS A "VAUJE" ~ 
Several authors note that "participation" is sometimes used as a "value 
word", and seen by =Y of its proponents as being a "good thing". 
Gibson comnents on social scientists ' tendency to confuse questions of 
value with those of "fact" and to fail to make their own values clear 
(136). Several authorities refer to the enthusiastic and uncritical 
acceptance of participation by some of its proponents. Thus, Handy 
writes of participation in industry that it is " .. one of those "good" 
words with which it is hard to disagree .. " (137). Rose comnents 
" . , participation is synonyrrous with virtue .. " ( 138) . McEwen et al refer 
to the "errotive connotations" of consumer participation in health care 
(139), and other writers =nent that participation is seen as being good 
or desirable for people (140). Participation is sometimes seen as a 
panacea for social ills. Rose views an increase in participation by the 
public "as a response to economic and social crisis" (141). 
Several authorities criticise this uncritical enthusiasm for 
participation(14~.Hill conments that ""participation" and "involvement" Ili3.Y 
become catch-phrases, 
become fashionable" 
rather than real solutions. "These words have 
(143). Other writers comment on insufficient 
analysis of the concept (144) and lack of objectivity (145). Hutton 
comnents that in public enquiries concerned with planning, the ideology 
of participation conflicts with the ideologies of protecting private 
property and efficient administration (146). 
Problems in defining, conceptualising and :ilrplementing policies for 
participation appear, in part, to be related to the corrplexity of the 
phenomenon. Brager et al comment that "the idea is a congerie of ideas 
and values" (147), and =y writers describe a diversity of different 
types of participation in a wide variety of contexts (148), 
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PARTICIPATICN IN 'lllE WELFARE STA'IE 
In this country enthusiasm for participation in social policy appears to 
be of recent origin. There was little expressed interest in 
participation in the early days of the Welfare State, with few references 
to public participation in Central Government documents of the late 
forties and fifties. There is a number of references to the continued 
.i.rrportance of the voluntary sector in the Acts of Parliament which led to 
the establishment of the Welfare State ( 149), but "the founding fathers 
of the current Welfare State, both in Britain and elsewhere, never felt 
called upon to address [participation] at all .. " (150). In the early 
days of the Welfare State, decisions were made by political, professional 
and managerial experts, with little thought being given to public 
participation ( 151). 
In the USA, there was considerable political interest in participation 
during the Kennedy administration in the early nineteen sixties. Federal 
and State Governments were seen by many as rerrote and unresponsive to the 
needs of many people, particularly those who were poor and black. A wide 
variety of prograrrmes was evolved to enable disadvantaged people, 
especially those in poor urban areas, to participate in efforts to 
improve their housing, education and other services. Attempts were made 
to make services rore accessible to disadvantaged people ( 152) . Public 
participation, and to a lesser extent, the participation of clients, was 
encouraged in Community Mental Health Centres, which were set up in the 
early sixties, in part to replace state-run custodial psychiatric 
institutions (153). 
There were increased demands for public participation in Britain in the 
late sixties and early seventies (154), partly influenced by developments 
in the USA ( 155) . Labour Administrations set up Community Development 
projects to increase participation of local people in deprived urban 
areas. At this time there was considerable development in professional 
community work, which aimed to enable people to bring about changes in 
their localities, sometimes through political action ( 156). Many of the 
Government-funded Corrmmity Development and other projects ceased after 
withdrawal of funding in the early seventies (157). 
The participation of parents in the education of their children, eg. 
through parent-teacher associations, and of tenants in policies 
concerning their housing was encouraged by a variety of Central 
Government reports in the sixties ( 158) . This decade saw a number of 
protests about the construction of rrajor roads and redevelopment of 
towns, and the Skeffington and Maud reports advocated participation in 
Public Planning, 
legislation (159). 
Personal Social 
and same of their recomnendations became enshrined in 
The report of the Committee on Local Authority and 
Services (the Seebohrn Report) recomnended the 
participation of local citizens in Personal Social Services: 
" .. We see a high level of citizen participation as vital to the 
successful development of services which are sensitive to the local 
needs •• " (160). 
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" .. Implicit in the idea of a community-oriented family service is a 
belief in the importance 
individuals and groups 
of the rncadJrolm participation of 
I 
in the rommuni t:y in the 
planning, organisation and provision of the social services .. " 
(161). 
The call for "maximum participation" in the Seebohm Report is reminiscent 
of the "maximum feasilile participation" clause in the USA 1964 Economic 
Opportunity Act ( 162) . The Seebohm Committee' s enthusiaS!l\ for 
participation was not reflected in subsequent legislation for the 
personal social services, which did not mandate mechanisms for achieving 
participation, other than the establishment of social services committees 
(163). OUtside individual client-professional relationships, 
participation in social services does not appear to have become 
widespread in this country, although accounts have been given of the 
participation of voluntary organisation representatives on committees for 
various client groups ( 164) , and in residential and other social services 
( 165) . 
After the passing of the National Health Service Act, 1948, public 
participation in the running of hospitals continued under Hospital 
Management Committees, which included many laypeople. These committees 
were abolished under the 1973 NHS Reorganisation Act. Opportunities for 
lay participation continued in the newly established District and Area 
Health Authorities, but many of the members of these authorities were 
selected by the Minister. The 1973 Act provided for the setting up of 
Comnunit:y Health Councils, which were to act as "public watchdogs" and to 
advocate on behalf of patients and the public ( 166) . Membership of 
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Coammi ty Conncils, at least in their ear 1 y days, tended to be dominated 
by white middle class men (167). 
Despite an emerging interest in patients' views, and the establishment of 
the Hospital (later Health) Advisory Service, and the post of Health 
Service Commissioner (168), reorganisation was criticised by some 
authorities for making the National Health Service rrore rerrote from the 
cons= (169). From the seventies there was gradually increasing 
awareness of the importance of the consumer viewpoint, ( 170), with a 
number of Government reports emphasising the importance of considering 
the needs and views of patients and their families ( 171) . 
In both the UK and the USA some Government documents have advocated, and 
in a few instances, mandated, specific types of participation. The 
Economic Opportunity Act, 1964, has been criticised for not clearly 
delineating what was meant by "roaximum feasible participation" of poor 
people (172), although Robert Kermedy declared that this referred to "the 
involvement of the poor in planning and inplementing programs: giving 
them a real voice in their institutions" (173). A Government Department, 
the Office of Economic OppOrtunity, offered guidance about ways of 
ensuring the participation of poor people, and eventually regulated that 
one third of the members of Local Boards which administered poverty 
programmes should, themselves, by poor (174). A 1967 policy statement on 
citizen participation in a Mbdel Cities Programme stated that 
participation involved "planning and carrying out the programme" and of 
"introducing the views of area residents in policy making" ( 175) . Later 
legislation made JIEildatory various types of participation in Conmunity 
Mental Health Centres, with specifications about the involvement of 
citizens in running these centres, and the assessment of consumers' views 
(176). 
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Same British Central Government.documents have also specified particular 
types of participation. An early example was the 1944 Education Act, 
which stated that intended school closures IlUlSt be publicly announced to 
consider objections by parents ( 177) . The Town and Country Planning Act, 
1968, specified that planning authorities were to publicise plans, and to 
infom people of their right to make representations and to give them 
opportunities to do so ( 178) . The Seebohm Report distinguished between 
citizen participation in "providing services or helping ... participation 
in the process of decision, particularly in planning .. [and] participation 
in the foming of groups aiming to publicise particular needs or 
shortcomings in provision .. " (179). The report also refers to the 
participation of consumers on Social Services committees and 
sub--camnittees (180). More recently, D.H.S.S.jOOH documents have 
recommended the consultation, and direct participation in planning 
services, of consumers and their relatives, and the provision of fora for 
them to express their views. Exarrples include a 1980 White Paper which 
recommended consultation and direct involvement in service planning of 
the parents of people with learning disabilities ( 181); and the Short 
Report which re=mnended that both consumers and their relatives 
participate in the planning and provision of mental health and learning 
disability services (182). TM:l D.H.S.S. discussion papers stress the 
role in planning of consumers of primary health care, including =rnunity 
nursing. The value of consumer views, and of fora to express these, is 
stressed. "Individual members of the public, as recipients of services, 
are often better placed to judge the quality of services than the N.H.S. 
bodies responsible for them". ( 183) . 
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REru:nlS FtR liN INCREASED JNlEREST IN PARTICIPATICN. 
A variety of reasons for an increased interest in participation has been 
put forward. A number of authorities comment on the influence of wider 
societal changes in values and beliefs. These include decreased 
acceptance of authoritarian leadership ( 184), and increased scepticism of 
professionals and other "ezperts" (185). Some novements for 
participation appear to have been inspired by developments in radical 
thought. Holland states that federal Government policies for 
participation in poverty programmes in the USA " .. reflected cultural 
developments which stressed individual autorrony .. ", and comments on the 
influence of civil rights and student rrovements and the "awakening 
political consciousness of minority and disadvantaged groups" (186). 
Factors said to have influenced a growth of British Central Government 
interest in participation at this time include the development of the 
"pennissive society" and of a participatory culture arrongst students 
( 187) , and an increase in local consumer groups ( 188) . Consumers became 
better organised, and an increased number of people used local services. 
'lhere was a rise in expectations of services. ( 189) . Participation is 
said to have flourished partly because of fashionability, and because 
participation in one area led to demands for participation in others 
( 190) . 
Participation is said also to have increased because it fulfilled needs 
of professionals and administrators. Facilitating participation was seen 
as an important part of good practice (191). Increasing importance was 
attached to the self-determination and autonomy of the social work 
consumer, who was seen as a client with rights within an equal 
relationship with the social worker, rather than as a passive recipient 
(192). Such ideas were reflected in the Seebohm Report (193). 
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The early seventies saw considerable developnents in oomnunity work, with 
same members of this profession encouraging people to actively 
participate, often politically, in order to bring about changes (194). 
At this time there was increased interest in clients' perspectives 
( 195) . From the fifties, there were considerable developments in 
theoretical considerations of power in the doctor-patient relationship, 
with same authorities advocating !!'Ore equality between doctor and patient 
(196), This resulted in same changes in practice, particularly in 
psychiatry, where the Therapeutic Community ll'Ovement, which originated in 
World War 2, became fairly widespread in the sixties. The result was a 
liberalising of hospital regimes, fewer barriers between patients and 
staff, and greater participation of patients in their own and others ' 
treatment and in the running of wards (197). From the early seventies 
both general practitioners and patients in a few areas set up "patient 
participation groups", which aimed to increase consumer participation in 
certain aspects of General Practice and health education ( 198). The :rrove 
for consumer participation in health care was further facilitated by the 
setting up of the Patients ' Association ( 1965) , which represented 
patients' views, the College of Health (1983), and Health Concern (1985), 
set up to protect National Health Service resources ( 199). 
Participation is also thought to have increased because of a growth in 
size and cooplexity of various Govermnent departments, Local Government 
administrative units, and of particular services (200). This resulted in 
decision rrakers becoming !!'Ore rerrote from consumers, and has led to a 
"demand., .for developing participatory mechanisms" (201), One purported 
reason for Community Health Councils was to enable the public to have a 
voice in a larger and :rrore bureaucratic National Health Service (202). 
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The encouragement of participation has been ascribed both to a wish by 
policy makers to produce rrore effective services and policies (203), and 
because of the perception of its value to constuners, eg. as a basic 
right, a means to protect their rights or interests, grow in skills (204) 
and gain psychologically in terms of increased fulfilment, self-esteem, 
responsibility and understanding (205). Participation has been described 
as indicating "the dignity and ~>Drth of the individual" (206}, and as a 
valuable resource, since it enables the representation of the consumer 
perspective (207). 
Participation has been said both to increase (208) and decrease in times 
of scarce resources (209). Some authorities suggest that recent 
increases in participation have occurred because of its value to 
politicians, professionals and other people in positions of power (210). 
Providing opportunities for participation has been seen as an agent of 
social control. Thus, according to Holland, the provision for 
participation in the Economic Opportunity Act, 1964, has been seen by 
some "as an effort to channel the civil rights rrovement into a socially 
acceptable rrould" (211). Some critics have described participation as a 
means to legit.imise or support authority, to enable the ~ption or 
incorporation of critics, or to d.iminish the irrpact of pressure groups 
( 212) . 
The unquestioning enthusiasm of some proponents of participation has been 
described earlier in this chapter. Participation has received 
approbation from politicians of a variety of political parties and for a 
diversity of reasons. For some politicians on the left, increasing 
participation in policy making is a value in itself ( 213), or because it 
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"symbolises attempts to find fonnulas for social justice, 
derrocratisation, and liberty. . and because it exhibits. • errpathy with the 
disadvantaged .. " (214). Politicians on the right have emphasised gains 
from participation of increases in efficiency, self-detennination, and 
responsibility, and decreases in the size of government (215). The 
founding of the Social Derrocratic Party in Britain "was partly fuelled by 
concern over .. the need to foster greater participation .• " ( 216) . 
Richardson concludes that in the early eighties enthusiasm for 
participation had diminished, and attributes this to a change in fashion, 
I!Dre pressing problems such as inflation and unemployment and the fact 
that participation had already been inplemented in some areas ( 217). 
Smith refers to a decline in Central ·Government popularity of 
participation from the mid seventies (218). In contrast, Boaden et al 
conclude that " .• the economic, social and political climate of the late 
nineteen seventies and ear 1 y nineteen eighties has been I!Dre encouraging 
in tenns of I!Dtivating participation than is perhaps true of the late 
nineteen sixties and early nineteen seventies •. " (219). 
Some authorities have described limitations in opportunities to 
participate. This is said to vary with different client groups and 
issues (220) and in different services (221). The considerable range of 
consumers ' views is also said to make adequate representation difficult 
(222). Despite attempts by community workers to facilitate participation 
in working class areas ( 223), much participation is said to be largely 
restricted to certain localities, 
well organised and articulate. 
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and to people who are middle class, 
Such people have been said to be 
unrepresentative of the consumers that they represent ( 224) . Imbalance 
of poWer between consumers and other participants is also said to inhibit 
consumer participation, and is considered below ( 225). Practical 
constraints to participation have been described, including corrnnittee 
structure (226) and jargon, limitations of time and space (227), the 
determination of certain policies at central, rather than local levels 
( 228) ; and in the National Health Service, the nomination, rather than 
election, of many health authority members (229). Boaden et al a:mnent 
that there is "no service where participation is very high .•. elite 
domination of public service is universal" (230). They conclude that 
"participation has not usually achieved all its proponents wished .. " 
(231). 
Some authors point out that many people do not want to participate 
because of other corrnnitments or the costs involved (232). Brager et al 
note, that in the USA " .. organisers frequently try to induce 
participation in people reluctant to participate" ( 233), whilst Leo Smith 
concludes that it is "unrealistic to expect widespread participation" 
(234). 
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THE CHARAC'lERISTICS OF PARTICIPATI<N 
A nUlllber of ite.'l\S have been delineated as qualities or characteristics of 
participation. Activity has been considered an important amponent. 
Thus, Richardson describes participation as "sharing in an activity, 
undertaking activities with others" (235), whilst McEwen et al state 
that, in health care, participation entails active involvement, rather 
than passive co-operation (236). One study of self help groups includes, 
arrong · dimensions of participation, a subjective feeling of being 
involved, physical attendance at meetings, and involvement in particular 
activities such as carrpaigning, and giving help to other members (237). 
McEwen et al state that participation in health care is characterised by 
self help, democratisation and deprofessionalisation (i.e. reduction of 
the power of the health care professional) (238). other characteristics 
of participation which have been described include self help, or mutual 
aid (239); the protection or expression of rights and choices (240); 
involvement in, or control of, the ms.king or :inplementation of decisions 
or policies (241); and accessibility, eg. to people in positions of power 
( 242) . Participation is also said by many authorities to involve shifts 
in distribution of power, in favour of cons\Jillers or citizens, and this is 
considered below (243). " .. Participation is political. - It is trying to 
involve people in decision making by elected representatives, or 
contesting or sharing the power of those representatives" (244). In 
Richardson's view, a number of features are means to participation, 
rather than characteristics of the phenomenon, eg. decentralised 
administration and =re open and accessible govermnent ( 245) . 
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Power is said to be an important part of the analysis and definition of 
participation (246), and is integral to Arnstein' s definition of citizen 
participation noted above. Leo Smith states: "All definitions of 
participation.. express (or assume) a relationship between those with the 
power to take decisions and those 'Who ought to have a right to influence 
them .. " ( 24 7) . The importance of recognising which people have power as 
a prerequisite to increasing participation has been stressd (249). 
Participation has been described as involving "a m:xlification .. of the 
orthodox authority struture" (250) and, in the case of planning, as an 
"aspect of the class struggle" (251). Midgley refers to the errpowering of 
disadvantaged peoples as an integral part of =rnnunity participation in 
social development in third world countries. He refers to reports by the 
United Nations Research Institute for Social Development Popular 
Participation Programme, which state that "authentic participation 
requires. . a "rnassi ve redistribution of power .. " " ( 252) . A number of 
writers conclude that increases in participation have not resulted in 
concomitant increases in power (253), and distinctions have been drawn, 
which will be considered below (254), between "false participation" or 
pseudo participation" and "real participation". Richardson argues that 
the "incorporatiion of power into a definition of participation does 
little to aid understanding .. " ( 255) , and refers to difficulties in 
establishing the presence, extent and results of power, and variations in 
power in different instances involving participation. She states that 
assumptions about power should be formulated as hypotheses about the 
results of participation, rather than as part of a definition of the 
phenomenon (256). In Richardson's view, some writers have seen the views 
and goals of participating consumers and decision makers as either shared 
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or opposed, when both sides are likely to have some COITII!'On, as well as 
opposirig interests. " .. Access and interaction between the groups 
involved should be a key dimension for a definition of participation -
not power" (257). 
Reference has previously been made to changes in some professional -
client relationships in order to facilitate the participation of the 
latter (258). Some authorities highlight the importance of a reduction 
in power of the professional, with increased value attached to the 
contributution of the client VJOrking as an equal partner, with the 
professional " .. treating consumers as resources and sources of 
authority .. " ( 259) . In health care, consumers ' "taking on tasks normally 
done by professionals" is seen as an .important component of participation 
(260). Ways in which professionals and their power may hinder 
participation have been described, e.g., their reluctance to give up 
power (261). 
TYPES OF PARI'ICIPATICN 
A wide variety of types of participation has been described. Ad.rocacy of 
a consumer • s rights or needs may be undertaken by the consumer herself 
(self advocacy), by people with legal training (legal advocacy), or by 
lay volunteers (citizen advocacy) (262). The role of patients' advocates 
to represent the interests of patients in psychiatric hospitals in 
Holland, and rrore recently, in this country, has been described (263). 
Participation occures both within established structures and in the 
setting up of alternatives. A number of methods of intervention in 
social work and psychiatry are probably more appropriately seen as 
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facilitators of, rather than types of consUiner participation. 'Ihese 
include contracts between clients and social workers, gorup work, 
community work and therapeutic communities (264). Participation has been 
described in a variety of British and American statutory and voluntary 
residential and day services for different client groups (265), and in 
poverty programnes and Cormnunity Mental Health Centres in the USA (266). 
Such participation can take the form of involvement in particular 
responsibilities or the ItEking of decisions - e.g. as a management 
oomnittee member, or by consUiners taking on volunteer or paid errployee 
roles. other types of participation include the assessment, informal or 
formal, of oonsUiner views and needs, and the involvement of oonsumers in 
the evaluation of services, the sharing of information and oonsultation 
of consUiners by decision makers, and opportunities for consumers to make 
complaints or express opinions (267). '!he involvement of consumers and 
citizens in the making and implementation of decisions and policies has 
been described, and Richardson outlines some of the means by which this 
may be achieved. 'Ihese include meeting with elected representatives or 
officials, public meetings, private discussions with decision makers, on 
an ad hoc or regular basis, membership of oomnittees with varying powers, 
and invol vernent in seminars and conferences to present the consumer 
viewpoint ( 2 68) . 
Types of participation which have started outside established structures 
include some campaigning and pressure group activities and the formation 
of self help groups and other groups and services, of which the radical 
"patient-controlled alternatives to the mental helath system" in North 
America are a notable example (269). 
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A number of writers have highlighted what they see as the rrost irrp:>rtant 
features or types of participation. For Leigh, " .. the main themes of 
participation are consultation; the production and sharin gof infonration 
about plans and services; and the direct involvement with the 
professionals and councillors in the decision making tasks associated 
with planning and policy creation .. " (270). Webb suggests that 
participation can be classified into: representation of clients; 
quasi-judicial; consumerism, non official and official; consultation and 
client producer co-operation/collaboration ( 271). Dyer and McAusland and 
Brandon outline evaluation of psychiatric services according to 
Normalisation principles, which includes consumer participation in 
various aspects of hospital life (272). 
DIMENSICNS OF PARTICIPATICN 
It was stated earlier that some critics comment that certain writers on 
partcipation fail to appreciate its complexity. It is argued here that 
the nature and characteristics of participation can best be understood by 
considering the following dimensions: 
1. Different DEGREES of participation, from no or minimal involvement 
or influence, to corrplete control. 
2. Different lEVELS of participation, from participation affecting 
only the individual consumer to participation at Central Government 
level. 
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3. The TYPES OF PARTICIPANT: eg. consumers, their relatives, 
citizens, and other people who are involved. 
4. The MJDE OF INTERACTION, from close co-operation and agreement with 
decision makers, to strong oppositionand conflict. 
J)EX;REES OF PARTICIPATICN 
"It is difficult to =eate a typology of citizen participation without 
oversi.nplifying and muddling the issues. Rarely are there any "pure" 
patterns of participatory behaviour that can be neatly categorised .. " 
( 273) . Despite these difficulties, several authorities have produced 
typologies of participation, which include varying arrounts of 
involvement. Thus, Spiegel and Mittenthal' s typology of participation 
negotiation, shared policy and decision rraking, joint planning, 
delegation of planning responsibility and .. "neighbourhood control" 
(274). The typology of Brager et al includes "none [i.e. no 
participation], receives information, is consulted, advises, plans 
(('71). 
jointly, has delegated authority, and has control"" (275). Several 
typologies of participation in industry have been produced, ranging from 
workers having little or no influence on decision to having complete 
control (276). Dinkel et a list "seven najor categories of activities" 
representing varying degrees of citizen participation in Corrnnunity Mental 
Health Centre evaluations (277). 
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"Citizens as subjects (coomunity or client surveys). 
Citizens receive evaluation information through the media or at 
open forums. 
Citizens review program goals. 
Citizens review evaluation findings. 
Citizens help plan agency evaluation. 
Citizens conduct evaluation independent. 
Citizens conduct evaluation independently or with the agency" 
( 278) • 
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DEGREE 
HIGH 
Figure 3.1 
DEGREES OF CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
TYPE OF CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
0 NIL 
1 EXPLANATION 
2 CONSULTATION 
3 DIRECT REPRESENTATION 
4 EQUAL PARTICIPATION 
5 'IDI'AL RUNNING OF TilE 
ORGANISATION 
All decisions are nade entirely by 
non-consumers, who do not explain their 
decisions to Consumers, or otherwise 
involve them in decision !l'aki.ng. Clear 
distinction between consumers and 
non-consumers . 
Non-consumers provide consumers with 
infonnation, and explanation of their 
decisions, but do not otherwise involve 
consumers in decision making. 
Non-consumers ask oonsume:z::s their views 
and oplnlons, and take these into 
acocunt when making decisions. 
One or rore consumers, representing 
consumer opinion, are actively involved 
in decision making. 
Consumers and non-consumers are equally 
involved in decision making. Little or 
non distinction between "consumers" and 
.. non consumers~~. 
The organisation is run entirely by 
consumers, who decide whether or not to 
involve other people in decision 
making. 
(Based on BRAGER, G., SPECET, H. 
Corrrnunity Organising. New York. 
3 .1. "Degrees of Participation, 
MOdes for Achieving" . 
and IDRCZTNER, J.L. 1987 (2nd Ed.) 
Columbia university Press, p 67, Table 
Participants' Action and Illustrative 
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"1EJE AND "FM.SE" PARTICIPATIW 
Several authorities have distinguished between "true participation" and 
"false participation" or "pseudoparticipation". Thus, both Veroo et al and 
Pateman use the latter tenn to refer to "techniques used ot persuade 
employees to accept decisions that have alreacjy been Ill3.de by management .. " 
(279). The United Nations Research Institute for Social Development 
distinguished betwen authentic participation and pseudoparticipation, 
stating that the latter wa "inposed from above" (280). 
Charrberlin makes a distinction between real "patient-controlled 
alternatives to the mental health system" and those which are "false 
alternatives", failing to live up to their promises of true participation 
and equality (281). Parry uses the tenn "unreal participation", to 
describe situations where there is apparent "participation" in politics, 
but decisions have already been made (282). Several writers refer to 
"tokenism" (283): giving participation to someone as a gesture without then 
allowing him/her much influence. 
One of the most elaborate typologies of degrees of participation is 
• 
"Arnstein • s Ladder", 
7:3 
shown on page~ (fig 3.2). In this, the bottom two 
"rungs" manipulation and therapy, are classed as non-participation, runss 3 
to 5 (infonning, consultation and placation) are degrees of tokenism; and 
only the top three rungs (partnership), delegating power and citizen 
control) are classed as degrees of citizen power (284). 
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FIGURE 3.2 
ARNSTEIN'S LADDER OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 
Citizen control 
Delegated fOWer 
Partnership 
Placation 
Consultation 
Informing 
Therapy 
Manipulation 
Eight rungs on a ladder of 
Citizen Participation 
Degrees of 
citizen fOWer 
Degrees of 
tokenism 
Nonparticipation 
From: ARNSTEIN, S.R. 1969. "A Ladder of Citizen Participation". American 
Institute of Planners Journal. Vol. 3, Part 4, p 217. 
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Richardson criticises "Arnstein' s ladder" and other typologies which 
distinguish between "true participation" and "pseudoparticipation" on 
several grounds. She argues that arrangements for participation do 
not " .. necessarily lead to particular predictable results ... the 
assumption .. that the impact of participation will necessarily be of 
a particular kind is unfounded.. the process of bargaining which 
participation necessarily entails .rrakes the result of ... discussions 
uncertain and unpredictable .. " (285). 
Participation has been described as occurring at different stages of 
policy .rraking or policy mplementation. Cook, citing Deakin and 
Willlrott, refers to participation in "strategic planning, the 
planning of service provision, delivery of services and feedback" 
(286). Windle and Cibulka describe participation in different policy 
stages authorising, enabling, planning, governing, service giving 
and programne evaluating (287). There has been a number of 
descriptions of the developnent of participation, particularly in 
community work (288). Such development often consists of 
participants beginning to identify issues al:xlut which they feel 
strongly, and gradually increasing their attenpts to influence policy 
.rraking ( 289). SOme authors have identified methods of achieving 
participation. E.g., Bidwell and Edgar describe four models of 
providing planning aid: advice (least effective), advocacy, adult 
environmental education, and community developnent models (ITOSt 
effective) (290). 
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IEI7El60F PARTICIPATICN 
Surprisingly, the literature review failed to reveal any tYFOlogies 
of participation which represent different levels of the phenomenon. 
'Ihe tenn "level" is used here to describe the extent of participants • 
attempted or actual influence: from participants' attempted or actual 
influence: from participation by a client or patient in decisions 
which affect herjhis care to policy rraking at Central Government 
level. 
Specific references in the literature to levels of participation also 
appear to be limited. Boaden et al point out that participation in 
Social Services can create benefits for individuals, but that this 
rarely leads to a "wider policy ilrpact beneficial to all clients" 
(291). Windle and Cibulka refer to ilrpacts of participation on 
political, 
"patient 
organisation and service levels (292). Shields =ments: 
participation can be encouraged at various levels. 
Patients .. can be involved in choosing and executing a course of 
treatment; life on psychiatric wards can be influenced by ward 
=mrunity meetings; at a higher level, patients can be consulted and 
involved in deciding overall policies and planning services .. " ( 293). 
Some authorities have examined participation specifically at the 
individual level, within the doctor/patient relationship. Szasz and 
Hollender distinguished between: activity -passivity, with the 
patient playing a passive role without active participation in 
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herjhis treatment; guidance - co-operation in which the dcctor is 
seen as knowing best, and the patient carries out medical 
instructions; and mutual participation, in which "the dcctor helps 
the patient to help himself" (294). Freidson suggested the addition 
of other categories in which the patient takes the leading role in 
influencing treatment initiatives ( 295) . 
The "level" at which participation oc=s does therefore seem to be 
of a priori significance, and a s.irrple typology is not difficult to 
specify (Fig. 3.3. page 77 ) • In this typology, the first level is 
l.ilnited to the individual: herjhis participation, within a 
professional - consumer relationship, in the care, services or 
treatment which (s)he receives. The next level concerns 
participation which affects a srrall mn!U:Jer of other, local, 
consumers. Examples include self help groups, involvement in other 
local voluntary organisations, and participation in residential homes 
and hostels, day centres and psychiatric wards. Level 3 
participation is concerned with the running of large institutions, 
e.g., a comprehensive school or hospital, or participation in a 
social services or planning sub-committee. Levels 4, 5 and 6 refer 
to participants' attempted or actual influence at Local Government, 
Regional and Central Govemnent levels respectively. Figures 3.3 (p 
7"CP ) illustrates this typology of levels of influence (296). 
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FIGURE 3.3 
TYPOLCGY OF .LE.'VEr.'l OF PARTICIPATICN INCilJDIRi .A'l'I'm1PlED OR 
6 CENTRAL· GOVERNMENT. Individual has atterrpted or actual 
influence on Central Gove:rnrnent policy making, e.g. through 
oommittee or oommission membership, or lobbying MP' s. 
Participation may be through membership of a national 
voluntary organisation. 
5 REGIONAL. Individual participates in bodies concerned with 
a Region, eg. Regional Health Authorities. Me!l'bership of 
Regional Committees of National Voluntary Organisations. 
4 LOCl\L GOVERNMENT. Individual involved in local statutory 
main oommittees or in atterrpts to influence Local Gove:rnrnent 
Councillors or officials. Participation in District Health 
Authorities and other bodies at District level. 
3 LARGE INSTITUTIONS/LOCAL STATU'IORY SERVICE SUBCCM.JI'ITEES. 
Individual participates in decision making in large 
institutions or in statuary service subrommittees. 
2 SMALL GROUPS/INSTITUTIONS. Individual participates in 
decisions affecting others in a small self help group, 
voluntary organisation, small institution or ward. 
1 INDIVIDUAL. Individual participates in decisions affecting 
herselfjhimself. 
0 NO PARTICIPATION/INFl'llENCE AT ANY LEVEL. 
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TYPES OF PARl'lCIPl\Nl'S 
Feu typologies of participation seem to have included types of 
participants. Windle and Cibulka include a participant dimension to 
their multi -dimensional typology (297), and divide participants in 
community mental health centres into "communities", "citizens", 
"errployees" and "consumers" (298). Brager et al refer to four 
categories of participants in community groups, with varying arrounts 
of involvement and COimlitrnent (299), and Richardson and Goodman 
distinguish between involved and non-involved participants in self 
help groups (300). 
This term, used by Brager et al, refers to the relationship between 
consumers or citizens and decision makers (301). Participation may 
take the fonn of collaboration, co-operation, integration on the one 
hand, or conflict, disruption or opposition on the other ( 302) • 
Brager et al distinguish between "partnership with a governmental 
unit as well as against it (303) and participation in a service or 
participation against it" ( 304). These authors produce a list of 
"nodes of intervention", with particular tactics used: 
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FIGURE 3.4 
MJde of Intervention 
Collal:x:>ration 
canpaigning 
Contest or disruption 
Tactics 
Problem solving 
Education 
Joint action 
Persuasion 
Political m:mouvering 
Bargaining 
Ne<;ptiation 
Mild coercion 
Clash of position in accepted 
social norms. Violation of 
nornative behaviour. 
Violation of legal norms. 
From: BRAGER, G., SPECHT, H. and 'IDRCZYNER, J.L. 1987. (2nd Ed.) Comnunity 
Organising. New York, Columbia University Press. 
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Distinctions have been made between Community Development and Community 
Action as techniques for participation which represent consensus and 
conflict, respectively. (305). 
" .. Community development is a process which aims to achieve change 
through consensus. . Conmunity action. . uses conflict to achieve 
change. The 1t10rker aims to ·verbalise discontent, articulate 
grievances, to form a pressure group with which to confront authority 
in a militant struggle .. " (306). 
Warren distinguishes a number of differences between Citizen Involvement 
and Citizen Action involving people in poverty. In the former, consumers 
1t10rk with the official organisation, which defines the nature of 
participation, and attitudes towards professionals are favourable. In 
Citizen Action, participants are adversaries of the official agency, 
hostile towards professionals, and involvement consists of "requests, 
demands, threats and acts of disruption, attacks on the target 
organisation • s legit.ination" ( 307) . In Citizen Involvement "successful" 
citizen participation consists of what are seen by the official agency as 
"responsible" suggestions, which can be put into practice without causing 
problems to the agency. In Citizen Action, "successful" citizen 
participation is equated with citizen control (308). 
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Holland describes three mxlels of Community Action Agencies in the USA. 
These l:xldies were set up by the Office of Economic Opportunity in the late 
sixties and early seventies to initiate programmes involving participation 
to ameliorate poverty. Most Community Action Agencies ran according to a 
~perative mxlel, and few used conflict or =munity control mx!els 
(309). " •. Militant Carrnnunity Action Agencies, faced with the threat of 
withdrawal of funds ... found it necessary to compromise with existing 
institutions in order to survive .. " (310). 
Richardson criticises a tendency to view participation as either " .• a 
vehicle solely for co-operation on the one hand, and solely for conflict on 
the other .. " (311), and suggests that consumers and service-providers may 
both have shared interests or concerns and disagreements (312). 
Most typologies of participation appear to have used only one dimension. 
Windle and Cibulka propose that this is misleading, as " ••. depending on 
which defining elements one emphasises, the concept can be viewed quite 
differently ... " They add " .. much of the disagreement about this concept is 
rooted in different value preferences which cause persons to stress some 
dimensions to the exclusion of others .. " ( 313) . Windle and Cibulka propose 
a three-dimensional mxlel as a means towards better understanding of 
participation, with incorporation of power, functional and participant 
dimensions. Fig ~" 5, illustrates the mx!el of Windle and Cibulka { f' 6 4- ) · 
This chapter will close with the consideration of two multi-dimensional 
mx!els which, it is proposed, could be used to illustrate and understand 
consumer participation in voluntary organisations for mental health. The 
firSt m:xlel (Fig. 4.6, p 85) is based on that of Windle and Cibulka (314), 
and illustrates three dimensions which, it is suggested, particularly need 
to be considered in attempts to study consumer participation in these 
organisations. These dimensions are: 
a) degrees of participation: the amount of opportunities for 
involvement and influence of consumers; 
b) levels of participation: from individual to Central Government; 
c) ~ of participants : eg. consumers, their relatives, interested 
laypeople, mental health professionals. 
In this m:xlel, the degrees dimension follows the typology given on page?9-, 
based on that of Brager et al ( 315); whilst the levels dimension is based 
on the typology on page (Fig 3.3) (p17).As with the m:xlel of Windle and 
Cibulka, it 11<0uld be possible to compare voluntary organisations on the 
three dimensions by shading in particular cubes to represent their 
degree(s) and level(s) of participation and their main participants. The 
corrparison of voluntary organisations according to levels and degrees is 
further considered in Chapter 15 (316). 
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Finally, Fig. 
( p.:::..q.;;>_. ·!·-?.; 
3. 7 A represents five dimensions of participation, including 
m:xies of interaction, and types of participation, as well as degrees, 
levels and participants. Voluntary organisations could be plotted on each 
c:linlension on this figure. It is suggested that organisations with a line 
on the edge of the figure would be likely to be ItOre radical than those 
with lines 
c:linlensions 
near the centre. However, 
is unlikely to be clear-cut. 
the relationship between the five 
Ov"',9AI'\iS<\t\o" u..>lLh c.. \~""8~'.':1 prefQ.l>sier'\cJ 
Thus, a voluntary ,._membership may 
have a mainly appositional !lOde, and consumers in a self-help group may 
have considerable influence on decisions affecting themselves and their 
group, but no influence on wider society. 
These three-dimensional and five-dimensional ItOdels are presented here as 
heuristic devices: attempts to begin to better understand participation in 
voluntary organisations for mental health, and MIND in particular. Data 
from the field research in the present study suggests that consumer 
participation also involves three other components which receive little or 
no consideration in the literature. These include the extent to which 
participation is covert or overt ("openness") ; conscious or unconscious 
("consciousness"); and fori!'al or infernal ( "fo:rnality"). These components 
are considered later in this thesis (317). The concluding two chapters 
include the presentation of a ItOdel which incorporates openness, 
consciousness and formality, and further consider typologies of 
participation (318). 
The next two chapters describe the developnent of MIND, and the growth of 
consumer participation in the voluntary ItOVement for mental health. 
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FUNCTIONAL DIMENSION 
POWER DIMENSION 
Citizen Power 
[C~izen Controlpelegated Powerlartnership) 
Tokenism 
[Placation ponsultation Jnforming) 
Figure 3.5 
Non-participation 
(Therepy1Manipulation) 
Three-Dimensional Model of Participation of Windle and Cilbulka 
PARTICIPANT DIMENSION 
Adapted from: WINDLE. C. and CIBULKA, J. G., 1981. Figure 1 in "A Framework for Understanding Participation in Community Mental Health Services", Community Mental Health 
Journal, Vol. 17, No. 1, p 41. 
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On 25th November 1946, three voluntary organisations for mental health 
curalganated to fonn the National Association for Mental Health (NAMH), 
later MIND. The merger had been inspired by members of two of the 
organisations, the National Council for Mental Hygiene and Child Guidance 
Council, who had been concerned about the overlap in services and 
functions of voluntary organisations concerned with the welfare of people 
with mental health problems and learning disabilities. They were joined 
by a third organisation, the Central Association for Mental Welfare (1). 
This quest for co-ordination in voluntary services was not new. The 
Charity Organisation Society had been set up in 1869 to co-ordinate 
various kinds of charitable works (2). The origins of the Central 
Association for Mental Welfare can be traced back to the creation, in 
1876, of a Charity Organisation Society sub committee to investigate 
provision for people with learning disabilities. This subcommittee later 
became the National Association for the Care of the Feebleminded, and was 
then replaced in 1914 by the Central Association for Mental Welfare, which 
provided cormrn.mity care and other services for people with learning 
disabilities, carrpaigned for legislative changes, and ran training courses 
for professionals ( 3) . Local Associations for Mental Welfare were 
affiliated to this national organisation. 
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In '1918, the National Council for Mental Hygiene was set up in Britain by 
Maurice Craig, an eminent psychiatrist, as part of a world wide mental 
hygiene rrovement. Its main concerns were providing training courses for 
mental health professionals and public education ( 4) . The Child Guidance 
Council was founded in 1927 to encourage the setting up of services for 
children with errotional problems, or mental illness, and their families. 
It aimed to derronstrate examples of good practice in its own child 
guidance clinics, and worked with statutory bodies in the setting up of 
Local Authority clinics. Other functions included public and parental 
education, research and professional training (5). 
In 1936 the National Council for Mental Hygiene and the Child Guidance 
Council set up a Cormnittee to consider the restructuring of voluntary 
organisations for mental health, and invited the Earl of Feversbarn to be 
its chairperson. He was asked to "prepare a report which shall embody 
suggestions for eventually bringing together on a national basis all the 
voluntary mental health services in the UK" (6). 
The Feversharn Report, published in 1939, reported gaps in voluntary 
provision in some areas, and overlap in the work of voluntary 
organisations in others. One of its main recommendations was the 
establishment of a new national voluntary organisation for mental health, 
to incorporate the Mental After Care Association, the Central Association 
for Mental Welfare, the National Council for Mental Hygiene and the Child 
Guidance Council and to co-ordinate their work ( 7) . 
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In January 1939 members of these organisations (with the exception of the 
Mental After Care Association) fanned a Mental Health Emergency Committee 
in response to considerable national concern that the anticipated War 
would result in mental illness and stress reactions on a large scale (8), 
OUt of this cornmi.ttee was fonned, in 1943, the Provisional National 
Council for Mental Health (9). Throughout the War, Committee and Council 
worked closely with Central Government and IDeal Authorities, helping 
children and adult civilians with learning disabilities or mental illness, 
and later providing aftercare for people discharged from the Forces for 
psychiatric reasons (10). 
The formation of the National Association for Mental Health did not signal 
an .immediate change of direction. In the late forties and early fifties, 
it continued much of its constituent organisations' M:Jrk in providing 
educational courses for professionals, public education and social 
services. The latter included advice and casework, several homes and 
. hostels, oostly for children and adults with learning disabilities, and 
ti>U approved schools. Moreover, the number of services provided by 
N.A.M.H. did not decrease until the mid seventies (11), but in 1956 the 
chairperson, IDrd Feversham, could already corrunent that: 
" , , the m:Jst remarkable feature of the Association' s developnent has 
perhaps been its llDVe away from the provision of services towards a 
concentration on educational programmes both for professional people 
and the I1\3Il in the street, " ( 12 ) . 
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In its early years, the National Association seemed to make little use of 
the popular media to pronote public interest in mental health issues. 
This changed following the appointment, in 1955, of a Public Infomation 
Organiser and the setting up of a Public Infomation Com:ni ttee, which 
aimed to achieve" the dissemination of knowledge of conditions in 
mental health services .. the provision of an infomation service to the 
press on mental health matters and the stimulation of local groups." 
(13). One of the Association's earliest campaigns took place in 1960, 
with the launching of a "Mental Health Week", with the slogan "Mental 
Health is Everybody's Business". This attracted the support and 
~peration of Central Government Departments and the churches, and some 
press publicity (14). 
'mE SlROCWRE 1\ND rnGl\NISATIQl OF N.A.M.H./MIND 
Since its inception in 1946, MIND has always had a national office in 
IDndon, and by late 1985 it had seven regional offices ( 15) and 192 IDeal 
Associations (16), the latter being independent charities, each serving a 
local area, usually a town or borough, and affiliated to the national 
organisation. 
During the nineteen sixties, N.A.M.H. attempted to further awaken public 
interest through the establishment of l!'Dre IDeal Associations. Several 
IDeal Associations of the Central Association for Mental Welfare had 
become affiliaated to the National Association in 1946, but few new IDeal 
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Associations were started in the fifties ( 17) . The number of Local 
Associations increased considerably in the sixties, following the 
'1?-
app::>intment of a Local Associations Officer. (See Table 4.1 p/) ( 18) . 
For a few years after World War 'IWo, N.A.M.H. continued the work of the 
regional offices which had been set up during the war by the Provisional 
National Council for Mental Health at the request of Central Government 
(19). The last of these offices was closed in September, 1951, when the 
Association' s regional work was taken over by Local Authorities ( 20) . The 
first of the new regional offices was opened in Leeds in 1954, but further 
regionalisation did not occur until the mid seventies, by which time the 
number of local associations had passed the three figure mark (21). 
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'.!2\BLE 4.1 
NUMBER OF R$ICNAL OFFICES 
1947 12 Not reoorded 
1952 0 25 
1956 1 22 
1960 1 26 
1964 1 50 
1968 1 66 
1972 1 91 
1975 2 126 
1978 3 over 150 
1980 5 161 
1981 5 164 
1982 6 168 
1983 5 170 
1984 5 179 
1985 7 192 
MIND has always had a royal patron, at present H.R.H. Princess Alexandra, 
and several distinguished vice patrons. In 1985, the organisation's 
Advisory Council included DHSS and Welsh Office representatives, and a 
large number of Local Authorities, political parties, professional 
associations and voluntary organisations(22). 
MIND is governed by a Council of Managerrent, to whom the National Director 
is responsible. During the period of fieldwork, the Council of Managerrent 
comprised a chairperson, vice-chairperson and honorary treasurer, with 18 
ordinary and six eo-opted members, and was " .. responsible for the overall 
managing of the affairs of the Association". ( 23). In 1984 to 1985, 
National MIND had five departments (Appeals, Community Developnent, legal, 
Publicity and Information, and Training and Education) and the Canpaigns 
Unit, each headed by an Assistant Director who was responsible to the 
National Director. file Chief Accountant, and some other staff, were 
responsible to the General Secretary who was the second oost senior staff 
member. other staff were responsible to an Assistant Director ( 24) . Each 
regional office had a Director (25) with responsibility to the National 
Director and a Regional Advisory Comnittee which acted in an advisory 
capacity, and was not part of the fonnal' decision making structure (26). 
Appendix 3 lists the Aims and Objectives of MIND which were unchanged 
between 1974-5 and 1985-6. During the period of fieldwork, the main work 
of the organisation included: (27). 
1. Facilitating the implementation of community care services for people 
with mental illness. 
2. legal advocacy of consumers ' rights, needs and views. 
3. Providing information, advice and counselling and a welfare rights 
service. 
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4. Training and education of professionals. 
5 .. Hosting the World Federation for Mental Health Congress and running 
conferences. 
6. campaigns on specific issues: (e.g. on people with mental illness in 
prisons; minor tranquillizers dependency and prescribing; 
discrimination against people with disabilities). 
7. SUbmission of evidence to Central Government on a variety of issues, 
including welfare benefits and homelessness. 
8. Research on community care, prevention, and police powers under the 
Mental Health Act 1983. 
9. Production of Jl'agazines and other publications . 
10. Fundraising, and attempts to increase membership of the organisation. 
11. Work with Local MIND Associations. 
The Co!1'11l1lility Develop:nent Department's functions included facilitating the 
setting up of new Local Associations in the South East of England, housing 
developnent ~rk, providing Local Associations with infor!l'ation, answering 
their requests, and considering their applications for rroney from various 
funds. This Department was disbanded in late 1985, and rost of its ~rk 
was transferred to a newly established Regional Office for South East, 
England. 
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During the period of fieldwork, there was concern to increase consumer 
involvement in National MIND, and to make the organisation rrore attuned to 
the mental health needs. of women and of members of black and minority 
ethnic groups (28). 
Responses from interviews suggested that the function of Regional Offices 
resembled a description given in the Annual Report of 1980 to 1981: 
" •. Regional staff develop national policies and initiatives in their 
own areas - and feed back to MIND central office the vital information 
on which so many of these policies are based. They support local 
Associations at the grassroots - and act as a bridge to the national 
organisation each Regional Office establishes its own particular 
projects and schemes in response to local needs .. " ( 29). 
During the period of fieldwork there was considerable variation arrongst 
the work of local Associations. Most provided services, including social 
clubs, drop in centres, day centres, group homes, hostels and other 
acc:orrm::x:!ation. Other functions included advice, counselling and 
information services, public education, carrpaigning and fundraising. Each 
local Association was run by an Executive Comnittee, consisting of 
officers and members, and some Associationsemployed staff. 
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THE GRGmi OF OUTICISM 
From its earliest days, NAMH continued its constituent organisations' 
attempts to influence Central Government Policy. OVer the years, the 
National Association was invited to submit evidence to a variety of 
Government Comnittees. It was often critical of Central Government 
policies, but its canpaigning and lobbying were usually restrained. "It 
was all very polite", said one respondent, looking back to her early days 
in the organisation in 1963, whilst a fonner chairperson of the Council of 
Management said that about this time, NAMH had been rrore concerned to 
serve professional interests, rather than those of consumers and public. 
She commented that in the mid sixties the organisation was characterised 
by "ladies in hats making things nice." ( 30). 
According to Anderson and Anderson, from 1964, the Association became 
gradually :rrore critical and m::Jre investigative (31). This is perhaps 
reflected in the view of one respondent, a Vice Patron of MIND, who 
COimlented on changes within the organisation between 1958 and 1968. 
I think it became a little bit more strident and the pressure group 
aspect of its work seemed to sharpen up during that time .. " 
(Interview. vice Patron). 
For rrany years, NAMH had supported th epsychiatric view of mental health 
services fairly uncritically (32). A felt need for change in this respect 
is reflected in the Council of Management's comment in 19 66: 
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We have, in our anxiety not to do ham, rena.ined silent, or at least 
discreet, about conditions which we knew to be bad .. they will be 
remedied only if public indignation about them is vigorously aroused." 
(33). 
In the late sixties, the NAMH and the National Society for Mentally 
Handicapped Children (34) sponsored three Mental Health Weeks which aimed 
to involve the public in mental health issues, and to highlight 
deficiencies in services. ( 35) . It is unclear why MIND' s stance became 
rrore critical during the sixties, but this rey have been a reflection of 
the general cultural clilffite at a "dlne when authority was being 
increasingly questioned by some sections of society ( 36) . 
According to MaJ:y Applebey, NllMH' s first General Secretary and National 
Director, " it was not so very large a step from the campaigns of the 
sixties to the MIND campaign of the seventies .. " (37). This three year 
campaign, conducted by the organisation's Campaigns Director, David 
Ennals, further spotlighted inadequacies in services, and included 
considerable lobbying of Central and J:.ocal GovenJment ( 38) , reports 
produced by the organisation, and lffiTIY features in the media (39). This, 
the largest and rrost assertive campaign so far undertaken by NAMH, 
highlighted a change of emphasis in its work: 
" .. The Council of Management has decided that the Association' s name 
should be changed from the NAMH to MIND. This is an 
acknowledgement that the true centre of the true centre of the 
Association's work has shifted from being a service organisation 
towards being a lobby .. " ( 40) . 
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'Ihi·s change in errphasis was reflected in a review of MIND' s p:Jlicies in 
1974, when it was decided that three of the organisation's residential 
services should be transferred to other voluntary organisations; and that 
future projects would be "pioneering, innovative and experimental" ( 41). 
THE liG'U.. RIGHTS ERA 
In the mid and late seventies, MIND conducted further campaigns, related 
to inadequacies in provision for people with mental illness and learning 
disabilities, which attracted publicity and some p:Jlitical supp:Jrt. ( 42). 
But it was the organisation's campaigns related to mental health 
legislation and legal rights which were !lOSt in the public eye. Such 
campaigns between 1975 and 1981 were inspired largely by Tony Smythe who 
became the organisation's second National Director in 1974, and Larry 
Gostin who joined MIND's staff in the same year, and later became its 
Legal Director ( 43) . 
" .. 'Ihese app:Jintments heralded a radical shift in both the objectives 
and the style of MIND: one of the organisation's primary concerns 
became the refonn of the Mental Health Act 1959 in order to increase 
the rights of corrpulsorily detained patients •• " ( 44) . 
A working party was set up in October 1974 to examine the need for changes 
in mental health legislation and Larry Gostin was asked to prepare a 
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report for the DHSS ( 45) . Many of the reconmendations in this report were 
embodied in provisions in the Mental Health Act 1983 (46). Larry Gostin 
also provided legal and welfare rights advice to users of mental health 
services and their relatives and to mental health professionals and 
lawyers ( 4 7) . PUblications were produced to infonn a:msumers ab::>ut their 
rights in relation to mental health law, professionals received training 
in this area and evidence was given to various Central Government 
Corrmittees. In 1977 MIND started "a representation service for patrients 
appearing before Mental Health Review Tribunals" ( 48). 
Much publicity, and not a little rontroversy, was generated by MIND's use 
of Test cases to bring about change in mental health legislation. Some 
cases were brought to the European Court of HUlllail Rights, in 1974 to 1975 
and 1981 to 1982, as contravening Articles of the European Convention. In 
same cases a ruling was given in applicants ' favour, and this too helped 
to bring about legislative changes ( 49) . 
MIND's legal carrpaigns attracted same support, but were also criticised by 
some Local Associations and by many psychiatrists, including a number who 
resigned their membership of the organisation, sometimes making public 
their reasons for doing so (50) . MIND' s work in relation to Special 
Hospitals was opposed by some Trade Union members; and the publicity which 
the organisation gave to allegations about Broadrnoor Hospital incurred 
criticism from the Secretary of State for Social Services (51) . In 1980, 
an MP, whose consitituency included Broadrnoor, made several allegatios 
about MIND in the House of Comrrons, which generated much unwelCXlllle 
publicity for the organisation (52). 
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At al:xmt this tme> Ton<y Smythe commented that the publicity given to 
certain aspects of MIND' s campaigning and legal work " , . created an image 
of MIND and its preoccupation which does not necessarily truly reflect the 
variety and balance of the totality of our work for mental health." (53). 
Martin comments that, during the seventies, the organisation's range of 
work became narrower (54) , but under Tony Smythe' s directorship, this 
actually expanded considerably at regional and local levels. Five rrore 
Regional Offices were opened, and the number of Local Associations 
increased considerably: from 91 in 1972 to 161 in 1980 (55). The rise in 
Local Associations appears to have been partly related to two factors: the 
employment of regionally based staff to develop local initiatives; and the 
increased concern of local · statutory services to fund and support the 
developnent of voluntary organisation services during a time of increasing 
financial constraints. 
FrOlll the mid seventies, the number of Lcoal Association services, and 
staff employed by them, rose considerably (56). At National level, other 
work of .inlportance included a child advocacy service, the continued and 
increased provision of a general advice and information service and a 
variety of courses for professionals (57). 
MIND's MAIN AIMS IN 1980 
Members of MIND' s National Staff and Council of Management were asked if 
they could =npare MIND's main aims at the time of interview (June to 
October, 1985) with those of five years previously (towards the end of 
Tony Smythe' s period as National Director) . Their answers did not 
indicate "the variety and balance" of work described by Tony Smythe. 
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Thirteen out of 23 National MIND staff, and five out of six Council of 
Management members who were asked this question felt able to give an 
answer, usually based on their own experience, or in a few cases, on their 
inpressions of MIND in 1980. Table 4.2 indicates the n1.llllber of times 
~icular aims of the organisation were mentioned by respondents (58) . 
TABIE 4.2 THE MAIN AIMS OF NATirnAL MIND IN 1980 
Main A:im 
Mental Health Legislation/legal work 
Legal Rights 
Publicity 
IDbbying 
other "Main Ailns" mentioned 
NUlllber of Respondents 
mentioning Main A:im 
8 
6 
3 
2 
3 
~e majority of respondents saw "mental health legislation", "legal work" 
and/or "legal rights" as MIND's main aim in 1980. only six respondents 
mentioned other main aims (59) . 
At the t.ime I started .. around four years ag:J .. refonn of mental health 
legislation was not all that MIND was doing - but people saw it as the 
rrost important" . 
(Interview. Assistant Director, -National MIND). 
" .. Five years ag:J, mental health legislation was uppenrost in 
everyone's mind. Civil rights issues were much rrore to the fore". 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND). 
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One respondent felt that: 
"On paper, all aims of MIND were equal, but the only thing that 
nattered was the legal Department. Departments were cut to fund the 
Legal Dept .. " 
(Interview. National MIND staff member) 
This view was not expressed by other respondents although a Council of 
Management member felt that: 
" .. the emphasis at National level was on MIND as a lobbying group •• 
the voluntazy service giving started to be pooh--poohed and seen as 
hum::lrum, good works - the real thing was to influence policies •• " . 
(Interview. Council of Management member) 
A NEl'1 ERA RR MIND? 
The Mental Health (Amendment) Act was passed in October 1982 (60). Whilst 
MIND' s chairperson at that time saw this as beginning " •• a new era for 
MIND .. " ( 61) , during the next three years there appears to have been a 
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change of enphasis in MIND's work. Canpaigning, legal work, advice and 
information, training and education and the developnent of regional work 
and of local associations, ocntinued to be important areas of work. But 
the ocntent changed, and m:Jreover, some Departments began to undertake 
projects in areas in which MIND had previously had little involvement. 
'Ihis included work on dependence on minor tranquillizers and research on 
prevention and on the private sector ( 62) . 
Between 1982 and 1985, the Legal Department took on a considerably 
increased am:Junt of individual casework, and became ocncemed with "a 
wider range of issues" ( 63) , including welfare rights, the rights of 
people with mental illness in prisons and in Special Hospitals, the 
submission of evidence to various Central Government committees and work 
involving the ilrplernentation of the new Mental Health Act. The vol\lllle and 
scope of the work of the Legal Department increased but possibly attracted 
less publicity. According to MIND's Chairperson of the time, the focus of 
its work had rroved from campaigning for change in mental health 
legislation "towards the less draJ1latic but nevertheless, vital, issues of 
community care .. " (64). A few respondents commented on the change of 
enphasis or direction in the organisation: 
" .. Five years ago .. civil rights were much ITDre to the fore. I 'm not 
saying they are not there now - but MIND has ITDVed in a rrore practical 
direction .. " . 
(Interview. Council of Management MerrU:ler) . 
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" .. Probably five years ago there was rrore errphasis on the rights of 
patients . . . I think this is still lirportant, but when I.arry Gostin and 
Tony Smythe were here, there was a slightly different errphasis". 
(Interview Legal Department staff member). 
From the fifties, the National Association had pointed out deficiencies 
and gaps in Community facilities and had carrprigned for inporvements, but 
the early eighties saw an increased priority for this ltJOrk. In the AUtUiml 
of 1982, Chris Heginbotham (who became National Director in August 1982, 
following Tony Smythe's resignation) initiated several policy ltJOrking 
groups, including one whose ltJOrk led to the production of "Comron 
Concern". This "manifesto for a new mental health service" (65) contained 
recommendations for the setting up of comprehensive community mental 
health services to meet the felt needs of consumers and other members of 
local conm.mities (66). A sequel to "Co!li!TOn Concern" suggested ways of 
implementing the recommendations in the manifesto. 
Many of National MIND' s other concerns, including carrprigning, related to 
this ltJOrk on Comnunity Care, including an increase in ltJOrk on the needs of 
people, who had been diagnosed mentally ill, for adequate acoo!lllTOdation, 
errployrnent, and welfare benefits; and on adequate cammunity facilities for 
specific groups, such as people dependent on minor tranquillizers and 
people said to need care in secure environments (67). Training and 
Education staff stated in interviews that llnlCh of their ltJOrk with 
statutory professionals concerned the development of camrnunity facilities 
geared to the needs of people using them. 
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MIND's work on the development of community mental health services 
involved the organisation at national, regional and local levels, with 
some regional staff and statuotry funded development officers facilitating 
local Associations and working with Health and Social Services to plan and 
i.nplement community based services (68). 
Whilst the comments of some respondents suggest that the focus of MIND' s 
work broadened between 1980 and 1985, the new National Director in fact 
made efforts clearly to delineate policies and priorities, and to set 
limits on the work of the organisation. In 1982 he initiated a policy 
corrunittee for this purpose, and several working groups were set up (69). 
A staff policy conference held in March 1984, agreed s.ix working 
priorities for the next few years, which were subsequently agreed by 
Council of Management. These concerned " .. the needs of people nost 
severely disabled by mental illness ... alternatives to hospital and the 
development of comprehensive local mental health services. . matters 
relating to care and treatment... aftercare... [nonitoring] the 
i.rrplementation of the Mental Health Act 1983 and similar legislative and 
legal rights issues" and "discussion with other agencies the needs of 
elderly people" (70). 
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A WIJ:ER ~ OF AIMS 
It is hardly surprising, then, that a much wider range of aims were 
mentioned by respondents with respect to 1985 (Table 4.3) =rpared to 1980 
(Table 4.2) (71). 
Tl\BI.E 4.3 
''Main Aim'' NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS MENTIONING ITEMS 
AS MAIN AIM 
Carrpaigning 
Influencing mental health service 
provision 
Developing =nrmmity mental health 
services 
Legal issues 
Welfare rights/anti-discrimination 
Training, and other work with 
9 
9 
8 
6 
5 
professionals 5 
Tranx Carrpa.ign 4 
Work concerning people with mental disorder 3 
in prisons and other secure provision 
Provision of services 
Others 
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3 
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Respondents also referred to changes in emphasis, or style, when comparing 
the organisation in 1985 with the MIND of 1980. One respondent =mnented 
taht, in the earlier period "MIND had a reputation for being hard" while 
another rommented favourably on the "forceful aggression of the Larry 
Gostin and 'Ibny Srnythe era". Three National MIND staff felt that in 1985, 
MIND had a lack of direction or =rnnmication and unity or purpose: 
" .. Since 1980 I think MIND has lost direction - no real focus .• " 
" .. Poor conmmication means a lot of work duplicated .• a lack of 
organic unity in MIND .. " 
" .. I think the organisation is drained of purpose, which it was not in 
'Ibny Srnythe' s day. . lots of talk about aims, but they are not being 
pursued .. " 
(Interview. National MIND staff) . 
Three other respondents indicated that they wel=ned changes in style or 
errphasis: 
" •. MIND is much oore aware of the l!Ddel it hope to develop, rather 
tahn being an iconoclast .. " 
" .. I think the present aims of MIND are much wider and less d.ogrre.tic .. 
MIND has come. . much oore into line with the avowed aims •• " 
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" .. Compared with 1980 . . MIND. . talks out in a way which is balanced, 
informed and not so dramatic. MIND has =ne out of adolescence •. " 
(Interview. National MIND staff) . 
Work planned for the late eighties included further campaigning for the 
developnent of COITq?rehensive rommunity mental health services, and for 
"positive rights to care, support and treatment" (72). Concern for the 
rights of users of mental health services had widened from a focus on 
legal issues to natters roncerning service provision. One respondent 
=mnented: 
" .. Five years agao there was a much heavier emphasis on legalism and 
developnent of a legal framework. We've rroved towards a 
reconciliation of a legal framework of service entitlement and a civil 
libertarian rrodel .. " . 
MIND literature, interviewing and participailc observation provided data 
which suggested that there was increased interest in consumer involvement 
within MIND in the mid nineteen eighties. The next three chapters examine 
the nature and extent of consumer involvement in the organisation, 
particularly at this time. 
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THE GRCWlH OF a:NSUMER PARTICIPATICN 
By the nineteen eighties, MIND had become a corrplex organisation, with the 
beginnings of consumer participation, (referred to as "consumer 
involvement" by rrost MIND participants. ) In short, using Gerard' s approach 
to the nonns governing relationships between participants in voluntary 
organisations ( 1), MIND appeared to be rroving towards reciprocity (IlUltual 
giving and receiving of help) and solidarity (collective action), and away 
from the beneficence which had characterised the organisation, and indeed, 
rrost voluntary services, until the nineteen sixties ( 2) . Gouldner 
describes reciprocity as " .. sustaining IlUltally beneficial exchanges between 
individuals and groups, and. • beneficience [as] governing personal 
responsibilities to those in need .. " (3). Gerard states that in voluntary 
organisations, solidarity extends into political activity and: 
" .. involves identification with, and a sharing the reality of the poor 
in some denonstrable sense, is related to notions of equality and self 
determination, and enphasises social and political action.. [and] 
eliminating the social distance between the parties involved .• " (4). 
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An examination of apparent changes in MIND's value system follows later in 
this chapter, as this is crucial to understanding how the organisation 
became rrore ccmnitted to consumer involvement in the nineteen eighties. To 
explain this more fully, it is first necessary to explore MIND's historical 
roots. 
In the eighteeth and nineteenth centuries, a number of people who had been 
inmates in madhouses and asylums published accounts of their experiences of 
appalling conditions (5), and a few such people were involved in attenpts 
to effect reforms, eg. through the Alleged Lunatics Friends Society ( 6) . 
However, from the Middle Ages until well into the twentieth century, most 
voluntary efforts for mental health were characterised by beneficence, with 
the donor in a superior position to the recipient (7). Despite such 
charity, and some enlightened attitudes, eg. of certain medieval and 
Renaissance physicians ( 8), people with mental illness were often perceived 
as having no nore reason than anilnals, and were often objects of fear or 
ridicule (9). Such attitudes were not associated with concern to consider 
their needs and views (10), although greater interest in the consumer 
perspective was shown by the (predominantly lay) reformers who illlplemented 
principles of rroral management in certain institutions in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Moral management enpasised the 
sharing of activities by inmates and staff, compassionate care and the 
provision of occupations appropriate to the inmate's social class (11). 
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In the early nineteenth century, voluntary efforts in asylums included a 
beneficent system of "lady vistors" who apparently saw themselves, in some 
respects, as superior to the inmates and many of the staff (12}. However, 
in the second half of the nineteenth century, there was increasing 
criticism of indiscriminate charity and the encouragement of self help 
(13}, with a shift in voluntary efforts for mental health from the charity 
of upper and middle class lay people to the increasing participation of the 
new professionals for mental health: psychiatrists and alm::mers with an 
interest in this area ( 14}. The first voluntary organisation specifically 
for people with mental illness was the Mental After Care Association, 
founded in 1879 by the Chaplain of the Middlesex Asylum to provide 
acccnm:x:la.tion and help to discharged patients. This was a professionally 
run organisation, with several psychiatrists involved (15). The Central 
Association for Mental Welfare, (which became one of the constituent 
members of the NAMH}, and preceding voluntary organisations for people with 
learning disabilities, appear to have been run largely by politicians, 
professionals, and other (often influential) middle class and upper class 
people. Decisions abcut moves to reform legislation and care for people 
with learning disabilities seem to have been made largely on the latter's 
behalf, with few apparent attempts to assess whether or not any of them 
could express a view, or wished to do so. If committee members were 
involved because they had relatives with learning disabilities this was not 
explicit, and efforts do not appear to have been made to attract service 
users or their relatives to the organisation (16). 
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Much of the work of the Central Association for Mental Welfare was inspired 
by Evelyn Fox, a pioneering psychiatric social worker, who became the first 
Secretary of the Child Guidance Council ( 17) . 'Ihis organisation also 
appears to have been run by politicians, mental health professionals and 
other influential people (18). 
The National Council for Mental Hygiene, started in Britain in 1918, owed 
its origins to Clifford Beers, who started the National Comnittee for 
Mental Hygiene in the USA in 1909, and later initiated a worldwide mental 
hygiene ITOVement ( 19) . Beers ' enterprise was inspired by his detennination 
to improve psychiatric services and influence professional and public 
attitudes towards people with mental illness, following his horrendous 
experiences as a patient in several mental hospitals ( 20) . Beers • ITOvement 
was characterised by beneficence, rather than solidarity or participation. 
(21). He did not make particular attempts to attract other users of mental 
health services to his ITOvement, but mede considerable efforts to gain the 
support of m:my eminent people, including prominent psychiatrists, and 
other mental health professionals (22). The British National Council for 
Mental Hygiene was run aliTOst entirely by mental health professionals, 
particularly psychiatrists, and had close links with the Tavistock Clinic. 
Members of the American Council for Mental Hygiene tended to provide 
services for people with mental illness, rather than doing so with them 
(23). In Britain, members of the public, including users of mental health 
services, appear to have had little involvement in the running of the 
National Council, or of the other two organisations which merged into the 
National Association for Mental Health ( 24). 
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In the late nineteen forties and fifties, there are few references in 
Annual Reports of the NAMH to consuroors' or their relatives' views or felt 
needs, or to their involvement in running the organisation or its projects 
or services (25). The lack of such references does not necessarily 
indicate the extent of consuroor involvement at this time, but it does 
suggest that NAMH did not see it as important to advertise itself as an 
organisation in which consuroors or relatives took an active part in 
decision making. 
According to Anderson and Anderson, it was not until the early sixties that 
" .. the voice of the consuroor was really heard within MIND .. " (26). Some 
members of the National Association who were parents of children with 
learning disabilities, and particularly keen to rrake their voices heard, 
fonned their own organisation in 1950, rather than remain within NAHM. 
(27). 
INTEREST IN CCNSUMER VIEWS 
From the mid fifties there was growing concern in NAMH to understand the 
views of consuroors, and their relatives, with an increase of literature for 
the latter. In the sixties the organisation published accounts by 
consuroors and involved them in its publications and a television programme 
(28). The 1964 Annual Conference included tape recordings of relatives' 
descriptions of the inadequacies of services experienced by themselves and 
by mentally ill farnil y members ( 29) . NAHM' s tentative rrove, from the mid 
sixties, towards a rrore critical stance, was influenced by this increased 
awareness of consumer and relative views (30). 
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According to Mary Applebey, reports on Annual Conferences " .. show the 
enphasis rroving gradually away from professional argument and towards an 
awareness of consUJrer demand .. " (31). However, one respondent felt that 
consUJrer and relative participation in Annual Conferences resulted at first 
in some embarrassment and criticism. 
" .. I can remember the embarrassment patently felt when a consumer asked 
a question, and I think that puts where the consUJrer was at this time 
(referring to the sixties and seventies). I can remember the first 
conference when relatives .. did a session. . a great deal of criticism 
from the floor that that was putting them under unnecessary strain, when 
they wanted to express views .. " 
(Interview. council of Management member). 
From the late sixties, there was increasing concern to represent consUJrer 
needs, but for many years the organisation continued to speak on behalf of 
consumers, rather than involving them in this representation, or 
facilitating self a&vocacy. lhl.s is possibly reflected in Annual Report 
descriptions of IDeal Associations. Whilst there are occasional references 
to consUJrer participation in Local Associations ( 32) , !Mily descriptions of 
their 1t10rk suggests a rrodel of volunteering in which "consUJrers" passively 
received help or services given by "non consumers". (33). 
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The MIND campaign of 1971 to 1972 emphasised consumer rights ( 34), and this 
concern intensified, and extended to include legal and civil rights, when 
I..arry Gostin and Tony Srnythe joined the organisation. Work in this area, 
between 1974 and 1985, involved advocacy by Legal Department staff, but was 
usually initiated by individual consumers (35), who took an active part in 
deciding what action to take. 
staff, on behalf of consumers, 
Same test cases were initiated by MIND 
and with their active involvement. (36). 
What is not certain is how far consumers wished to effect changes in mental 
health and other legislation, in addition to obtaining redress themselves 
(37). 
Between 1975 and 1982 there are references in Annual Reports to consumer 
involvement in the running of a hostel (one of the last of National MIND's 
residential projects), and the active involvement of the local community, 
and of users, in a pioneering corrmunity mental health project, set up by 
National MIND and another organisation ( 38) . The participation of people 
with consumer experience in the National office during the period of 
fieldwork is described in Chapter 6. 
'1liE GRam! IN SELF HELP GRroPS 
During the seventies and eighties, there was a considerable growth in the 
number of self help groups, ItPst of which were started by people with a 
particular problem or illness, and/or their relatives. These organisations 
aimed to provide mutual aid or support ( 39) , and some grew into national 
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networks of self help groups. The latter included the National 
Schizophrenia Fellowship and the Fellowship of Depressives Anonyrrous, both 
founded in the early seventies, and the Manic Depression Fellowship which 
started in 1983 ( 40) . 
Many self help groups developed within MIND IDeal Associations from the 
late seventies to 1985, some of them initiated by regional staff. other 
regional MIND projects which facilitated consumer involvement included one 
which prorroted mental health in schools. This involved enabling pupils to 
share feelings and views. Staff in another region encouraged statutory 
service providers to evolve services which met consumers• felt needs, 
according to the principles of nonnalisation (41), and the Director of this 
MIND region conducted research on consumers • views and experiences of 
mental health services (42). 
At the time National MIND dealt with an increasing number of enquiries from 
consumers and relatives which, according to Annual Reports and some 
respondents, influenced campaigns and the setting up of particular 
services, especially in the areas of welfare rights and minor tranquillizer 
dependency, and the production of publications on consumers • rights. 
MIND's magazines "Mind OUt", and later "Open Mind", included many consumer 
views and experiences. A number of other MIND publications were written by, 
or in collaboration with, consumers ( 43) . 
Bender, speaking in 1982, suggested that " .. the rrodel developed by MIND is 
effectively the .. type of leadership (the charity m:xlel), and that it is 
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JTPVing towards an expertise m:xiel wihlst being attracted by the 
participation m:xiel. , " ( 44) , This judgement accords with findings of the 
present study. In 1985 MIND was still, in same ways, a beneficent 
organisation, with upper class and middle class people, particularly 
politicians and mental health professionals, as its vice patrons and on its 
Council of Management ( 45). The organisation also continued to rely on the 
expertise of its professional workers, and also promoted, largely through 
its staff, the participation of people with consumer experience (46). 
The following two chapters describe the extent and nature of consumer 
involvement in MIND, during the period of fieldwork, in national and 
regional offices and in two local associations. 
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OIAPIER 6 
a:NS0MER INVOLVEl1ENT IN NATirnAL AND REX;IrnAL MIND 
'Ihe next two chapters descr:ilie the nature of consumer involvement in 
National and Regional MIND, and in two Local Associations which were 
studied in depth ( "Eastvale" and "Westhill" MIND) . 
During early fiel<M::>rk, particularly in pilot interviews, attempts were 
made to assess the arrount of consurrer involvement in Local Associations 
e.g. by measuring various =rponents on four-point rating scales (1). I 
started the research with certain ass1.1!!ptions about consumer involvement, 
including the belief that the term referred to participation in decision 
making and responsibility in MIND by those members who had experienced 
mental health problems and/or used mental health services (2). 
As the research progressed, I became increasingly aware of the rorrplexity 
of consurrer involvement and its various rorrponents. For example, 
although Eastvale MIND had far more formal opportunities for 
participation than Westhill MIND, the latter Association was found, in 
some ways, to have as ll!l.lch consurrer involvement, albeit of a more 
informal and unstructured nature ( 3) . 
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As nore data were gathered, I became increasingly interested in 
respondents ' perspectives of the nature and meaning of consumer 
involve.'tlellt, and nore aware of my tendency to take my own meanings and 
values for granted. 
Most of the study of National and Regional MIND was done after the 
fieldwork in Eastvale and Westhill MIND. As a result of my increased 
awareness of the =Plexity of consumer involvement, I decided to ask 
National and Regional MIND respondents for their views on the meaning of 
"consumer" and "consumer involvement". These questions were asked in 
order to increase understanding of the meaning and nature of consumer 
involvement in MIND. In retrospect, it 1NOUld have added to the study to 
have asked these questions of Eastvale and Westhill MIND respondents 
( 4). 
This chapter describes participants' responses to these questions, and 
also considers the nature and extent of consumer involvement in National 
and Regional MIND, and the organisation's policies to increase consumer 
involvement at these levels. Material on these topics was collected in 
participant observation in National MIND, and in interviews with 59 
people. These included nine volunteers, twenty three National and ten 
Regional staff members, ten members of the Council of Management, one 
Vice Patron and six members of Forum ( 5) . 
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WHO IS A ··~"? 
The use of the word "consumer" to describe a user of a statutory or 
voluntary service was outlined in Chapter 3. The tem does not appear in 
MIND Annual Rep:>rts until the nineteen eighties, when it was used with 
increasing frequency (6). Respondents were asked: "In your view, which 
people are the consumers in relation to mental health services?" (7). A 
similar question had been posed by the National Director in his 
introductory address at a MIND Workshop on consumer involvement for Local 
Associations in 1985, and was debated by course participants (8). 
Uncertainty about the meaning of the tem, and which people constituted 
consumers of mental health services was expressed (9). In interviews, 
respondents described "consumers'" as users of particular services (33 
respondents), people with experience of mental illness or me.11tal health 
problems (14 respondents), relatives and/or friends of people with mental 
illness (13 respondents). Eight respondents felt that all people were 
potentially, or actually, consumers of mental health services (10). 
Eight people referred to services in general tenns; Camnents included 
.... someone who at some stage. . has used the mental health services. . .. and 
.... people on the end of .. the services Local Associations .. or Health 
and Social services provide .. people in hospital, out-patients, tailing 
off to people who use GP services. . .. ( 11) . 
Nine respondents mentioned hospital services, but only one referred to 
social services. Five respondents included people who sought help from 
general practitioners. 
services ( 12) and 
Only four respondents mentioned users of MIND 
only one person referred to preventitive 
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services ( 13) . Two respondents included in their definition people who 
had benefited from services. 
A Forum member =nmented that, in his Local Association, " .. we have a 
relative support group. . and we'd call those [relatives] consumers .. ", 
whilst a Regional Development Officer said she would " .. include someone 
who's cared for someone with a mental health problem because they also .. 
have been.. involved with the psychiatric services .. " The National 
Director comnented: "The term consumer also covers relatives, friends 
and the local conmunity - all are potentially consumers or carers of 
people with mental illness .. " ( 14) . In contrast to these views, two 
respondents felt that the term "consumer" should be used nainly to 
describe people with mental health problems, rather than relatives. Two 
individuals comnented on possible clashes of interests between these two 
groups. The Legal Director comnented: " .. His [the consumer' s] ( 15) 
problems rey affect .. relatives, although from a Rights point of view •. 
it is dangerous to see [relatives] as consumers .. " Two respondents felt 
that mental health professionals could be classed as consumers, one of 
them adding that "they're often recipients of [mental health] 
services .. " However, another respondent felt that, unlike some service 
users," staff may be devalued, but don't lose citizenship .• " (16). 
Eight respondents felt that everyone was potentially or actually a 
consumer of mental health services, and a few other people referred to 
--dthers' beliefs that this was so. Two opinions were expressed 
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about who was the consumer in relation to MIND's work. A few 
respondents said that MIND' s concern was the mental health of everyone, 
and that the whole population constituted "consl.llllers" in this sense: 
" .. I would like to see the word consl.llller used in.. the way the 
Consl.llllers Association used that tenn .. All of us receive health care, 
and I'd sooner pitch at the population at large, rather than 
designated psychiatric patients. This is irrp:lrtant because MIND 
calls itself the rrovement for mental health, and if you use that 
banner, you need to see mental health as affecting us all. . " 
(Interview. Assistant Director) 
" .. MIND' s concern is to be a consl.llller organisation: that everyone is 
a consl.llller of mental health services. MIND has attempted to be that 
since it was born". 
(Interview. Regional Director) 
Other respondents felt that MIND needed to concentrate attention on 
consurners with experience of mental ill health and mental health 
services. 
" .. I know there is a kind of liberal interpretation saying we' re all 
potentially consl.llllers. I don't take that definition .. I think that a 
broad-based definition avoids the most difficult and intractable 
issues: basically to address policies of antidiscrimination for the 
people most discriminated against .. " 
(Interview. National MIND Staff Member) 
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"I know there are different interpretations: "we are all 
consumers" . . but I think it distracts from the main thrust of what 
MIND does •• " 
(Interview. Staff Member, National MIND) 
The views quoted above reflect two areas of MIND' s work which are 
referred to in the Aims and Objectives of the organisation listed in 
Annual Reports and in MIND's Policy Priorities (17): the education of 
the general public about mental health and concern about the needs and 
rights of people with rental health problems and learning disabilities 
( 18) . The organisation's literature for the public has stressed the 
"norrrality" of mental health problems and the likelihood that "anyone" 
can become a consumer of rental health services: 
"It' s the nost c:orruron form of illness today, but few dare to admit 
their suffering" . 
(19) 
"One in s:ix worren and one in nine rren will at some tire in their 
lives receive psychiatric treatment". 
(20) 
Other aspects of National MIND's work have been concerned with consumers 
in a narrower sense, with the work of particular staff and Departrrents 
being involved with specific groups of consumers. Exanples during the 
period of fieldwork included people dependent on minor tranquillizers, 
compulsorily detained patients, and discharged patients with inadequate 
opportunties for accomrrodation and employrrent (21). In September 1985, 
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the National Director wrote that during the following three years, MIND 
should work to achieve its objectives, including public education" .. for 
all those labelled mentally ill, but especially those most severely 
crippled by mental illness .. " ( 22) . 
Problems with the use of the term "consumer" have been described in 
Chapter 3 (23). Five respondents, all volunteers and former users of 
mental health services, had not heard of the term ( 24). Ten respondents 
referred to dislike of, or difficulties with the term, whilst only t= 
spontaneously said they liked it. In the local Associations WOrkshop on 
Consumer Involvement, 
generally disliked, 
it was concluded that " .. the term "oonsumer" was 
but no alternative was agreed .. " (25). In 
interviews, two respondents said they preferred the term "service user", 
whilst a Regional Director oornnented: We use "members" at local MIND 
groups and "clients" for statutory [services]" . The term "consumer" was 
disliked because it was seen as jargon and because of its conrnercial 
connotations. 
" .. I think this play of words is a load of rubbish .. calling a 
patient a oonsumer is unilrportant, corrpared with how a service can 
be inproved .. I'm sick and tired of discussions about "shall we call 
it this? Shall we call it that?" 
(Interview. National MIND Staff Member) 
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"I don't like the tenn because it i.Jrplies choice and ~tition .. 
so I don't use." 
(Interview. National MIND Staff Merober) 
"A middle class tenn. A lot of people I've worked with, if I'd said 
"you' re a consumer" they wouldn't have related to the tenn" . 
(Interview. Regional Director) 
Two people felt it was illp::lrtant to distinguish between people who were 
consumers at present, and those who had used mental health services in 
the past. 
"'Ihe difficulty is .. when [does someone] cease to be a consumer? 
It's labelling: "once mentally ill, always mentally ill" .. 'Ihe mental 
illness of an individual is history, and no longer applies, so he is 
no longer a consumer" 
(Interview. Council of Management Merober) 
In contrast, two respondents felt that the tenn "consumer" had 
advantages. A Regional Director felt that the term i.Jrplied the 
encouragement of participation in decisions, and a volunteer oorrmented: 
"Well, I understand it's actually put a rrore polite social label on 
the patient .. It might be a good thing because it might give a bit of 
status. . to say you' re a consumer, rather than a mental patient .. " 
(Interview. National MIND volunteer) 
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As respondents gave a wide range of definitions of the tenn "consumer", 
it is not surprising that the concept of consurner involvement was beset 
with even greater uncertainty. Yet it was a tenn frequently used by 
National MIND staff in infonnal oonversation. When asked their views on 
its meaning, respondents gave a wide range of answers (26). Eleven 
people, including seven volunteers, said they were unclear or uncertain 
what was meant by the tenn. A Regional Developnent Officer commented 
that MIND participants as a whole had doubts about this, and a few 
respondents referrred to difficulties in defining the concept. 
" .. Oh God, you've got me there. 
that .. " 
Give me a lead. Oh you mean 
(Interview. Assistant Director). 
" .. I don't know what that means, quite. I've heard it used [within 
MIND] .. in a variety of contexts, same quite positive, same 
negative .. " 
(Interview. Council of Management Merrber) 
Although respondents were encouraged to give definitions of consumer 
involvement, many of them found it easier to give examples. A !ll3.jority 
of respondents referred to consumer involvement in MIND and/or statutory 
and other rrental health services or organisations (Table 6 .1) ( 27 ) • 
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TABLE 6.1. 
AREAS OF CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT REFERRED 'IO BY RESPONDENTS 
n51 
A Within MIND 23 
B In statutory and other mental 
health services 14 
General answer: Could apply to 
AandB 5 
Other answer 4 
Not able to answer 5 
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 indicate main responses in relation to consumer 
involvement in MIND and in other mental health organisations and 
services. The wide range of responses suggests that consumer 
involvement meant different things to different people, or possibly, 
that different romponents of consumer involvement were upperrrost in 
respondents • minds at the time ( 28) • 
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TABLE 6.2 
ASPECI'S OF CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT MENTIONED BY RESPONDENTS 
WITH REFERENCE 'IO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES IN GENERAL 
LEVEL 
Central Government/ 
Local services/ 
Organisation 
Central Government/ 
Local Services/ 
Organisational/ 
Individual 
Individual 
RESPONSE NO OF RESPONDENTS 
MENTIONING 
Running and planning services 5 
Consumer involvement in decision 
making 5 
Giving consumers a voice/interest 6 
in their experiences or perspectives 
Participatory or equal relationships 3 
with service providers 
Service providers allowing consumers 2 
choice 
Service providers involving consumers 2 
in decisions concerning themselves 
Consumer involvement in a variety of 2 
levels 
Other responses 3 
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TABLE 6.3 
ASPECl'S OF CDISUMER J:NmLVElo!ENT MENriCNED BY REsroiDENTS 
wrm REi'EREN:E m NATI<mr. MIND 
Consumer involvement 
in Policy Making 
Consumer Involvement 
in the work of 
National MIND 
Specific 
Representation 
of Consumer 
Interests 
Individual 
Consumer involvement in all 
levels of MIND 
Consumer influence on, or 
involvement in policy making 
Council of Management :merrbership 
Involvement in Local Associations 
Consumer influence on, or involvement 
in MIND' s work 
Working as a staff :merrber 
Working as a volunteer 
Representing the interests of 
consumers or their relatives 
Consumer involvement in specific aspects 
8 
6 
2 
4 
6 
5 
2 
3 
of MIND work 8 
Adding dimension to MIND on basis of own 
experience. 
Consumers making own decisions in 
casework with staff/concern for consumer 
view 
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In Chapter 3 it was concluded that consumer involvement is 
IlUllti-m.mensional, involving a variety of levels and degrees · ·. Ten 
respondents gave definitions of consumer involvement in terms of a 
single example or a single level, whilst sixteen people indicated that 
they saw the concept as complex and involving two or IIDre levels. A few 
respondents also referred to different degrees of consumer involvement, 
without themselves using the tenn. Some responses were difficult to 
classify according to level, because, for example, respondents gave 
their views on consumer involvement, or described it in general tenns 
rather than referring to specific levels. The latter included: " .. a 
process of total participation in MIND", "responsibility in decision 
making" and "consumer involvement means the J!Dst important people .. are 
the people with problems with mental health and their experience is the 
J!Dst :inp:>rtant on which to build a service." 
Several respondents referred to specific examples of consumer 
involvement in National or local MIND (29). References to single levels 
of consumer involvement included: 
" .. Involving people in decisions about their own future and their 
present .. " 
(Interview. National MIND Staff Merrber) 
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" .. we [members of the Legal Department] see ourselves as 
transferring power when we can to individuals .• I say [to clients] 
let 's get a policy together, and involve them in an ad hoc way .. " 
(Interview. National MIND Legal Director) 
These responses contrasted with more complex definitions which included 
more than one level of consumer involvement. Several respondents 
re£erred to consumer involvement in decision making in different levels 
of MIND andjor in mental health services in general. (See Tables 6.2 and 
6 • 3) • 'We 12&. ancL129 ~ 
" .. Consumer involvement means that people who have been mentally ill 
are involved in every level of the processes that run MIND: local, 
regional, national, and on Council of Management .. " 
(Interview. Assistant Director) 
" .. Consumer involvement means the involvement of the person who 
receives the services .. it can go from views about it, eg, "I don't 
want this medication" to management •• and making policies about the 
unit .. 11 
(Interview. National MIND Volunteer) 
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" .. [Consumer involvement means] o:msurners being in decision making 
positions with respect to relevant organisations .. the rrost extreme 
rrodel I 'm thinking of is the Arbours Association, where people are 
allowed to become psychotic, and yet help to run the place .. " 
(Interview, Assistant Director) 
An Assistant Director referred not only to levels, but degrees of 
consumer involvement: 
" .. Consumer involvement is a many-splendoured thing •. anything from 
having residence in a hostel: eg, sitting on a spurious management 
comnittee. Consumer involvement can .. be applied to just giving 
people the opportunity to rroan, without necessarily providing them 
with the opportunity to resolve issues they are rroaning about. I 
think rrost comrronly consumer involvement is .. given by paternalistic 
[professionals]. 
"At the other end of the continuum I'd see involvement in a 
participatory relationship with all the experts .. that would involve 
being given the opportunity to know what the options are in any given 
choice, opportunity to discuss priorities .. to have control over the 
way priorities are set, or the degree of control.. and then the way 
services are provided, and ultllnately, I would see the consumer as 
being the ultimate arbiter .. " 
(Interview. Assistant Director) . 
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difficulty in estimating consumer involvement was that, according to 
several respondents, many MIND participants, whilst seeing themselves or 
their relatives as having experienced mental health problems, did not 
nonnally discuss this with other participants, or wake it clear that 
their involvement was because of this experience. 
For this reason, it was difficult to assess the arrount of consumer 
involvement in the staffing of MIND or of Regional Advisory Committees or 
Council of Management ( 33), although estimating such participation in 
voluntary work in the National Office was relatively easy. 
Respondents were not asked whether or not they, or their relatives, had 
experienced mental health problems, because this could have caused 
distress, and would have been an invasion of privacy, related to what, 
for some people, could have been a very personal matter. Had the 
research been on the British Diabetic Association, it would have been 
relatively easy to have asked participants if they had diabetes. This 
reflects, 
illness, 
of public 
in part, the stigma and lack of social acceptability of mental 
corrpared with some physical illnesses (34). Despite MIND's aims 
education, and its attempts to eradicate stigma ( 35), some 
respondents · described negative attitudes of some MIND participants 
towards people with mental illness (36). 
Other reasons for not asking respondents about their personal experience 
were based on an impression, from participant observation and interviews, 
of the nature of the organisation at National level, corrpared with the 
other voluntary organisations studied. MIND differed from rrost of the 
latter in that people's reasons for joining the organisation were usually 
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not explicit. This was partly because National MIND' s aims, which were 
considerably wider than those of the other voluntary organisations 
studied, did not include self help and the sharing of comrron experiences 
( 37) . Council of Management members and staff appeared to participate 
because they wished to be involved in the running of MIND and its work, 
rather than to exchange personal e..-xperience or feelings as a group; and 
there were few structured opportunities for such sharing (38). 
Twenty eight respondents were asked why they had originally become 
involved in the work of MIND (39). A wide range of reasons was given, 
with mental health proble.'llS being mentioned by three National and three 
Regional staff, but no Council of Management members. The mental illness 
of a relative was mentioned by another three respondents (40). Two staff 
members had published work about their experiences as consumers. Only 
one respondent said that his own consumer experience was a reason for 
being involved in MIND's work. In contrast, only one out of fifteen 
respondents in the other voluntary organisations studied was not involved 
because of herjhis own or a relative's experience of mental illness or 
mental health services (41). 
A few National MIND staff cornnented that it was difficult to know how 
many Council of Management and/or staff rnembers had experienced mental 
health problems. One respondent cornnented: " .. in Council of Management 
it is difficult to know what hat they wear .. " meaning that participants 
with consumer experience might not be on the Council for that reason, but 
because they had been selected for particular skills, or as a 
representative of Local Associations or of a mental health profession. 
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Similar views were expressed in two Regions. One Regional Director 
indicated that about one third of his Regional Advisory Committee members 
had consumer experience, but added that such experience was "incidental. 
They are not there because they are consumers. " However, in another 
Region " .. two senior Social Services staff sought nomination because of 
their own consumer experience .. " ( 42) , and a third Region had a consumer 
representative on one of its c:onrnittees, who was observed in a meeting to 
I!'ake his consumer experience explicit ( 43). 
Working as a volunteer was the rrost "visible" fonn of consumer 
involvement in National MIND. Whilst consumer involvement as a member of 
staff, Council of Management or Regional Advisory Conroittee was often 
covert, volunteers were seen by Ili3.Il.Y National MIND staff as constituting 
a distinct group of people with experience of mental health problems 
(44). All of the volunteers who were interviewed mentioned their 
consumer experience, usually in infonnal conversation. 
I met nine volunteers in the National office during the pariod of 
fieldwork, seven of whom agreed to be interviewed. 'IWo other people, who 
had previously been volunteers in National MIND, were also interviewed 
( 45) . Volunteers appeared to fonn two distinct groups. The first group 
comprised four middle-aged men who were members of a Local Association in 
London ("D:lck Green" MIND) (46). Three people in this group were close 
friends. They shared similar experiences of several years in psychiatric 
hospitals, and had all attended statutory Day Centres, as well as the 
Centre run by their Local Association. 'IWo members of this group said 
they had been volunteers in National MIND 'for ten and twelve years, 
respectively['+ I)· 
:_d6 
Twu members of this group said they had been volunteers in National MIND 
for ten and twelve years, respectively. 
One member of this group was not observed to come to the National office 
during the period of fieldwork. 'Ihe other three volunteers did s:imi.lar 
routine clerical work, mainly putting documents in envelopes, ready for 
posting. I sometimes joined in this task, with the agreement, or at the 
invitation, of the volunteers. 
'Ihe other five volunteers worked, or in one case, had worked, in National 
MIND Departments. The volunteer who appeared to have had the rrost 
influence at Headquarters had taken on considerable responsibility and 
been involved in policy decisions of a Department. His work had included 
lecturing and writing articles, particularly for MIND's magazine. He 
said that he had come to see himself alrrost as a staff member. 
Of the other respondents, two did secretarial work, and two were involved · 1 
in the Library and Inforwation Unit, using their work experiences and 
skills. Another volunteer worked in the Appeals Department ( 48) . 
Seven of the nine volunteers interviewed were asked if they had been 
involved in MIND in other ways (49). Only one of these respondents (the 
active participant in a National Department) had attended MIND meetings 
and conferences and two had had articles published in "Open MIND". None 
of the volunteers mentioned participation in the Council of Management or 
Policy Corrmittee (50). 
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In Regional offices there was little involvement of volunteers. A ff'M 
people with consumer experience did unpaid work in three of the 
established offices, and the Regional Director for MIND South East said 
that there were plans to involve consumers as volunteers when this office 
was established. Comnents about volunteers included views that Local 
Associations offered lllJre appropriate voluntary work, and that it was 
difficult for Regional staff to give enough time to meet volunteers' 
needs, given the derroands of other work (51). The few volunteers in 
Regional offices included two patients from a local psychiatric Day 
Hospital who did secretarial and ancillary work, and a young man who 
visited one office to discuss his problems, who sometimes did minor 
electrical repairs (52). One Regional respondent said that his voluntary 
work was based largely on his own experience as a consumer, when he had 
felt devalued in hospital and had experienced accommodation 
difficulties. At the time of interview he was involved in research on 
DHSS Board and Lodging Regulations and, with a staff member, in training 
social work students. 
In Annual Reports between 1982 · and 1986, MIND frequently clailned to 
represent consumers ' needs and rights (53) • The alllJunt of consumer 
involvement in this representation was assessed by asking respondents: 
"In - Departroentj-Region, to what extent do consumer views influence 
decision making about their needs and rights in the following ways? 
(i) Staff consifier consumers' expressed views and expressed 
needs .. 
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(ii) 
(ill) 
Staff assess consumer views and opinions: a) informally, b) 
formally .. 
Consumers are actively involved in decision making" (54). 
Eleven respondents from five Departments and the Carrpaigns Unit were 
asked part or all of this question (55). Several people felt there was 
variation in the extent that different Departments or staff members 
. consulted consumer views, but seven respondents indicated that staff in 
their own Department considered consumers ' expressed views and needs to a 
marked extent. 
" .• Very much so. 
take up .. " 
Issues they raise are ones we feel we should 
(Interview. Worker in Black and Ethnic Minority Mental Health 
Team (5~) Corrmunity Development Department) 
" .. Enomous .. lmy policy I've brought up has had some consumer 
involvement in it. Consumers have initiated it, or I take into 
account consumer and other views .. " 
(Interview. National MIND Staff member in Legal Department) • 
Two respondents said that they did not often consider consumers' 
expressed views and needs because of their limited contact with them, but 
all Departments, except Appeals, had assessed consumer opinion. Only the 
Legal and 
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Policy and Infonnation Departments did so fonnally. M:Jst respondents 
said they sought consumer views in an ad hoc way, eg, by infonnally 
asking consumers with whom they were in contact, their views of the 
services they received (5.1). 
The Policy and Research Officer said that she assessed consumer views as 
part of her research, but added: 
" .. 'I'hat is not how oost of our policies are Il'ade. · Policies are 
based on what we feel would benefit people .. " 
(Interview. National MIND Policy and Research Officer). 
ClllSUMER INVOLVEl1ENT IN DEPAR'JMENTII.L DECISI<N M!IICm; 
According to respondents, there was little active consumer involvement in 
decision Il'aking in National MIND Depa.rtJrents. 'Ihis was said not to occur 
at all in Policy and Infomation, Training and Education, and Appeals, 
and to occur to a limited extent in the Cormrunity Developnent and the 
Legal Departments. In the Cormrunity Developnent Depa.rtJrent consumers had 
been involved in working groups, e.g. to examine the mental health needs 
of members of black and minority ethnic groups. A volunteer with 
consumer experience said that he had become involved in decision Il'aking 
in "''~oth<:( Department. Such involvement appears to have been unusual, and 
was not mentioned by other volunteers interviewed. 
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a::NSUMER VIEWS IN REX;ICNAL OFFICES 
One respondent in each of the five established Regional offices, and the 
Regional Director of MIND South East, were asked about consumer 
involvement in Regional MIND work (58). TWo of these respondents said 
that consumers' expressed views and needs were considered to a limited or 
fair extent; and this was felt to be "considerable" in three other 
Regions. TWo respondents stressed the importance of rraintaining personal 
contact with users of services. Staff members in two regions visited 
local psychiatric hospitals, including Special Hospitals, and the views 
of patients appeared to considerably inform their work. Until 1985, the 
Information Officer in one Region had given information and Advice on 
legal and other issues to patients in a Special Hospital. The Director 
of "Region C" provided a counselling services for consumers, whilst staff 
of another Region ran an Information Service, similar to National MIND's 
Advice Unit, which dealt with about 600 enquiries a year. The work of 
the Regional Development Officer and Community Development Workers, were 
said by the Regional Director to be influenced by the views and enquiries 
of consumers. 
One Regional Director referred to the influence on his own work, and that 
of the Regional office, from contact with users of services: 
" .. I like to think views for the work of this office are based on 
ideas picked up from consumers .. I have acute awareness of the problem 
of poverty from phone calls, letters, visits .. A lot of it is pure 
observation. I was devastated to hear that one old lady had been 57 
years in a mental hospital. JUst seeing her brought it all home .. " 
(Interview. Regional Director) 
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Formal assesment of consumer views and opinions had been attempted by the 
staff of only one region (Region C), for whom it seemed to be a high 
priority. Such work appeared to be difficult because of the Regional 
Offices' limited resources, and one Regional Director indicated that this 
was the case in his Region. Both the Director and the Develorrnent 
Officer of Region C had undertaken research on the views and opinions of 
users of services in their Region, and the Director had written al::out his 
own experience as a consumer of mental health services and CO!l1!?iled a 
collection of consumer experiences : -
Self MJocacy and Normalisation were inp:lrtant aspects of the work of 
Region c staff. The Regional Director established Self Advocacy schemes 
in wards in a psychiatric and a mental handicap hospital, and with the 
Regional Developnent Officer, made an assessment of the life of the wards 
and worked out, with ward participants, a programme to increase 
residents' choice, privacy and participation' in decision making, and to 
lessen social distance between residents and staff (59) . 
The Regional Development Officer for c Region had run several 
Normalisation Workshops, and had publicised Normalisation methods, 
including an account of ways in which the principles outlined in "Conm:m 
Concern~~ could be translated into practice, using Normalisation 
principles (60). Normalisation was less inp:lrtant in the work of other 
Regions ( 61), although in two of them there had been increased interest, 
with some staff attending courses on the topic. overall, MJocacy played 
a rrore inp:>rtant part in Regions ' wcrk, and included the Advisory service 
for Special Hospital patients, and the enquiry service referred to above. 
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Of the National Departments studied, Appeals appeared to have the least 
consumer involvement in relation to consumers contacting the Department 
and staff assessments of their views and opinions. The Assistant 
Director of this Department said that no consumers had contacted him with 
views or suggestions concerning fund raising ( 62) . At least one 
volunteer with consumer experience had worked in the Department, and a 
number of former consumers had unsuccessfully applied for fund raising 
posts (63). 
The Assistant Director of Policy and Information said that staff in her 
Department were " .. tuned into the consumer view, but how much depends on 
where they are placed in the Department .. " The two Advice and 
Information Workers were particularly in touch, as they answered phone 
queries and letters from consumers, as well as from other people, on a 
wide variety of mental health issues. As with the legal Department, 
contact with consumers was initiated by consumers themselves. One Advice 
and Information Worker said that consumers ' queries and problems 
sometimes influenced and infonned the organisation's campaigns and its 
magazine, "Open MIND". 
" Carnpai' link • • gn.s • • in to us and ask about queries about minor 
tranquillisers, and we ask people to write into "OpenMIND" as well.." 
(Interview. Advice and Information Worker, National 
MIND). 
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'lliE CAMPAIGNS UNIT 
The Campaigns Unit was set up in 1983 with an Assistant Director and an 
Administrator. In describing his own work, and that of the Unit, its 
Assistant Director emphasised consumer views and interests to a 
considerable extent. 
" •. I think the rrost :i.nportant aspect [of my work is] to translate the 
concerns, views and ~riences of consumers of services into an 
effective dialogue with the provider of the service .. to provide a 
lobby for consumers, and . • to demystify the services and treatments, 
and give consumers infonnation on those to prom:>te their capacity to 
give info:oned .. consent to treatment and pclicies .• " 
(Interview. Assistant Director, Campaigns Unit) 
Until late 1985, the rrost inportant aspects of the work of the Carrpaigns . 1 
Unit concerned minor, and later, major, tranquillizers. According to the 
Assistant Director, MIND' s concern about minor tranquillizers went back 
to at least 1980, when staff received an increased number of calls for 
help with dependency on these drugs. The carrpaign on this issue owed its 
inspiration to these consumer enquiries, and began with the production of 
a "first Special Repcrt on Minor Tranquillizers". The Assistant Director 
enlisted the help of the media in highlighting the problem, and appeared 
on radio and television programmes. 
A "That's Life" Special Feature on minor tranquillizers, which featured 
the ~riences of people who had contacted MIND about their own 
dependency, generated ruch publicity, and the organisation was deluged 
with a considerably increased number of requests for help at local, 
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regional and national levels. The "That's Life" progranme was followed 
by a BBC publication offering advice, which was co-authored by the 
Assistant Directcr ( 64) and the start of a considerable m.wber of Self 
Help Groups by Local Associations and other organisations. All this, the 
Assistant Directcr stated, was "directly related to the campaign." 
" .. It 'WOuld be very difficult to claim that we took the consumer view 
before publishing (the first MIND report on minor tranquillizers] , 
but we did address the sort of questions consumers had been asking 
us. The style reflects an attempt to argue their corner. We've tried 
to avoid being paternalistic: ie, telling people what' s good for 
them . 
. . The "That's Life" survey was a way of involving consumers in the 
campaign, in that we didn't try to shape their views .. " 
(Interview. Assistant Directcr, ~gns Unit. ) 
As a result of the increased volume of enquiries on minor tranquillizers 
dependence, leaflets on this topic were produced, providing answers to 
some of the questions which consumers asked Advice Workers. Copies of 
first drafts were sent to twenty people, who had been dependent on minor 
tranquillizers, for their =ments, which were then incorporated into 
later issues. The limited number of staff, and "very tight budgeting" 
has precluded wider consultation of consumer views (65). 
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Whilst the Campaign Uhit' s work was =cerned with consumer felt and 
expressed needs, much of the work of the Training and Education 
Department aimed to meet the educational needs of statutory mental health 
professionals. Many of the Conferences, Courses and Workshops 
facilitated by the Department's Organising Tutors were influenced by the 
consumer perspectives, sometimes with speakers outlining their 
experiences as consumers. Tutors made efforts to "keep in touch with 
consumers" (66), and to discover what they thought of specific services 
which were the subject of the particular training event. One Organising 
Tutor said ( 67) : 
" .. (They] make course participants sit up and think: "Yes, consumers 
have rights and status". It's a shock for (professionals) to see and 
hear .. consumers hold the floor. . as speakers .. " 
(Interview. Organising Tutor, National MIND) • 
The Training and Education Department facilitated ronsumer involvement in 
MIND's Annual Conferences in 1984 and 1985. A leaflet for the 1985 
1\nnual Conference "From Patients to People .. " stated: 
"For many people, cping into hospital or using comnunity mental 
health services brings a change in status. People became "patients" 
or "clients" , surrendering rontrol of decisions and determination of 
their daily way of life .. decisions may be taken without real 
consultation. When they are "patients", people rnay lose control over 
the nost basic areas of their lives .. 
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;, •• Can those who use and those who nm mental health services ever 
become equal partners?" (68). 
The 1985 Annual. Conference was advertised as being of interest to 
" .. people who are or have been users of mental health services .. " ( 69} , 
in addition to other people. The Conference considered ways in which 
traditional services had failed to involve consumers in decisions 
affecting their lives, and in the services they received, and examined 
examples of consumer involvement in the nmning of mental health 
services. Consumer involvement in the Conference was facilitated by 
offering free places to people who were unwaged, and many of the speakers 
and facilitators of plenary sessions were consumers who described their 
~riences (70). 
During the period of fieldwork, Council of Management, National MIND 
staff and same regional and local participants considered proposals to 
facilitate and increase consumer involvement in the organisation. The 
next part of this chapter considers respondents ' views on the extent to 
which consumer involvement increased between 1980 and 1985; and examines 
two proposals for increasing consumer involvement which were debated 
within National MIND in 1985. 
Eighteen respondents ( 71) were asked how much .iltportance was attached to 
consumer involvement in National MIND, compared with either five years 
previously, or in the case of relative newcomers, with the time when they 
had joined MIND. Of the sixteen respondents who felt able to nake such an 
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assessment, thirteen felt that there was =re consumer involvement in 
1985, whilst three were unsure. Six respondents indicated that there had 
been a marked increase, making comments such as: "has developed 
considerably", "quite a bit I!Dre", "much I!Dre". The National Director 
said that there was .. 
. . I!Dre [consumer involvement] than when I started [nearly two years 
before the interview] It has developed considerably .. consumer 
involvement was something people paid lipservice to. Relatively 
little was said to me, when I came, about consumer involvement. 
Consumer involvement developed over the last two years, particularly 
: partly on the basis of Ccmron Concern .. " 
(Interview. National Director, MIND) 
Four people comnented that organisational changes had contributed to the 
increased :i.rrportance attached to consumer involvement. Three of these 
respondents referred to a Staff Policy Conference held in April 1984, at 
which there was a discussion about priorities for the organisation, and 
suggested changes in structure, including ways of increasing consumer 
involvement. 
" .. I think it's increasing because .• five years ag::> [a Consumer 
Advisory Panel] ( 72) wouldn't have g::>t off the ground .. " 
(Interview. Staff member, National MIND) . 
M:Jst respondents who reported an increase in consumer involvement did so 
without qualifying their answers in response to this question. An 
exception to this was one National MIND staff member, who said: 
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" .. Well, it is oore inportant in subtle ways. I think same 
staff aPJ;Ointments over the past two years have been oore 
sensitive, and have included ex-consumers, or people closer to 
the ground [with oore idea] what it feels like to be a 
mnsumer. I think mnscious effort on the part of same people, 
including the Director, to prorrote mnsumer involvement and take 
it on board- but patchy and ad hoc. Some Departments wouldn't 
touch consumers with a barge pole .. " 
(Interview. Staff member, National MIND) • 
Four people referred to an increase in discussion about mnsumer 
involvement, but one respondent added: 
" .. It's on the agenda, which it was not two years ago. Not sure 
whether this reflects [its being] oore inportant or not .. " 
(Interview. Staff member, National MIND) • 
Finally, the chairperson of Council of Management felt that consumer 
involvement had increased in the organisation, compared with the years 
previously, because members of staff and Council of Management members 
were, overall, younger people with "a greater sense of awareness" (73). 
Another member, and fanner chairperson, of Council of Management, surraned 
up her impressions of consumer involvement in MIND in the following 
words. 
" .. 1965: Nil. 1975: saturated ideologically. 1980: lip 
service. 1985: reality .. " 
(Interview. Council of Management member). 
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Cll1IH;ES IN S"lRUCIURE AND FOLicY 
In late 1984 the National Director wrote: 
" .. One important out=ne of [structural] changes will be the 
involvement of more consumers or ex-patient representatives 
within MIND. At present, there is little direct involvement of 
consumers of mental health services in the decision making and 
p:>licy structure of the organisation .. " (74). 
In September 1985, the National Director wrote a draft paper, "MIND 
Strategy 1985 to 1988" (75) for discussion by Council of Management, 
Policy Committee and Regional Councils, which contained bOrk priorities, 
objectives and goals for this period (76). 'Ihe five objectives included 
attempts to: 
" .. revalue people who have been devalued by their experience of 
mental illness, the treatments they have received or the 
settings in which they have received that treatment .. 
" .. encourage all services and social systems to help 
individuals. . to rebuild their citizenship following mental 
illness, and to develop the greatest autonomy and fulfilment .• " 
(77). 
'IWo prop:>sals were debated within National MIND in 1985. '!he first, 
which recomnended changes in structure and accountability in MIND, aimed 
to make the organisation more democratic, and to increase involvement in 
decision making of not only consumers, but all Local Association 
participants and members of black and minority ethnic communities (78). 
'!here was concern to better represent the interests and views of the 
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latter, and to consider the needs of women and of ethnic minority groups 
when fonnulating work policies ( 79) . A second proposal to increase 
consumer involvement concerned the establishment of a Consumer Advisory 
Network to advise MIND on various aspects of its policy (80). other ideas 
to achieve consumer involvement in National MIND were discussed during 
the period of fieldwork, but few atterrpts were made to ilrplement them, 
unlike the proposals outlined above (81). 
During the eighties, MIND became a rrore complex organisation. Whilst the 
number of National Departments had remained steady over the years ( 82) , 
the volume and scope of many Departments appeared to increase (83). The 
nineteen eighties saw further growth in the number of Local Associations 
and in regionalisation (84). 
Soon after taking up post, the National Director concluded that this 
increasing complexity had resulted in failures in communication, and 
differences in perspective, about what MIND's aims should be. He 
commented favourably on growth in the organisation, but added: 
" .. There is a feeling of fragmentation throughout MIND .• Many 
Local Associations feel that they are excluded from discussion 
and decision making at National and Regional levels, that their 
contribution is not valued. National MIND and Regional Offices 
often feel that local Associations do not understand the issues 
or support their work .. " ( 85) . 
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In an attempt to resolve these perceived difficulties, the National 
Director suggested " .. prOJ::osals . . for !lDre d=cratic decision making and 
better ac=untability and corrmunication within MIND" (86). 'Ihese were 
sent for corrnnent to local and Regional participants, members of Council 
of Management and National MIND staff. After considerable debate and 
some ll'Odification, the proposals were finally accepted at MIND's Annual 
General Meeting in November, 1985, with a decision to fully inplement 
them by May, 1986 ( 87) , '!he proposed new structure aimed to ensure 
better representation of Local Associations on Council of Management and 
on Regional Councils (88). '!he National Director indicated that he felt 
that it would also increase the participation of consumers and of members 
of black and minority ethnic corrmunities in decision making in the 
organisation ( 89) . 
Increased interest in the latter appears to date from 1981 to 1982, when 
studies were rrade of services for people of Asian and Afro-caribbean 
origin, and of their mental health (90). By the early eighties, a few 
Local Associations in London forged links with ethnic minorities, but 
such initiatives were unusual. Concern was expressed both by some 
National and Regional staff, and by some Local Association members about: 
" the lack of ethnic minority representation in MIND' s 
=mnittees at all levels, and would urge Local Associations 1 
MIND Regional Councils and National MIND to look at how this 
situation might be remedied. It is hoped that all of MIND's 
Local Associations will look at their structures and services to 
ensure that they are not missing parts of their local cormrunity, 
and thus failing in their own objectives" (91). 
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Following this, a Working Party, with a membership from ethnic 
minorities, was set up to "explore the mental health needs of black and 
minority ethnic =rnunities in the South East .. to run in tandem with a 
similar group in the West Midlands .. " ( 92) • Data on inadequacies in 
services for these =rnunities were collected by this Working Party. At 
the same tiJne, the Legal Department found evidence of a 
disproportionately high number of black and Asian people being 
compulsorily admitted to psychiatric wards under Section 136 of the 
Mental Health Act (93). Problems faced by ethnic minority members in 
relation to mental health services were highlighted in several articles 
in "Open MIND" (94). 
A Black and Ethnic Minority Mental Health Developnent Team was appointed 
in May 1985. Members of this team said, when interviewed, that their 
work included enabling Local Associations in the South East to make 
services accessible to black and minority ethnic groups; offering help 
with the setting up of projects at local level; initiating Racism 
Awareness Training for MIND staff; making representations to Central 
Government policy makers; and attempting to combat institutionalised 
racism in service provision (95). 
The National Director initiated MIND's adoption of an Equal Opportunities 
Policy, making it clear that applications for jobs were welcomed from 
members of ethnic minorities and from people with experience of mental 
health problems and other disabilities, and from either gender(96). Five 
out of six Regional Staff who were asked about Equal Opportunities (97) 
said they were broadly in favour of employing people with consumer 
experience. One Regional Director oorrmented that a staff member had been 
appointed specifically for this reason, and another Director oorrmented in 
his Regional Office, " .. rost of the staff have personal experience 
themselves, or have families with mental ill health (98). 
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At the Annual General Meeting in November, 1985, the National Director 
suggested that Local Associations should adopt Declarations of Intent on 
Racism and on Disability ( 99), a proposal which was discussed further 
during 1986. In addition, a working party "Women in MIND" was set up in 
Noverriber, 1984 "to consider the needs of women with mental health 
problems" (lOO). Members of the working party expressed concern at the 
lack of appreciation of women's needs in rral~ted mental health 
services, and aimed to publish examples of good practice in services 
which met the needs of women (101). 
A "cniSUMER AIJVIOCRY ~· 
Concern to increase consumer involvement was voiced in a staff policy 
conference in April, 1984 and in MIND's Annual Conference in November of 
that year. Following this, the idea of a Consumer Advisory Panel (later 
called a Consumer Advisory Network) was !lOOted by MIND's Policy and 
Research Officer in December 1984. She initially proposed to the Policy 
Conunittee that this Network would "consider relevant policy rratter:s 
and .. rrake recomnendations to the Policy Conunittee .. " (102), in a similar 
way to the organisation's Professional Advisory Conunittee, which 
consisted of mental health professionals. later, the Policy and Research 
Officer suggested that the Consumer Advisory Network should consist of "a 
core group of eight to ten members [and] a larger network of people who 
rray be able to contribute on specific issues" (103). The proposals were 
debated by the Council of Management Policy Conunittee and Management 
Team. The issues which appear to have been nost discussed included the 
aJJns of the Panel, concerns that it would be "tokenist", and the issue of 
whether or not staff and Council of Management members should "=ne out" , 
and share with other participants whether or not they had themselves 
experienced mental health problems ( 104) . 
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Consumer involvement in MIND was also debated by !Deal Associations in a 
workshop in May, 1985, with a proposal that Council of Management 
allocate places to people with consumer experience ( 105) . The Policy and 
Research Officer drafted a letter inviting various people to be=ne 
members of the Consumer Adviso:ry Network and of its core panel, with a 
questionnaire asking them to state in what ways they would be available 
to help. She also estimated the cost of setting up and servicing the 
Network. After considering these documents, Council of Management 
agreed, at their meeting on 9th October, 1985, that a Consumer Adviso:ry 
Network should be established, in line with the pro]XJsals of the Policy 
and Research Officer, and those of the National Director. The letters 
and questionnaire were then sent to !Deal Associations and other 
organisations and individuals. 
FUMJIATICN OF l'OLICY PRC11?00ALS 
Thus, "]Xllicy" prDJXlsals related to the structural changes, and to the 
setting up of the Consumer Adviso:ry Network, were being fonnulated during 
the period of fieldwork. The implementation of the latter occurred, 
almost a year after the Policy and Research Officer's initial pro]Xlsal, 
after the main period of fieldwork. Some of the pro]Xlsals for structural 
changes, eg, the setting up of Regional Councils, were implemented during 
1985, but nost of them were not finally agreed until November that year, 
and were eventually implemented in 1986. 
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Infont'ation was collected from one respondent in each of the established 
Regions al:xlut the extent to which their Regional Office had clearly 
defined objectives in relation to consumer involvement (106). Only two 
respondents indicated that their Regions did have clear objectives. One 
Director said that his Region had objectives in the sense of: 
" .. a total blurring of lines. we get to the point that there is 
no necessity to differentiate between consumers and other 
participants .. " 
This respondent referred to two IDeal Associations where: 
" .. the beauty .. is you have no idea if someone is talking from a 
background of five years on a psychiatric ward or no experience 
at all.." 
(Interview. Regional Director). 
One participant felt that objectives for consumer involvement would 
develop upwards in the organisation from the IDeal Associations, whilst 
another respondent referred to attempts to ensure that one-third of IDeal 
Association Executive Committee members had consumer experience. One 
Region had considered the eo--option onto the new Regional Council of 
people with particular experience or skills, but: 
" •• We' re not going out and finding consumers for the Regional 
Council. We M:Juldn 't want people to be labelled consumers. 
Because we've ensured IDeal Associations have a good proportion 
of consumers [on Executive Oornmittees], .. we accept nominees have 
a better chance to be consumers .• " 
(Interview. Chairperson of a Regional Council) . 
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The Director of Region C outlined various objectives related to 
consumer involvement, including proposals for a Regional Consurrter 
Council, sending a questionnaire to Local Associations about the extent 
to which consurrters participated in their Executive Committees, and the 
holding of a meeting for consurrters convened by the new Regional 
Council. A ntllllber of respondents coornented on the =-paratively high 
extent of consurrter involvement in Region c, and the Development Officer 
of this Region coornented that such participation was "the fundamental 
baseline for every concern we have .. it is the issue". However, the 
Director of this Region described the difficulties of operationalising 
his ideas: 
"I don't know how to do it. We've talked about how to do it, 
and have circulated all Local Associations about the 
involvement [of consurrters] in affairs .. I think many people 
[in . Local Associations] genuinely •. don't understand .• If they 
did, they would be very shocked .. " 
(Interview. Regional Director) • 
CIEARLY DEFINED OBJECl'IVES AT NATICNAL MIND? 
An impression was formed from participant observation that National 
MIND staff saw consurrter involvement as being a "good thing", but that 
it was less clear how this should be achieved. This was borne out by 
responses to the question "Does MIND at National level have any clearly 
defined objectives in relation to consurrter involvement?" (107). 
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Thirteen out of fifteen National staff replied "No." The only 
respondents to reply "Yes" were three Regional staff, one of whom 
corrrnented that National MIND staff had a " .. very strong oomnitment to 
learn about [consumer invol vernent] " . The other two Regional 
respondents qualified their answers: "to some extent"; "I would 
question the seriousness of it." 
Some respondents referred to the organisation's oomnitment to consumer 
involvement, but the lack of clarity about how it could be achieved: 
" .. I think it's fairly clear it must happen, but less clear 
ways of securing that .. " (Interview. Staff Member, National 
MIND) • 
" .• I think we're coming on .. we [are concerned] about consumer 
involvement.. it gives us a warm feeling and we feel it would 
enrich and enhance the organisation .. " (Interview. Assistant 
Director). 
" .• I think at National level there' s an understanding - not a 
clearly defined objective, that we seek to increase consumer 
involvement in all levels of the organisation. I think people 
would see it as oomnitted to [consumer involvement], but 
methods of achieving it are less clear .. " 
(Interview. Assistant Director). 
Views were expressed that the prorrotion or encouragement of consumer 
involvement had not gone much beyond the stage of discussion (108). 
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" .. We' re still thrashing in the dark on that issue. Everyone 
thinks ronsumer participation is a good idea .. But when we say 
"In what way?", I suspect you'd get a million and one answers .. " 
" .. We have meetings saying we should enrourage [ ronsumer 
involvement] , but as far as the actual progress goes, I don't 
think it goes beyond talking .. " 
(Interviews. Staff member, National MIND) . 
Finally, respondents were asked to assess aspects of ronsurner involvement 
in National MIND in relation to: Council of Management' s and staff' s 
ronsultation of ronsurner views; important decision making and taking on 
responsibility at National level; and ronsumers' influence on National 
MIND policy (109). Respondents were asked to rate each of these items on 
a five point scale: Nil (0) Slight (1), Fair (2), Marked (3) Very 
ronsiderable (4); and as "not enough", "enough"or"toomuch". (110). 
Tables 6. 4 to 6. 8 show respondents' assessments ( 111) . Each item 
received a low rating, overall, and the 1!13.jority of respondents felt that 
there was insufficient ronsurner involvementjronsurner ronsultation (112). 
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Very considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Very considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Varies 
other 
Don't know 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
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n21 
0 
0 
1 
11 
9 
n31 
1 
2 
7 
6 
2 
4 
1 
6 
'12\BIE 6.6 
EXmNl' a:.NSllMERS INVOLVED IN IMPOR.I2\Nl' DECISICN ~ 
IN NATICNAL MIND 
n33 
Very considerable 4 1 
Marked 3 1 
Fair 2 2 
Slight 1 10 
Nil 0 14 
Other 1 
D:>n't Know 4 
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EX'lENT cn1SUMERS INVOLVED IN RESPCNSffiiLITY IN 
NATICI!lAL MIND 
very considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Other 
Don't know 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
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0 
0 
1 
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18 
1 
3 
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OVERALL INFlilENCE OF <mS0MERS CN NATICNAL MlliD roLICY 
Very considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
varies 
I:on't know 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
n33 
2 
3 
5 
13 
3 
1 
6 
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Senior staff's consultation of consumer views. 1.67 
OVerall influence of consumers on National MIND policy 1.54 
Extent consumers involved in important decision !!13king in National MIND 0. 75 
Council of Management's consultation of consumer views 0.62 
Extent consumers involved in responsibility in National MIND 0.39 
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The vast majority of resp:mdents scored each of the five rated items on 
cons\.Urer involvement as "nil" or "slight", and "not enough". Larger 
numbers of respondents rated staff consultation of cons\.Urer views, and 
cons\.Urers' influence on National MIND policy as "fair" or m::Jre, compared 
with Council of Management's consultation of cons\.Urer views · · · , and 
cons\.Urer involvement in National MIND decision making and responsibility. 
The highest average rating (1.67) was given for staff's consultation of 
cons\.Urer views. About one third of respondents rated this "fair" or 
m::Jre, and there was a wider range of scores, corrpared with those given in 
answer to the other questions. In particular, only one respondent felt 
that Council of Management's consultation of cons\.Urer views was greater 
than "slight". Whilst five respondents thought that staff consulted 
cons\.Urer views "enough", only one gave such a response in relation to 
Council of Management. A few respondents corrrnented that there was no 
structure to enable the council to consult cons\.Urers, although one merri:Jer 
of this body said: " .. the policies that Council of Management push 
emphasise the importance of cons\.Urers, if not their influence on 
particular policy points .. " (113). A few respondents differentiated 
between direct and indirect influence of cons\.Urer views on the staff' s 
work and on National MIND policy. Active cons\.Urer involvement was 
generally described as limited, but indirect cons\.Urer influence was 
thought to be greater, in that staff were said to take cons\.Urer views 
into account. 
" •• By making visits and speaking to IDeal Associations, you get 
a feeling to some extent" so it gets translated and absorbed, 
and we hear from the Advice Workers what people are saying .. " 
(Interview. Staff member, National MIND) . 
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M:>st respondents felt that the anount of consumer involvement in 
National MIND had increased, but that clear objectives for 
operationalising such participation had not yet been formulated. Unlike 
the other voluntary organisations studied, MIND participants ' 
experiences as consumers were not always nade explicit, and only a 
minority of respondents said that they had be=ne involved in the 
organisation because of their own experience of mental health problems. 
Some people with consumer experience were volunteers in National and 
Regional MIND. Despite the limited anount of active participation, it 
was argued that overall, consumers' views and needs often influenced the 
work of Regional offices, and some National departments, to a 
considerable extent. 
A wide range of views were given by respondents in relation to the 
meanings of "consumer" and "consumer involvement" in mental health 
organisations and services. M:>st respondents described "consumers" as 
users of particular services. As nany as a fifth of respondents were 
uncertain or unclear about the meaning of "consumer involvement", 
although several people stated that it referred to participation, by 
(present or former) users of services, in decision naking or 
responsibility within MIND or other organisations. Many Local 
Association participants, in earlier e interviews, also indicated that 
they perceived consumer involvement to have this meaning, although rrost 
of these respondents were not specifically asked about this, - an 
omission Which constitutes a weakness of the study. 
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In the rest of this thesis the term "consumer involvement" is used in a 
way which reflects both the views of respondents, given al:xJve, and the 
literature on participation, and is similar to the proposed definition 
of consumer participation in Chapter 3 of this thesis (111-): 
Consumer involvement is the participation, of (present or former) 
users of services, in responsibility andjor decision making, which 
has an intended i..npact on services and/or policies which affect the 
individual participant and/or other service users. 
In ensuing chapters of this thesis, "consumer involvement" refers to 
participation in this sense, particularly participation, in MIND or the 
other voluntary organisations studied, by people who have used mental 
health services, and/or who perceive themselves as having experienced 
mental health problems. 
The analysis of consumer involvement within MIND, outlined in the rest 
of this thesis, includes consideration of involvement at any level of 
the organisation, from local to national; and in various degrees: from 
being given information to consultation, involvement in decision making 
and in specific responsibilities, and the running of a Local Association 
or the National Organisation (llsl· In addition, the analysis of 
consumer involvement in MIND includes cOnsideration of participation 
facilitated both by people with consumer experience and by other 
participants. 
The next chapter examines the nature and extent of consumer involvement 
in two Local Associations. 
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In Chapter 2 reference was made to the corrplexity of consumer 
participation and the variety of levels and degrees of such involvement. 
A detailed study of t1rJO Local Associations of MIND yielded naterial 
which indicates the nature and corrplexity of consumer involvement in 
these t1rJO voluntaiy organisations, and forms the subject of this 
chapter. 
An initial attempt was made to assess consumer involvement locally by 
examining ·records on Local Associations in the Corrmunity Development 
Department in the National office, and by interviewing the Local 
Associations Coordinator ( 1) . Pilot interviews were carried out to 
assess the nature and extent of consumer involvement in nine Local 
Associations in counties served by "Albion" Region (2). Information 
about each Local Association was collected by interviewing at least one 
of its nain participants (e.g, Chairperson, Secretary or a paid worker), 
and/or a member of Albion Region staff who knew the Association well. 
In addition, the Regional Director and Regional Development Officer 
corrpleted a brief questionnaire comparing Local Associations on a number 
of components of consumer invol vernent ( 3) . Pilot interviews indicated 
that there was frequent, and sornetbnes quite considerable, consumer 
involvement in the running of projects, and in certain responsibilities 
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such as fund raising, but comparatively little in the Executive 
Cormnittees which ran the Local Associations. Only one Association was 
said to have m::>re than one Executive Cormnittee member with cons\llller 
experience. 
From the initial sample of Local Associations, two were chosen for 
detailed comparative study. "Eastvale" MIND was selected because it had 
the highest am::>unt of consumer involvement in the .management of the 
Local Association, with five users of its day centre on its Executive 
Cormnittee, although none of them was an officer of the Association (4). 
"Westhill" MIND was chosen because it was one of several Local 
Associations with no cons\llllers, but several mental health professionals, 
on its Executive Cormtittee (5). Following pilot interviews, officers of 
the Executive Cormtittees and staff, and later, users of the 
Associations ' projects, were approached to ask if they \o/Ould agree to a 
study ( 6) . Proposed methods of study were outlined, and it was stressed 
that infomation given \o/Ould be treated in strict confidence, and that 
the researcher \o/Ould like to be actively involved in the Local 
Association during the period of field\o/Ork. Two I!l3.in methods were 
used. Participant observation was carried out, particularly in Eastvale 
MIND's day centre and in two social clubs associated with Westhill 
MIND. When participants and the researcher had got to know each other 
fairly well, in-depth and semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
day centre and club members, Executive Cormtittee participants and other 
volunteers, staff employed by the Local Associations and local mental 
health professionals. The latter were asked about their views of the 
Local Association. In addition, records, such as Armual Reports and 
minutes of meetings, were examined (7). 
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Before describing Eastvale and Westhill MIND further, it should be 
stressed that the ensuing acrount merely describes the Local Associations 
during the period of fieldwork. An inpression was gained that MIND was a 
dynamic, changing organisation at all levels. A return to the Local 
Associations, several ronths after initial fieldwork, revealed that they 
had both changed in several ways. If participants had been interviewed a 
few ronths later, their responses might have been very different ( 8) . 
DIFFERENCES BE.'IWEEN 'ffiE IDCAL ASSOCIATICNS 
At the start of fieldwork, Eastvale and Westhill MIND differed in several 
respects which will be ronsidered in turn. These differences included:-
a) their age as organisations; 
b) consumer and professional involvement in their Executive Committees; 
c) their ocrrplexity as organisations and their range of aims and 
projects. 
Westhill MIND has its origins in a Local Association, founded in 1909, of 
the Central Association for Mental Welfare which was roncemed with the 
education and welfare of people with learning disabilities. The Westhill 
Association was " .. dormant during the War period and when it revived in 
1946, it became affiliated to the National Association [for Mental 
Health] .. " (9), and became increasingly roncerned with mental illness. 
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In the late sixties, Westhill MIND " .. reached a crisis point as all 
existing Officers felt they could not continue to serve indefinitely and 
either the Association would have to be wound up or its future carefully 
examined .. " (10). A constitution for a new Local Association was 
eventually drawn up, and the present Westhill MIND was inaugurated in 
1969 and affiliated to the National Association the same year (11). 
Westhill MIND has always had considerable involvement of local mental 
health professionals in its Executive Carrmittee ( 12) . During the sixties 
these included the Physician Superintendent of the local psychiatric 
hospital, who was nationally known for pioneering work in cornrnunity care 
for people with mental illness, and in ensuing years the Local 
Association opened several group homes and a social club, and continued 
its work on pUblic education on mental health issues ( 13) . 
Eastvale has also had two Local Associations. 'I'he first of these, 
started in the early seventies, soon folded and some respondents 
attributed its lack of success to professional dominance on its Exeuctive 
Carrmittee and a failure to involve consumers and laypeople (14). 'I'he 
present Eastvale MIND, which was inaugurated in 1979, was started by a 
residential social worker in "Poplars", a local mental health hostel and 
developed from the meetings of the "Friends of Poplars", in which 
residents of the hostal had been involved. Some writers have stated that 
the shift of power from the elite to the disadvantaged (eg, from 
professionals to consumers) , is an ilrp:>rtant ccmponent of participation 
(15). 'I'he residential social worker and other mental health 
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professionals decided to effect this shift by involving service users and 
laypeople in the running of the Association. Once Eastvale MIND was 
established, the professionals withdrew, remaining eo-opted Executive 
Committee members, and ensuring that they did not take a dominant part in 
running the Association ( 16) . 
During the period of fieldwork, all Westhill MIND's Exeuctive Committee 
participants had a former or present professional occupation. The 
Chairperson was a ocnsultant psychiatrist and of the other twelve 
officers and members ( 17) , six were, or had been social workers, four of 
them specialising in mental health (18). Other participants included a 
fonner psychiatric nurse, a scboolteacher for children with learning 
disabilities, a senior Local Govemnent officer, a school secretacy, a 
solicitor, and a journalist who was also a local Councillor. No 
oomnittee Irelllbers said that they had had ocnsumer experience. 
In contrast, 
backgrounds 
Eastvale MIND's Committee came from a wider range of 
and the Steering Committee's aims to enocurage the 
involvement of ocnsumers and laypeople in running the Association seemed 
to have been achieved in tein15 of Executive Committee membership. Four 
participants, including three of the five day centre members on the 
corrmittee, were unemployed ( 19) . The chairperson was a residential 
social worker at "Poplars" but had entered this work from industry after 
becoming involved in MIND. Other participants included a retired 
industrial rcanager, a retirecl(,'as Board official, a quantity surveyor and 
two students. A ocnsultant psychiatrist, and a community liaison officer 
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and a mental health social worker (both working for local Social 
Services) were CCM:>pted and non-voting members of the Association. 
The two Local Associations differed in the range and complexity of their 
airrui; and projects. During fieldwork, the Director of Albion Region 
=mtented: "Eastvale MIND is the day centre, and the day centre is 
Eastvale MIND." Whilst the Executive Comnittee were concemed with other 
matters such as starting an accorrm:x:lation project and a befriending 
scheme, much of participants' time and energy was observed to be expended 
in matters concerning the centre. Much of the Chairperson' s Annual Report 
for the year ending 1984 concems the day centre, although links with the 
statutory sector and public education are also stressed ( 20) . The Annual 
Report for the following year describes new projects: self help groups, 
an acoommodation project, provision of holiday accommodation and a home 
visiting service. Participants were far rrore involved in fund raising 
than was the case in Westhill MIND. 
The Executive Comnittee and staff of Westhill MIND were concemed 
with a much wider range of projects: five group homes and a new 
hostel, a resource centre, including drop in and information facilities, 
a social club and educational activities. In addition, a Developnent 
Worker had been involved in setting up several neighbourhood support 
groups in or near Westhill (21). 
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Participants were asked '#hat they saw as their Local Association' s main 
aims (22). The vast majority of respondents, particularly those in 
Eastvale MIND, and all Executive Committee members, mentioned service 
provision (23). PUblic education, carrpaigning and influencing statutory 
services, and giving information or advice were mentioned by several 
Westhill Executive Comni.ttee members and staff. Few Eastvale MIND 
respondents mentioned aims other than service provision (24). (Table 
7 .1). Only one respondent in each Local Association specifically 
mentioned oonsurner involvement as an aim ( 25) . 
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TABU: 7.1 
LOCAL ASSOCIATI~' MA1N AIMS MJST FRFXPENILY MENI'ICNED BY 
Service Provision 
Public Education 
Carrpaigningjinfluencing 
statutory services 
Information/advice 
Publicity 
EASTVALE 
(n 29) 
Nmnber mentioning 
as main aim 
29 
4 
0 
1 
1 
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WESTHILL 
(n 23) 
Number mentioning 
as main aim 
22 
9 
6 
5 
3 
Several Westhill MIND club members (but no Eastvale day centre members) 
did. not know the main ailns of their Local Associations (26). 
Non-Executive Comnittee members of the day centre rarely mentioned aims 
of the Association which were not directly related to the day centre 
itself. Provision of a place to meet, and of social and recreational 
facilities, were often :mentioned by these respondents. 
In both Eastvale and Westhill, IlCst (non MIND) professionals saw the 
Local Associations' main a1ln as constituting service provision. Whilst 
only one of the Eastvale professionals mentioned a service other than 
the day centre, several Westhill professionals referred to accommodation 
projects andjor other Comnunity Services, although only one respondent 
mentioned the Association's Social Club. Several Westhill professionals 
comnented on the Local Association's role in carrpaigning, public 
education, or the provision of infonnation or advice. In contrast, only 
one Eastvale mental health worker mentioned a1lns other than service 
provision. Several professionals in Westhill, but only one in Eastvale, 
referred to the Local Association' s close liaison with local statutory 
mental health services. Overall, neither Local Association was thought 
by professional respondents to have much influence on local statutory 
policies or services. 
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Differences in the Associations ' range of projects and corq;Jlexity was 
partly related to differences in statutory funding. From the late 
seventies, Hillshire Social Services made grants to Westhill MIND to 
provide services and to pay staff errployed by the Association. In 
addition, the Social Services Department seconded one of its Social 
Vklrkers to become a MIND County Development Officer. From social 
Services funding, Westhill MIND set up a hostel in 1980, which closed a 
few years later. In 1983, the local District Health Authority provided 
! funding for the running and staffing costs of the Resource Centre, and in 
June, 1985, the Local Association opened another hostel financed from 
joint funding. In contrast, Eastvale MIND had never received any money 
from local Social Services or the District Health Authority. ("Not even 
the money for a Scrabble set", according to one resJ?Ondent) • However, in 
1983, the District Health Authority provided a building for the day 
centre, with running costs and staff salaries paid by the Manpower 
Services Commission. 
Westhill MIND, which became a Limited eonpany in 1986, handled a 
relatively large amount of money and its EXecutive COrrrnittee and 
subconmittee meetings were sometimes abtruse and concerned with corq;Jlex 
rnatters related to building insurance and the Law, which involved 
specialised knowledge and expertise. Eastvale MIND's Executive COrrrnittee 
meetings were relatively easy to follow and mainly related to matters 
affecting the day centre (27). 
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The. Steering Committee of Eastvale MIND had decided that a priority of 
the new Local Association would be the establishment of a social club 
for people with, or recovering from, mental illness. It was planned to 
eventually expand this into a day centre, as it was felt that there was 
a lack of such a facility in the town centre. In 1982, the day centre 
eventually started in a Cormnunity Centre with Manpower Services 
Cormnission Funding for a Manager, and in December, 1983, it transferred 
to premises belonging to the local District Health Authority near 
Eastvale' s town centre. 
.. The atmosphere seemed relaxed, not dynamic: a few men playing :pool, " 
the rest of us chatting quietly. It seemed a place where people could 
drop . " m .. is an early impression from participant observation notes 
(28). The Centre was open seven days a week, including Bank Holidays, 
usually from 10 am to 9 pn. On rrost days, a steady stream of people 
called at different times, particularly members of the centre and of the 
Executive Corrmittee, and visitors at weekly Bingo sessions. Downstairs 
in the main room people sat in chairs lining the walls, and srroked and 
chatted, sometimes over snacks and cups of tea and coffee. Some 
members played :pool or Scrabble or used the computer for educational 
purp:>ses or for games. Upstairs was a srroall kitchen, the staff office, 
and a Quiet Room used for committee meetings, games and occasional 
sessions in yoga and craftwork. On some days, fifty or rrore people 
visited the centre, and the building seemed cramped, with few spaces for 
people to chat privately. 
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Westhill MIND' s Resource Centre occupied the first floor and basement of 
a large terraced house near the town centre. It opened in Spring, 1984, 
and provided drop in facilities, rounselling, information and advice. 
up to twenty people attended Zeta Club on Tuesday evenings and an 
associated lunch club which met on Fridays, but at other times during 
the period of field work the Centre often had ff'M callers (29}. Zeta 
Club had changed in its aiJns and intended membership. It was set up in 
1973 by a mental health social worker for social rehabilitation of 
people who were being discharged from hospital (30}, but by 1984 it was 
designated a neighbourhcod support group with its membership open to 
anyone living locally. 
Westhill MIND's first Development Worker, in conjunction with statutory 
mental health workers, set up five other neighbourhcod support groups to 
combat loneliness and depression, and as a a:>mponent of community mental 
health services, which were being developed in the town. Both Eastvale 
MIND's day centre and Zeta Club had been set up specifically for people 
with a diagnosis of mental illness. Eg, the Chairperson of Eastvale 
MIND stated that, through its day centre, " .• MIND is to some extent 
satisfying a need in the field of carnmunity care for the mentally 
ill •. " . In rontrast, it was intended that neighbourhcod support groups 
should be used by anyone living nearby, and enable people who had used 
mental health services to integrate with other members of the carnmunity 
rather than being set apart as a distinct and separate category of 
people with markedly different needs to others. Once the Groups were 
established, the Development Worker withdrew, leaving their running to 
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others, but rraking himself available for advice if necessary (31). 
Zeta Club, and Delta Club, another neighbourhood support group, were 
chosen for study. Delta Club met in a room in the basement of a huge 
tower block in a large council housing estate on the outskirts of the 
town. 
'IHE N1\1URE OF "VOI1JNTEERING" 
In both Local Associations a considerable arrount of voluntary VJOrk was 
undertaken, both by people with personal experience of mental health 
problems, and by other members. However, participants referred to only 
some of these people as "volunteers". Executive Committee members, 
although giving their time voluntarily (32), were not so described. 
Users of Eastvale MIND' s day centre did I!Dst of the voluntary work in 
the centre, but were called "members" by all participants. In Eastvale 
MIND the tenn "volunteer" was used to refer to people who were seen as 
being involved because of their wish to do voluntary work (other than 
serve on the Executive Comnittee) without becoming a day centre user. 
During fieldwork there appeared to be only five volunteers in this 
sense. One respondent said that volunteers were often quickly elected 
onto the Executive Committee. Although a majority of day centre members 
did some sort of voluntary VJOrk in the centre, some respondents said 
that it was difficult to get volunteers, and the Manager appeared on 
local television in an appeal for I!Dre volunteers for the Local 
Association. In retrospect, it appears that some participants felt that 
consumer involvement was insufficient for the work of Eastvale 
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MIND or the needs of day centre members (33). Cook suggests that 
participation nay increase in times of scarce resources ( 34), and it 
seems likely that if the IDeal Association had recruited oore 
("non-consumer'') volunteers, the aJTPunt of consumer involvement in some 
tasks would have decreased. 
In contrast, Westhill MIND had a large number of participants who joined 
the IDeal Association as volunteers and were not Executive Committee 
members. During fieldlo.urk there were about thirty active volunteers, 
rrany of whom were students or graduates of the town's University with 
which Westhill MIND' s Developnent Workers had links ( 35) . Both Local 
Associations ran courses for volunteers, with or without consumer 
experience, in conjunction with local statutory mental health 
professionals (36). 
A number of differences in consurner involvement was observed in the 
Local Associations. These related to: a) differences in role visibility 
and overlapping of roles; b) the extent that individuals had forrral 
responsibilities and accountability to Executive Oommittee and staff. 
In the Clubs, 
infernal, with 
particular tasks. 
particularly Zeta, consumer involvement was rrainly 
anyone who wished spontaneously participating in 
Some consurner involvement in the day centre was 
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also infonnal in this sense, but much of it was characterised by what I 
shall refer to as high "Role Visibility": i.e. involving clear cut 
roles, tasks and responsibilities. In Delta and Zeta Clubs there was 
little distinction between "members" and "vol1.mteers", but in the day 
centre people occupied quite discrete roles which were clear to 
participants other than newcomers ( 37) . These roles included "day 
centre member", "day centre member doing steward duties", ''vol1.mteer" 
and "visitor". 
From the time the day centre was established, stewards, I!I3IlY of them day 
centre members, 1.mdertook vol1.mtary duties. Throughout the time that the 
centre was open, a Steward was responsible for several tasks, including: 
welcoming visitors; ensuring that everyone who entered the centre signed 
a book ( 38) ; dealing with telephone queries; making beverages and 
snacks, as requested; collecting the rroney received from this; washing 
up. Same Stewards offered infonnal co1.mselling and support to members, 
and occasionally to people who visited the centre. Certain Stewards 
were observed to act as arbiters in disputes and/or to advise members 
when rules, rrostly concerning the use of the billiard table, were not 
being followed. Stewards also occasionally dealt with what was seen as 
disturbing or disruptive behaviour. In addition, they let the Manager 
know when members or visitors wished to see her, and told the former 
when she would be available. Stewards had responsibility for the day 
centre in the absence of the Manager and other staff. Same people 
vol1.mteered for Steward duties, whilst others were asked by Pam, the day 
centre Manager, to undertake this role. Interview responses suggested 
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that few, if any, contenders were turned down by Pam, but a few 
respondents indicated that her predecessor had chosen members as 
Stewards, not prinarily because of their wish to participate, but 
because of his perception of their ability to do the job well. 
Each week Pam drew up a duty rota, alloting each Steward one or two 
duties, usually of four hours, at times convenient to her or him. The 
rota was pinned on the day centre noticeboard in a position where 
everyone could see it, representing, it is suggested, the high role 
visibility of this type of participation. 
A visitor to the day centre could usually see clearly who was "in 
charge", as the Steward when not otherwise engaged, sat in a chair 
designated "the Steward's chair", which faced the door leading into the 
centre's main roam. In contrast during his first evening with Zeta 
Club, the researcher was struck by the fact that he did not know "who 
was who". There was little distinction between pecple who called 
themselves "volunteers" and other participants. A Developnent worker, 
and ~ people who tcok on much of the responsibility for the club, 
mingled in with other people, indistinguishable from anyone else. There 
was no sense of anyone being in charge or performing a distinct 
"volunteering" role. The atm::Jsphere was reminiscent of Clark' s 
description of a therapeutic community in a psychiatric hospital: 
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" •. There are people about, but there is no way of telling who or 
what they are .. 
"The visitor will gradually sort the people out identifying [staff 
and] patients, though he will see that the barriers between the 
roles are slight and that leadership may pass to anyone in the group 
at any time .. " (39). 
In their setting up of Delta Club, the Westhill MIND Developrent Worker 
and a statutory social worker had hoped to achieve a similar 
non-hierarchial structure, where decisions would be made derrocratically, 
uninfluenced by themselves, with all members playing an equal part in 
the running of the Club. Whilst an early .i.rrpression was formed that, 
like Zeta Club, it was difficult to distinguish members from non 
members, Delta Club had a very definite leader, May, who appeared to the 
researcher and to some respondents to play a very dominant role in 
decision rraking. Many members seemed to accept this, and looked to May 
to make decisions about activities. Whilst many events were spontaneous 
and unplanned, May was usually busy organising and deciding what would 
happen. The social worker involved in the Club sometimes also provided 
leadership in a less direct way. 
The cmparatively high degree of role visibility, and the clear 
differentiation between centre members and other participants, made the 
extent and nature of consumer involvement relatively easy to assess in 
Eastvale MIND. Executive Oammittee officers, and visitors, such as 
players at the weekly Bingo sessions, came to the Centre, but they did 
not seem to become integrated as full members. In the Clubs, it was 
observed that people could less easily be divided into those with 
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personal experience of mental health problems who were "members", and 
people who were not "members" , but present in some other role such as 
"volunteer" or "Bingo player" . This appeared to be for two reasons. 
Firstly, the day centre was open 365 days a year, whereas Delta and zeta 
chills met once and twice a week, respectively (40). Secondly, many 
participants in the Clubs, particularly Zeta, appeared keener to avoid 
making distinctions between different participants and were conscious of 
the resultant problems from doing so ( 41) . However, it should be 
stressed that the relationship between day centre members and other 
participants usually appeared to be infernal, relaxed and friendly, and 
was probably little different in this respect to club members• 
relationships. 
Nine Zeta members were asked how they saw their role in the Club ( 42) . 
Five said they saw themselves as both club member and volunteer, three 
felt they were members, including one who attended a volunteers' group, 
and one said he was neither member nor volunteer. No respondent saw 
herself or himself as a volunteer only. 
" •. Both, I think .. Neither is Jrore :inlportant than the other. I went 
along as a volunteer, but I get a lot from it .. " 
" .. I went as a client to begin with, but then got better quickly .. 
other volunteers needed someone with dedication who could be here 
all the time, so I became a volunteer .. " 
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. " .. Mainly as a member, because I find myself slipping into the role 
of client, and forget I 'm a volunteer .. " 
(Interviews. Zeta Club participants, Westhill MIND) 
For a few respondents, the categories of "member" and "volunteer" had 
limited meaning: 
" .. I hadn't really thought of it in that way. . 'Ihe rrain aspect of 
going is social contact. I benefit from it, and give it, so very 
difficult [to say whether I am a "member" or a "volunteer".] 
" .. Well, I don't think of myself as a volunteer, but describe myself 
as such to others. If a friend asked me. I always qualify it, 
though .. " 
(Interviews. Zeta Club participants, Westhill MIND) 
Despite the lack of clear differentiation between members and 
volunteers, and the blurring of roles in Zeta Club, five out of ten 
respondents felt that there was a distinction between the two groups 
( 43) . 'IWo participants said that their own consumer experience ll\3.de it 
less likely that people would talk to them about problems ( 44) . 
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" .. I think there is a difference. . I feel stuck in the middle 
because people dcn't confide in patients. They'd rather talk 
to a volunteer because they see them as someone without 
problems. . but there's less distinction, and [members and 
volunteers) tend to blend together .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club participant, Westhill MIND). 
In Delta Club "member" and "volunteer" were tenns which did not present 
difficulties of meaning to respondents. 'IWo people saw themselves as 
members, three as volunteers, two as both member and volunteer, and one 
as neither. One respondent conrnented "we are all members" . 
Some Zeta Club respondents said they welcomed the lack of clear 
distinction between members and volunteers, but this was said to cause 
discomfort to some would-be volunteers who saw their role in terms of 
"doing things for people" ( 45) . 
The rest of the Chapter considers the nature and types of responsibility 
and involvement in decision rraking of day centre and club members. 
In Eastvale MIND, I!Dst day centre members were involved in some sort of 
responsibility in the centre. 'IWo samples were chosen for interview: 
members with a clear role, such as Steward or Executive Committee or 
subcorrrnittee member, and those without such a role. 
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However, it was found that all but three respondents had been involved 
in some sort of responsibility in the Local Association (46). Various 
ethical problems were encountered in interviewing respondents selected 
through stratified random sampling ( 4 7) , and to avoid these 
difficulties, Westhill club members were approached only when sufficient 
rapport was established, and it was reasonably certain that they would 
enjoy being interviewed (48). 
At the time of fieldwork no club members had occupied formal positions 
of responsibility in their Local Association (49). In contrast, five 
Eastvale MIND day centre members served on the Executive Committee 
during the period of fieldwork; and in addition, several other day 
centre members had been nominated for positions on the Executive 
Committee in previous years, and/or were present or former members of 
subcommittees concerned with fund raising or the day centre's computer. 
Whilst :many day centre tasks, such as preparing refreshments and washing 
up, were perfoi!lled by the Steward on duty, :many jobs were not assigned 
but were undertaken by anyone who felt like helping: eg, rroving 
furniture before the weekly Bingo sessions, checking cards for a "full 
house", and making refreshments for the visitors. In the clubs tasks 
were rarely designated by other people. Whilst the Steward was often 
the only day centre member to have a key to the kitchen, in the clubs 
anyone could decide to make tea or wash up. In both Local Associations 
some members took on particular responsibilities such as locking the 
centre at night. 'IWo Zeta Club members did 111Llch of the cooking for the 
Friday lunch club, and in Eastvale MIND one member acted as general 
handyman, and another pro=ed and drove a minibus for a day's outing. 
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In the day centre decisions were made in a relatively fonral way: in 
three subcommittees for the day centre itself, and for the COI11pllter and 
fund raising, and in =nthly open meetings which were started shortly 
before the period of fieldwork. The fonner appeared to be only for sub 
corrrnittee members, but open meetings were for all day centre members, 
and were also attended by Officers and same members of the Executive 
Committee. Day Centre members • suggestions and requests were 
considered, and same decisions made eg, about social events and trips 
out. Certain issues were discussed further by the Executive Committee 
{50), and between the Manager and particular Day Centre members. 
In contrast, a number of Zeta Club members comrented that the club was 
infonral and '"just happened'", with limited scope for making decisions or 
for formalised responsibilities: 
" .. I've never been present when an ilrportant decision has been 
made .• n 
" .. There haven't really been any ilrportant decisions . . It seems to 
roll on without any !1Ejor decisions being !1Ede .. '". 
{Interviews. Zeta Club participants, Westhill MIND) . 
The attempt of a fo:rmer member to l1Eke things ll'Dre fonral, eg, by 
holding discussion meetings, had been finnly rejected " •. If it was l!'Dre 
formal, people wouldn't come here .. '" remarked one participant. Several 
people said they welcomed the info:rmality, but a few felt that same 
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members did not participate sufficiently and relied on others to Irake 
decisions (51). Most respondents saw certain people as being !lOSt 
involved in responsibilities and decisions related to running the club. 
Four members were seen as particularly involved, especially two people 
who said their active participation was because of their own consumer 
experience (52) . These participants were usually responsible for 
cooking Friday lunch and for locking and unlocking the Centre. The 
Resource Centre Worker was responsible for finances, but staff members, 
Ylho sometimes attended Club meetings, were not seen as playing a !l'ajor 
role in its running. 
The degree of for!l'ality of decision !l'aking and responsibility was 
related to accountability. The accountability of club members was 
limited. Delta Club had no accountability to Westhill MIND, Ylhilst in 
Zeta Club the only accountability (to the Resource Centre Worker, in the 
first instance) concerned the rooms and crockery used, and the locking 
of the centre after use. This accountability was not observed to be 
for!l'ally spelt out. Stewards in Eastvale MIND had far more 
accountability. They were responsible for the centre in the Manager's 
absence, and other members were norll\3.11 y expected to abide by Stewards ' 
decisions. In a Stewards meeting there was a discussion about what they 
should do if members were disruptive or broke rules. Pam, the Manager, 
and Len, the Secretary of the Executive Corrrnittee, told the Stewards 
that their decision was binding on such !l'atters, and that, in event of a 
disagreement, they should refer the !l'atter to Pam. This meeting 
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also included same detailed instructions from I.en roncerning the use of 
a new microwave oven. Stewards were told that they were responsible for 
its safe use, and were to allow other members to use it only after they 
had received appropriate instruction. A long and detailed list of typed 
instructions concerning the microwave was later CXliTpiled. Stewards • 
holding of the keys and specific responsibilities have already been 
referred to (53) • But their acrountability and their difference in role 
from other members should not be overstressed. Although their duties 
were partly determined by the Executive Cormnittee, Officers and 
Managers, they were allowed considerable discretion in the way they 
carried out their responsibility. Most Stewards interacted infernally 
with other participants, playing games and conversing with them, and the 
1!13.jority came to the centre outside their spans of duty. The role style 
of the 1!13.jority of Stewards was democratic, although same respondents 
felt that a few of them were inappropriately authoritarian at times 
(54). 
Day centre and club members were involved in a number of specific tasks 
and responsibilities, which included counselling, fund raising and 
educational and publicity activities. 
In both the day centre and Zeta Club, members were observed at times to 
give each other ronsiderable help and support. Same Stewards had 
attended a rounselling course and, as part of their 
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duties, counselled distressed people who visited the centre. One 
member, Eve, had expended considerable energy in setting up and running 
a telephone network service, and later a self help group, which met 
outside the centre for people who, like herself, suffered from 
depression (55). The giving of support and help to other members was 
stressed by some respondents: 
" .. A staff member asked me to see this lad that was going to kill 
hilnself. I . . asked him to come back to the centre which he did 
for two m:mths .. " 
(Interview. Day Centre Member, Eastvale MIND) 
" .. I tried to help Res one day . . when she was very depressed. I 
talked to a young fellow who drank too much: told him not to drink, 
find other interests, boosted his confidence. . I 've spoken to ladies 
- sort of shared experiences. I've told them about books I've read 
which I have found helpful. . " 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
Both centre and clubs had a number of members who met each other 
frequently and knew each other well (56). 
" .. a lot of us seem to be closely knit. I know quite a lot of 
members from hospital days before I or they came here, and I think 
it's .i.nportant that we help each other outside the system .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
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No Zeta Club members had been involved in fund raising, although two 
people said they would like to participate in this activity. There was 
far rrore consumer involvement in fund raising in Eastvale MIND (and far 
rrore fund raising, probably because of the lack of statutory funding). 
Nearly half the day centre respondents had helped with fund raising for 
the local Association at some time. Events for this were observed to be 
organised and run rrainly by day centre members, although the Local 
Association's Secretary took ultimate responsibility for this activity, 
and sometimes vetoed decisions of the FUnd Raising Coltrnittee, according 
to its Chairperson. A meeting of this subcommittee was observed to be 
lively, with lll3l1Y suggestions for fund raising, an area which did not 
appear to be discussed in Westhill MIND. 
In both local Associations, rrost members' involvement was limited to the 
centre or club (with the exception of fund raising in Eastvale MIND). 
This was particularly true of Delta Club, whose links with Westhill MIND 
were, in any case, tenuous. Only two Delta respondents had visited 
Westhill MIND and some had not heard of the local Association (57). In 
contrast, the noajority of Zeta Club respondents said they had been 
involved in the Local Association, besides being a club member (58), eg. 
attending support meetings and/or a recent course for volunteers. Three 
people had attended the local Association Annual General Meeting, 
compared with over twenty day centre members at Eastvale's Annual General 
Meeting (59) , and another two participants had attended one or rrore 
Executive Comnittee meetings. In Eastvale MIND these meetings were not 
no:mally open to day centre members who were not on the Comni.ttee. 
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Some day centre and club members were asked to what extent they were 
involved in publicising their Local Association, relevant carrpaigning, 
a.cl.vocating the needs of merrU:lers with mental health problems, and 
educating the public, and student and trained professionals (60). 
The centre and clubs were sometimes visited by students of psychiatric 
nursing, social work and social sciences (61), and members were thus 
sometimes indirectly involved in their education. Two Zeta Club 
participants, but no Day Centre merrU:lers, had publicised the Local 
Association and provided public education, one through her involvement 
in an information stall about MIND and mental health; the other through 
organising the Resource Centre' s snall library, which was open to the 
public, writing leaflets about mental health and screenprinting a 
poster. This participant had also visited a Group Home and done 
administrative duties in the Resource Centre. Another club member had 
done clerical work and typing for the Local Association. 
There seemed to be few respondents who had been involved in advocating 
the needs or rights of members. Exceptions were Eve, who had spoken to 
the local media about the needs of people with depression in Eastvale, 
and Liz, who said same Zeta Club members had acted as advocates. 
" •. quite a few times .. people who've been ill, we have come round to 
their houses and have taken them up to hospital. . If people are 
ripped off by landlords, we have pointed out the raw and their 
rights, and have tried to do something for them .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
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During fieldwork, no members in either Local Association were involved in 
campaigning, but shortly after this, Westhill MIND started a carrpaign 
Subgroup and a Patient Advocacy Group, in both of which consumers were 
considerably involved. These developments arose out of the wish of same 
participants to increase consumer involvement. 
INCREAS:m:: a:NSUMER INVOLVEMENT IN WES'lRILL MIND 
For at least a year before the start of fieldwork in Westhill (62), 
participants had been concerned about what they saw as an excess of 
professional involvement and a lack of consumer involvement (63). This 
concern had been shared by members of the Executive Comnittee, staff and 
same Zeta Club members, and was debated on a nlll11ber of occasions. In the 
words of the Chairperson: 
" .. the 1984 Armual General Meeting in June, 1984 saw criticism of the 
Executive for being professionally biased and dominated. This 
criticism was repeated when the Local Association's first Development 
Worker left, and April, 1985 saw an open meeting to discuss where 
Westhill MIND should be going and who should be leading it .. " ( 64). 
Reasons for a wish to increase consumer involvment included beliefs in 
the value of the views of consumers, and a feeling that their opinions 
and needs would be better represented if they were nore involved, and 
professionals were less involved, in the Association 
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(65). This reflected increased concems (described in Chapter 3) to 
rrore · effectively represent consumer views in Health and Social Services 
(66); and to decrease professional power and give greater credence to 
consumer opinion ( 67) . 
The Executive Comnittee attempted to increase consumer involvement by 
opening some of its :meetings to club members to hear their views (68) 
and by deciding that changes should be Jllade at the 1985 Annual General 
Meeting of the Association to ensure increased participation of 
consumers and laypeople on the Executive Comnittee. Nominations for 
election to the Comnittee were invited from Zeta Club participants and 
from volunteers who did not attend the club. At the Annual General 
Meeting in June, 1985, the lay secretary and treasurer were re-elected, 
as were six of the seven mental health professionals. In addition, a 
part time staff member (seconded by Social Services) , and five 
non-mental health professionals, including three Zeta Club members, were 
elected. After this Annual General Meeting, the Developnent Worker 
comnented that the Executive Comni ttee contained some consumers, and she 
hoped that consumer involvement at this level would be increased. By 
1987, according to another staff member, the majority of cornmi.ttee 
members had had experience as consumers of mental health services ( 69). 
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WED SIDJID BE m 'ffiE EXEWI'IVE aMfi'l"'EE? 
Several Westhill respondents expressed dissatisfaction with what they 
saw as an excess of professional involvement and a lack of consumer 
involvement in their Executive Carrmittee. A number indicated agreement 
with the Carrmittee' s proposals to increase this: 
" .. There is not enough involvement from consumers in Westhill MIND. 
The people who are involved are encouraged, but I think oore people 
could be encouraged to be involved .. " 
(Interview. Staff member, Westhill MIND) 
" .. The large number of professionals frightens away consumers from 
the Executive Carrmittee .. " 
(Interview. 
MIND.) 
Professional Chairperson, Westhill 
In contrast, in Eastvale MIND, there was a wide range of views about the 
numbers of consumers and mental health professionals on the Executive 
Carrmittee. Table 7.2 contrasts the views of Executive Carrmittee members 
in the two Local Associations (70). 
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Tl\B[E 7.2 
VIEWS CN a:NSUMER lNVOLVEl>!ENT AND PROFESSICNAL 
INVOLVEM'Nl' IN EXECUTIVE ClMITTlEE 
CONSUMER 
INVOLVEMENT 
PROFESSIONAL 
INVOLVEMENT 
EAS'IVALE WESTHILL EAS'IVALE WESTHILL 
E.C /S-f'AF~ E.C (s-rA~F 
n12 
Too much 2 
Enough 6 
Not enough 1 
other response 3 
nlO 
0 
2 
8 
0 
Len, the Secretacy of Eastvale MIND, conmented: 
E.C /.s-r'A~F E.C /s'f'AFF 
nl! 
0 
4-
5 
;2. 
nlO 
9 
0 
1 
0 
" •. We offer the facility of eight day centre members to join which 
gives them same voice •• it' s out of fifteen members, so the 
majority .. " 
(Interview. Secretacy, Eastvale MIND) • 
,-----------------------------~~- - -
Some . respondents referred to the value of having day centre members on 
the Executive Comnittee because their viewpoint was respected, but Len 
corrmented that some of them lost interest and stopped attending meetings, 
and it was "difficult filling in places with other day centre users. U!e 
facility is there but not taken up" (71). 
Most respondents who could answer the question on consumer involvement in 
Eastvale MIND's Executive Comnittee felt that there was enough. However, 
three respondents thought there were too many day centre members on the 
Comnittee. One respondent considered that their participation might 
exclude other people. 
Although many Westhill respondents felt there were too many professionals 
on the Executive Comnittee, the majority felt that there was some place 
for a certain amount of professional involvement at this level, although 
criticisms were made of the~ of involvement. A number of people in 
both Local Associations oammented that same professionals on their 
Comnittees did not offer enough time or comnibnent. A few respondents 
referred to the value of professionals' skills and experience, and/or 
stressed that these participants should not dominate the Executive 
Comnittee, either numerically, or in the way they played their role. One 
zeta Club member said "the occasional professional would be all right, 
because then you get a proper set up: the right blend." Views on 
professional involvement in Westhill MIND ranged from a few (mainly Delta 
Club members) who were strongly for professional leadership, to those who 
were strongly opposed (72). 
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In contrast to Westhill MIND, no Eastvale MIND participants thought 
there were too many professionals on the Executive Carnnittee, and about 
equal numbers thought there were "enough" and "not enough". 
Professional members and the Association • s staff thought there was 
enough professional involvement, whilst rrost consumer and lay members of 
the Executive Committee thought this was insufficient. Whilst 
professionals predominated at Westhill MIND's Executive Committee 
meetings, two day centre members of Eastvale MIND's Committee felt that 
professionals • attendance at meetings was insufficient. 
Several Eastvale respondents commented on the need for laypeople and 
professionals with particular skills and viewpoints. The need for a 
balanced committee, with consumer, lay and professional respresentatives 
was emphasised by some Executive Committee members in both Local 
Associations, particularly Eastvale MIND. "Generally speaking, we try 
to get a balance" , commented the Secretary. Comments on the .irrp::lrtance 
of balance in Executive Committees reflect National MIND's requirement 
that Local Associations wishing to be affiliated should contain roughly 
equal numbers of consumers, laypeople and mental health professionals 
(73). 
The next part of this chapter considers different degrees of consumer 
involvement, which were outlined in Chapter 3 of this thesis. It was 
suggested that degrees of participation could include: "nil", 
"explanation", 
participation" 
"consultation", "direct 
and "total running of the 
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representation", "equal 
organisation" ( 7 4) . In 
Eastvale and Westhill MIND, an atterrpt was rrade to assess the extent to 
' 
which respondents perceived consumers as participating in varying 
degrees of involvement. They were asked to rate the extent to which day 
centre or club members were consulted by Executive Corrrnittees and 
involved in decision rraking and responsibility (75), and in some cases, 
whether consultation and other aspects of participation was "not 
enough u , .. enough .. , or .. too rcru.ch .. . 
The extent to which club or day centre members were consulted or 
involved in decision rraking appeared to relate, in part, to the arrount 
of contact that they had with Executive Corrmittee members. In Westhill 
MIND the latter were never observed to attend the Clubs, and were said 
by participants not to have any direct involvement in them ( 7 6) • In 
contrast, the day centre was frequently visited by Conrnittee officers 
and members. Five of the latter were also day centre members ( 77), and 
another Executive Conrnittee member frequently did steward duties. Len, 
the Local Association's Secretary, came to the centre nearly every day, 
chatting to members and playing pool, as well as supervising the work of 
new staff. Furthenrore, the three officers met with members once a 
Il'Onth in open meetings . 
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Tables 7. 3, 7 . 4 and 7 . 5 show respondents ' views on the extent to which 
Executive Corrrnittees consulted Eastvale day centre members and Westhill 
volunteers and other club members ( 78) • 
TABlE 7.3 
EX'lENT ID WHICH EXEC!JTIVE CXMrrT.lEE a:NSULTS 
DAY CEN'mE MEl1BERS 
DAY CENTRE EXEcuriVE 
MEMBER CCM1I'ITEE/ 
RATINGS STAFF RATINGS 
n15 n12 
Very Considerable (4) 1 2 
Marked (3) 2 3 
Fair (2) 3 2 
Slight ( 1) 6 4 
Nil (0) 1 1 
J:Cn't Know 2 0 
other response 0 0 
Average ratings 1.69 2.08 
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'IOI'ALS 
n27 
3 
5 
5 
10 
2 
2 
0 
1.88 
------------------------------------- -
'mBIE 7.4 
EXTENT 'ID WHIOI EXECI1l'IVE CXM!ITIEE <r.NSULTS 'IIOlilNTEE:R 
ZETA CUJB MEM3ERS 
Very Oonsiderable (4) 
Marked (3) 
Fair (2) 
Slight (1) 
Nil (0) 
J:bn't Know 
other response 
Average ratings 
ZETA CLUB 
RATINGS 
nll 
0 
0 
2 
5 
3 
1 
0 
0.90 
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EXECUTIVE 
CCMITTl'EEj 
STAFF RATINGS 
nll 
0 
2 
0 
5 
3 
1 
0 
1.10 
rorALS 
n22 
0 
2 
2 
10 
6 
2 
0 
1.00 
"mmE 7.5 
EX'IENT '10 WHICH EXECUTIVE <nMI'l'1EE CDISULTS lUl VOI1lN'lEER 
ZE.".m CUJB MI!M3ERS 
Very Considerable ( 4) 
Marked (3) 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Don't Know 
other response 
Average ratings 
(2) 
(1) 
(0) 
ZETA CLUB 
RATINGS 
nlO 
0 
0 
0 
1 
8 
0 
1 
0.11 
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EXECUTIVE 
CCMIT'ITEE/ 
STAFF RATINGS 
n9 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
1 
1 
0.57 
'IDJ'ALS 
n19 
0 
0 
0 
5 
11 
1 
2 
0.31 
In . Eastvale MIND, respondents gave a wider range of scores in rating 
Executive Cormtittee consultation of day centre members. In Westhill 
MIND, consultation of volunteers was usually, and of non-volunteer club 
!reillbers always, voted as slight or less, although four respondents 
interviel<ed after the Armual General Meeting in May, 1985 commented that 
consultation of volunteers had increased since the election, at this 
time, of four volunteers, three of them club members, onto the Executive 
Cormtittee. 
Several Eastvale MIND respondents referred to open meetings which 
provided a forum for day centre members to give ideas and suggestions to 
the Executive Committee. Such open meetings were mostly about matters 
concerning 
suggestion 
the day centre, and according to the Manager, "every 
from the open meeting is agreed by the Cormlittee if 
possible." One day centre member, an Executive Cormnittee participant, 
said: "open meetings are quite useful. But they have no power, no vote: 
just a talking shop." However, this view was exceptional, and not 
expressed by other participants. 
In Westhill MIND, a number of respondents conroented on the lack of 
consultation of non-volunteer club members: 
" .. They don't consult me, or anyone else: not the lower order of the 
scale .. it. 
(Interview. Non-volunteer Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
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" .. I don't think they consult consunters unless they turn up at 
. meetings as volunteers, and they don't realise that they are 
consunters. They' re eml::arrassed in front of volunteers. They are 
used to using jargon and find volunteers difficult to understand .. " 
(Interview. Volunteer Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
Two Westhill Executive Carrrnittee participants felt that consunters' views 
were represented indirectly through particular Comnittee members. 
The Secretary was said to sometimes read out letters from oonsumers to 
the Conrnittee and one member represented the views of residents of the 
Local Association's group homes. A Developnent Worker =mented that the 
Executive Conrnittee did not themselves oonsult ronsunter views, but had 
" .. views of some members foisted on them through the volunteers' support 
group. They don't actually seek out people to consult." This respondent 
said that "the initiative for c:Onsultation came, not from the Executive 
Conrnittee, but from oonsumers and users of the clubs themselves." 
IN\/OLvmlENT IN IMPORTANT DECISICN ~ 
Westhill MIND participants were asked about the involvement of volunteer 
and non volunteer club members in important decision making in general 
(79). Eastvale MIND respondents were invited to ccmnent on the influence 
of day centre members on Executive Comnittee decisions about the Local 
Association and the day to day running of the centre. A smaller number 
of respondents was also asked about consumers ' influence on fund raising 
and decisions ooncerning the corrputer ( 80) . 
Table 7 . 6 indicates responses of Westhill MIND participants. 
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'fiW[E 7.6 
mrnil'lr ID W!IIOI ZE.m CUJB MEM3ER.S ARE INVOLVED IN ~ 
DECISICN MAKING IN WES'IHILL MIND 
Very Considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Ixm't Know 
Average ratings 
(4) 
(3) 
(2) 
(1) 
(0) 
INVOLVEMENT 
OF VOLUNTEER 
MEMBERS 
n17 
1 
0 
2 
7 
5 
2 
1.00 
INVOLVEMENT 
OF NON-VOLUNTEER 
MEMBERS 
n19 
0 
0 
4 
3 
10 
2 
0.65 
TOTALS 
n36 
1 
0 
6 
10 
15 
4 
0.81 
The few respondents interviewed after the 1985 Annual General Meeting 
=mnented that volunteers' involvement in .irrportant decision making had 
increased with the election of four volunteers to the Executive 
Committee. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------· --
. " .. because they' re there, they' re having a ll\llch stronger ilnpact on 
the Executive Committee than previously and hopefully, a ll\llch 
stronger link with the volunteer group .. ". 
(Interview. Executive Comnittee member, Westhill MIND). 
Two Zeta Club participants said that the Local Association's first 
Development Worker had represented the interests of volunteers and other 
club members. 
" .. In the past, [the fonner Developnent Worker) had represented 
volunteers, and as a result, changed the Association from middle 
class do-gooders to a more flexible, informal organisation. Since 
he left, it looks as if it has gone back to how it was before. Now 
we have volunteers on the Executive Committee, theoretically 
volunteers should have rrore access to decision making .. " 
(Interview. zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
(Interviewed after the election of volunteers onto 
the Executive Comnittee, in May 1985). 
Three respondents oommented that non-volunteer club members ' view were 
represented by volunteers. and two of these remarked on a distance 
between Executive Committee and club members. 
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" .. the Executive Corrrnittee do not listen to consumers, other than 
,hearing their views represented by volunteers 1 which often happens. 
COnsumers find it difficult to express views, partly because of 
language and jargon, though volunteers have a foot in both sides and 
understand jargon. It's a Them and Us situation, and the Executive 
encourages it .. ". 
" .. Executive Comnittee members don't have much contact with club 
members. • People at the top are the sort who can detect their 
inability to express themselves .. " 
(Interviews. Zeta Club members, Westhill MIND) 
MlLAA-b4..rs 
Two Executive ComnitteeAquestioned non-volunteer club members' interest 
in being involved: " .. They don't =ne. We did ask .. someone to =ne .. 
but no-one [attended] .. " 
There were mixed views on the extent to which day centre members 
influenced decision making in Eastvale MIND, and on whether this was 
sufficient. Most day centre members said that they could not assess 
this in relation to Executive Comnittee decisions about the LOcal 
Association. The majority of this group of resp::mdents felt that member 
involvement in decisions about the day to day running of the day centre 
was "fair" or above, although a minority felt that this was "not 
enough". A n\lll1ber of respondents cormnented that day centre members had 
a lot of say in the Local Association, particularly in relation to the 
running of the day centre. However, overall, there were mixed views 
about the extent to which day centre members were involved in btp::lrtant 
decision making compared with other participants. 
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" .. There are !lOre members than non members [on the day centre 
.subco!mri.ttee], so I'd say day centre members have quite a lot of 
influence .. " 
(Interview. Executive Conrnittee member, Eastvale MIND). 
This respondent =nmented that day centre members usually got things 
that they required, citing as an example the Executive conrnittee' s 
decision not to buy a minibus for day trips after a majority of day 
centre members had voted against this in an open meeting. In contrast, 
a day centre member on the Executive conrnittee =nmented: 
" .. There was quite a lot of controversy with members over the 
computer. . because it was suggested by some members, not the 
majority .. " 
(Interview. Day Centre Executive conrnittee member, Eastvale MIND). 
other respondents expressed more reservations about the influence of day 
centre members, compared with other Executive conrnittee participants. 
conrnittee 
MEMBER A 
conrnittee 
MEMBER B 
conrnittee 
MEMBER A 
"Well, they are involved, aren't they, on that Executive 
conrnittee?" 
"They don't make decisions, do they?" 
"They tend to be influenced by the Chairperson. [Their 
influence is] slight." 
(Interview. Executive conrnittee members, Eastvale MIND) . 
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In Westhill MIND it seemed clear that decisions were made and influenced 
largely by Executive Corrmittee members and staff. 'Ihis seemed less 
clear in Eastvale MIND, and day centre members were asked who had I!Dst 
involvement in inp:lrtant decision making in the Local Association (81). 
The day centre manager was mentioned I!DSt frequently, followed by 
officers. Four participants referred to "Ben", and one respondent to 
another day centre member on the Executive Corrmittee. Only once were 
day centre members in general mentioned as being arrongst those with the 
I!DSt involvement in irrportant decision making (82). 
'l2IBI.E 7.7 
PEXlPIE MENITCNED BY II!\Y CEN'lRE MEM3ERS AS HAVIM; THE MlST INVOLVEM!NI' IN 
IMJ?(R!2W:r JH:ISICN MAKnG IN EIIS'lVAIE MIND. 
PARTICIPANTS NUMBER OF 
TIMES MENTIONED 
Day centre manager 11 
Chairperson 8 
Secretary 6 
Treasurer 5 
"Ben" (Day centre member of Executive 
Corrmittee) 4 
other answer 3 
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One day centre member felt that Ben had too much influence, but the 
!l'ajority of resp::mdents indicated that they were happy with the way in 
which decisions were !l'ade and the arrount of influence of different 
participants. 
" .. Management .. should have the main say .. " 
" .. I might have an idea, but at the end of the day, it's up to [the 
staff] office to decide .. " 
" .. Chairperson, Treasurer [have the rrost influence], and I think it's 
in good hands with those because I like b:Jth of them. They've 
cpt the right idea. I think it should finally rest with them .. " 
" .. Without Chairperson and Treasurer, present Manager and Secretary, 
we wouldn't get very far .• " 
(Interviews. Day Centre llle1W:Jers, Eastvale MIND) . 
One day centre member of the Executive Comnittee felt that .i.nportant 
decisions tended to be !l'ade by the day centre subcormnittee, rather than 
by the Executive Comnittee; and that the three day centre members of the 
fomer had little power compared with the three officers and the day 
centre !l'anager, 11Vho were the other subcormnittee members. 
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" .. ~e day centre subcommittee .. seem to have overall say in what is 
going on. . . ~ere hardly seems point in having the Executive 
COllllTiittee at all. It's just a talking point: no real decisions 
nade. It would be fairer if there was one cOllllTiittee meeting with 
everybody there. Also better because views and opinions would be 
put forward and rrore of them, so .. there would be rrore insight into 
views and rrore derrocratic. 
(Interview. Day Centre Executive COllllTiittee member, Eastvale MIND) . 
Westhill MIND respondents were asked to assess the involvement in 
responsibility of volunteers and other club members (83). There was a 
wide range of views on the involvement of volunteers, although the rrodal 
response was "slight". Only two respondents. felt that other club 
members were rrore than slightly involved in responsibility. ~ee 
Executive COllllTiittee participants were unable to answer this question. 
All but one of the respondents who felt able to give an opinion thought 
that there was "not enough" involvement in responsibility of 
non-volunteer club members, but five respondents felt that this was 
"enough" or "too I!Ulch", in the case of volunteers. (Table 7.8). 
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'mmE 7.8 
RESPONDENTS' RATINGS OF CLUB PARTICIPANTS ' INVOLVEMENT 
IN RESPONSIBILITY 
RATING VOLUNTEERS arHER CLUB 
MEMBERS 
'IOI'ALS 
n18 
Very considerable (4) 2 
Marked (3) 4 
Fair (2) 2 
Slight (1) 7 
Nil (0) 0 
D:Jn't know 1 
other response 2 
Average ratings 2.07 
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n19 
0 
2 
0 
9 
2 
4 
2 
1.15 
n37 
2 
6 
2 
16 
2 
5 
4 
1.64 
Several respondents oammented on the amount of responsibility which 
volunteers, including club members, took on in various aspects of the 
Local Association's work. One staff member felt that volunteers were 
sometimes used to cover staff shortages, and an Executive Cormnittee 
member corrrnented after the main period of fieldwork: 
" .. they carry a lot of responsibility for the management of the 
Resource Centre, in that they man the building, answer calls .. do all 
the hard graft. If responsibility in that sense, "enough". If 
anything, too much, in that they are asked to do things that are 
quite difficult. . .And they're getting involved in carrpaigning and 
publicity .. " 
(Interview. Executive Cormnittee member, Westhill MIND). 
One respondent oammented that volunteers' involvement had been very 
considerable in the clubs, but that, until the Annual General Meeting in 
June 1985, there had been no volunteer involvement in the Executive 
Cormnittee. A volunteer club member said that volunteers " .. have no 
power or status, which means that although they are responsible, they 
report back to the Executive Cormnittee who have true responsibility .. ". 
Some respondents referred to lack of conrnunication between Executive 
Cormnittee and volunteers and club members. One staff member said that 
volunteers tended to "go off and do their own thing", without waiting 
for their activities to be agreed by the Cormnittee. Another respondent, 
interviewed after the main period of fieldwork, said that attempts were 
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being made to improve cormnmication by covening a meeting of Executive 
Committee members, club members and vclunteers. This respondent 
carrmented: "It's not just the Executive Committee, it's the feeling 
that vclunteers do not want to be invclved in ccmmittees ... " 
Whilst most respondents felt that non-volunteer club members' 
involvement in responsibility was "slight", a few participants felt that 
this varied, depending on the individual. It was said that the 
vclunteers group was open to anyone who wanted to join it, and bNo 
respondents pointed out that some club members did not want to take on 
responsibility. 
Finally, some respondents were asked a few general questions on cons\.llOOr 
invclvement. 'Ihese concerned their views on: Executive Committee 
decisions with which a majority of day centre or club members did not 
agree; decisions in which these participants should not be invclved; and 
whether the Local Association should be run entirely by cons\.llOOrs (84). 
In both Local Associations, a majority of respondents said that there 
had been no instances where day centre or club members had disagreed 
with the Executive Committee, or that any disagreements had been minor. 
Most Eastvale MIND respondents indicated that, despite occasional 
disagreements on minor issues, there was general agreement between 
Executive Committee and day centre members. One day centre member on 
the Committee had a number of criticisms of the way in which decisions 
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were rrade, but roncluded: 
" .. if the day centre agrees on it, it' s al.rrost through as past, 
because the bulk of the Executive Cormnittee are day centre 
members .... 
(Interview. Day Centre Executive Cormnittee member, 
Eastvale MIND) . 
The Chairperson =runented: 
" .. No [disagreements] .. as far as I know. If they did [disagree] , 
they could reverse it, rould bring it up at an open meeting. M::>st 
people can accept our decisions about the Centre as reasonable ... " 
(Interview. Chairperson, Eastvale MIND) . 
An Executive Cormnittee member pointed out that if day centre members 
were not in sympathy with Executive Cormnittee decisions, they would not 
turn up. "On the whole Il'Ost members are happy with it". This view 
rontrasted with one day centre member's comment that she knew of some 
people with depression who did not attend the Day Centre because they 
felt it did not meet their needs. 
The only two Eastvale respondents who were very critical of the 
Association both left during the period of fieldwork. Unusually, they 
were very unhappy about corrmunication between Executive Cormnittee and 
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day centre members, and other aspects of the Local Association. One of 
them felt that, regardless of day centre members' wishes, the Committee: 
" •. will still do what they want to do. I believe the Centre is run 
for the benefit of staff and Executive Committee .. rather than 
members .. " 
(Interview. Local Association participant, Eastvale MIND) ( 85) . 
However, this view was unusual. other respondents ' cornnents on 
disagreements, mentioned by a few people, usually concerned practical 
matters, such as whether the day centre should have a television or 
conputer, and how games should be organised. 
In Westhill, 
disagreement 
several participants commented that there was a lack of 
between Executive Committee and club members, partly 
because of a lack of comnunications between the two groups. A staff 
member COll'll\ented: " .. zeta Club members probably 'WOUldn't even know what 
decisions had been ll'ade ... "Four Executive Cammittee respondents said 
that they had not heard of disagreements because they rarely or never 
met club members. 
" .. not heard of any, partly because, although I 'm an officer of the 
Executive Committee, I know little at first hand of various 
activities .. " 
(Interview. Executive Committee Officer, Westhill MIND). 
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. " .. because there' s no consultation, I 'm really not aware of any 
major disagreements •. " 
(Interview. Executive Committee member, Westhill MIND). 
These views contrast with the view of the Chairperson of Eastvale MIND 
that any disagreements could be resolved through discussion in open 
meetings (86). In Westhill MIND, there were few reported instances of 
disagreement between Executive Comnittee and club members. However, 
disagreement appears to have increased after the main period of 
fieldwork, when four volunteers were elected to the Executive Conrnittee, 
and atterrpts were made to increase corrmunication between different 
participants. At this time a staff member rommented that there were 
" .. plenty of decisions made by the Executive Comnittee which volunteers 
and users do not agree with .. ". 
Respondents in Eastvale MIND were asked whether they thought there were 
any decisions in which day centre members should not be involved. 
Responses were mixed, with about half the respondents feeling that this 
applied to few or no decisions, and about the same number stating that 
there were certain issues which should be decided only by staff, the 
Executive Committee, or its officers. Same respondents gave unequivocal 
approval for the involvement of day centre members in all decisions. 
others commented on the .ilnpracticability of involving everyone in 
decisions or felt that the participation of consumers should depend on 
their ability and the extent to which this was affected by personal 
problems or mental illness (87). 
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Respondents who felt that day centre members should not be involved in 
all. decisions gave a wide range of examples of this. Three day centre 
members felt that rules concerning the day centre should be made by the 
Manager: 
" .. Members should be reprimanded for misdemeanours and if it 
persists, • . banned .. sent a letter or brought before the Conunittee 
. . Management should run the place, they should decide what to do .. " 
(Interview. Day centre member, Eastvale MIND) . 
One of the Local Association's officers felt that certain aspects of 
Eastvale MIND' s work, such as the new befriending service should be 
decided by staff, whilst another Executive Committee participant 
considered that people's involvement in developing Local Association 
services should depend on their ability, rather than whether or not they 
had had consumer experience (88). Day centre members (apparently those 
on the Executive Conunittee) had been involved in appointing staff, and 
the Chairperson conrnented: "some day centre members are very good •• " 
They're much better telling whether people are sympathetic towards them 
and whether they relate to them" . However, two other respondents felt 
strongly that day centre members should not be involved in this area, 
and three Executive Committee participants said that there might be same 
confidential matters concerning day centre members which their peers 
should not know. 
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The IDeal Association's officers felt that certain areas could not be 
influenced by day centre, or indeed, Executive Committee members, because 
they were the province of the Manpower Services Commission or the local 
Health Authority. The chairperson and treasurer acted as sponsors to the 
Manpower Services Commission, and were responsible to this body for "the 
running of the project according to rules laid down by the Manpower 
Services Commission and the safe custody of financial affairs" (89). The 
Chairperson said that, in exceptional circumstances, it might be 
necessary for the sponsors to "overrule the Committee", but that this had 
happended on only one occasion, and other participants were involved "as 
11R1ch as possible". In addition, a feN respondents felt that it was not 
always possible to involve all members in some financial matters; and the 
Secretary of the Association mentioned that Health AUthority and Health 
and Safety rules required that basic safety precaustions were observed: 
eg. , in the use of the day centre' s microwave. This limitation of 
consumer involvement because of the requirements of external bodies is 
reminiscent of literature which describes ways in which bureaucracies or 
the wider society have placed boundaries on permissiveness and on 
residents' involvement in decision making in therapeutic oammunities 
(90). 
As far as could be ascertained, no day centre members had ever been 
appointed as officers of the Association. The reasons for this are 
unclear (91). One day centre member on the Executive Collrnittee said that 
he had once offered to become secretary when this post was vacant, but 
had been turned down by the Collrnittee. Other day centre members had 
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wanted to nominate him as Secretary at the 1984 Armual General Meeting, 
but he had decided not to stand for this post in case he lost, and then 
did not have a place on the Executive Cormnittee. 
Respondents were asked their views on consumers ' applications for 
funding and on total consumer involvement in the running of the local 
Association, including the occupation of officer and staff posts (92). 
Oomparatively few respondents in either local Association gave an 
unequivocal "Yes" to the former question. A small number could see no 
reason why consumers should not apply for funding, but the Il'ajority had 
reservations about this, and felt that in certain instances it was not a 
good idea, or that such applications would not be seriously considered. 
One respondent felt that some people with consumer experience would be 
able to apply for funding, but doubted whether day centre members were 
sufficiently articulate. Several respondents cormnented that consumers ' 
success in acquiring funding depended on factors such as their skills, 
articulateness or extent of mental illness (93), but two respondents, 
with senior positions in Social . Services (94), felt that applicants' 
experience of mental health problems was not an irrportant factor to 
consider in statutory allocation of funds to voluntary organisations. 
In considering whether it would be possible for the local Association to 
be entirely consumer run, only one respondent in Eastvale MIND gave an 
unequivocal "Yes", compared with eight people in Westhill MIND. About 
equal numbers in both Local Associations gave unequivocal "No's" to this 
question. Views from club members included: 
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. " .. I think they should, because they are the people who know more 
about it. When you've been through it, you know what it's about .. " 
(Interview. Delta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
" .• Yes .. because Iey illness never affected ~ey work one little bit .. 
If someone knew I was ill, they'd assume I couldn't take the 
pressure. This is not so. It can affect you in different areas .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club :merrU:Jer, Westhill MIND). 
A variety of views for and against consumer involvement in the Local 
Associations was expressed, with rather more disadvantages than 
advantages being mentioned. Proponents referred to the value of 
consumers' abilities, their personal experience of mental health 
problems and services, and the fact that such ~rience did not 
necessarily inpair individuals' ability to participate. In contrast, 
several respondents felt that total consumer involvement would be 
difficult because some people's mental health problems could make it 
hard for them to take on responsibility. Several respondents comnented 
that whether their IDeal Association could be entirely consumer run 
would "depend on the consumers" concerned and one Executive Camnittee 
:merrU:Jer felt that, whilst consumer run organisations were possible, this 
could not happen in Eastvale MIND. 
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· " .. I think it's possible, but not people at Eastvale MIND. People 
who do get over mental health problems one hundred percent. ,could 
run MIND: people who irrprove and are .. successful.." 
(Interview. Executive Corrmittee member, Eastvale MIND) . 
A few respondents , felt that to have only consumers in the Local 
Association M:>Uld lead to a lack of objectivity or balance, and stressed 
the need for a variety of views (95). Some people felt that the Local 
Association did not aim to be a consumer-run organisation, but one 
which, in the M:>rds of one Westhill Executive Corrmittee member, aspired 
to be: 
" .. a partnership group. I think it is very corrplex. With our Local 
Association, there· needs to be some professional input.. some 
voluntary organisation [consumers] do run themselves, eg 1 self help 
groups, but it relates to the nature of the group, its aims and 
corrplexities, .. " 
(Interview. Executive Corrmittee member, Westhill MIND). 
The majority of respondents in both Local Associations was in favour of 
ccnsumer involvement, and in Westhill MIND, in particular, of increasing 
it. But for oost participants, particularly in Eastvale MIND, this did 
not extend to a belief that consumers should completely run the Local 
Associations themselves, 
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Before s=ising the rrain findings outlined in this Chapter, reference 
will be made to the conceptual problems which were encountered, and to 
ways in which the study of Eastvale and Westhill MIND enhanced my 
understanding of the corrplexity of the tenns "consumer" and "consumer 
involvement". In chapter 3 reference was rnade to the complexity of 
consumer involvement as a concept, with many types, levels and degrees 
(96). In early fieldwork, I made a number of assumptions about the 
nature anq meaning of "consumer" and "consumer involvement". These 
included the belief that IDeal Association participants could be readily 
identified as "consumers", "lay people" (97) and "mental health 
professionals" . This assumption ignored participants ' own perceptions 
of the reasons for their involvement. Later fieldl.ork in IDeal 
Associations found that some participants saw themselves as having !!Ore 
than one of these roles, with variations in the extent to which their 
own consumer experience was a reason for their participation ( 98) . 
However, my assumption that IDeal Association participants could easily 
be categorised into three groups seemed to be shared by many 
participants. Eg. in pilot interview, a few respondents, when asked 
about consumer involvement, went through lists of Executive Committee 
members, making corrments such as: "she's a social worker, he's been 
mentally ill. " . 
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Another assumption early in the study was that Local Associations 
catered far consumers in the narrow sense of people who had, themselves, 
had mental health problems, and/or used mental health services, rather 
than for all menibers of a local =mrunity as potential or actual 
consumers. In pilot interviews, two Local Associations, including 
Westhill MIND, were found to run clubs whose membership was for 
everyone, rather than for people with identified mental health problems 
(99). 
Another weakness of the study was the failure to assess whether Eastvale 
participants viewed themselves as day centre members and what 
constituted such a role. I assumed that same people attending the 
centre were clearly delineated "day centre members", and that people who 
occupied other roles (e.g. "volunteer" or Executive Comnittee Officer") 
did not attend prillarily to meet their own needs. This assllllption 
seemed to be shared by participants. E.g., Ien, the Local Association's 
Secretary, who frequently visited the Centre and chatted and played , 
games with members, was seen by others, and by hilllself, as "Secretary", 
and not as "member". 'Ihe women who attended the weekly fund raising 
. Bingo sessions were seen as "visitors" rather than "me!l'bers" despite the 
satisfactions that they apparently gained from the Bingo. My assllllption 
that day centre members could easily be distinguished from other people 
failed to take account of the extent that participation met the 
psychological and social needs of all participants, (including those who 
did not see themselves as "day centre members" ) . An argument could be 
rrade for perceiving all participants in a Local Association as being 
consumers of that Association if their involvement fulfilled such needs. 
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Respondents often mentioned day centre members in a way which indicated 
their perception of the discreteness of the category, and public 
statements about Eastvale MIND's aims referred explicitly to day centre 
members and to providing resources for people with, or recovering from, 
mental illness (100). Westhill MIND's Annual Report also described 
services in a similar way ( 101), but in the Clubs I became aware that 
participants could not easily be categorised into "ronsumers" and "lay 
volunteers", and respondents were asked how they perceived their 
participation. 
Reference has been l113.de to the =q;>lexity of consumer involvement and 
the variety of degrees and levels that exist (102). Rating scales, 
particularly those used in pilot interviews, attempted to reflect this, 
but also mirrored my biased assumptions about what constituted consumer 
involvement, and ways in which it could be measured (103). Another 
weakness is that questions concerning decision !113.king and responsibility 
lacked clear formulations of these teiillS and tended to equate consumer 
involvement with fairly for!113.l participation. Whilst this had same 
truth in Eastvale MIND, in the Clubs, particularly Zeta, involvement was 
much !!Ore infor!113.l, and same respondents saw all participants as both 
giving and receiving help. Eastvale MIND offered !!Ore scope for 
participation within the Day Centre, with responsibilities being !!Ore 
forl113.lised and subject to certain rules. But in same ways Zeta Club 
gave considerable scope for "consumer involvement" even though 
participants did not necessarily aim to increase such participation in a 
for!113.l sense, or to distinguish between consumers and other participants 
( 104) . 
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S!JM.lARY 1\ND cnx::rnsrCN 
A oomparative study was rrade of two Local Associations which apparently 
differed in the extent and nature of cons\Jlller invovlement. Eastvale 
MIND offered rore scope for such particpa.tion in the forrral sense, with 
specific clearly "visilile" roles and responsibilities which involved 
some accountability. In Westhill MIND's Clubs there was little 
distinction between cons\Jlllers and other menbers. ~1 participants could 
be as involved as they wished, and there was an overlapping of roles 
( 105). In Eastvale MIND, decisions tended to be rrade in a relatively 
forrral way through various meetings, but in the Clubs, there were 
relatively few specific decisions and things usually just "happened". 
Eastvale MIND's Executive Corrrnittee had participants from a variety of 
backgrounds and included five day centre members, but all of Westhill's 
Corrrnittee were professional people, none of them, apparently, with 
cons\Jlller experience. In Westhill MIND, dissatisfaction was expressed 
al:x:>ut what was perceived as an excess of professional participation and 
a lack of cons\Jlller involvement in the Executive Corrrnittee, and atterrpts 
were rrade to increase the latter. In contrast, Eastvale MIND 
respondents were, overall, rore satisfied with the extent of cons\Jlller 
involvement, but some would have liked rore professional participation 
in the Executive Committee. 
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Westhill MIND respondents felt that there was very little consultation of 
club members, or involvement of the latter in .irrportant decision making. 
These components of c:onslliller involvement were given an average rating of 
"fair" by Eastvale respondents, and a wider range of views was expressed. 
M:Jst Westhill MIND respondents felt that club members' responsibility in 
the Local Association was lilnited. 
There were said to be few areas of disagreement between Executive 
Committee and club/day centre members. Views differed on whether there 
should be any areas in which day centre members should not be involved. 
M:>st resJ?Ondents expressed reservations about consllillers' abilities to 
successfully apply for funding, and whilst the majority seemed in favour 
of oonslliller involvement oost felt that the Local Association should not be 
entirely conslliller run. In Eastvale MIND oost respondents saw participants 
who were not day centre members as having the IIDst influence on decision 
making. No day centre member in Eastvale MIND had, apparently, been 
appointed to an officer post, and oonslliller invol vernent in this Local 
Association did not extend to the management of the organisation. 
Finally, the study of the Local Association led to IIDdification and 
extension of ideas and assumptions formed in early fieldwork; and 
supported findings from a survey of the literature (106) that "conslliller, 
and "consumer involvement" are complex concepts, and that the latter can 
occur at a variety of degrees and levels. 
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So far, this thesis has examined the growth of an interest in increasing 
constUner involvement in MIND at different levels, and the nature and 
extent of such participation, particularly in the National office and in 
two Local Associations. The next two chapters examine, with reference 
to relevant literature, the benefits and problems of constUner 
involvement in MIND, and in the other voluntary organisations which were 
studied. 
In the literature, consumer involvement is described as resulting in 
both benefits and problems to the individual participant, to other 
consumers, and to the organisation itself. Benefits to the individual 
are said to include psychological gains, such as increases in 
confidence, self esteem, fulfilment and self detennination ( 1) ; the 
acquisition of skills, knowledge and practical experience (2), and 
increased awareness ( 3); increases in participants' power and collective 
strength ( 4) ; and in their sense of responsibility and comnitment ( 5) . 
Participation has also been said to indicate belief in the worth of the 
individual ( 6), and to be of value in its own right ( 7) . 
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Various problems to the individual from herjhis participation have also 
been described. Consturer involvement has been said to be difficult both 
because of the complexity of same organisations (8), and as a result of 
participants ' lack of confidence, skills, knowledge or Jl'Oti vation ( 9) . 
Same writers argue that participation is often under the control of 
those in authority (10), and fails to result in appreciable shifts in 
power (11), with a denial of any political or other interests involved 
( 12) , and the support of the status quo ( 13) . The problems of the 
representativeness of consturers who participate (14), and differing 
interests amongst consumers, and between consumers and other people, 
have also been described ( 15) . 
Same authorities have commented on the difficulties of assessing the 
benefits and problems of participation. Thus, Richardson and Gooc1rrl3n 
comment that " .. problems seen from one point of view may not be so 
described from another". (16). Windle and Cibulka state that little is 
known about the effectiveness of consumer involvement ( 17), whilst 
Hughes concludes that " .. there is no s.inple equation between 
participation and the fulfilment of basic needs .. " ( 18) . 
'.liiE VThWS OF MJND ~ 
In interviews, Jl'OSt MIND respondents were asked their views on the 
benefits and problems of consumer involvement, both to the individual 
participant and to the organisation as a whole ( 19). Individuals who 
were asked this question included members of Council of Management, 
National MIND staff, and volunteers, members of Forum, Regional MIND 
staff, day centre/club members and Executive Comnittee participants in 
Eastvale and Westhill MIND (20). Respondents in the other 
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voluntary organisations studied were also asked about the benefits and 
problems of consumer involvement in their organisations (21). 
In addition, participants in Local MIND Associations with high consumer 
involvement were asked questions on this topic (22). Regional MIND 
staff were asked to indicate which I.ocal Associations had the greatest 
arrount of consumer involvement in their Region (23). Of these, half 
(ten) were chosen for study, in order to increase understanding of 
consumer involvement, particularly in relation to its nature, extent, 
associated benefits and problems, and factors which facilitated and 
hindered such participation. These Local Associations were chosen for 
study as "'case examples"' (24) of organisations with high consumer 
involvement. Because of constraints of time, they were ITOstly selected 
on the basis of geographical accessibility to Regional MIND offices, 
rather than at random, so that interviewing of both Local Association 
and Regional participants could easily be combined (25). It was decided 
not to select those Local Associations with the very highest arrounts of 
consumer involvement, not only for reasons of accessibility, but because 
such participation 1110uld have been difficult to measure, given its 
complexity (26). 
OVerall, MIND respondents mentioned !lOre· benefits than problems to 
consumers from their involvement in the organisation. Tables 8.1 and 
8.2 indicate those which were ITOSt frequently mentioned (27). Many 
respondents mentioned ITOre than one benefit andjor problem (28). 
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'12\BIE 8.1 
IDST FREQUENTLY REPORTED BENEFITS 'TO CONSUMERS FRCM THEIR 
PARTICIPATION IN MIND 
CONSUMERS 
n .59 
Psychological gains 19 
Feeling valued/of use 22. 
Responsibility and decision making 21 
Gains from giving or receiving help 14 
Errpowennent and choice/ability to 10 
bring about change 
Extrinsic rewards 7 
Intrinsic interest of participating 
activities 8 
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OTHER 
PARTICIPANTS 
IO 
g 
3 
8 
0 
3 
0 
n 1.24-
2~ 
30 
24 
22 
15' 
10 
8 
'12\BIE 8.2 
MJST FREQUENTLY REPORTED PROBLEMS 'IO CONSUMERS FR.CM THEIR 
PARTICIPATION IN MIND 
CONSUMERS 
n 1;9 
Difficulty taking on 10 
responsibility/making decisions 
Different views/perspectives of 8 
other participants 
Organisational factors 8 
Not feeling valued/of use 4 
Lack of skills/abilities 5 
Lack of real power/ability to 1 
nake changes 
Lack of help/support from others 5 
Lack of extrinsic rewards 4 
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OI'HER 
PARTICIPANTS 
10 
5 
5 
"' 
.3 
6 
0 
1 
20 
13 
13 
10 
8 
7 
5 
5 
Whilst respondents mentioned psychological gains, feeling valued and of 
use, benefits related to involvement in responsibility and decision 
I!'aking, and gains from giving or receiving help, smaller numbers of 
participants referred to problems in these areas. Extrinsic rewards from 
participation or their lack were not much referred to in the literature 
surveyed, but were mentioned by several (!l'ai.nly National) MIND 
respondents ( 29) . Several participants referred to the errpowennent of 
consumers as a benefit and/or problem of participation, and there were 
mixed feelings about whether consumer involvement in the organisation 
resulted in real increases of power for consumers, or not (30). 
OVerall, respondents reported !lPre benefits than problems to consumers 
from their participation, and about equal numbers of benefits and 
problems to the organisation and other participants (Table 8.3 ,.:~.3:),The ~-
latter are detailed in Tables 9 .1 and 9 . 2 .( f' p ). 7 2. ".., d 2 n ) . 
In interviews with National MIND participants, volunteers, who had all 
had consumer experience, reported !lPre benefits than problems from their 
involvement, whilst other respondents mentioned a greater number of 
problems to the individual consumer. In both Eastvale MIND and Westhill 
MIND, particularly the former, consumer involvement was described as 
having IIPre benefits than problems to consumers, but in Eastvale MIND 
there were fewer references to benefits to others, and to the LOcal 
Association as a whole. In LOcal Association with high consumer 
involvement roughly equal numbers of benefits and problems, both to the 
individual, and to the Local Association as a whole, were described in 
interviews (31). 
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Benefits to the 
individual 
Problems to the 
individual 
Benefits to the 
organisation 
Problems to the 
organisation 
------~-----------------------------~---- -- -- -
TABLE 8.3 
NUMBERSOF BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS FROM CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT REPORTED BY RESPONDENTS 
NI\1'IONI\I,/ 
llEGIONAL MIND 
COilSUMEllS OTllER 
PAllTICI-
PANTS 
11 ~ 9 
37 11 
HJ 20 
5 26 
4 13 
EASTVALE MIND 
CONSUMEllS OTHER 
PARTICI-
PANTS 
n = 9 
37 10 
' 10 0 
7 4 
7 19 
WESTIIILL MIND 
CONSUMERS OTHER 
PARTICI-
PANTS 
LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
WITll IIIGII 
CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
CONSUMERS OTHER 
PARTICIPANTS 
n = 18 n = 10 n = 17 
34 16 10 9 
20 11 14 0 
20 8 13 5 
12 13 11 12 
'1'0'1'1\l.S 
CONSUMERS O'l'IIEI\ 
Pl\R'l'I Cl-
Pl\ti'I'S 
'l'OTl\l, 
n = s;;:; n = illS n = 12.4-
126 54 lOO 
62 47 109 
45 43 00 
34 57 91 
- - --------------------------------------------------------------J 
The rest of this Chapter describes the various benefits and problems of 
consumer involvement in rore detail. 
Firstly, an examination will be made of the extent to which consumer 
involvement was a salient issue to MIND participants during the period of 
fieldwork. The tenns "salience" refers here to the degree of irrp:Jrtance 
which participants attached to consumer involvement. A number of studies 
have described the lack of salience of participation for consumers in 
organisations which have encouraged their involvement, or the apathy of 
potential participants (32). In the words of Hughes " .. not all political 
cultures or individuals rank participation highly am::mg their social 
needs •. " (33). 
In considering consumer involvement in MIND, it should be remembered that 
unlike the other voluntary organisations which were studied, MIND was 
concerned, at all levels of the organisation, with a wide range of 
professional and public, as well as consumer interests. MIND literature 
and respondents' views indicate that MIND was perceived as an 
organisation which welcomed the participation of professionals, laypeople 
and consumers ( 34) . Most respondents did not feel that MIND should be 
run entirely by consumers ( 35), but alll'Ost all said they were in favour 
of increasing the all'Ount of consumer involvement in the organisation. 
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To detennine the extent to which consumer involvement was salient to 
participants overall, it is necessary to consider the data, an analysis 
of which suggests that consumer involvement was of considerable 
significance to some participants, and of less significance to others. 
Four factors indicate that consumer involvement was salient to some 
participants: 
1. The increasing mnnber of references to consumer involvement in 
Annual Reports of National MIND from the early nineteen eighties 
suggests that at least some participants wished to present MIND as 
having an interest in this issue ( 36) . 
2. M::lst respondents expressed broad agreement with attenpts to increase 
consumer involvement, although many qualifications and reservations 
were expressed. The majority of respondents in IDeal Associations 
with high consumer involvement expressed support for their 
relatively high participation of people with personal experience of 
mental health problems, with particular enthusiasm being expressed 
by those consumers who were involved to a considerable extent. In 
Eastvale MIND the majority of respondents agreed with attenpts to 
involve consumers :eg, election to the Executive Corrrnittee, and 
rronthly meetings with all day centre merrU:Jers, although there were 
some reservations, with a nll!llber of participants favouring rrore 
professional, and in a few cases, less consumer involvement. A 
minority of day centre merrU:Jers did not appear to see consumer 
involvement as a particularly salient issue. In 
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National MIND, Regional offices and Westhill MIND, rost respondents 
expressed support for attetrpts to increase consumer involvement at 
their levels of the organisation. The topic had been considerably 
debated · anongst National MIND staff and Council of Management 
members, in some Regional offices and in meetings of Westhill MIND, 
with an examination of ways in which consumer involvement could best 
be bnplemented ( 37) . Nevertheless, some respondents expressed 
reservations. Thus, of thirty National MIND participants who were 
asked what they thought of recent suggestions that there INOUld be 
rore consumer involvement in MIND (38), nineteen agreed, eight with 
reservations. No respondent expressed unequivocal disagreement, but 
eight participants gave mixed views, had no particular view or did 
not directly answer the question, and three people gave "don't 
know" , answers. 
3. Most respondents saw consumer involvement as a priority, although at 
National level, in particular, a few participants felt that there 
was limited corrnnit:ment to bnplementing consumer involvement as 
opposed to discussing it (39). 
4. Most respondents reported rore benefits than problems to consumers 
from their participation, and some individuals, particularly in 
Local Associations with high consumer involvement, were enthusiastic 
and wished to contribute something to others on the basis of their 
own experience (40). 
However, other factors indicate that consumer involvement was not 
particularly salient to some participants: 
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1. Very few people mentioned consumer involvement, either as a main aim 
of National MIND or of Eastvale and Westhill MIND, or in the case of 
the latter, an aim which they would like their IDeal Association to 
have. 
2. Few users of Eastvale and. westhill MIND services mentioned consumer 
involvement in describing what they liked or disliked al::out their 
centre or club, the IDeal Association or their responsibilities in 
the organisation. 
3. Few respondents, except for those in IDeal Associations with high 
consumer involvement, said that they joined because of a wish to 
participate in decision making and responsibility (41). 
4. IDeal Association participants who were involved because of their 
consumer experience did not usually wish for further participation : 
eg. at other levels of the organisation, and often did not see 
Regional and National concerns as particularly relevant to them. 
5. A number of respondents cormnented that some people with consumer 
experience did not want to participate because of lack of 
rrotivation, which was sometimes ascribed to individuals' mental 
health problems ( 42) . Accounts have been given of the lack of 
participation of consumers in organisations which encourage their 
participation ( 43) , and the problem of some consumers be=ni.ng 
burdened with responsibilities which others are reluctant to share 
because of apathy or the lack of salience of consumer involvement 
( 44). 
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However, data from interviews and participant observation suggest that 
the lack of mention of consumer involvement as an aim, or as a reason 
for liking or disliking the Local Association or its activities and 
responsibilities, may have been affected by factors other than a lack of 
salience. 
Firstly, a few National MIND respondents indicated that they saw 
consumer involvement as intrinsic to nany aspects of the organisation's 
work, rather than being a separate aim in itself. 
Secondly, in Eastvale and Westhill MIND, whilst oost day centre and club 
members were involved in some sort of responsibility, this was not often 
an important reason for them to attend. Of considerably greater 
salience was the availability of refreshments, games and in the centre, 
other interesting activities, opportunities to meet people, and, in 
respondents ' words, friendliness and a relaxed atlliJsphere ( 45) . 
Thirdly, whilst oost respondents (particularly those in National MIND, 
Regional offices, Westhill MIND and nany Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement) saw such participation as a valued end or goal in 
itself, for others (especially those in Eastvale MIND) it was a means to 
an end: a way of achieving desired goals. Much of the literature 
distinguishes between participation as an end in itself, and its use to 
achieve particular goals ( 46) . For some respondents such goals included 
increases in self-confidence, responsibility and empowerment. This is 
reminiscent of much writing on therapeutic corrrnunities, which stresses 
the value of participation in enabling residents to achieve autonomy and 
the ability to take on responsibility ( 4 7) . Other respondents 1 
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particularly Eastvale MIND participants, emphasised the value of 
consumer involvement in leading to goals which were of benefit to others 
in the organisation, such as fund raising and services used by others. 
Whilst the intrinsic value of consumer involvement was recognised by 
Eastvale MIND respondents, a few participants stated that some of the 
work was done by day centre members because of a shortage of staff and 
non consumer volunteers ( 48) . 
Finally, much consumer involvement seemed to be "taken for granted" by 
some participants, who were involved in various activities without being 
particularly aware that what they were doing was "consumer 
involvement". 
participants. 
A contrast can be drawn between two groups of 
The first group, including, in particular, some members 
of Local Associations with high consumer involvement, were conscious 
that they were engaged in, or facilitating such participation. These 
people emphasised that their own, or others' experience was ilnportant as 
a means to understanding and giving to others with similar experiences. 
Some of them wished to empower consumers and/or influence or change 
mental health services. A second group of MIND participants got on with 
various tasks without being conscious that they were engaging in 
"consumer involvement". In interviews they did not express the view 
that their contribution was based on their consumer experience. 
Consumer involvement seemed to be "taken for granted" by =Y of these 
participants something which was largely unrerrerked, unconceptualised 
(49). An example of this was given by a National MIND staff member who 
said that a Local Association participant had rung her to ask about a 
Workshop on consumer involvement which National MIND was running for 
Local Associations. She asked the staff member what consumer involvement 
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meant, and on being told, exclaimed: "Oh that : We've been doing that 
sort of thing for years in our Local Association, but we don't call it 
that" (50). A similar view was expressed by a respondent in one of the 
Local Associations with high consumer involvement, who remarked that 
attempts to assess consumer involvement i.np:>sed a "reality" onto 
something which no one in her Association had foDl\Ulated, or thought 
about in particularly precise tenns (51). However, such views were 
unusual, and rrost respondents could readily identify benefits .and 
problems of consumer involvement. These will now be considered in turn. 
EX'IRINSIC AND mrru:NSIC BENEFITS 
In Local Associations with high consumer involvement, several 
respondents said that they had joined in order to actively participate 
in the organisation because of their wish to contribute, based on their 
experience as consumers (52). In contrast, when Eastvale MIND day 
centre members were asked why they had joined, or what they liked or 
disliked about the day centre (53), consumer involvement was mentioned 
by very few respondents, including those who were actively involved in 
responsibility and decision making within the Association. Instead, 
most members, as well as same Westhill MIND club participants, stressed 
the importance of interesting activities, having "somewhere to go", 
opportunities to meet with, and chat to people, and the availability of 
drinks and snacks (54). For example, one respondent said she liked the 
day centre because of: 
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" .. making cuddly toys, yoga •. day trips. There's .. tea or coffee 
when you ask, and the price is fair. The people who come are all 
civil and sociable: there' s always someone .. you can have a chat 
with. There's a local fish shop. You can get a bag of chips and 
eat them [in the centre] The girl running it now seems very 
concerned.. I'm highly satisfied with the centre. . .It's always 
very clean. You' re allowed to play your own records. There' s 
=nputer, billiards, something for everyone to take an interest 
. " l.Il.. • 
(Interview. Day Centre Member, Eastvale MIND). 
Occasionally, consumer involvement conflicted with the benefits of 
attending the centre as a member. Thus, two stewards (55) remarked that 
one thing they disliked about this responsibility was that they had less 
time to join in games and other activities. 
In addition, whilst respondents at all levels of MIND placed 
considerably more stress on the intrinsic benefits of consumer 
involvement, a minority, particularly day centre members (56) and 
National MIND volunteers, errphasised those which were extrinsic. The 
latter included gains in material comforts as a result of consumer 
involvement: eg, from the provision of refreshments, small sums of money 
as payment for tasks (57), or involvement in games and other interesting 
activities. Intrinsic benefits, mentioned by respondents, included 
psychological gains to the individual, including increases in 
confidence, self esteem and errpowe:nnent, satisfaction from helping 
others, taking on responsibility, and developing skills and abilities. 
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The literature surveyed does not distinguish between the intrinsic and 
extrinsic benefits of participation, or consider the latter, although 
same industrial sociologists have done so in relation to paid employment. 
Thus, workers with expressive attitudes are said to derive satisfaction 
from the job itself, whilst those with an instrumental orientation work, 
solely or mainly, for extrinsic satisfactions such as financial reward 
(58). 
Some respondents referred to particular extrinsic benefits which they or 
other participants gained from consumer involvement. These included, for 
National MIND volunteers, se=ity and a place to go to during the day. 
Fifteen out of eighteen day centre members mentioned extrinsic benefits 
from their active involvement in various responsibilities in the 
Association. An Executive Carrnnittee member of Eastvale MIND felt that 
day centre members participated in fund raising events in the town 
because the Corrunittee offered "an inducement . . like "we will buy your 
dinner and pay your fare"". 
A few day centre members who were Stewards described the benefits of free 
refreshments and a Sll'all allowance paid by the Local Association (59) . 
" .. I liked [being a Steward] because I got four pounds a week •. rrade 
quite a bit of difference and I was allowed to earn it on 
unemployment benefit .. " 
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. ".. Yes, rroney helps.. But I would definitely do it for nothing 
because MIND's been very good to me .. " . 
(Interview, Day Centre Members, Eastvale MIND) . 
A few National MIND respondents also =mented on the value to 
volunteers of extrinsic benefits such as travel expenses, or the lack of 
sufficient rewards of this kind. 
" .. Although I appreciate I 'm a volunteer, I would like financial 
=npensation. 
excellent .. " 
But I get luncheon vouchers and travel, which is 
(Interview. Volunteer. National MIND) • 
In contrast, t1No other volunteers described difficulties in getting 
fares paid and MIND' s refusal to refund the cost of phone calls that 
they made to the organisation to see if work was available. 
" I don't think they trust us . . they won't give us fares. It' s 
unfair. Other people would be paid six pounds an hour [for 
working]. But if we were paid, they would expect you to came each 
day, so it's better the way it is . . if you came in every day you'd 
have to have a corrnnitment. Some days you feel ill. .. " 
(Interview. Volunteer, National MIND). 
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Several intrinsic benefits to consumers from their participation were 
described by respondents, and the lack of such gains was felt to be a 
problem by some participants. Intrinsic benefits included increases in 
psychological well being, such as raised confidence and self esteem, 
feeling valued and of use, the developnent of particular skills and 
abilities, including the capacity to make decisions and take on 
responsibility, and increased empowennent and choice. Tables 8.4 and 8.5 
· indicate intrinsic benefits and problems to consumers ( 60) ( f' p !.46 A """d 
2.% e.). 
In the literature a number of psychological benefits from consumer 
involvement has been described. Hughes c:ormnents that " .. enhancement of 
psychic satisfaction is difficult to assess .. " ( 61), but several 
authorities describe psychological gains, such as increases in self 
esteem, confidence, self worth and sense of fulfilment ( 62), a lessening 
of isolation (63), and improved mental health in users of mental health 
services ( 64) . In the present study, local MIND participants stressed 
psychological benefits to a greater extent, coopared with National MIND 
respondents ( 65) . Several people, particularly in Westhill MIND, felt 
that ccnsumer involvement was of benefit because it helped raise 
participants' confidence and self esteem. Although several respondents 
described such gains in other people, few people said that their 
involvement had increased their QtiD ccnfidence and self esteem. 
" .. If club members were to take on responsibility, they would grcw.in 
self esteem, and begin to grow in ccnfidence: see themselves as 
functioning individuals with something worthwhile to decide •• " 
(Interview . Delta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
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TABLE £,4 
RESPONDENTS' MOST FREQUENTLY REPORTED INTRINSIC BENEFITS TO THE CONSUMER FROM CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
NATIONAL 
/REGIONAL MIND 
CONSUMERS OTHER 
PARTICI-
PANTS 
n = 9 n = z_8 
Psychological gains 4 0 
(eg, gains in 
confidence and self 
esteem) 
Feeling valued/of use 8 1 
Responsibility and 5 0 
decision making 
Mutual support/ 5 3 
friendship 
Empowerment and 1 3 
choice/bringing 
about change 
Increases sense of 0 0 
belonging to, and 
involvement in, the 
Local Association. 
EASTVALE MIND 
CONSUMERS OTHER 
PARTICI-
PANTS 
WESTIIILL MIND 
CONSUMERS OTHER 
PARTICI-
PANTS 
LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
WITH HIGH 
CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
TOTALS 
CONSUMERS OTHER CONSUMERS OTHER TOTA~: 
PARTICIPANTS PARTICI-
PANTS 
n=t5' n = :9- n = 1:6' n = lCJ n = 17 n = 18 n = .$"9 n =C.$' n = 12+ 
4 3 8 4 3 3 19 tO 29 
10 3 1 3 3 1 22 8 30 
7 1 8 0 1 2 21 3 24 
0 0 4 3 8 4 12 7 19 
0 0 6 2 3 0 10 1 11 
3 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 5 
~ 
' 
------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------
TABLE 8.5 
RESPONDENTS' MOST FREQUENTLY REPORTED INTRINSIC PROBLEMS TO THE CONSUMER FROM CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS TOTALS 
NATIONAL WITH HIGH 
/REGIONAL MIND EASTVALE MIND WEST!IILL MIND CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
CONSUMERS OTIIER CONSUMERS OTHER CONSUMERS OTHER CONSUMERS OTHER 1 CONSUMERS OTHER TOTAL~ 
PARTICI- PARTICI- PARTICI- PARTICIPANTS; PARTICI-
PANTS PANTS PANTS PANTS 
11 = 9 11 = 2.8 n = Ls' n = :9- n = 1\? n = 1P n = 17 n = 18 n =59 n = 6,- n = 1Jt.4- r:a 
"' ... N 
Uiff iculty in 1 2 3 1 3 4 3 3 10 10 20 
taking on 
responsibility 
Consumers or their 4 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 6 10 
contributions 
insufficiently 
valued by others 
J"ack of skills/ 0 1 0 1 3 1 2 0 5 3 8 
abilities 
f,oss of confidence/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 4 6 
self esteem 
l,imited power and 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 7 
'\nd choice 
A few respondents commented that consumer involvement helped individuals 
to be rrore assertive and less passive: 
" • • Amy has made the transition from user to volunteer. . She is a lot 
rrore confident and more assertive. I think those are vecy good 
thin " gs .. 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
Amy herself commented: 
" .. Taking on responsibility stops you being passive. As well as 
isolation, passivity is a problem in mental illness .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND) 
In the literature, there appear to be comparatively few references to 
possible adverse psychological effects of participation, although Algie 
and Chamber lin describe lack of confidence and low self-esteem ( 66) . In 
the present study, whilst a majority of respondents felt that consumer 
involvement increased participants' confidence and self esteem, others 
described factors within the individual and/or organisation which made 
this difficult. Problems mentioned included limitations in confidence, 
ability or motivation, which, it was said, somet.ilnes made it hard for 
some consumers to take on responsibility, made decisions or put across 
points in meetings. 
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'Ihe. nature of the work which consumers undertake has been said to lead 
to various psychological benefits, including meeting needs for 
satisfaction and fulfilment ( 67), and achievement ( 68) . Opportunities 
to participate have been described as affinning a belief in the value of 
the individual consumer and herjhis contribution ( 69) . cahn and cahn 
state that participation is " .. the necessary concomitant of our faith in 
the dignity and worth of the. individual .. " (70). Participation in 
Industry is said to be of .inportance to the mental health of workers and 
their satisfaction with work ( 71) , the reduction of alienation and an 
increased sense of belonging to the organisation ( 72) . In some 
circumstances, participation can increase l!Otivation and commitment 
(73). 
Some of these views in the literature were reflected in the opinions of 
many respondents. '!here seemed to be general agreement that consumer 
involvement should a) enable participants to feel valued and of use; 
b) involve voluntary work and other activities which were satisfying and 
gave opportunities for responsibility and involvement in decision 
m:lking. In addition, some respondents =rnented that participation 
should raise the status and power of consumers within the organisation. 
FEl!:[.lN; VAIIJEO liNO OF USE 
Several respondents, particularly Eastvale MIND day centre members, said 
that they valued their participation because it gave them something to 
do, provided a sense of purpose, and helped them to feel wanted. Some 
Eastvale MIND participants said that they or other members had joined 
the Local Association in order to take part in interesting activities in 
the day centre, which contrasted with their otheiWise lonely lives in 
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bedsits and pubs. Reasons which merrU::>ers gave for joining included 
"somewhere to came", "to pass the time", "nothing much else to do", "get 
myself out a bit rrore". Members did not join in order to participate in 
decision naking and responsibility, but such involvement often gre.v from 
their initially taking part in activities in the centre. Volunteers 
from a Local Association ("Dock Green MIND") indicated that their 
participation in the National Office also stemmed from a need for 
something to do and somewhere to go during the day. 
Several respondents, particularly in Eastvale MIND, =mented that 
cons\lil\er involvement enabled participants to feel wanted and of value, 
and gave then a sense of purpose. 
" .. The five day centre members on the Executive Committee were 
unenployed and wanted something to do occupation wise, but were not 
well enough to do a full time job. It gives them an interest". 
(Interview. Day Centre Member, Eastvale MIND) . 
" .. I know people it's helped. I think the noain thing is giving them 
a feeling of being wanted and useful and making a valid 
contribution. A lot of MIND's customers just feel like surplus, 
with no ~rk. They live very enpty lives •. " 
(Intervie.v. CC-opted professional member of Executive Committee, 
Eastvale ~). 
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. " .. It gives them something to rp on for. By involvement in the 
Centre.. you can feel a sense of achievement. a lot of people here 
need.. to feel they're wanted, needed, that they're doing something 
for each other, not doing it just for themselves .. " 
(Interview. Day Centre member, Eastvale MIND). 
One day centre merrfr:>er said that he liked his job as Steward because: 
" .. It's something to do .. do something other than just sit .• the JJDre 
I do, the less bored I am .. " 
(Interview. Day Centre merrfr:>er, Eastvale MIND) . 
Same respondents felt that consumer involvement was beneficial 
because it valued people. 
" .. They're put in a position of respect, trust. , . We have given a 
value to their judgements where (previously people didn't) value 
their views and decisions and just (ignored them] .. " 
(Interview. 
Involvement). 
staff Member, Local Association with High Constnner 
Other respondents described ways in which consumer involvement was 
rendered difficult because constnners were treated in a patronising or 
invalidating way (74). same National MIND participants felt strongly 
that volunteers at Headquarters were not valued because of what were 
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perceived to be unrewarding, exploitative and derranding tasks (such as 
routine clerical work). One respondent referred to negative staff 
attitudes towards volunteers, and another to the latter's low status and 
absence of staff planning of their work. 
A number of respondents referred to the nature of consumers ' voluntary 
work as resulting in benefits and problems. This topic does not appear 
to be much mentioned in the literature on participation, but a great deal 
has been written on the nature of paid employment and ways in which this 
can be either alienating or fulfilling (75) . Workers' participation and 
its concomitant increase in power has been said to lead to increased 
=mnitment and satisfaction with work (76). Several authors have 
cornmmented on ways in which consumer involvement in public services and 
in therapeutic comnunities increase users' sense of responsiliility and 
=mnitment (77). Respondents had mixed views about the voluntary work 
undertaken by consumers in MIND, and whether or not this resulted in 
increased psychological well being, status, power and responsiliility. 
Several people with consumer experience at National and local levels 
described benefits to consumers from learning to take on responsibility, 
and in some cases, gaining valuable work experience, but such benefits 
were rarely described by staff, Council of Management or Executive 
Conrnittee members. In National MIND, in particular, several 
(non-volunteer) respondents referred to lack of opportunities for people 
with consumer experience. 
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Some respondents saw the opportunity to take on responsibility as being 
of value in itself. Perceived benefits of responsibility included gains 
in confidence and self esteem, and preparation for taking on 
responsibility in work and other situations in everyday life (78). 
Respondents' COTmlents included: 
" .. It builds you up to decision making in the outside world. It 
gets you used to responsibility. . I think it's part of the process 
of leading a nomal life to be involved in making decisions and 
taking on responsibility. . I believe it encourages them to take a 
bigger responsibility in life outside and being independent .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
" 
me, 
I think responsibility is good for anybody and would be good for 
but I 'm too anxious. . but I admire .. people who take 
responsibilities. . does a lot for their confidence • . rrakes them 
inclined to take on responsibilities elsewhere, CClllpared with .. 
people who are in a rut .. " 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
Zeta Club member, Westhill 
A number of respondents felt that their own or others' involvement was a 
good preparation for paid work. Five people said that their voluntary 
work in the National Office was valuable in this respect in providing 
relevant experience. 
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" .. I like it because it gives me a sense of having a place in 
society, contrasting that with being unemployed. I find it satisfying 
because I am interested in health problems. I like the structure : 
come in at nine, go at five .. " 
(Interview. Volunteer, National MIND). 
Several authors describe the value of participation in enabling people to 
acquire new skills or knowledge ( 79), but this was not mentioned by many 
respondents. Some participants described ways in which consumer 
involvement helped with individuals' rehabilitation, including five 
National MIND volunteers, who felt that work in Headquarters had helped 
them to develop skills which could be used in paid work. One day centre 
member on Eastvale MIND's Executive Corrmittee said that his participation 
had "broadened my horizons. . about what MIND' s about and trying to 
achieve. It opens your eyes to things that you wouldn't noJ:m3.lly think 
about .. ". Many consumers appeared to benefit both themselves and other 
people in their Local Association through the use of particular skills. 
Thus, one zeta Club member described the satisfaction that she gained 
from contributing to the running of the club and contrasted this with a 
previous Local Association, in which she had been treated in a 
patronising way and not allowed to contribute. 
The Chairperson of one Local Association, who had become involved in MIND 
out of gratitude for the treatment he had received as a psychiatric 
inpatient, said that he had been able to use his skills as a public 
speaker (which he had developed as a teacher) to good effect, when 
representing his Local Association on the Conrnuni.ty Health Council and 
other Committees. 
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" .. I enjoy public s:r:;eaking and I have a voice which can be heard. • I 
was very active in the professional VJOrld.. really this is a 
continuation I am not the slightest bit deterred if I hold a 
different view from a comnittee of fifty .. " 
(Interview. Chairperson of Local Association with High Consumer 
Involvement) . 
There were mixed views about the effects on constrrners of taking on 
responsibility. Whilst some respondents felt that this increased 
participants' self confidence, others described factors within the 
individual andjor the organisation which l!Bde this difficult. The former 
included limited self esteem, confidence, ability or rotivation, which, 
it was said, l!Bde it hard for same consumers to take on responsibility, 
nake decisions or put across points in meetings. Several respondents, 
both in MIND and in the three self help groups which were studied, 
attributed such difficulties in same instances to participants' mental 
health problems (80), or stated that responsibility caused some consumers 
excessive stress, which was hard for them to co:r:;e with. Same people 
compared themselves unfavourably with professionals. 
" .. I'm not educated enough, can't speak. I'm different to social 
VJOrkers . If anyone says anything to me, I argue. . I couldn't take 
it .. 11 • 
(Interview. Delta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
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" .. I think sorre of us. . feel out of our depth in dealing with 
professionals and feel inarticulate .. Same people came along and 
felt "I can't cope with this" .. " 
(Interview. Officer with consumer experience in a Local Association 
with High Consumer Involvement). 
Lack of confidence made it hard for some participants to cope with 
meetings. 
" .. Responsibility may make sorre people worse. Eg, Jim was very 
shaky, nervous at an Executive Corrmittee meeting shaking when 
reading minutes. At other times, it' s good for him .• " 
(Interview. Executive Committee merober, Eastvale MIND). 
" .. At MIND meetings my heart bleeds when [consumers) stutter their 
way through, or express delusions, and this could be off putting to 
other people .. sometimes it's difficult to .. help .. and bring them 
back to the here and now .. 
(Interview. Westhill MIND staff merober) 
Taking on responsibility was also said to cause difficulties to merobers 
of Depressive Anonyrrous. Respondents said that people tended to leave 
this organisation if they were asked to help because this made them feel 
under pressure. 
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. " .. if you wait for someone to volunteer their services, it seems to 
work better than talking them into it .. Other people [in Depressive 
Anonynous] talk people into doing things, but the person disappears 
feels guilty because they can't cope with the responsibility. If 
someone volunteers, I'll point out they're volunteering .. while 
they feel they can .. " 
Interview. Officer, Westhill Branch of Depressive Anonynous). 
'lliis respondent pointed out that active participation in decision making 
was not necessarily a good thing for those members who tended to try to 
cover up their depression, by involving themselves in activities. 
Participation in Depressive Anonymous might merely perpetuate this 
tendency. 
Within MIND, 
contributing 
several respondents mentioned organisational factors as 
to the extent to which consumers could ccpe with 
responsibility, and as causing them benefits or problems. Several 
participants comnented favourably on the relaxed and infomal atrrosphere 
of their centre or club ( 81), and four volunteers said that they liked 
National MIND for similar reasons, with one respondent saying that she 
appreciated the "friendly understanding environment". However, overall, 
far more problems than benefits to volunteers from organisational 
factors were reported by National MIND respondents, particularly by 
staff. These included inaccessibility to consumers and remoteness from 
them, and organisational corrplexity: factors which were said to cause 
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problems to consumers who wished to participate. A lack of 
opportunities for formal consumer involvement at National level was 
described by some participants. Views about policy to increase consumer 
involvement were mixed. Same people, especially National MIND staff, 
felt that these policies would benefit consumers and facilitate their 
involvement. Others felt that there was a lack of policies on consumer 
involvement (82). A few staff members felt that National MIND's 
organisational culture made it very difficult for people to "=ne out", 
and share their own personal experience of mental health problems. This 
was said to cause problems to people who wanted to participate in the 
organisation as consumers (83). 
Several National MIND respondents commented that compared with 
Headquarters, there were rrore opportunities for consumer involvement in 
Local Associations, andjor that this was easier to achieve in the 
latter. Several Eastvale MIND participants felt that open meetings were 
of value to day centre members ( 84), and respondents in a number of 
Local Associations comnented that the relaxed, informal atrrosphere of 
various services benefited consumers who wished to participate. An 
Executive Comnittee member of Westhill MIND stressed the i_np:)rtance of 
an organisation which was flexible and responsive to individuals' needs: 
" .. A client helped with decorating the club premises. . He knew he 
could (=ne and go), without people saying "where have you been?" •• " 
(Interview. Executive Comnittee Member, Westhill MIND). 
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In contrast, some respondents in Westhill MIND, and in one of the Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement, said that the c:orrplexity of 
their organisations and of meetings sometimes caused problems for 
consumers . 
" .. Of two members who went (to an Executive Conmittee meeting], one 
said she felt c:orrpletely out of it and it was a waste of time .. !hey 
were made to feel insignificant . . !he volunteers had no interest : 
saw it as an ordeal . . We all knew (serving on the Executive 
Conmittee] would make no difference : long winded talk and made to 
feel insignificant .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club Member, Westhill MIND) 
" •. I think it's difficult to know how a structure can facilitate 
consumer involvement .. How can consumers who lack confidence, verbal 
skills, make their voice heard in a structure requiring confidence 
and verbal ability? •. ,. 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
Professional Member of Executive Oammittee, Westhill 
Respondents in Westhill MIND, and in an Association with high consumer 
involvement, indicated that their organisations' increasing c:orrplexity, 
and accountability to funders, caused difficulties for consumers who 
wished to participate ( 85) . 
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" .. The Co!mnittee have a responsibility for the building in legal 
natters so they want to know what is going on .. Every new project 
needs ironing out. We don't want to create a bad impression. So 
things have to be well organised .. That works against consumer 
involvement .. " 
(Staff Member, Local Association with High Consumer Involvement). 
There were few cornnents about Eastvale MIND's open meetings or Executive 
Co!mnittee meetings causing problems to consumers (86), but in some other 
Local Associations, and at National level, several respondents cornnented 
that the conplexity of meetings, their structure, and the jargon used, 
caused problems to consumers and hindered their participation. Meetings 
were sometimes said to fail to meet the needs and interests of service 
users. Eg., one consumer respondent felt that meetings were too 
rational, with no opportunities to share feelings, and another cornnented 
that the subject natter of meetings was often unlikely to interest nany 
consumers. 
A few respondents felt that there were particular problems with the 
language and style of National MIND meetings and literature (87). 
" .. The way things are discussed, the way papers are put together, is 
off-putting to anyone, not just a consumer, . " 
" .. The way people talk and write and . • the jargon they use [is a 
problem].. Our so-called consumer-based leaflets are not written for 
the Sun readership". 
(Interviews. Regional Directors) . 
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Whilst some resp::mdents described ways in which consumer involvement 
valued participants and provided opportunities for rewarding, responsible 
roles, others felt the reverse was true. A number of respondents felt 
that consumers were treated in a patronising or invalidating way, and 
some National MIND participants felt strongly that volunteers at 
Headquarters were not valued, and that this was reflected in tasks which 
were described by a few respondents as "lowly", "unrewarding" and 
"demeaning". One respondent referred to negative staff attitudes towerds 
volunteers, and another to the latter's low status and absence of staff 
planning of their work. The nature of volunteers ' work was the factor 
nost frequently cited by National MIND staff as causing problems to 
individual volunteers. NOn-volunteer respondents rarely referred to 
benefits which volunteers obtained from the work itself, as opposed to 
other benefits. Several respondents commented on what they felt to be 
the menial nature of the clerical work of the D:::>ck Green MIND volunteers. 
" .. I think volunteers are used to doing shit work.. They are not 
allowed to get involved .. " 
" .. a feeling by the Union (88) that volunteers are used for very 
menial tasks .. " 
(Interviews. Staff members, National MIND). 
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Several respondents referred to the lack of space which volunteers had 
for their tasks, and to the lack of a policy for organising and 
supervising their work, although volunteers themselves did not mention 
these points in interviews. Four staff members conmented that volunteers 
were exploited by the organisation. 
" .. They are used for mundane tasks no one is prepared to do •• " 
" .. Their role should be rrade very clear. They have a job and 
expertise, but are not paid for it. 
dogsl:xxiies .. " 
(Interviews. Staff members, National MIND) . 
They should not be rrade 
One respondent said that the Trade Union to which some staff belonged had 
expressed " .. concern about (volunteers •) conditions of work. The Union 
objects to their not being paid adequately .. " (89). 
Despite the negative views of some staff, volunteers themselves expressed 
oore satisfaction than dissatisfaction. Thus, two volunteers, not 
engaged in routine clerical work, said that they found their work boring 
some of the time, but both also described the satisfaction which they 
derived from it. One of these respondents said that her work was 
interesting at times, and the other referred to benefits such as the 
atll'Osphere, the people she worked with, and her agreement with MIND's 
cause. She added: 
" .. sometimes the work is tedious, but it's good to do mundane work if 
I feel low. I feel I have achieved something at the end of the 
day .. 11 
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A Dock Green MIND volunteer also indicated that apparently uninteresting 
work had its advantages, saying that he liked " .. doing jobs where I don't 
have to use my head, so I can think about problems .. " . This respondent 
also wel=ned the freedom to come and go as he pleased, which, he felt, 
he would not have in a full time paid job. 
Three volunteers referred to their own experiences of being ezploited 
(90), but their feelings about this were mixed. One Dock Green MIND 
volunteer mentioned both the advantages of his involvement and a feeling 
that MIND treated him and another volunteer unfairly because the 
organisation would not pay them bus fares (91). He said that same people 
had stopped volunteering because of the way they were treated. 
" .. Bob and a few [other) volunteers .. packed it up because MIND did 
not treat them right. They felt MIND was mean .. " 
(Interview. Volunteer, National MIND). 
Another volunteer referred both to several satisfactions with his work 
and to being ezploited. He had found the work "intellectually and 
socially stimulating .. " and had been considerably involved in the work of 
a Department in the National office. His tasks had included writing 
speeches for a former senior staff member. He felt that his subsequent 
career had benefited from the experience he had gained, but: 
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. " .. looking back I think I was treated shabbily .. I feel I was being 
used. I think they've had three years of unpaid high level ~r.Urk from 
me. [The fanner staff member for whom he wrote speeches] gets people 
to do things for him because of their vulnerability .. " 
(Interview. Volunteer, National MIND) . 
Some respondents in National MIND saw the nature of the participation of 
volunteers as diminishing the latter's status, with a failure to give 
them any power or real responsibility in the organisation. A few 
respondents felt that this was partly caused by some participants' 
negative attitudes towards volunteers (92). In contrast, many 
respondents, particularly at local level, referred to the benefits of 
consumer involvement in empowering constm1ers or giving them =re choice. 
In the literature, there is a similarly wide variety of views on whether 
or not participation truly errpowers consumers, or merely serves the needs 
of officials and supports the status quo. Some authorities make a 
distinction between "real participation" and "pseudoparticipation" (93). 
Whilst much of the literature argues that certain types of participation 
enable power to be shared (94), others state that such involvement fails 
to change distributions of power ( 95) , is on officials' own terms ( 96) , 
and supports the status quo ( 97) . 
Advantages of participation which have been described include helping 
consumers to build up solidarity or collective strength (98), offering 
ll'Ore choice (99), and enabling individuals to rrake their needs known to 
decision rrakers (lOO). However, participation has been said to fail to 
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effect wider policy decisions (101), and some authorities have commented 
on a tendency for radical, participatory organisations in the U.K. to 
become traditional, conservative and "depoliticised" (102). 
Participation has also been described as serving the ends of people in 
power, e.g., by legitimising existing institutions (103). The failure of 
consumers to influence policy because of their lack of power, authority 
or political "clout" has also been referred to (104). 
In the present study, some respondents felt that consumer involvement in 
MIND resulted, or would eventually result, in gains in power or status, 
but about equal numbers felt that this was limited, or (in the case of 
some National MIND respondents) that consumer involvement was 
status-diminishing. Many of the respondents who described potential or 
actual gains in errpowennent were involved in Westhill MIND, but such 
gains were mentioned by very few Eastvale MIND participants. 
" .. One Club member was going to change the face of MIND .. I think it 
did him good getting things off his chest. He was respected for it 
afterwards .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
" •• Tom has got out of the way of seeing himself as a consumer, and 
Amy has, as well. It ' s about power : seeing themselves as helper, 
rather than helped. They've been very keen to be involved in 
campaigning . . I think it' s been very therapeutic .. " 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
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Staff member, Westhill 
A few respondents comnented that participation gave constnners a voice and 
enabled other participants to be aware of their views, and to provide 
services which were rrore likely to meet constnners' needs. 
" .. If constnners have a say in service delivery . . the spin off is 
that there should be services rrore geared to the needs of constnners, 
rather than what professionals think they should be about •. " 
(Interview. 
MIND) • 
Professional member of Executive Ccmnittee, Westhill 
.. "That they do· have a say [is illlportant] - not the downtrodden 
patients they used to be .. " 
(Interview. Staff member, Westhill MIND) . 
Some respondents. said they had felt powerless when they had received 
inpatient psychiatric services, and saw their involvement in a Local 
Association as a means to gain power for themselves and other people with 
constnner experience. A few respondents had detennined to do something to 
change deplorable mental health services after their own adverse 
experiences. These participants reported increases in self esteem, and 
in some instances, decreased powerlessness as a result of their 
participation ( 105) . 
Voluntary organisations which are characterised by solidarity (106) 
enable people who share a COim!Pn problem to come together, share power 
and bring about change. It was partly for these reasons that the 
American patients' rights rrovements, and in this country, the Mental 
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Patients Union and PROMPT (later campaign Against Psychiatric Oppression 
( Cl\l?O) were founded ( 10 7 ) . In the present study, members of Cl\l?O 
described ways in which their involvement in the patients' rights 
rrovement helped to increase their feelings of eJ!'fOWennent and awareness 
of their oppression as psychiatric patients. Cl\l?O respondents felt that 
it had been difficult to attract a large membership to the British 
patients' rights rrovement (lOB) because of lack of awareness ( 109) and 
the fact that it was easier for =Y psychiatric patients to "play the 
rules of the game" : to accept mental health professionals' definitions 
of themselves as "mentally ill" (110) 
Hal 
Gus 
I an 
Gus 
Hal 
"You're in their power. If they (i.e., mental health 
professionals) tell you you' re pathetic. . you've got to 
[believe it] 
When you get better, you say "I was wrong before, couldn't 
think straight". 
You've got to bluff your way out of it. 
Got to learn the rules of the game. 
A lot of people are angry with things that happen to them, 
but say "I was ill". . that is . . the problem". 
(Group IntervieW with three members of caq,aign Against 
Psychiatric Oppression). 
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Reference has been l!'ade to distinctions between "true" and "false" 
participation ( 111), and Charnberlin, in particular, distinguishes between 
"real alternatives", in which consumers have the power to nm, and make 
all the decisions in mental health services; and those services which are 
"false alternatives", with mental health professionals apparently 
interested in participation, but in reality being in ultirrate control 
(112). Whilst rreny respondents reported what they felt to be "real" 
increases in consumer involvement, a minority, Il'ainly National MIND 
staff, questioned the extent to which some participants "really" wanted 
consumer involverrent or were prepared to increase the power of 
consumers. Many respondents at Headquarters said that staff and Council 
of Managerrent saw consumer involvement as a priority, and referred to 
organisational policies to increase this; but a few staff members 
questioned whether there was a "real" oomnitment to :irrplement it, or said 
that the degree of ccmnitment to consumer involvement varied with 
different participants. Several National MIND respondents said that the 
existing power of "non~nsumer" members of the organisation hindered the 
development of consumer involvement. A few respondents felt that 
ulterior notives lay behind the wish to increase it eg, because 
participation was "fashionable", or seen to "look good" in the 
organisation, or increased its credibility ( 113) . 
In contrast, other respondents, particularly at local level, felt that 
consumer involverrent facilitated a nore egalitarian or denocratic 
organisation. Members of Zeta Club in Westhill MIND commented on the 
basic equality and lack of distinctions between members. " •. I think the 
Group are quite happy for everyone to be equal I find it quite 
therapeutic" said one club member, whilst the Chairperson of Eastvale 
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MIND felt that consumer involvement enabled consumers to mix on JTOre 
equal terms with professionals and gain more direct access to them. 
However, same Westhill MIND respondents reported dissatisfaction with the 
limited involvement of Zeta Club participants in the running of the 
organisation, and the lack of equality between club members and other 
participants. 
" .. Consumers are reluctant to be involved and are intimidated, 
especially with professionals. I think it's never been resolved in 
Westhill MIND : a huge gap - an Us and Them feeling .• " 
(Interview. Staff Member, Westhill MIND) . 
In contrast, the majority of Eastvale MIND day centre members seemed 
happier with the LOcal Association and its Executive Canmittee. Whilst 
many of these participants were satisfied with the way in which decisions 
were made, same felt that day centre members had insufficient say in 
decision making (114), although three respondents attributed this to 
participants' reluctance to be involved. 
" the people who are not on any Canmittees, the general members .. 
don't get told - have to find out things for themselves. . .People 
are told "I 'm not telling you: there's a notice board up there" . , " 
(Interview. Day Centre Member, Eastvale MIND). 
'l'tlo respondents who were members of both the day centre and the Executive 
Committee were concerned that same of their suggestions or decisions were 
vetoed by other non consumer Executive Committee participants. 
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, " .. the only thing I get a bit narked about, is when something I 
suggest gets thrown out by the Executive Committee .. especially when 
I have taken great care [over it] . Still, you've got to accept these 
things .... 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
Day Centre and Executive Carmnittee Member, Eastvale 
However, such a view was unusual in Eastvale MIND. Whilst some National 
MIND staff, and participants in Westhill MIND and in other Local 
Associations, expressed dissatisfaction with the distribution of power in 
the organisation, the rejority of respondents (including Eastvale MIND 
day centre members and l!Pst other people with consumer experience) 
appeared to be satisfied with this ( 115) . 
SlM1ARY AND CXN::I:1JSICN 
This Chapter has reviewed the benefits and problems of consumer 
involvement to the individual consumer in MIND. Overall, respondents 
reported rrore benefits than problems to the individual. There was 
variation in the extent that consumer involvement was salient to 
respondents, but the vast majority were in favour of increasing such 
participation within MIND. Few respondents felt that the organisation 
should be entirely consumer - run, partly in view of the wide range of 
needs and interests which it served. 
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For some respondents, extrinsic rewards of ronsumer involvement were 
important, but most participants placed more stress on intrinsic 
benefits, such as increases in psychological well being, responsibility 
and ernpowennent. Gains in self ronfidence, and feeling valued and of 
use, were particularly enphasised. Views on the effects on the 
individual of taking on responsibility varied. Some respondents 
described resultant increases in self esteem and preparation for taking 
on other responsibilities . others outlined problems, such as increased 
stress which occurred when consumers lacked the confidence or rnotivation 
to rope with responsibility. 
External factors also resulted in benefits and problems to participating 
ronsumers . Benefits included interesting roles and responsibilities and 
a relaxed, informal atmosphere. Problems rould result from demeaning or 
unrewarding w:::~rk, and corrplexity in the organisation and its meetings. 
There were mixed views on the extent to which MIND empowered consumers. 
Whilst some respondents felt that consumer involvement facilitated 
greater democracy in the organisation, others questioned whether 
consumers would be given "real" power. 
The next Chapter ronsiders the benefits and problems of ronsumer 
involvement to other participants in MIND and to the organisation as a 
whole. 
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Consideration is given in this Chapter to the benefits and problems of 
consumer involvement in MIND, with particular reference to consumers and 
other participants, and to the organisation as a whole. Reference is 
also made to relevant literature and to the other voluntary organisations 
studied. 
Accounts of the benefits of consumer participation to organisations have 
referred to perceived improvements in decision making ( 1), policies and 
service provision ( 2) . Such il!provements have been described as being 
rore likely to meet consumer or public needs ( 3) , and to provide Jl'Ore 
choice ( 4) . Consumers ' expertise, !mow ledge and skills have been 
descri.bed as of value to organisations which serve people with similar 
difficulties or circumstances (5). Consumer participation is said to 
fulfil the needs of professionals or administrators (6), sometimes for 
ulterior Jl'Otives such as the legitimisation of institutions or of 
decisions which have already been made (7). In addition, participation 
is thought by same to have benefits for the cormon good ( 8) , and for 
derrpcracy in general (9). Consumer involvement in mental health services 
has been described as reducing stigrra ( 10) , and improving the public 
image of mental illness ( 11) . 
The literature includes references to a number of problems experienced in 
organisations as a result of consumer participation. These include the 
unwillingness of oonsumers to participate, despite opportunities and 
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encouragement to do so ( 12) , for reasons such as lack of confidence or 
skills (13). Difficulties sometimes result from differences in 
perspective between consumers and others. Thus, consumer participation 
may be seen as inappropriate, irresponsible or irrelevant (14), 
unrepresentative of other consumers ( 15) ; or resulting in expressed views 
or actions which do not· accord with the opinions, needs or interests of 
administrators or professionals ( 16), or which cause them conflict or 
difficulties (17). Consumer participation has also beeen described as 
costly in time (18) and I!Pney (19). 
Tables 9.1 and 9.2 indicate benefits and problems of consumer involvement 
to the organisation or to other participants, which were IlPSt frequent! y 
mentioned by MIND respondents (20). 
TABLE 9.1 
M:>ST FREQUENTLY REPORTED BENEFITS OF CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
TO THE ORGANISATION/OTHER PARTICIPANTS 
other 
Consumers Participants Total 
n,s-9 n 65 nl24-
Consumer viewsjpersectives 7 25 32 
Help/support to other consumers 18 4 22 
Skills/abilities 3 8 11 
Providing others with interesting 
activities 7 0 7 
Enabling provision of a better 
service 3 3 6 
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TABLE 9.2 
MJST FREQUENTLY REPOR'lED PROBLEMS OF CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT 
TO THE ORGANISATION/OI'HER PARTICIPANTS 
Other 
Consumers Participants Total 
n<-59 r.-b'Sl n1·;z.:4-
Consumer views/perspectives 8 17 25 
Problems from the participation 
of particular consumers (eg, 
because of personality/mental 
illness) 9 10 19 
Difficulty taking on responsbilityj 
making decisions 6 8 14 
Lack of real changes of power 
in the organisation 1 6 7 
Many MIND respondents referred to the consumer perspective and the effect 
that consumer involvement had on other participants, particularly other 
consumers . Mixed views were expressed about both these areas, with 
participants, particularly non-consumers, referring both to the value to 
the organisation of consumers • views and experiences 1 and problems wch 
resulted, or muld result, from differences of opinion between mnsumers 
and other participants. The help and support wch consumers gave to 
other people with similar problems was emphasised at local level, but 
there was also mention of difficulties to others caused by the 
participation of particular mnsumers. SUch difficulties were often said 
to be caused by participants • mental health problems or personality traits 
such as authoritarianism. The value of mutual aid (21} 1 and both benefits 
and problems of the consumer perspective, are mentioned in much of the 
literature, but less appears to have been written about difficulties 
resulting from the participation of consumers with mental health problems, 
or personality traits which cause problems for others. 
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Whilst same respondents described consumers ' skills and abilities which 
benefited MIND and helped the organisation provide or press for better 
services, al:out equal numbers referred to the difficulties that consumers 
had in taking on responsibility and/or the lack of real changes in power 
which resulted from consumer involvement. other benefits and problems to 
the organisation, described in the literature, were rarely or never 
mentioned by respondents. 
'I'he main benefits and problems of consumer involvement to other 
participants, and to the organisation, will now be considered in turn, in 
relation, in particular, to mutual support, responsibility and decision 
making, and consumer views. 
Several authorities have described the benefits of mutual aid or self help 
(22), with gains accruing both from receiving and from giving help (23). 
'I'hese include satisfactions from helping others (24), from giving as well 
as receiving (25), and from the individual taking on responsibility for 
herjhis problems (26). Such benefits were described by a number of MIND 
respondents, who reported benefits both to the individual and to other 
people. Both the literature and the present study suggest that benefits 
to self and others in mutual aid seem inextricably linked. 'I'hey will 
therefore be described together. 
Several respondents described the benefits which they or other 
participants derived from helping others. 
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" People who've been on the receiving end of services can get a lot 
back from channelling their energies in giving something back. The 
self help ethos is an alternative to treatment .. " 
(Interview. Professional Executive Corrunittee Me!tiber, Westhill MIND.) 
" 
I enjoy [helping] others. It makes me happy, I've found IllY inner 
strength if I can help people .. It gives me inspiration to came out of 
IllYself . . My • • goal is to help others ... I get a lot from it •• 
without that I would have nothing .. " 
(Interview. Me!tiber with consumer experience, Local Association with 
high Consumer Involvement). 
Other respondents described the friends they had rre.de through the Local 
Association. Often members met each other outside the Club or Centre, and 
this was particularly true of Dock Green MIND volunteers who worked in the 
National Office and the members of Delta Club in Westhill MIND, rre.ny of 
whom lived in a local housing estate. D:lck Green MIND volunteers often 
worked and took their breaks together, and valued their friendship and 
their shared experiences. 
" .• We' re all the best of friends. . . We go to the Club . . we all used 
to go to a Day Centre .. 
(Interview. Volunteer, National MIND). 
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In the local Associations with high consumer involvement, and in the other 
voluntary organisations which were studied, several respondents said that 
they felt they could give to others because of their own experiences of 
mental health problems or services (27). Thus, two Chairpersons of LOcal 
Associations, one of whom had founded his Association, said they had 
be=ne involved because they were grateful for the treatment they had 
received, and wanted to give something in return. Members of Calrpaign 
Against Psychiatric Oppression and an Officer in one Local Association 
indicated that they derived benefit from helping others who, like 
themselves, had suffered oppressive experiences in psychiatric hospitals. 
" I was the main instigator [of consumer involvement] because of my 
own experience, pushing it rrore than other members. Now I've got 
allies .. ". 
(Interview. 
involvement) 
Secretary of a Local Association with high consumer 
This respondent described the value she had derived from becoming 
empowered through her attenpts both to change bad conditions in local 
mental health services and to enable other consumers to be=ne rrore 
enpowered. Another respondent also experienced less helplessness when she 
joined a Local Association. In addition to experiencing mental health 
problems herself, she was the rrother of a young man with schizophrenia who 
had killed himself. 
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" .. our son . . need not have died if things had been available. We 
[husband and herself] feel we'd like to do something because there's 
such a lot missing. My Doctor said "You rnustn't be involved. It will 
not do any good." I think that is wrong .. because if everyone took 
that attitude, nothing would be done .. ". 
(Interview. 
involvement). 
Secretary, Local Association with high consumer 
Much literature on self help groups describes the benefit which people 
derive from sharing experiences with others who have similar problems 
(28). " Those who have experienced [traUI!'atic) situations often feel 
that support is nest meaningful and helpful when it comes from others 
who have been through it .. " ( 29) • 
A similar view was expressed in the literature of the three self help 
groups which were studied. 
" Everyone involved in Depressives Anonynous is either a present or 
a past sufferer from depression, for our fundamental belief is that 
depressives can help themselves and each other by the very fact of 
their shared affliction .. " (30). 
'file benefits of helping others in similar ciram1Stances were described by 
several respondents, some of whom referred to the value of their own 
experience in understanding people who came to their Local Association for 
help. 
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" .. People generally [in the respondent' s Local Association) are for 
caring for each other. People who've had ll\eiltal illness seem I!Pre 
sensitive to others suffering the same things .. " . 
(Interview. Lay Chai.J:person of a IDeal Association with high consumer 
involvement). 
" I am better nCM, but I do remember how terribly unhappy I was when 
ill, and it's that that rrakes me hold back from getting faster [in 
meetings) .. " 
(Interview. Chai.J:person with consumer experience, IDeal Association 
with high consumer involvement .. ) 
" I think my experience has made me a better person. I can feel for 
people I!Pre, I can feel real pain for them. Because you knCM what 
they' re going through . . and you understand them . . because you've had 
firsthand experience .. " 
(Interview. Secretary with consumer experience, Local Association 
with high constJZrer involvement). 
Another Officer of a Local Association, who ran a telephone counselling 
service from his home, said that callers sometimes asked if he had himself 
experienced llleiltal illness, and were I!Pre willing to talk to rum when he 
replied that he had 
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" If you've experienced paranoia, you know what it's like. If 
you've seen and heard things which are not there . . you know what 
they're going through. A number of people (in the respondent's Local 
Association] have experienced it 
because of it. . . " . 
our attitude is more realistic 
(Interview. Chairperson of a Local Association with high consumer 
involvement.) 
In the literature, a frequently reported problem of Self Help Groups is a 
lack of active participation of many ~rs, which sometimes means that a 
few participants give rrost of the support and take on much of the 
responsibility for the Group (31). In the present study, this was said to 
be a problem in Depressive Anonyrrous (32), but within MIND, few concems 
were expressed al::out any lack of consumers being involved in helping 
others. However, a few respondents said that the attitudes of same 
participants made it difficult for consumers to receive the support that 
they needed. One respondent said she felt that Eastvale MIND's Day Centre 
failed to attract certain people with particular problems or with a social 
class background which was different to that of rrost members. A member of 
Westhill MIND's Zeta Club commented: 
" It's very cliquey. People talk to the same people every week. 
I 'd like to talk to rrore .. " . 
(Interview. Zeta CLub Member, Westhil MIND) . 
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PART!CIPANI'S' AT!TlUDES '10 a:NSUMERS 
In the literature, there are references b:lth to positive and negative 
attitudes of professionals and administrators towards consumers (33). In 
some instances, the attitudes and practices of people in authority have 
facilitated consumer involvement, and this has been the case in some 
patient participation groups in General Practice ( 34) , Self Help Groups 
( 35), and certain mental health services ( 36) . A "non dominant" 
professional approach has been foood to be helpful in facilitating 
oonsll!l\er involvement in studies by Fowler (37) by Richardson and Bray 
(38), and in the present study (39). Fowler refers to Wilding's idea of a 
"partnership m:xl.el" in which professionals share infomation with 
consumers and involve them in decision :rraki:ng (40). However some writers 
have descr.ilied "Mentalism": prejudiced attitudes towards, and stereotyped 
ideas al::out, people with mental health problems (41). 
Many accooots by consumers and by social scientists, including 
antipsychiatrists, have highlighted mental health w:>rkers ' negative 
attitudes to users of psychiatric services. Such attitudes have often 
resulted in a failure to provide service users with sufficient choice, or 
to consider their wishes (42), with the ~sition of institutionalised 
regimes which fail to take accooot of individuals' wishes or their 
abilities to !Mke decisions for thernsel ves ( 43) . In many psychiatric 
hospitals, patients have been dehumanised, with much of their thoughts and 
behaviour being wrongly attr:iliuted to mental illness, and their ideas and 
suggestions not taken seriously ( 44) . The therapeutic corranunity rrovement 
was inspired, in part, by a wish to break down unnecessary barriers 
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between residents and staff, and enable the former to have autonomy, 
express their views and be involved in decision making and responsiliility 
(45). However, Chamberlin has criticised therapeutic =rnunities for 
failing to change staff attitudes or to result in "real" distributions of 
power (46). 
Several writers state that the frequent failure of constuner involvement to 
result in shifts of power (47) is caused by the domination of people in 
positions of authority and by their attitudes (48). Boaden et a1 conclude 
that " . . elite domination of public services is universal .. " ( 49) . Hughes 
states that "participation is critically dependent upon the attitudes of 
Government", and argues that in many countries the political and cultural 
envirorurent is not conducive to participation (50). COlorn, a former 
consumer of mental health services, states that: 
.. 
.. the greatest deterrent to client participation in Community Mental 
Health is the attitude of professionals Who assume knowledge of what 
is best for the individual, rather than allow the client 
responsibility for herjhis own life .. " (51). 
Several respondents said that the attitudes of MIND participants were an 
important co11p0nent in either raising consumers' self esteem and 
facilitating constuner involvement; or in causing them problems and 
hindering their participation. Overall, rore problems than benefits from 
participants' attitudes were reported by respondents. In particular, 
several people felt that the attitudes of mental health professionals, 
consumers and National MIND staff were especially crucial (52). 
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Two respondents contrasted their present satisfaction with their 
considerable participation in their Local Association with past 
condescending attitudes of mental health professionals, who had prevented 
them from being as involved in Association affairs as they would have 
wished. Respondents in Westhill MIND and in several of the Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement felt that the domination of 
mental health professionals or other participants made it hard for 
consumers to be involved (53), with a few respondents highlighting 
particular difficulties in this respect. 
" consumers are reluctant to be involved and are intimidated, 
especially with professionals. I think it's never been resolved in 
Westhill MIND. '!'here's a huge gap: an Us and Them feeling,." 
(Interview. Westhill MIND staff member. ) 
Several respondents, particularly those in Eastvale MIND, commented that 
project members themselves often made it difficult for other people with 
consumer e."'q)erience to participate. The attitudes of some Day Centre 
members in positions of responsibility were said to sometimes cause 
problems for other members. Although roost of the latter expressed 
considerable satisfaction with the Centre, and the atmosphere was often 
observed to be relaxed and friendly 1 m:my respondents expressed misgivings 
about the aggressive and rude attitudes and behaviour of some 
participants. This was sometimes noticed during participant observation. 
One respondent said of another member who was on the EXecutive Conuni.ttee : 
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".. He goes too far with his rrouth, which I want something done 
about. So do a few others. He lets it go to his head. He thinks 
he • s running the place with his rrouth .. " 
(Interview. Day Centre Member, Eastvale MIND) 
A lay Executive Comnittee member =mented 
.. [A named Steward' s] attitude to new people Il\3.Y result in people " 
not =ning again. The Steward . . has to represent the Centre .. " . 
A few respondents in other Local Associations described isolation from 
other cons\lll\ers who were said to fail to support them in their own 
attempts to participate. Thus, one individual said that he disagreed with 
the radical persepectives of other people with cons= experience in his 
Local Association, and indicated that he felt isolated· from them. One 
Zeta Club participant in Westhill MIND felt apart from other members 
because no-one agreed with his attempts to formalise decision making. 
Other people's comments suggested that this participant was not popular. 
In another Local Association, one respondent with consumer experience said 
that other participants' attitudes towards him Il\3.de his involvement 
particularly difficult. He described other people sniggering at him in 
meetings, or not offering to help him with work. 
" •• When I complain al:out it, it's seen as shit stirring . . I felt put 
on . . a lot of people who stand around doing nothing .. " 
(Interview. 
involvement) 
Ccns\lll\er Member of Local Association with high consumer 
As in other societal groups, members 'Whose views differed markedly from 
others ' sometimes seemed to find it hard to get them accepted (54) . 
" the only one .. that annoyed people .. the only one who wanted to 
take over was May, Her ideas were so crackpot, we said , , "silly 
idea", ignored it, and let it die down •• " 
(Interview. Delta Club member, Westhill MIND). 
So!re National and Regional MIND staff referred to "Mentalism": prejudiced 
attitudes towardS people with mental health problems, which they felt some 
MIND participants possessed. In particular, six National MIND staff 
described, often strongly, negative attitudes of some staff towards 
volunteers, which they felt made it hard for the latter to participate. 
Such attitudes included failure to treat volunteers as equals or to offer 
them sufficient support, and the allocation of tasks which dinrinished, 
rather than enhanced, volunteers' status (55) . 
The problems encountered by a few consumers who were unsupported in their 
atterrpts to take on responsibility have been described. The next Section 
~es the effects on the organisation of consumers' involvement in 
responsibility. 
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In outlining the effects of consumer 
respondents descr.i.bed both benefits 
involvement on the organisation, 
and problems in relation to 
individuals ' skills and their ability and rrotivation to take on 
responsiliility. 
Data from interviews suggests that some IJOcal Associations owed their 
foundation, continued existence and activities, to the efforts and skills 
of people with experience as consumers (or in one case, of relatives.) 
(56). Many of these respondents facilitated the involvement of consumers 
andfor relatives, the provision of mutual support, and in a f&N cases, the 
provision of services. The contribution of Day Centre and Club 
participants to the work of Eastvale and Westhill IJOcal Associations has 
already been descr.i.bed (57). Data from participant observation and 
interviewing suggest that it would have been difficult to have run many 
IJocal Association projects without the considerable contribution Which 
users rrade towards their running and the provision of a mutally supportive 
environment. An Executive Committee Officer of Eastvale MIND cormnented 
that " .. high involvement of users [means that] decisions are readily 
accepted and implemented .. " (58) whilst a Day Centre member remarked that 
fellow users had " .. fitted in nicely, and that has helped the Centre to 
runsrroothly .. " (59). 
Some respondents referred to particular gifts or abilities Which consumers 
gave to the National Office or to their IJOcal Associations. Four National 
staff members described the value of particular volunteers' abilities, 
skills and effort. One respondent said that some consumers had helped or 
" donated something to the organisation, financially, or in terms of 
good will .. " (60). 
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Volunteers' work was described as being of value, and according to one 
staff member, saved MIND m::mey. A few National MIND respondents felt that 
the organisation would benefit from the errployrnent of people with consumer 
experience, who could make a valuable contribution from their knowledge of 
mental health problems and services. However, one Regional Director 
stated that ability to do the job would also be important, whilst another 
respondent COimlleilted : 
.. I don't positively discrilninate. We're under-resourced, so it's 
difficult to carry passengers. People need to be mentally healthy to 
work here with the stress. If MIND wants positive discrimination, 
they have to free staff to give support .• We're overstretched .. " 
(Interview. National MIND Staff Member). 
At local level, the valued contribution which consumers could make to 
Westhill MIND was acknowledged by Executive Comnittee members, who said 
they were keen to increase consumer involvement in the running of the 
organisation. 
.. There are some individuals who could make a valuable contribution, 
partly because they're excellent organisers, and have much to 
contribute .. " 
(Interview. Executive Comnitee Officer, Westhill MIND). 
In Eastvale MIND some respondents described benefits to the Local 
Association from Day Centre members' fund raising efforts ( 61), whilst 
three Westhill participants COimlleilted that increases in consumer 
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involvement could be of value to the Local Association in facilitating 
canpaigning and enhancing its influence on policies and service provision.· 
.. 
. . 
('1\vo Club members with consumer experience] are very keen to be 
involved in canpaigning and are aware about issues •. very useful .. 
essential to the Local Association that they've been involved •. ". 
(Interview. Staff Member, Westhill MrnD) ( 62) • 
One Westhill MrnD Executive Cornmitte member felt that rrore consumer 
involvement would enhance the Local Association's credibility : 
".. Any organisation that has genuine grassroots (involvement] is .• 
strong. There is rrore likelihood that the Local Association will 
reach its objectives if it has a good grassroots foundation •. ". 
(Interview. Executive Committee Member, Westhill MIND). 
same respondents referred to problems which resulted from consumers' 
unwillingness or difficulty in taking on responsibility, which was 
reported to often be related to individuals' mental health problems. Low 
levels of consumer involvement in organisations which have encouraged this 
have been reported in the literature ( 63), with, in some cases, resultant 
excessive demands on a few individuals, on whom the burden of 
responsibility has fallen (64). 
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Same. Executive Committee participants in both Eastvale MIND and Westhill 
MIND said that consumers did not taken up offers of opportunities to be 
involved in the Associations ' Comni ttees. Thus, although Zeta Club 
members had been invited to attend, no one did so ( 65), and in Eastvale 
MIND, participants 'Nho were rrerobers of both the Day Centre and the 
Executive Committee, often failed to attend meetings of the latter. 
Problems such as consumers' lack of attendance at meetings, and their 
difficulty in taking on responsibility for things they had promised to do 
were also described by some participants in Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement. Such problems were sometimes attributed to 
participants' mental health problems ( 66) . 
" .. People want to do things, but are reluctant to take on specific 
responsibility. They want an anchor nan to fall back on. They are 
reluctant to fund raise without a staff member . . [fund raising] 
wouldn't happen [without staff] .. " 
" Immediately you put pressure on, they leave .. So obviously, we 
have to rely on good sound individual volunteers 'Nho don't have 
problems .. " 
(Interviews. Officers of Local Associations with high consumer 
involvement). 
The second respondent quoted above conrnented that once people had gone 
through mental health problems, they tended to "distance themselves from 
mental illness", and lessened their involvement in the Local Association. 
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A number of resp::mdents described potential or actual problems to the 
organisation which resulted from consumers' difficulties in taking on 
responsibility. A member of Delta Club in Westhill MIND said 
" .• Well, I don't think they do take on responsibility. They just g::; 
there and expect others to do it for them .. [and] tag along with 
vmatever is suggested. r don't think .. May wants responsibility, but 
she does it because she's always done it. She said the other week : 
" I don't know why you all rely on me : you all see me being in 
charge " I don't think they want responsibility .. " 
(Interview. Delta Club Member, Westhill MIND). 
An Officer of Eastvale MIND said that consumer involvement sometimes 
caused problems of confidentiality. " .. A problem of saying things that 
are confidential which we might not want one member to know about 
another .. " (67). Another Officer in this Association commented that 
consumer involvement in the Comni.ttee could cause problems, both for the 
individual consumer and for other day centre members. Eg, sometimes the 
latter asked their Executive Committee representatives to effect decisions 
with which other Executive Colll11ittee participants did not agree. 
" .. Because decisions are often a corrpromise .. they've then g::;t to answer 
to their friends when the decisions have not g::;ne as [they expected] .. " 
(68). 
Problems were also mentioned in both Eastvale MIND and Westhill MIND, but 
not in Local Associations with high consumer involvement, of Day Centre 
and Club members sometimes rreking important decisions without consulting 
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the Executive Co!mnittee. A Westhill MIND Executive Corrmittee member 
described decisions being made in a Volunteers ' Group (rroany of whose 
members were Club participants) to which the Executive Corrmittee were 
denied access 
" the Volunteers' Group is closed, and no one knows what goes on .. 
What access or control would the Executive Comnittee have if Groups 
were formed under the auspices of MIND [which] became !lOre .. consumer 
- political? [Staff] do not have access to meetings. Where does 
that leave the Executive Committee in tenns of rroanagement and 
control? .... 
(Interview. Professional Executive Comnittee Officer, Westhill MIND) . 
An Eastvale MIND Officer said that he did not always agree with the 
decisions of Day Centre members, who did not always sufficiently consult 
with the Executive Committee : 
" .. Day Centre users are not always equipped to [deal with] the nuances 
of an argument, so things are not always carried to [the Executive 
Committee] , which I think is a risk worth taking because there are 
!lOre advantages [in consumer involvement] .. " 
(Interview. Executive Corrmittee Officer, Eastvale MIND). 
Several respondents, including those in Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement, referred to same participants' difficulty in taking 
on responsibility because of their mental health problems : 
( N e. X c. f"'' 3 "- ; .:< "' u ""' lo "- ~ ... cl 2. q 2 
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" People can be so ill that they can't give to others and hang on to 
survival. It' s not so good when several people are ill . . Self help 
has to be reciprocal .. When people are encased in themselves, instead 
of a good feeling being built up, it can be abrasive .. Dan tends to 
be aggressive .. verbally when ill .. [and] shouts in meetings .. " 
(Interview. Professional Executive Carrmittee member, Eastvale MIND}. 
".. There's a lack of consistency sornet.imes they're there, 
somet.imes not. Somet.imes keen, somet.imes not. The organisation has 
to run round them, rather than vice versa .. Members [participate] 
depending on their mental state and how far they want to be involved. 
You can't rely on them. How Imlch responsibility a Day Centre member 
can take depends on their illness. That's why it's essential to have 
a core of stable people .. " 
(Interview. Lay Executive Carrmittee member, Eastvale MIND). 
A nurrU:ler of other respondents commented that whether people with consumer 
experience should serve on Cbmmittees depended on their ability to cope 
with responsibility, which in turn was often said to depend on the extent 
of mental health problems. A few respondents commented that ability to 
cope effectively in meetings was of l!Dre importance than consumer 
experience. 
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" . . . I think it' s generally accepted that if you • re g::Jing to elect a 
Committee, there should be people capable of doing work on that 
Committee, and serving the Association properly .. One of the 
characteristics of Jt'eiltal illness is unreliable and abnomal behaviour 
patterns so [in my Local Association], people are prevented, in my 
view rightly, .. from taking positions which they are not .. capable of 
" ... 
(Interview. Chairperson with consumer experience of a Local 
Association with high consumer involvelt'eilt). 
In contrast to this view, a small number of participants felt that the 
running of the organisation and the structure of meetings should take 
account of the needs of consumers ( 69) . 
Consumers were seen as having particular difficulty in taking on 
responsibility in the Westhill branch of the National Schizophrenia 
Fellowship ( 70) 1 'Where respondents felt that increases in the 
participation of "sufferers" ( 71) would be seen as a problem, as they 
would be unable to support relatives or undertake other responsibilities. 
" .. I don • t think they rould participate a lot in the organisation .. 
They can't make decisions 1 can't cope with stress. They have 
difficulty in deciding to get up and wash .. ". 
(Interview. Westhill branch Committee MenU:Jer 1 National Schizophrenia 
Fellowship) . 
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" .. They're subject to relapse .. and the job (of Comnittee member] is 
too important to be given to them without careful consideration 
they are not good on the phone or at putting people at ease . . the 
work is too important to be left to people who are less than 
reliable .. " . 
(Interview. Westhill branch Comnittee Member and fo:rnter "SUfferer", 
National Schizophrenia Fellowship). 
Reference has already been made to the lack of participation of many 
members of Self Help Groups ( 72) . This had proved a problem in 
Depressives Anonyrrous, where, according to respondents, only a few people 
were prepared to serve on the National Comnittee or its sub-oomnittees. 
Two respondents attributed this, in part, to members' depression. New 
members sometimes gladly undertook responsibility, but had, in certain 
instances, left the organisation when their depression had returned, or 
become worse and they felt unable to cope. 
Respondents elsewhere described difficulties caused to others and to the 
organisation as a whole from consumers' disruptive or aggressive 
behaviour. Two people said that some members ' hypomanic episodes caused 
problems (usually slight) to the Manic Depression Fellowship. 
" .. The problems are not depression, but when members are high, and 
want to start things, and sometimes find it difficult to stop. If we 
were re-writing the COnstitution, we would probably say the Treasurer 
?Q~ 
should be a non-sUfferer because one of the features of nania is a 
fantastic desire to spend noney •. " 
(Interview. 
Fellowship) . 
Carmtittee Member, Local Group of Manic Depression 
Other problems resulting from hypomania were mentioned by respondents, 
including the putting forward of an llrq:lractical proposal, writing large 
numbers of letters inappropriately, and personality clashes. A relative 
cormnented that sometimes sufferers: 
" .. become very ~t, disrespectful to the Chainnan and won't 
submit. But if we can't live with them, Society can't. One does not 
want to control, but ensure that the organisation runs 5rroothly .. " 
(Interview. Carmtittee Member, local Group of Manic Depression 
Fellowship) ( 7 3) . 
The literature on Participation refers to both benefits and problems of 
the consumer perspective. The value to individual consumers of 
opportunities for comnunication, including discussion of problems and 
expression of views have been described (74). Perceived benefits to the 
organisation from consumer perspectives and experience include 
irrprovements in decision making ( 75) and service provision ( 7 6) . In 
particular, consumer involvement has been described as leading to nore 
effective management ( 77), the facilitation of innovation (78), offering 
rrore choice ( 79) meeting consumers' needs and wishes ( 80) and 
opportunities to determine policies (81). Participation of people with 
mental health problems has been said to .inprove the public .iroa.ge of people 
with mental illness (82). Several recent studies have stressed the 
.inportance of considering consumer views as a basis for making changes in 
Health and Social Services (83), although research by the National 
Association of Health Authorities found that few District Health 
Authorities involved consumers in the planning process ( 84) . 
Perceived problems of consumer views and perspectives include conflict 
with those of others, such as professionals and other people in authority 
( 85), and the contentiousness and disCOlllfort which rray result ( 86) . The 
difficulty of different participants (including consumers) having opposing 
needs and interests has also been described (87), as have the problems of 
consumers viewing issues in a biased way ( 88) , wanting things which others 
judge not to be in their best interests ( 89) , and of making contributions 
which are thought by others to be inappropriate, irrelevant or 
irresponsible (90). Differences in views about the purpose of 
Participation is also said to be, at times, a problem (91). 
In considering the benefits and problems of consumer views and 
perspectives within MIND, it should be remembered that, unlike the other 
voluntary organisations which were studied, MIND has always served a wide 
range of professional and public, as well as consumer needs and interests, 
and has had a broad membership of interested mental health professionals 
and lay people, as well as people with experience as consumers and their 
relatives (92). Given the wide range of interests served by MIND, and its 
diverse participants, it is perhaps not surprising that ):he rrajority of 
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resp:llldents at National, Regional and weal levels felt that the 
organisation should not be entirely consumer-run (93). Only four out of 
thirty three National respondents expressed unequivocal agreement with 
this, and several participants pointed out that it would be inappropriate, 
because the organisation did not exist solely to serve consumer interests. 
In Eastvale MIND and Westhill MIND, llPSt respondents gave a similar 
response in relation to their weal Association ( 94) . 
Some respondents were asked to what extent they thought National MIND 
served professional interests, and their views on the extent to which this 
complemented or conflicted with the serving of consumer interests ( 95). 
There was a variety of views, the !lPSt comrron being that there was a 
conflict of interests (96). Several respondents referred to the 
education, training and information which MIND gave professionals, but a 
psychiatrist on the Council of Management, whilst acknowledging this, 
=nmented with concern: 
" .. MIND definitely sees the need to tip the balance of power away from 
the professional to the actual consumers . . There is always going to 
be questioning of professional standards and attitudes .. " 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
Psychiatrist Merrber of Council of Management, National 
One Assistant Director felt that it was i.nq;lortant to maintain a balance 
between the interests of professionals and consumers: 
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" .. I think it could [conflict]. I'm not sure whether in practice it 
does .. If we are seen to be in the pockets of professionals, we'll be 
less interesting to consumers .. If we are seen to be an exclusively 
consumer voice, professionals will either dismiss us or be less 
interested in our "MJrk .. I think there has to be a balance between the 
two. Probably the balance is now too much professional..". 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND) • 
Whilst three respondents felt that the serving of professional and 
consumer interests =rplemented each other, others pointed to potential or 
actual conflicts: 
" . ' Ultimately, there is a conflict and we can serve both effectively 
if we are clear where our priority lies. MIND is a patients' 
organisation. This :Lnplies [liaising] (97) with professionals .. but 
loyalty [to this] should never take precedence over consumers .. " 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND) • 
One professional member of the Council of Management felt that possible 
conflict was " .. not necessarily a bad thing .. Council of Management are 
too much on the professional side .. " (98). In contrast, b\0 respondents 
felt that MIND was over-critical of psychiatrists : 
" MIND knocks the professionals so 
psychiatrist, that it is counter--productive. 
as a crack pot organisation. It goes too far. 
the balance .. " 
hard, especially the 
It gets MIND written off 
It' s very hard to keep 
(Interview. Psychiatrist MenU:ler of Council of Management) . 
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n:te forecping account has been given in order to place consumer views and 
perspectives in the context of the different interests served by MIND, and 
its wide membership. 'Ihe benefits and problems of the oonsumer view will 
now be examined. 
Overall, amongst MIND participants, JJOre benefits than problems in this 
respect were described. Some respondents referred to the value of giving 
oonsumers a voice. Eg, members of the Training and Education Department 
of National MIND emphasised the benefits of facilitating this in 
educational sessions run for mental health professionals, and in the MIND 
Annual Conferences (99). 'Ihese respondents stressed the value, both to 
individual users of services Who benefited from the opportunity to express 
a viewpoint, and to mental health professionals Who had the opportunity to 
listen to a variety of oonsurner views, often for the first time, in an 
educational or conference forum. 
Some Eastvale MIND respondents commented on the inportance of 
opportunities for Day Centre members to express their views, eg. in open 
meetings ( 100) . Some Westhill MIND respondents also commented on the 
importance of giving oonsurners a voice: 
" .. [If oonsurners) have a say in service delivery .. the spin off is 
that there should be services JJOre geared to the needs of consumers, 
' ' 
rather than What professionals think they should be about .. " 
(Interview. Executive Committee Member, Westhill MIND). 
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" .• [It is ~rtant] that they do have a say, not the downtrodden 
patients they used to be .. " 
(Interview. Staff Member, Westhill MIND) . 
A few members of the Westhill MIND Clubs enphasised the essential equality 
of all members as a value: 
the sort of thing like our (recent] trip to (a local tourist 
centre] should be easy-going with no leaders. We should continue that 
policy where everyone has a say .. " • 
(Interview. Zeta Club Member, Westhill MIND). 
Several respondents at National, Regional and Local levels described the 
value of consumer experiences, views and perspectives to the 
organisation. A number of National MIND participants commented that the 
COnsumer View enabled other participants, particularly staff, to keep in 
touch with service users ' perceptions, feelings and ~rience of 
services. One respondent saw this as being especially useful to National 
MIND Departments which were not directly in touch with consumers; and 
other participants referred to the credibility which the consumer 
perspective gave the organisation, and stated that it enabled MIND to 
ensure that its work was relevant. 
" .. It's very good for us to be in close touch with individuals • 
experience. . . It informs us in the way we develop our ideas " 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND) . 
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" .. It' s just unbelievably .i.rrp::>rtant to have people as part of us who 
use the service and • • have firsthand experience Properly 
channelled, it will make sure we're relevant .. ". 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND) . 
" .. I think it's good to be reminded of consumer reaction: what it's 
like to be thrown out of hospitals onto the streets, and be prepared 
to chang= our minds •• " 
(Interview. Regional Director). 
~e consumer perspective was also said to be of value in infonning the 
work of some IDeal Associations, and this was especially errphasised by 
Westhill MIND participants, some of whom felt that it was difficult to 
make informed decisions about mental health services without an adequate 
knowledge of consumer views. 
" you have to have a hot line to the people who use services before 
you can say ECr •• or drugs are bad .. It gives a !lOre balanced view. 
. . Involving people who've experienced [mental illness] .. gives 
people a sense of reality and helps them to keep in touch with what 
it's like and [gives] a better idea of need being lll1JTlet .. " 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
Professional Member of Executive Oamrnittee Westhill 
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" I think [ronsumer involvement] could [help us] understand the 
needs of people MIND is supposed to serve in teD!IS of services. . With 
canpaigning, consumers are much rrore in tune with problems with 
housing . . We can be distanced from those problems and [with consumer 
views], we can be in touch with them rrore .. " 
(Interview. Zeta Club Member, Westhill MIND). 
Another Westhill MIND Club member questioned how far professionals rould 
understand mental health problems. 
" .. If they haven't experienced anything like it, how can they tell how 
people are? If I'd not gone through what I've gone through, I'd never 
have believed it .. " 
(Interview. Delta Club Menber, Westhill MIND). 
Some respondents felt that consumer involvement enabled consumers' needs 
to be met rrore effectively, and led to the sharing of good ideas and 
better representation of consumers' views, which could then be taken into 
acrount by the organisation. In contrast, other respondents, especially 
National MIND staff, felt that there was a lack of direct representation 
of consumer views ( 101) . ~e lack of corrnnunication between Westhill MIND 
Executive Comnittee and Club mell'bers, and the wish of participants to 
increase this, has already been described (102). One Eastvale MIND 
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Executive Committee member cammented that consumers on the Committee 
failed to pass on information to other Day Centre members because they had 
not "taken it all in" (103). Another member of this Executive Committee 
felt that there was a danger of Day Centre members' views being ignored. 
Whilst most Zeta Club respondents expressed satisfaction with their 
involvement, two participants felt that there was a lack of acceptance or 
enthusiasm for their ideas. 
" The trouble with [Westhill) MIND, is it encourages negative 
thinking. Nothing is done to iron things out and raising points. . has 
been suppressed by volunteers 
sound good • • about . . my ideas .. " 
Eve's a killjoy, says it dcesn't 
(Interview. Zeta Club Member, Westhill MIND). 
Whilst most respondents who commented on consumer views and experiences 
felt that they benefited the organisation, a smaller number of 
participants referred to problems from the consumer perspective. A few 
participants felt that consumers' views were sometimes biased or 
subjective. 
" I have wider experience dealing with =Y people, whereas Joe 
Consumer will have his own experience. I don't say my experience is 
any better. You need [both] subjective .. [and] objective views .. " 
(Interview. 
MIND). 
Professional Member, Council of Management, National 
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Several respondents =mnented that the narrowness of the o::mstm~er view 
could be a problem. 
" .. Consumers might not be ooncerned with issues beyond.. [their 
personal experience). 'Ib go from discrete personal experience to 
[broader] issues is difficult .. ". 
(Interview. 
MIND) • 
Professional Member of Executive Corrmittee, Westhill 
"We oould get [oonsumers) with a subjective view who can't see other 
views or .. who are .imnersed in a problem .. can't see objectively what 
they should be doing just as professionals can only see things from 
one point of view. • [Consumers should have) an ability to stand 
outside a problem and see it in greater perspective .. " 
(Interview. Executive Corrmittee Officer Westhill MIND) 
A staff member in a Local Association with high consumer involvement felt 
that sometimes consumers' needs interfered with their ability to help 
others. Several respondents referred to divergences of opinion between 
consumers and other participants. Thus, two Council of Management members 
expressed concern about a "Declaration of Intent",· which had been drawn up 
by a group of people, 110st of them with consumer experience, at the 1985 
World Federation for Mental Health Congress, which was largely organised 
by MIND (104). The Declaration had, a110ng other things, denied the 
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existence of mental illness, and called for the abolition of all 
compulsory psychiatric admissions and treatment. One Council of 
Management member c:onunented that the credibility of this Declaration could 
be questioned, whilst another expressed concern that it did not represent 
the views of the majority of consumers. Some Council of Management 
members had expressed concern about whether the Declaration represented 
MIND's standpoint. The National Director said that this was for 
participants to decide, but that, in any event, it was inportant that the 
organisation enabled consumers to share their views ( 105) . 
Differences in views between people with consumer experience and other 
participants at local level have already been referred to {106). Whilst 
same resp:mdents at different levels of MIND expressed concern about these 
differences and disagreements, others saw this as healthy or unproblerratic 
" .. I don't think consumer involvement has caused any problem [to the 
organisation]. I imagine at local .. and possibly, at National level, 
consumers might say something that was not MIND policy or [that other 
participants) disagreed with, or say something [inappropriate]. One 
or two meetings have been confusing because of odd or divergent 
oonsumer views .• but I would not necessarily see that as a problem .. " 
(Interview. National Director) . 
TWo Westhill MIND respondents said they anticipated an increase in 
differences of opinion between consumers and other participants, but a 
staff member saw this as potentially creative. She felt that with 
increases of oonsumer involvement in Westhill MIND: 
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" . • there could be nore conflict of interest . . but I 'd see these as 
creative difficulties. It would be disapp:dnting if there were not 
conflicts and difficulties. I'd actually expect them .. ". 
(Interview. Staff Member, Westhill MIND) . 
Respondents, particularly at local level, described the effects of mental 
health problems on some participants' views or behaviour, and their 
consequences for that individual or for the organisation. Many 
participants felt that previous experience of mental health problems 
enabled the individual to understend others in similar circumstances, and 
provided a valuable perspective. However, difficulties arising from the 
consumer view were also described. These included problems of bias and 
narrowness, and difficulty in taking a wider perspective. Problems to 
others resulting from people's mental health problems, eg. difficulty in 
taking on responsibility or behaviour which others found aggressive or 
otherwise unpleasant have been previously described (107). 
REPRESENTATIVENESS 
Finally, some respondents comnented on Representativeness : the extent to 
which participating consumers reflect the views of other users of mental 
health services. The issue of Representativeness has been addressed in 
much of the literature on Participation. The term refers to the extent to 
which particular consumers, especially those acting as spokespersons, 
voice the views of other consumers whom they claim to represent ( 108) . 
Several researchers have found that, in the UK and USA, consumer 
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representatives tend to be unrepresentative of the populations whose 
interests they purport to serve, . tending to be white, middle class and 
middle aged ( 109) . This has been found in a variety of organisations, 
including Commmity Health Councils (110), patient participation groups in 
general practice ( 111), corrmunity action groups ( 112) and children's 
education ( 113) . 
In the present study, a nuniber of respondents described problems 
concerning Representativeness in relation to consumer involvement. In 
National MIND, the lack of representation on Council of Management, of 
consumers and of people from black and ethnic minorities, was seen as a 
problem by several National MIND staff and Council of Management members. 
In addition, some staff felt that National MIND should provide rrore 
errployment opportunities for consumers ( 114) . Some respondents described 
the domination of professionals at National or Local levels of the 
organisation. 
" Council of Management is not representative of people we' re meant 
to represent low representation of women and consumers • It' s very 
powerful, but open to accusations that it is white, male dominated .. " 
(Interview. Staff Member, National MIND). 
During the period of fieldwork, the system of nomination onto the Council 
of Management, with new members being proposed by those currently serving, 
was said to hinder consumer involvement. A new electoral system to ensure 
better representation of consumers and other participants came into 
operation in 1986 (115). 
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Problems concerning consumer representativeness were also mentioned by a 
few respondents in Local Associations, although overall, this was not 
often referred to as a problem at this level of the organisation. 
" .. the problem (is) how to get representativeness of all views . . 
represent all consumers .. " 
" .. A MIND Group might have a different view to other consumers (i.e. 
those who are not MIND members J and then there' s the dilernrra . . Is 
MIND ilrposing its views on consumers? .. " 
(Interviews. Participants in Local Associations with high consumer 
involvement). 
A few respondents indicated that certain factors could affect the type of 
consumers who were attracted to MIND, which in turn could have 
consequences f th · c)P wh .. ed'th or e representat~vene.ss,1consumers o part~c~pat m e 
organisation. These factors included the accessibility of MIND to 
consumers and of its meetings and literature (116). 
stMmRY AND a:NCUJSICN 
This Chapter has examined the benefits and problems of consumer 
involvement, nainly to the organisation as a whole, and to other members, 
besides the participating consumer. 
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Many respondents described the value of giving and receiving 1m1tual 
support, and of consumer experience in helping other people. The attitude 
of other participants was seen as crucial to the success of consumer 
involvement. Both positive and negative attitudes were described. In same 
instances, participants ' mental health problems were said to result in 
aggressive or otherwise unpleasant behaviour which caused difficulties to 
other participants. 
Some Local Associations with high consumer involvement owed their founding 
or continued existence, and 1m1ch of their work, to the active 
participation of consumers, and many respondents comnented on particular 
skills and abilities which consumers contributed to MIND. Problems to 
others because of consumers • difficulties in taking on responsibility were 
also described, and were often attributed to participants' lack of 
confidence or skills and/or mental health problems. 
Many respondents described the value of consumer views and perspectives, 
particularly in ensuring that the organisaton's work was relevant and 
meeting consumers ' needs. Some conflicts and differences between the views 
of consumers and other participants were described, but same respondents 
did not feel that this consititued a problem. others felt that problems 
could result from consumer views being biased or narrow, and concern was 
also expressed about the representativenes of consumer views. 
The next five chapters examine factors which facilitated or hindered 
consumer involvement. 
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OiAP'l'ER 10 
~e next four chapters examine factors which facilitated and hindered 
oonsumer involvement in MIND, with reference to other voluntary 
organisations studied, and to relevant literature. After a general 
introduction, a number of specific areas will be considered in detail: 
a) the role of professional, oonsumer and lay participants, and 
their power in the organisation (chapters 10 and 11); 
b) aspects of organisational structure, abns, meetings and 
policies (chapter 12); 
c) relationships between different levels of the organisation, 
and the role of staff (chapter 13 and 14). 
Respondents in National and Regional MIND, in Local Associations with 
high consumer involvement ( 1) , and in Eastvale and Westhill MIND were 
asked what factors they felt facilitated and hindered consumer 
involvement in MIND (2). Table 10.1 shows the factors which were rrost 
frequently mentioned ( 3) . 
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'l2IIlrn. 10.1 
FTCrollS SAID DY MIND ImSI'CNDm1l'S W J!llCILrl'A'm 00 IIINr!!m. COOSI'Mm JNVOf.VEMEfll' 
Facilitating Factors Hindering Factors 
National/ Local Ass's Eastvale and 'lUI7\!S National Local Eastvale 'IDI'AIB Regional with high C.I. Westhill MIND Regional Ass's and Westhlll 
with high MIND 
C.I. Particular participants 10 6 19 35 8 10 18 36 (consumers/professionals 
laypeople/staff) 
Organisational factors 4 5 11 20 13 5 10 28 i 
Accessibility to consumers 8 2 3 13 10 2 5 17 
Presence or absence of 
opportunities/policies for 
consumer involvement 5 4 6 15 7 1 3 11 
Consumers' contributions/ 
skills, or their lack 3 2 2 7 5 3 9 17 0 
.,.., 
M Participants' attitude and 
beliefs about consumers 3 2 3 8 7 0 3 10 
!'<:Mer issues 0 0 1 1 10 1 2 13 
Extent that consumer involvement : is seen as salient 0 1 3 4 0 0 9 9 
Consumers' confidence/ self- 0 1 0 1 3 3 5 11 '·:··. esteem, or its lack 
ConSlll1'lers' experience of mental 
health problems 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 10 
Consumers' personalities or 
attributes 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 5 
Resources 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 
'l2IIlrn 10. 2 
PAlmCIPlWI'S SIUD DY HIND ~ 'lU l."llClLl.'.rl 00 li1Nilm 1XRn1mt lNVOLVFMNr 
Facilitating Factors 
Hindering Factors 
National Locall\ss's Eastvale and romrs National Local Eastvale Regional with high C.I. Westhill MIND Regional 1\sa'a and Westhill MIND 
MIND with high MIND 
C.I. Consurrers 3 2 5 10 5 6 20 Professionals 0 1 2 3 4 1 10 MIND staff 8 0 3 11 3 0 4 Council of Mmagement I 
Executive Ccrnnittee IlEinbers 0 0 5 5 3 0 4 Chairpersons of Local 
1\ssociations 0 3 1 4 0 1 0 I.aypeop1e 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 Other 1 0 2 3 0 3 2 
'IOl'AIS 
31 
15 
7 
7 
1 
3 
5 
:::1 
M 
' 
··.'' •.:< 
M::Jst frequently mentioned were various MIND participants, including 
constnner and professional volunteers, and paid staff. Roughly equal 
numbers of respondents perceived at least one category of these 
participants as facilitating or hindering consumer involvement. 
However, overall, respondents mentioned a larger number of categories 
of participants who hindered such participation. Both consumers and 
professionals were perceived far l!Dre often as hindering, rather than 
facilitating, involvement (Table 10.2) (4). 
Organisational factors were also frequently mentioned, with respondents 
refe=ing, in particular, to channels for communication, and the extent 
to which structure, in different parts of the organisation, was fonnal 
or infonnal. 
Smaller numbers of respondents mentioned the accessibility of MIND to 
people with consumer experience, and the latter's abilities. Frequently 
mentioned "hindering" factors included consumers' mental health problems 
and lack of self confidence, issues related to power, and attitudes 
towards consumers. The presence or absence of opportunties for 
participation, and related policies were described, and a number of 
respondents in Eastvale and westhill MIND commented that the extent to 
which oonstnner involvement was perceived as salient was a significant 
factor. 
Factors facilitating and hindering consumer involvement, mentioned by 
respondents and referred to in the literature, will now be examined in 
turn. 
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"mE SA:LIEl«:E OF PARI'ICIPATI<N 
Firstly, the salience of ronsumer involvement will be ronsidered: i.e., 
the extent to which MIND consumer and other participants considered it 
to be important. Some authorities stress that participation is 
facilitated or hindered by the extent to which oonsumers wish to be 
involved. Richardson oomments that, whilst some writers have argued 
that rrany cons\lll1ers desire to participate, others have questioned this, 
or stated that people will wish to participate only in specific 
circumstances {5). Alinsky oomments: "collective action arrong 
[disadvantaged] people is possible only when a person fears threat to 
his own interests .. " (6). Chamberlin distinguishes between 
"professionally dominated" mental health services, and consumer run 
facilities, which are concerned with issues with cons\lll1ers, themselves, 
define as relevant ( 7) . 
Lack of consumer participation, despite the enoouragement of people in 
authority, has been described in Local Government projects (8), polities 
( 9) , planning social services programmes ( 10) , health care ( 11) , 
Comnunity Health Councils (12), conrnunity mental health centres (13) and 
community organisation (14). A variety of reasons for lack of 
participation have been adduced, including indifference ( 15), apathy 
(16), passivity (17), and false consciousnesss (18). According to 
Graycar: 
" .. Countless studies have shown that participation in politics and 
in conrnunity affairs is very low .. " ( 19) . 
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Edelston and Koloclner romnent that when local people were invited to 
participate in US poverty programmes, there was "an apathetic 
response. our experience produced no evidence that the poor are 
oonsumed with desire to partake of planning" (20). Feelings of 
powerlessness have sometimes been said to lead to low levels of 
participation (21). Marris and Rein camrrent that "apathy and social 
disintegration ... robbed the poor of any power of initiative in their 
own interest" ( 22) . Giner refers tb sociological theories that 
political participation, through revolutions, only oc=s arrongst poor 
people when their "rising expectations are frustrated" (23). Same 
authorities comment that most people participate, in relation to 
issues which directly affect, and are of furnediate concern to them 
(24). Verba et al note that "motivation comes from a preference for 
policies relevant to a social category of which one is a member" (25). 
Several authors refer to the costs of involvement to participants, 
particularly time. Richardson camrrents that "from the participants' 
point of view, participation .inposes a considerable burden, taking 
them away from their families and other pleasures, with no .inmediate 
gain for them. They have better things to do with their time" (26). 
care refers to the limited time which consumers have to participate in 
oorrrnunity mental health centres ( 27), whilst Klein and I.ewis CQ!llll\ent 
that the membership of Comnunity Health Councils may be 
unrepresentative because only people with time to spare are recruited 
to serve on them (28). It has been found that the responsibility of 
running some self-help groups has fallen to a few people, with little 
participation of the bulk of the membership (29). 
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Belief that participation can work has also been described as a 
facilitating factor ( 30) . Richardson comments that means other than 
participation may be used if these can rrore effectively achieve the 
desired end (31). Some authorities argue that beliefs in the value of 
participation depend, in part, on earlier socialisation experience 
(32). Paterran writes: "people who have a sense of political efficacy 
are nore likely to participate in politics" (33), whilst according to 
Piven, a "sense of political inefficacy" reinforces powerlessness. 
"IDw income people are overwhelmed by concrete daily needs .. They have 
no belief in their ability to affect the world in which they live .• " 
(34). 
other individual psychological factors have been described as 
contributing to a desire for participation. In employees these 
include "a high need for independence" (35), and a belief in control 
over one' s life and high levels of noti vation and achievement ( 3 6) . 
Caine and Smail discovered that patients and staff who preferred to be 
participants in therapeutic communities had personalities which were 
nore denocratic and less authoritarian, =rpared with those who 
favoured traditional psychiatric wards (37). Kennard comments that, 
in mental health workers," informality, openness, liberalism, equality 
and denocracy .. are psychological tendencies which .. lead towards the 
creation of a therapeutic mrrmunity" ( 38). 
'IHE SALIENCE OF ~ INVOLVEMENT IN MIND 
Reference has already been made to the salience of consumer 
involvement to many MIND participants, nost of whom said they were in 
favour of increasing this in the organisation (39). In general, 
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consumer involvement was seen as resulting in nore benefits than 
problems to individuals, but views on its effects on the organisation 
were nore mixed. Whilst =Y people with consumer experience actively 
participated. in Local Associations, fe.v said that they had joined MiliD 
for this reason. Some Local Association participants perceived 
consumer involvement as a good in itself, whilst others, especially in 
Eastvale MIND, stressed the valued ends which resulted to individual 
participants and/or to MIND (40). 
Several respondents in Eastvale and Westhill MIND specifically 
referred to the extent that consumers wished to participate as a 
factor Which could facilitate or hinder consumer involvement. A staff 
rnerrber of Westhill MIND comnented: I think as nore so-called consumers 
get involved . . it will snowball" ( 41). However, references to 
consumers ' lack of wish to participate were nore frequent in Eastvale 
and Westhill MIND, and this was often attributed to a lack of 
notivation. 
" .. Mentally ill members do not always turn up, so other people 
rrake the decisions. [People with consumer ezperience} lli3.Y be 
enthusiastic at first, but their notivation can waver .. ". 
(Interview. Executive Corunittee Member, Westhill MIND). 
" .. [People with consumer experience) like to volunteer for 
subcomni.ttees but getting them to turn up is a different thing 
altogether. They sit there like durrmies waiting for others to do 
everything" . ( Intervie.v. Executive Corunittee Merriber, Eastvale, 
MIND). 
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One Westhill MIND participant felt that many club members did not wish 
to participate because their hospital experience had encouraged them 
"to be lethargic. Staff do everything for them, give drugs and 
E.C.T. •. Similar lack of ll'Otivation to participate was described in 
the local branch of the National Schizophrenia Fellowship which was 
studied, with b.o respondents c:ormnenting that members with 
schizophrenia did not want to be involved. Those who recovered often 
failed to stay in the organisation because they wanted to forget about 
their illness. Reference was previously made to the lack of 
participation, because of depression, of many members of Depressives 
Anonymous, and its effects on this organisation (42). 
Although many consumers in MIND and the other organisations appeared 
uninterested in opportunities to participate, there were also many 
exanples of involvement which had been initiated by people with 
consumer experience, and this will be considered next, beginning with 
a brief consideration of relevant literature. 
!Ml?E:IDS FOR PARTICIPATICN FRG!: c:c.HSOMERS 
Whilst much of the literature describes consumers o reluctance to 
participate, 
initiated 
several writers have described involvement which has been 
by consumers themselves. Richardson relates this to 
increases in consumer denand, and consumers o rising expectations of 
services (43). Whilst middle class initiatives in participation have 
been emphasised (44), impetus from working class people has also been 
described, with Prochaska referring to considerable working class 
involvement in voluntary organisations from at least the nineteenth 
century (45). Initiatives from consumers have been described in 
education ( 46), planning, ( 4 7), housing ( 48), social services ( 49), 
c:ommmity mental health centres (50), and poverty prograrrones (51). 
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A nurober of authorities found that American poverty programmes a:>Uld 
not 'M:lrk if native leadership and aptitudes were ignored (52). Thus, 
Alinsky rommented that leadership in such programmes must be 
indigenous, chosen by the people, and not by outsiders. "The building 
of a people's organisation can be done only by the people themselves" 
(53). 
Several writers have described consumer novements which have led to 
increased participation. These include the rise of black power in the 
U. S .A. (54), the student novernent (55), the increasing number of 
people using statutory services (56), and the growth of self-help 
groups (57). Kopolow, writing in 1981, oonmented " .. today increasing 
numbers [of mental health consumers] are demanding that their. • rights 
be respected and that they be given greater autonomy .. " (58 ) . The 
early nineteen seventies saw a considerable growth in North American 
Patients ' Rights M::>vernents, whose members protested at the bad 
treatment and dehurranisation which they had experienced as psychiatric 
patients (59) . S.imilar novements of fanner psychiatric patients have 
developed in the U.K. and in other European countries, particularly 
from 1985 ( 60) . 
JMI'E'IUS Fell PARTICIPATICti FRCM CCNSOMERS IN ux::AL MIND AS&X:.fAT!CtiS 
Reference has previously been made to Westhill MIND, which was founded 
and largely run by professionals, with little consumer involvement 
until the period of fieldwork; and Eastvale MIND, whose professional 
and lay founders involved consumers in the running of the Association 
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from its inception ( 61) . Inforrra.tion on the foilllcling of eight IDeal 
Associations with high consumer involvement was collected. In five of 
these, 
three 
which 
( 62). 
consumers had been founding members of the Associations, and in 
others, consumer involvement had increased in IDeal Associations 
had previously been rilll by professional and/or lay members 
In contrast to some IDeal Associations (e.g. those studied in 
pilot interviews) which were largely professionally rilll, certain 
Associations with high consumer involvement appeared to owe their 
existence, and many of their activities and services, to the 
participation of people with consumer experience (63). 
"SEEDED air OF MY PROBI.EM3'" 
Two Executive Comnittee Officers said that they had started their 
Local Associations because of their own experience of mental health 
problems. One of these respondents said that she and a friend had 
foillld it difficult to cope after being discharged from a psychiatric 
hospital. They benefited from the mutual support which they gave each 
other, and decided to extend this by setting up a Local Association 
for other people in similar circumstances. They were supported in 
their initiative by the local Regional Director and Regional 
Development Officer, and by a Social Worker ( 64) . 
The chairperson of another Local Association became involved because 
he felt grateful for the psychiatric treatment he had received. 
" .. I wanted to work as a volllllteer in mental health .. I got in 
touch with [the local regional office]. This was how [the Local 
Association] was bom: seeded out of my own problems .. ". 
(Interview. Chairperson, IDeal Association with high Consumer 
Involvement. 
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This respondent helped another individual with oonsumer experience (Ms 
B) to set up another Local Association in a neighbouring town, and 
introduced several volunteers into the new association. A survey of 
local needs was oonducted by Ms B. and a social worker (65). 
In three other Local Associations with high oonsumer involvement, 
consumers participated in organisations Which had previously been run 
largely by mental health professionals. Mr and Mrs C. said that their 
interventions had revived an Association which had became almost 
defunct. Mell'bership was low and heavily professionally dominated. Mr 
and Mrs C. joined following the death of their son, who had been 
diagnosed schizophrenic. Mrs C. had also, herself, experienced mental 
health problems. "When we went, we weren't =U.ng back, because they 
(professionals) were talking shop", said Mrs C. However, they changed 
their minds, facilitated a relatives • self-help group, and became 
secretary and treasurer of the association. 
"Northborough MIND" was started by a psychiatric nurse and had a 
corrmittee of mainly mental health professionals, who, according to Ms. 
N, the Local Associations's secretary at the time of fieldwork, 
limited the amount of consumer involvement. Just before he left 
Northborough, the psychiatric nurse asked Ms. N. if she would be 
secretary. Ms. N. who felt strongly about here very damaging 
experiences as a psychiatric inpatient, agreed, and facilitated the 
involvement of other oonsumers and relatives in the Association. 
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Finally, Mr E. also decided to be involved in his Local Association as 
a result of his inpatient experience. Originally this was run rrainly 
by mental health professionals, with same consumers on the Executive 
Comnittee. Mr E. eventually became chairperson, and also started 
another Local Association in a nearby town, with a corrmittee 
consisting entirely of consumers and relatives . 
• 
The many ways in which people with consumer experience contributed to 
Eastvale and Westhill MIND has previously been described (66) with 
specific roles and responsibilities in the former Association, and 
opportunities for rrore infonnal participation in the clubs facilitated 
by westhill MIND. Same club members said they appreciated 
opportunities to participate, and the lack of barriers between those 
members with, and those without, consumer experience. One individual 
commented favourably on the attitudes of other participants which, she 
said, had enabled her to take on responsibility for the running of a 
social club and luncheon club ( 67) . 
In both Eastvale and Westhill MIND, day centre and club members were 
often observed to spontaneously decide to take on responsibility. 
Participant observation suggested that it would have been impossible 
for Eastvale MIND to have run its day centre from 10 am to 10 pn, 
seven days a week, without the involvement of its members, -wilo acted 
as stewards and took on other responsibilities. Although a few 
(non-consumer) Executive Committee members questioned day centre 
members' ability to raise funds, they were observed to be considerably 
involved in this erea. Whilst decisions appeared to ult.ilr\:ttely rest 
with the (non consumer) officers of the association, day centre 
members were, nevertheless, observed to be consulted and (in the case 
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of those who were rommittee members) to freely give their views in 
Executive Corrmittee Meetings (68). 
Responses to interviews suggest that cons1.llllers had been able to exert 
even IlDre influence in some of the local associations with high 
consumer involvement. several respondents described their own 
considerable participation, and in two cases, the facilitation of 
other consumers ' involvement. When Ms. N. joined Northborough MIND, 
she determined to change the local association so that she and other 
consumers would have Il'Ore participation. Initially, she was appalled 
at professionals' attitudes. 
" .. The people on the rommittee did harm to me because of their 
attitude of not finding what I or L (another consumer) said as 
valid.. I could have dealt with someone saying "You've been in a 
loony bin" (rather) than their !lDre subtle .. feeling that I had no 
intelligence or perception of mental health problems .. " 
"L and I. were .. frustrated about what happened in the meeting .. 
nade ourselves unpopular by pushing for us to be listened to .. " . 
(Interview. Secretary, Local Association with high consumer 
involvement). 
Ms. N. felt there was a need for change in the Local Association. 
When the psychiatric nurse founder left, several other professionals 
also did so, and Ms. N. facilitated canpaigning, and attracted, as 
Executive Committee Officers and members, a number of consumers, 
relatives and mental health professionals. 
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" .. I was the main instigator [of consumer involverrent] because of 
my own experience. . Now I 've got allies .. " 
(Interview. Secretary, Local Association with high consumer 
involvement). 
Respondents in another Local Association felt that because consumers 
had founded the organisation, this had facilitated continuing 
participation through their contacts with other users of mental health 
services. 
" .. consumer involverrent was successful because it was there at the 
start. It continued to be a process of [consumers] coming to the 
Local Association.. [who were] able to come onto the Executive 
Cormnittee and be involved in decision making .. " 
(Interview. Respondent in Local Association with high 
Consumer Involverrent). 
'!BE EF1':&::r OF a:NSlM:RS' SKILIS 
Several writers have emhasised skills, qualities and abilities of 
consumers as facilitating their participation ( 69) . Pateman quotes 
G.D.H. Cole, who believed that there were "large untapped reserves of 
energy and initiative in the ordinary m:m that a participatory system 
calls forth" (70). Smith =mnents that participation was valued in 
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Islington because consumers were seen by councillors as "an 
alternative source of local knowledge, advice and expertise. " ( 71) , 
several authorities cornnent that individuals o self--confidence and 
raised consciousness facilitate their participation. Social 
psychologists have described the importance of heightened consiousness 
of oppression as a factor contributing to the participation of 
minority groups who are subject to discrimination ( 72) . Chamber lin 
camments that raised consciousness and self-esteem facilitates the 
involvement of consumers in the setting up of alternative mental 
health services (73), whilst Verba et al corrment tht "knowledge and 
articulateness are important determinants of effective political 
systems", as are "prestige [and] political skill" (74). 
Conversely, lack of skills and self-confidence has been seen as 
hindering participation (75). Paternan cites various studies of 
workers which suggests that lack of self-confidence was one factor 
which hindered their participation in various industries (76). 
According to Chaniberlin, the internalisation of negative stereotypes 
of mental illness, held by laypeople and professionals, can contr.iliute 
to consumers o lack of belief in thernsel ves, and consequent 
difficulties in participation (77). Dyer and McAusland, referring to 
attempts to enable mental health consumers to participate, camment: 
"It was hard to understand all the things they said, and the anxieties 
they had expressed. 7here had been few opportunties to make choices 
and it tcok time and effort to begin to see some of the things that 
were important to them" ( 78) . However, these authors conclude that 
such difficulties should not preclude consumers o involvement in 
planning services (79). 
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MIND respondents mentioned both benefits and problems related to 
conslllllers' skills, abilities and personalities. Whilst many people 
referred to gains from giving or receiving help, smaller numbers felt 
that participation caused difficulties for many consumers because of 
lack of skills or abilities (80). 
'IWenty two participants mentioned the help and support which conslllllers 
gave others, but nineteen referred to problems from the participation 
of particular conslllllers because of factors such as personality or 
mental illness. Several respondents felt that problems were caused to 
the organisation from some conslllllers' difficulties in taking on 
responsibility or in making decisions, although a smaller number felt 
that participation enabled the provision of a better service ( 81) . 
In Eastvale and Westhill MIND, seventeen respondents mentioned a lack 
of skills as hindering, and only seven referred to specific skills as 
facilitating, conslllller involvement (82). The effect of consumers' 
skills, or their lack, was also mentioned by other MIND participants. 
A feN respondents with consumer eJq?erience mentioned specific skills 
which they contributed to MIND. These included some National MIND 
volunteers, 
occupational 
whose work in departments was related to their previous 
experience in secretarial and library work. The 
chairperson of a local association with high consumer involvement 
described how his professional experience enabled him to canpaign, as 
MIND representative on the local Comnunity Health Council. 
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" .. I • m . . probably the only person who' s been mentally ill on the 
Colrnnittee.. and I find myself pursuing a somewhat lonely oourse 
and being rather forceful. . My MIND coornittees are just like a 
staff meeting .• " (referring to his days as a schoolteacher) . 
(Interview. 
invol vernent) 
. 
Chairperson, Local Association with high oonsurner 
A number of respondents at both national and local levels mentioned 
lack of corram.mication skills as a factor which prevented their 
participation, particularly on =mnittees. Whilst some participants 
perceived the problem as related to oonsumres' lack of ability, others 
felt that the =mnittee structure itself prevented participation (83). 
In addition, several respondents mentioned lack of self-confidence as 
preventing participation in the organisation ( 84) . 
One respondent felt that inarticulate consumers were likely to be 
excluded from debate within National MIND, whilst another referred to 
a "netw::lrk of COIIU1Iittees, with a charity netw::lrk by invitation", which 
excluded people with consumer experience who lacked oonfidence. 
" •• To have a voice in MIND, you have to be .. very self-confident •. 
which is not easy for people with serious breakdown •• " 
(Interview. National MIND staff member) . 
" .. People must have an ability of getting their point across •. 
Because of illness .. this can be quite a difficulty .. " 
(Interview. Council of Management Member). 
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Several respondents gave examples of particular individuals whose 
illness or lack of skills had made it difficult for them to 
participate, and/or stressed the importance of rormmmication or other 
skills. 
" .. People need to feel comfortable at sitting with others round a 
table. When someone puts forward a different viewpoint, they need 
to be able to take it on board, without falling apart. They need 
' 
to know what • s going on in relation to agendas and minutes .. " 
(Interview. Chairperson, Local Association with high 
cons\Jill6r involvement) . 
" .. the reality is, people who are cons\Jill6rs can be pains at 
meetings.. [It's difficult when] cons\Jill6rs .. come to meetings with 
a fixed idea, and disrupt it if their idea is not discussed. . or 
if a cons\Jill6r is not able to cope •. or does not turn up [at a 
meeting] when she should .. " 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND) . 
This respondent added that similar problems could also occur with 
other participants who were not consumers. 
Some respondents referred specifically to consumers' negative 
self-lireges as hindering their participation. One Assistant Director 
felt that certain volunteers in the National office had few 
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~ctations from their involvement because of their impoverishment 
during IIEilY years ' ~ience in long stay wards of psychiatric 
hospitals. A professional merrber of Eastvale MIND' s Executive 
Committee =rnented: 
" •. '!he trouble is, [clay centre merrbers] bring with then the .. 
[idea that] they can't make any useful contribution to 
anything .. " 
(Interview. Eastvale MIND Executive Committee member) . 
'!his view is reflected in the writing of several authors who describe 
individuals' negative self inages as hindering their participation. 
'!his is often said to result from the failure of others, particularly 
professionals, to take their views seriously. (85). 
'!HE EFl':&:'r OF MEN.I2IL IIJ:NESS CN PARTICIPATICN 
Chapter 9 included an account of respondents ' mixed views about the 
value to MIND of consumers' views, perspectives and experience of 
mental health problems (86). Several respondents, all but one at 
local level, referred to consumers' mental health problems or 
personalities as hindering the participation of other consumers. 
Interview data suggested that at least two local associations owed 
their existence to people who had founded them because of their 
~rience as consumers ( 87) . However, a few respondents saw mental 
illness as the only, or main factor which hindered participation (88). 
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" .. Because of.. mental illness, people's capacities can 
fluctuate.. [Consumers] may want p::>wer, but not appreciate 
that it's hard graft .. '" 
(Interview. Executive Comnittee member, Westhill MIND) . 
.. • . One of the characteristics of mental illness is unreliable 
and abnomal behaviour patterns, so people are prevented, in 
my view rightly.. from taking p::>sitions [in the Local 
Associations] which they are not prepared for, and capable 
of .. " 
(Interview. Chairperson of a Local Association with 
high consumer invol vernent) . 
.. . . I think the main thing with mental illness is lack of 
rrotivation, difficulty in keeping up constant comni.trnent .... 
(Interview. Staff member, Westhill MIND) . 
A nlll!lber of authorities CO!TD1lent that effective participation depends 
on the ability of consumers to organise themselves ( 89) , ensure 
effective dialogue between themselves and others (90) and to 
adequately advocate their views and rights (91). Such factors were 
not often rnentioed as a facilitating or hindering factor by MIND 
resp::>ndents, although a few (non-consumer) Executive Comnittee members 
of Eastvale MIND referred to the lack of rrotivation of rrany day centre 
members, and the considerable help which was sometimes needed to 
enable them to participate effectively (92). 
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REPRESENTATIVENESS 
This section on the influence of consumers will conclude with a 
consideration of representativeness. Here, representativeness refers 
to the extent to which consumers who are members of an organisation, 
are representative of all consumers with similar problems. A number 
of authorities describe factors which affect the number and types of 
people who participate in particular organisations. These include the 
size of the organisation, which may limit the number of consumers who 
can take an active part ( 93) , and the participation of certain people, 
which nay facilitate or inhibit that of others. Thus, several writers 
have described the tendency of voluntary and other organisations to 
attract white middle class people, and provide participatory 
structures suited to their needs, with consequent inaccessibility to 
other INOUld-be participants { 94). In addition, styles of 
participation (e.g. co-operation and o::mflict) nay attract certain 
people, but not others (95). Some authors describe the inherent 
racism, sexism or disablism of certain organisation ( 9 6) , and 
emphasise the importance of ensuring adequate representation of all 
their constituency (97). 
Reference has previously been nade to the concern expressed by 
National MIND participants, during the period of fieldiNOrk, about the 
inaccessibility of the organisation to (and consequent lack of 
participation of) consumers of black and minority ethnic groups and of 
women (98). In addition, a few people in Local Associations expressed 
concern about representativeness. Some authorities have referred to 
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the. co~licting needs and interests of different consumers ( 99) , and 
this was reflected in the views of one respondent, who voiced his 
strong concern that many other consumers in his local association were 
"left wing activists", who did not represent the views of himself or 
l!OSt other consumers. This respondent had suggested that the local 
association's "customer subgroup", of which he was a member, should 
overthrow its Executive Committee, but said that other members did not 
share his views (lOO). 
A Social Worker on the Executive Conrnittee of Westhill MIND commented. 
" .. Consumers may have idiosyncratic views, which may or may not 
reflect consumers. "The consumers you attract have a very lirnited 
representation of mental health consumers. They are likely to be 
middle class, articulate .. " 
(Interview. 
member). 
Westhill MIND professional Executive Committee 
However, such views were not often expressed, and overall, at local 
level, representativeness was not mentioned as either facilitating or 
preventing consumer involvement in general. In contrast, nore concern 
was voiced, during the period of fielcllr.urk, about the limited number 
of consumers who were serving on the Council of Management or in LDcal 
Association Executive Committees. The lack of representation of 
consumers on planning committees for statutory mental health and other 
services had also been described (101). A number of central 
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government rep::>rts have advocated the representation of service users 
on =rnnittees for social services ( 102), planning ( 103), school 
governorship (104), and health (105), 
" .. We would hope that consumers. . might be included in the 
rrein service comnittee or its sub-corrnnittees .. " ( 106) . 
" .. People llnlSt be able to participate rore fully in the 
planning process. . One of the government's rrein aims. . is to 
ensure that there are greater opportunities for the 
discussion of important changes while they. . can be 
influenced by the people whose lives they will affect .• " 
(107). 
In January, 1986, a D.H.s.s. Draft circular ("Collaboration between 
the N.H.S. Local Government and Voluntary Organisations") recognised 
the contribution which consumers could rrake to the planning of mental 
health services. 
" .. Service providers, clients, their families and comnunity 
representatives, including those of ethnic minorities, are to 
have the opportunity to rrake a contribution to planning, 
ensuring that plans are seen by consumers .. " (108). 
M:>re recently, the Wagner Rep::>rt and Social Services Inspectorate 
rep::>rts on residential care, and the white papers "Caring for People" 
and "Working for Patients" have stressed the importance of choice, and 
of considering consumer views ( 109) . According to "Caring for 
People", local authorities " .. should establish procedures for 
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receiving comments and CO!lq?laints from users of services .. " (110); and 
" .. consult with and take account of the views of .. representatives of 
service users and carers in drawing up their plans .. " ( 111) . 
However, several authors have =mnented on the lack of representation 
of consumers and their relatives in the planning of statutory mental 
health services ( 112) . "One survey reported that .. 50 per cent of 
District Health Authorities, when asked about their plans to involve 
users in planning services, actually felt it was "irrelevant" to 
involve users and had no plans to do so" (113). MIND and a number of 
other voluntary organisations have advocated such involvement {114). 
According to a National Council of Voluntary Organisations Working 
Party: "client participation in the management of an organisation is 
one way of enhancing the service's accountability to the client 
group. "participation •. (is] a contribution to effective management" 
(115). Recently, a few District Health Authorities have involved 
consumers and relatives in the planning of mental health services, or 
have stated a comrnittment to do so (116). However, Murphy =mnents 
that such involvement can be tokenistic and unrepresentative of 
consumers as a whole ( 117) . 
Previous reference has been nade to the views of nost MIND respondents 
that there was insufficient consumer involvement at all levels of the 
organisation, including Council of Management, and to steps taken to 
increase this (118). In addition, concern about the lack of consumer 
involvement in Local Association Executive Cormnittees was expressed by 
some respondents ( 119). In 1985, a document was produced which 
recommended that Executive Co!mtittees should include equal numbers of 
consumers, laypecple and professionals (120).This was subsequently 
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approved by Council of Management, who agreed that, in future, IDeal 
Associations would have to have such an Executive Corrmittee in order 
to be affiliated to National MIND (121). It was believed that 
increased consuer representation at local level would result in 
greater cons\.lll\er involvement in Regional Councils and in the Council 
of Management ( 122) • 
Whilst the participation of cons\.lll\ers in some IDeal Associations 
facilitated the involvement of others ( 123), in Westhill MIND the 
large numbers of non-cons\.lll\ers on the Executive Corrmittee was said by 
many respondents to hinder consumer involvement. This was debated in 
a nU!llber of the Association' s meeting. 
" .. I think perhaps some. . consumers could see the nU!llber of 
professionals on the Executive Corrmittee.. as being 
intimidating •. " 
(Interview, Westhill MIND, Executive Corrmittee Officer). 
" .. Having a psychiatrist as Chairperson I think is very 
alienating for people and a statement about Westhill MIND 
which is very damaging •. " We must do something about .. 
professional dominance, which is intimidating .. " 
" .• Cons\.lll\ers are reluctant to be involved and are 
intimidated, especially with professionals. I think it's 
never been resolved.. There's a huge gap and Us and Them 
feeling .• " 
(Interviews. Westhill MIND staff members) . 
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a:tiSUMERS' ATlTlUDES 
Data from interviews suggested that people with conslllTler experience 
had facilitated the participation of other conslllTlers in at least three 
Local Associations with high conslllT!er involvement ( 124). In contrast, 
a few respondents mentioned that the attitudes or personalities of 
particular conslllT!ers prevented others with similar experience from 
participating. One Eastvale MIND day centre member was perceived by 
some respondents to be dominating and controlling, and participant 
observation suggested that this was sometimes the case ( 125) . A few 
participants implied that this individual sometimes nade it hard for 
other day centre members to participate. A respondent in another 
Local Association referred to the dominance of one individual, who 
nade decisions on behalf of other conslllTlers because he felt they 
lacked sufficient ability to put forward suggestions of their own. A 
few other respondents described arglllTlelltative, obstructive or 
offensive attitudes in people with consumer experience as hindering 
participation. 
Some of the literature on participation has emphasised problems 
resulting from the attitudes of professionals ( 126), but there appears 
to be less mention of the adverse effects of consumers' attitudes. 
Chamberlin comnents that conslllTlers, as well as professionals, can 
experience mentalism (prejudiced attitudes towards people perceived as 
having mental health problems). "Ex-patients must deal with their own 
mentalism before they can challenge the mentalism of others" . ( 127) . 
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POBLIC ATITIDDES 
The attitudes of :toth meml:ers of the public and of professionals have 
been described as having adverse effects on people with mental health 
problems. In a variety of cultures, such people have been widely 
stigmatised, feared and seen as lacking rationality or responsibility 
(128). Early voluntary organisations, initiated by laypeople and 
professionals, appear to have seen people with mental health problems 
as objects of charity, in need of help and guidance, rather than as 
equal participants (129). 
A number of authorities have described prejudiced attitudes from the 
public when people with mental health problems have :rroved from 
hospital to community facilities. According to Brown: 
" .. Mentally ill persons have historically been a stigmatised and 
brutalised population .. Despite large - scale attempts in recent 
years to reverse public antagonism. . dislike and fear of mental 
patients has continued. Deinstitutionalisation has brought the 
mentally ill in closer proximity with the general public .. thus 
increasing social fears and hostility, despite concerted attempts 
to allay such attitudes .. " ( 130) . 
In Bellin • s view, it is stigmatising to differentiate between 
consumers and non-consumers on Executive Boards of Corrmunity Mental 
Health Councils. "It's nobody's business whether they are clients or 
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not'.' (131). This view was reflected in the responses of a number of 
National MIND participants who felt that it would be stigmatising to 
differentiate between "consumers" and "non consumers" on the Council 
of Management. In contrast, other respondents felt that if 
participants "came out" and declared their consumer experience, this 
would facilitate the participation of other consumers ( 132). 
Reference has previously been made to "covert consumer involvement" in 
National MIND: participants who had experienced mental health 
problems, but who did not rrak:e this explicit ( 133) . A few respondents 
stated that consumer involvement was hindered because of a lack of 
people in prominent positions in National MIND who had both 
experienced mental health problems, and were prepared to rrak:e it clear 
that this was the reason for their involvement in the organisation. 
" •. I think the first thing would be an open oomnitrnent to 
.. advertising prominent people in the organisation who are 
exarrples. . We need a couple of people as figureheads .. " . 
" .. I have difficulty with the idea of a consumer advisory 
[network}. It's like "Them and Us. " .. I want it to be known that 
anyone can have psychiatric experience •. that when people are 
depressed, psychotic, they can make valid, clearer decisions: 
maybe clearer because of their experience •• ". 
(Interviews . National MIND staff members) . 
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Few respondents specifically mentioned laypeople (i.e. people who did 
not have consumer or professional experience of mental health 
problems) as facilitating or hindering consumer participation in 
MIND. In one Local Association with high consumer involvement 
participation was initiated by a Regional Director, who asked a 
prominent local man with a lay interest in mental health to become 
involved, in order to facilitate consumer involvement. This 
respondent described how he ensured consumer membership by 
"autocratically imposed derrocratic methods .• " ( 134) . 
In Eastvale MIND, lay members and officers of the Executive Committee 
were observed to facilitate the participation of day centre members in 
the running of the centre and in open meetings and Executive Committee 
Meetings (135). However, three c::orrmittee members complained that the 
officers of the Association (two of wham were lay, and one a 
professional) sometimes made decisions which went against the views of 
the corrunittee as a whole. One Executive Committee member with 
consumer experience complained that a lay officer vetoed decisions 
which were made by himself and other consumer members of the fund 
raising subcommittee ( 136) . 
Interviews with a few lay members of MIND suggested that their 
attitudes towards consumers, and their beliefs about the latter's 
ability to participate, might have affected consumer involvement. 
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Thus, two lay members of Eastvale MIND's Executive Corrmittee des=ibed 
day centre members as "tunes" ( 137) , and gave repeated (and in the 
interviewer• s private opinion, derogatory and scornful) exa:rrples of 
their inability to cope with responsibility. However, such a view was 
very unusual am:Jngst Eastvale MIND and other respondents. A tnaiTied 
couple in a local association with high consumer involvement, whose 
perticipation was brought about because of a relative's mental 
illness, commented: 
Mrs c. 
Mr c. 
Mrs c. 
"Oh, no we wouldn't like to push them in any way .. 
you can't rely on them in any way .. " . 
"They're not up to responsibility". 
"Some can and some can't. We tend to let them come and 
go as they wish" . 
(Interview. Respondents in a Local Association with 
high consumer involvement). 
During the period of fieldwork, the National Schizophrenia Fellowship 
(N.S.F.) placed considerable emphasis in its literature on the 
participation of relatives with a diagnosis of schizophrenia and of 
the organisation's medical advisors ( 138) , However, little mention 
was made of the participation of people with experience of 
schizophrenia (referred to as "sufferers"), although there were 
several references to their difficulties in being involved in decision 
making and responsibility ( 139) . 
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" .. Schizophrenia is an illness which can seriously affect the .. 
ability to ll\3ke reasoned decisions, organise effectively, or 
present views coherenly. N. S .F. wishes sufferers, families and 
carers to be consulted about treatment, care and services as IlUlch 
as possible, but feels from experience that it is .i.rrpractical to 
expect sufferers to run their own services .. " ( 140). 
Four Executive Carnmi.ttee members of the Westhill branch of the N.S.F, 
including one individual who said he had experienced schizophrenia, 
expressed more reservations about consumer involvement than 
respondents in other voluntary organisations which were studied. 
A. " .. I don • t think Head Office like them to have a lot of 
responsibility in a branch .. ". 
B. " .. '!hey are bound to be unreliable, not stable. It • s all 
they can do to go to work, and get up .. and look after 
themselves .. " . 
(Interview. Executive Carmnittee members of Westhill branch 
of the N.S.F.) 
Another Executive COrrnnittee member said that, although "sufferers" had 
opportunities to participate in the Westhill branch meetings, few took 
an active part. '!his was also observed by Levy in his study of an 
N. S .F. branch in London ( 141) . 
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Given that there were opportunities for oonsumers to participate in an 
organisation whose rrain aim is the support of relatives of people with 
schizophrenia ( 142), it can be questioned how far the limited oonsumer 
involvement was caused by: a)the effects of schizophrenia on the 
ll'Otivation of people with this diagnosis; b)the beliefs held by 
relatives and medical advisors that schizophrenia made it difficult 
for sufferers to participate. It is suggested that the participation 
of particular oonsumers may be affected not only by specific mental 
health problems, but by their own beliefs and perceptions, and those 
of laypeople and professionals, about the extent to which these make 
it possible for them to be involved. Tile lay founder of the N.S.F. 
comnented on a oollection of personal acoounts of schizophrenia: 
" .. to the extent that our oontributors are am:mg the successes 
thrown up by the illness .. their acoounts many not be wholly 
representative .. " (143). 
" .. the ll'OSt literate and articulate .. speak for the large majority 
of their fellow sufferers who find it much ll'Ore difficult to 
express themselves .. " (144). 
In oontrast, Manic Depression Fellowship (MDF) respondents described 
both benefits, as well as problems, from the participation of 
"sufferers" (145) who played a large part in the running of the 
organisation. Acoording to one respondent, the National Colmtittee 
oonsisted of eight sufferers and four relatives, and "we're not sure 
who's whom" (146). Whilst in the N.S.F. it was relatives who used the 
media to disseminate an understanding of people with schizophrenia and 
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their families, in the MDF a number of sufferers had written about or 
broadcast their experiences (147). 
It could be argued that differences in the arrount of participation of 
consumers in the two Fellowships was related to participants ' 
perceptions of the nature and effects of schizophrenia and manic 
depression. Some of these perceptions appeared to mirror those of the 
authors of psychiatry textbooks . People who had been diagnosed 
schizophrenic appeared to be seen by respondents and by the writers of 
N.S.F. literature as often lacking rrotivation and the ability to take 
on responsibility, and sometimes as being chronically disabled. 
Respondents in the M.D.F. indicated that many of their members might 
be very ill during a phase of depression or hypomania, but that such 
episodes were usually short-lived, and at other times they were well, 
and often successfully followed professional occupations (148). 
Respondents were asked what factors, in their view, facilitated and 
hindered consumer involvement in MIND. MJst frequently mentioned, as 
both "facilitating" and "hindering" factors, were particular 
participants, organisational factors, accessibility to consumers, and 
the presence or absence of opportunities/policies for consumer 
involvement. Both consumers and professionals were perceived more 
often as hindering, rather than facilitating, such participation. 
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Although the literature includes many exarrples of consumer IrDVements 
which have led to increased participation, several authors have 
corrnnented on the lack of salience of participation to many consumers. 
A variety of reasons for this have been suggested, including apathy, a 
sense of powerlessness, and the costs of involvement, particularly 
time. 
Same MIND respondents, especially in Eastvale and Westhill MIND, 
commented that factors, such as a lack of IrDti vation or interest, 
hindered the participation of same day centre and clt.lb members, but 
there were many exarrples of consumer involvement in these Local 
Associations, and the running of the day centre depended on the 
considerable a=unt of responsibility undertaken by same members. In 
addition, several instances were found of participants who had 
founded, or became actively involved in, an Association because of 
their wish to use their consumer experience for the benefit of 
others. Same of these individuals had facilitated the participation 
of other consumers. 
In the literature, consumers• skills, abilities and personal qualities 
have been seen as having a crucial effect on participation. Whilst 
many MIND respondents described the help and support which consumers 
gave each other, there were alirDst as many references to problems 
caused by their personality traits, attitudes or mental health 
problems. I.ack of self-confidence and difficulties in coimlUilication 
were often mentioned as preventing consumer involvement. Exarrples of 
individuals using their skills, and their experience of mental illness 
to help others, were often given, but same participants, particularly 
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in the National Schizophrenia Fellowship, described resultant 
problems, such as lack of rrotivation. 
Studies have found little consumer representation in the planning of 
statutory mental health services. Some respondents expressed concern 
about the lack of people with consumer experience on Council of 
Management and IDeal Association Executive Committees, and it was 
decided, shortly after the period of fieldwork, that IDeal 
Associations would be required, as a condition of affiliation, to 
include equal numbers of consumers, laypeople and professionals on 
Executive Comnittees. A few respondents questioned the extent to 
which actively involved participants adequately represented other 
consumers . 
Finally, prejudiced attitudes towards people with mental health 
problems have been widely described. Whilst some respondents felt 
that it would be stigmatising to differentiate between "consumers" and 
"non consumers" on the Council of Management, other respondents felt 
that, if people in prominent positions in MIND "came out" and declared 
their consumer experience, this would facilitate the involvement of 
other consumers.Interview responses suggested that consumer 
involvement could be affected by lay and professional participants' 
beliefs about the extent to which mental health problems affected 
consumers' ability to take on responsibility. 
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Much has been written on the influence of professionals on consumer 
involvement, and this was also mentioned by many MIND respondents. 
In the literature, professionals' initiatives to increase 
participation have been described in a variety of fields, including 
planning (1), housing (2), education (3), social work (4), cormrunity 
he..c~Cth 
work ( 5) , health and A education ( 6) , nursing ( 7) , general practice 
( 8) , therapeutic comnunities ( 9) and self help groups ( 10) . In the 
U.K., from the nineteen sixties, there has been errphasis in the 
social work literature on client self-determination, · and on 
considering clients' /patients' perspectives ( 11) • From the 
seventies, (and earlier in the U. S .A.), some cornrrnmity workers have 
enabled consumers to actively participate, sometimes politically, in 
roaking changes in their neighbourhoods ( 12) . 
Some sociologists have decribed the power which has been accorded by 
western societies to certain professions (notably the church, the 
judiciary, and from the mid nineteeth century, medicine) ; and 
laypersons' largely uncritical beliefs in the expertise of members of 
these professions ( 13) . However, from the nineteen seventies, there 
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has been an increasing volume of literature criticising certain 
professions for being agents of social control, and for exerting 
excessive power over education, health and other aspects of the lives 
of laypeople ( 14) . In particular, medicine has been criticised for 
creating a "Jeystique" arout matters concerning health, for ignoring 
patients' perspectives, and allowing them little participation in 
their care (15). " .. By transfonning pain, illness, and death from a 
personal challenge into a technical problem, medical practice 
expropriates the potential of people to deal with their human 
condition in an auton0110us way .. " ( 16) . 
Since the fifties, critical analyses of the doctor - patient 
relationship have examined distriliutions of power within this dyad, 
and ways in which patients can be consulted and enabled to 
participate in their care ( 17) , with the production of various m:xlels 
of the Doctor - Patient relationship to enhance understanding of 
varying degrees of patient participation (18). Accounts have been 
published of ways in which the Peckham Health Centre, and rore 
recently, the Lambeth Corrmunity Care Centre, have developed 
participatory structures to involve patients in their care (19). 
From the late seventies, an increasing number of patient 
participation groups have developed in general practice (20). There 
has also been an increasing interest in patient participation in 
nursing, with the development of nursing I!Pdels (21) and prirrary 
nursing and other individualised forms of care, which stress the 
importance of patients' perspectives of need and their active 
involvement in decisions concerning their care (22). 
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Professional attitudes in relation to the individual consumer's ability 
to wake decisions are said by rn:my authorities to affect participation, 
and. reference has previously been rrade to the effect of the beliefs of 
those in authority on consumers' self-detennination, ITOtivation, skills 
and ability to take on responsibility (23). Richardson =ments that 
participation can be inspired by "the need to offer consumers some 
protection against the domination of decisions by entrenched 
professionals" (24). According to Clode et al, such domination decreased 
during the Thatcher Govermnents from 1979. 
election as Prime Minister: 
Prior to Mrs Thatcher's 
" .. [the] attitude with which both consumers and producers had 
approached their services [was] paternalism. With the breakdown of 
the shared expectations that paternalistic ITOdes of behaviour ilrposed 
on both client and worker/teacher and taughtjdcctor and patient, 
culminating in 1979 with such a loss of confidence in the good faith 
of suppliers of public welfare, consumerism seemed the only possible 
ideology left untried .. " (25). 
Much has been written about ways in which professionals and others in 
authority hinder participation. Professionals have been criticised for 
creating unnecessary barriers between themselves and clients (26), being 
controlling ( 27), paternalistic ( 28) and denying the consumer perspective 
(29). other problems include differences, between client and 
professional, in social class and belief (30), communication difficulties 
( 31), clashes of perspectives ( 32) and conflict of interests ( 33) . 
Consumer participation is said by several authorities to be threatening 
to professionals because it affects the distribution of power within 
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organisations or 
"Pseudo--participation", 
professional client 
where professionals use 
relationships 
participation 
(34). 
to 
manipulate consumers, or in a tokenistic way, has previously been 
described ( 35) . 
Many critics of British mental health services have described conditions 
which ignore the needs and perspectives of consumers, and which fail to 
give them sufficient choice, freedom or responsibility. In the U.K. from 
1969, a succession of central government enquiries have reported such 
conditions in psychiatric and mental handicap hospitals, with, in some 
cases, instances of neglect and cruelty (36). In addition, from the 
fifties, =Y social scientists and mental health professionals have 
described ways in which hospitals have deh1..li!atli.sed patients, stripped 
them of their identity and dignity, and forced them to conform to 
all-pervasive, institutionalised regimes (37). Several antipsychiatrists 
and ·other authorities have argued that mental health workers, both in 
institutions and the oornmunity, are agents of social control, who keep in 
order various "deviants", who fail to fit into the sm::x:>th running of 
society (38). In addition, some Mand.st proponents have referred to 
mental health workers as the tools of capitalist society: warehousers of 
people who are economically unproductive (39). However, antipsychiatry 
and "critical sociologies of rradness" have 
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been criticised for not appreciating the =nplexity and variety of 
mental health 'WOrk, or the rroral dilemnas which professionals face 
(40). 
The early seventies saw the beginnings of patients • rights rrovernents 
in the u.s.A. and Canada (41) and in the U.K, where there was a 
considerable increase in membership from the mid eighties (42). 
Whilst some fanner patients have written favourable accounts of 
services ( 43), an increasing nurriber have criticised professionals for 
controlling, condescending and cruel attitudes, and for providing 
facilities which are dehumanising and institutionalised. 
Professionals • treatment of patients as if they were irresponsible 
and unable to rrake decisions or choices has also been described ( 44) • 
Since world War Two, there have been various reforms in mental health 
services, some in response to the writing of critics (45). These 
have included the spread of rrore liberal institutional regimes and 
the growth of the therapeutic comnunity rrovement ( 46) , developnents 
in corrmunity care ( 4 7) , and principles of normalisation ( 48) . In the 
last decade, there has been a growth in individualised psychiatric 
nursing care, with the development of pr.inmy nursing (49) and the 
application of nursing rrodels in which patients • perspectives are 
considered (50). The 1989 white paper "caring for People" placed 
irrportance on each mental health client receiving individualised 
packages of conmunity care, ~rdinated by a keY"WOrker (51). 
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These developments have errphasised the .i..np:Jrtance of individual needs 
and choices, and of service users' participation in their care. 
However, a number of critics have carmnented that certain of these 
changes are refonnist, rather than radical, (52) and have not 
resulted in real changes in attitudes or redistribution of power. 
Thus, several critics have fX)inted out that "community care" 
facilities continue to dehumanise clients with mental health problems 
(53). Therapeutic =mrunities have been criticised by some consumers 
for "pretending" to be derrocratic, rather than giving real fOwer to 
their residents, and for being "false alternatives" to I!Pre radical 
approaches (54). Such criticisms are borne out, to some extent, by 
the research of Sharp, who found that staff controlled decision 
making, despite corrmitments to ideals of derrocratisation (55). 
"PARTICIPATICN BY" VIA "PARTICIPATICN FOR" 
Charnberlin criticises hospital - based therapeutic communities for 
their domination by professionals, who fail to offer residents "real" 
participation and power (56). Both Brager et al and Graycar refer to 
the ways in which participation, leadership and professional 
expertise "each competes for ascendacy in community life" (57); 
whilst Webb and Hobdell describe ways in which "professional and 
bureaucratic heirarchial and professional knowledge can hinder 
participation" (58) . 
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Several writers make a distinction between "participation by" and 
"participation for" consumers (59). According to Holland, President 
Kennedy criticised poverty programmes in the USA, for "planning 
programmes for the poor, not with them" ( 60) . Professionals' 
imposition of policies, and the passivity of disadvantaged people, 
are described by a number of writers. Wilson =rnents that, in the 
U.S.A., " .. such people are usually the objects, rather than the 
subjects of civic action: they are acted upon by others, but rarely 
initiate action. As a result, they often develop a keen sense of the 
difference between "we" and "they .. " (61). Blunkett writes of social 
services consumed in the U.K. : 
" .. We have not provided services with people, we have provided 
them for people. In part this has resulted from the way in which 
the new Seebohm departments were constructed . . a new group of 
welfare "~rts" - social workers - were established .. so 
services end up by being something given to people .. not 
something people can participate in and feel to be theirs .. " 
(62). 
A distinction has been 1!13.de between partnership and separatist fonns 
of participation. The former refers to consumers working in 
conjunction with professionals and/or other people in authority and 
supportive laypeople. In separatist fonns of participation, members 
of an identified group form their own organisation, work largely on 
their own, and make their own decisions about whether to involve 
"non-consumers" (63). Separatist participation has been described in 
relation to survivors of mental health services (64), black people 
(65) women (66) and people who are lesbian or gay (67). 
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Charnberlin criticises "partnership" m:xlels of professional - client 
relationships in mental health, arguing that tenns for participation 
are laid clown by the professional, with little real ocnsumer 
involvement. According to this author, patient - run alternatives 
follow supportive or separatist models. In the former, consumers 
invite particular professionals to be involved, and themselves decide 
the extent and nature of professional participation. The separatist 
alternative is run conpletely by consumers, with no involvement from 
professionals (68). Barker and Peck point out that separatist 
Il'Overnents make it easier for people with shared experiences to meet 
together, apart from other people. This "has enabled them to reshape 
their understanding of the world and reject the "received wisdom" of 
the dominant. From this power base they are challenging and changing 
their worlds .. " ( 69). 
Both Carrpbell and Fowler comment that, whilst North American 
patients ' rights Il'OVernents have tended to be separatist, in the U.K. 
=Y such groups have involved both consumers and professionals 
(70). According to Canpbell, a feature of Survivors Speak out (an 
umbrella organisation of British mental health consumer groups) is 
that: 
" .. its membership includes both "'survivors" and "allies" .. It is 
non-separatist, and in this way differs from mental health 
self-advocacy in rrost other countries. . the general atrrosphere is 
mainly one of "working together" (71). 
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Carnpbell adds that same British professionals have "played a 
significant part in enabling groups like Survivors Speak OUt to get 
off the ground" ( 72) . He camnents that the advantages of working 
with professionals include the skills and credibility Which the 
latter can contribute to enable consumers to exert influence. 
Professionals and consumers may be able to work together to produce 
changes which they both desire, but problems include consumers' 
perceptions that professionals have been involved in disempowering 
them, with the consequent surfacing of powerful ezrotions; and the 
danger that professionals will dominate the group (73). Fowler 
comments: 
" .. The atterrpt to keep the group control with consumers may 
require quite formal, will planned organisation. The very fact 
of having to undertake this process may influence the kind of 
consumer involvement which the group undertakes .. " ( 7 4) . 
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PROFESSIONALS IN MIND 
Many MIND resPJndents stated that the attitudes of professional participants 
in the organisation were particularly crucial in facilitating or hindering 
consumer involvement. At local level, there were many cx:mnents about the 
attitudes of professional members of Executive Committees. In National 
MIND, expressed views on the staff employed by MIND were I!Dre frequent, 
although a few people cx:mnented on professional members of the Council of 
Management, particulary psychiatrists. 
Some resPJndents viewed professionals ' desire for, and encouragement of 
consumer involvement as crucial to its developnent. Thus, a staff member of 
Eastvale MIND comnented. "I think all the Executive Committee do encourage 
the members to participate" (75). In this Local Association, the social 
workers who facilitated its setting up, encouraged the involvement of 
consumers and laypeople from the start (76). In one local association with 
high consumer involvement, the social worker chairperson was said to have 
had a style of leadership which facilitated participation. In Westhill 
MIND, the efforts of certain participants were seen as encouraging an 
increase in consumer involvement: 
" .. When we have had consumers involved, this has been through a big 
effort to get them to come [to meetings] . We've provided lifts •. " 
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" .. When there was controversy about a Group Home, .• the chairperson 
invited [residents] to .. a meeting. Some •• appreciated being able to 
see how the Executive Committee works .. " 
(Interviews. Westhill MIND Executive Committee participants) . 
A few other Westhill MIND respondents cormnented on the illlportance of 
listening to consumer views. 
" .. You have to have a hotline to the people who use services before you 
say Ecr •• or drugs are bad •• to give a rore balanced view .. " 
(Interview. Westhill MIND professional Executive Committee member). 
other respondents cormnented that a lack of interest in consumer views, or a 
dominance of professional views, was i.n.imi.cal to consumer involvement. 
" The Executive Committee's our biggest bone of contention .. A major 
problem is that we' re perceived as being frightening, distant, full of 
professionals. I think all these things frighten people off .• " 
(Interview. Westhill MIND professional chairperson) . 
This respondent added that the Executive Committee "agonised constantly" 
about consumer involvement, without coming up with ready solutions. 
However, this debate did appear to result in some action, as consumer 
involvement in the organisation had increased within a few ronths after the 
period of fieldwork ( 77) . 
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A number of respondents CXllllffiented that professionals needed to be 
expecially aware of their tendency to dominate decision naking, and to 
consider ways to facilitate participation. 
" the 1r0st ilrpJrtant thing is how the .. professionals behave .• If you 
happen to be a (professional] .. you provide a peg on which people can 
hang all sorts of notions. If the professionals act in a facilitative 
way, indicating that they have as much to learn as anyone else, then 
that helps. . It's a lot easier for professionals to danage then to 
facilitate consumer involvement •. ". 
(Interview. Professional chairperson of local association with high 
consumer involvement). 
TI-le work of MIND staff members in encouraging professionals ' attitudes to 
facilitate consumers' involvement is described elsewhere in this thesis 
(78). 
In two local associations, inappropriate attitudes of professionals were 
said to indirectly facilitate consumer involvement. In one case, a social 
worker was said to have alienated other professionals, who then left, 
leaving a largely consumer membership. Consumer involvement then increased 
because of the absence of professionals. Previous reference has been made 
to the consumer secretary of an association who was so appalled at the 
attitudes of professional Executive Committee members that she determined to 
increase consumer involvement (79). 
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rovER AND PARTICIPATION 
Many respondents, particularly in Westhill MIND, referred to issues related 
to perceptions of power of professionals and consumers. Several authorities 
describe the curtailment of cons\.lll\er participation by professionals and 
others in authority to avoid limitations or threats to their own power. 
'Ihis oc=ed in poverty prograrrrnes in the U.S.A. in the sixties, when 
consumer - initiated participation was curtailed, with cuts in funding, when 
it was perceived as being too radical by those in power (80). According to 
Leo Smith, in Local Government in the U.K: 
" .• The !lOre rratters become "professional" rratters (i.e. not subject to 
public debate or derrocratic control) the less participation there will 
be. It is a means of defining a sphere of influence which cannot be 
penetrated by outsiders of increasing the power of the 
professional. . " ( 81) . 
Accounts of the coercive nature of rrany psychiatric institutions have 
previously been outlined (82). Many critics have described the excessive 
and inappropriate use of power in both British and American traditional 
psychiatric institutions ( 83), and in therapeutic COimlll.lilities ( 84) and 
corrmunity services (85) unequal power relationships between psychiatric 
patients and professionals have been described ( 86) . 
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Several authorities describe limitations of power of consumers in mental 
health organisations which, ostensibly at least, have encouraged 
participation ( 87) . Kopolow refers to the professional view of "mental 
illness as a disabling condition" and to professionals' status and 
associated power (88). According to Pargarnent, participation is a threat 
to medical rrodels of care ( 89) , whilst Windle and Paschell state that, in 
USA =rnunity mental health centres, " .. the views of the client are likely 
to be regarded as of little value and possibly as illegitimate" (90). 
Several medical sociologists have described imbalances of power in 
doctor-patient relationships, although examples of negotiation and equal 
partnerships, and of relationships where the consumer is in control have 
also been described (91). 
According to =Y critics, relationships between consumers and mental 
health workers, especially psychiatrists, have been characterised by 
paternalism: " .. professionals [rreki.ng] choices about the treatment of 
patients or clients which they deem to be in those clients ' best 
interests .. " ( 92) . In psychiatry paternalism has been related to beliefs 
that people with mental illness have limited rationality: the ability of 
the individual to define her jhis circumstances and interests "and 
communicate these to others, 
and to act responsibly by seeing the need for relationships based on mutal 
rights and obligations" (93). The notion of limited rationality in users of 
mental health services is related to that of determinism: that their 
thoughts, speech and behaviour are caused by mental disorder, which is the 
result of factors such as biochemical abnormalities or early life 
experience, over which the individual has little or no control (94). 
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Detenninistic notions of mental disorder tend to stress the individual's 
limited ability to make rational decisions, and to exercise free will, 
because of the constraints of his illness. ~ulsor:y treatment and 
admission to hospital are justified on the grounds that the individual, if 
rational, would wish to be protected from harming herselfjhimself or others, 
and would wish to be treated (95). 
Same critics state that mental health professionals have tended to 
overemphasise the irrationality of people with mental health problems. 
Milner points to inconsistencies in the concept, and comments that, in 
relation to schizophrenia "psychiatry adds imagery that increases teh 
emphasis on irresponsibility, unpredictability and dependence" (96). Ramon 
describes the developnent of ideas in psychiatry which ignore the patient's 
perspective. 
" •• The psychiatrist is .. instructed to evaluate the form of the patient's 
message and not its content .. Invalidation of the person's perception of 
his own experience takes place from the beginning. Instead, the meaning 
is given by the psychiatrist as an objective observer .. " ( 97) • 
Critics of psychiatry, including consumers, have commented that :many mental 
health workers have assumed that all CO!lll1lUilications, enotions or behaviours 
of patients are invalid and irrational (98). Thus, Rosenhan, reporting on 
his experience as a "pseudopatient" participant observer, described how 
staff misinterPreted ordinary requests and behaviours as evidence of 
psychosis (99). campbell, a former user of mental health services, 
comments: 
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" .. The [psychiatric) concept of lack of insight •• [erodes) our position 
as competent creative individuals. If I am to be confined to a 
category of persons whose experience is devalued, status diminished and 
rational evidence dismissed, s.imply because at a certain time . . I lost 
contact with the consensus view of reality .. then it is scarcely 
possible to expect that my control over my life will ever be 110re than 
severely circumscribed. If my experience is not valued, I cannot be 
whole. It is in particular discouraging to speak to some psychiatric 
professionals, and have my experience validated only as a .. sad blemish 
in an otherwise benign conception. This is no validation 'Wha.tsover .. " 
( 100) . 
POWER AS A CCMPONENT OF PARTICIPATION? 
Several authors have ccmnented that power is a crucial COllpOnent of 
participation, and many have argued that, for participation to ;,rork, there 
must be a redistribution of power within an organisation or society (101). 
Ja~es defines power as " .. the quality of an individual (or a group) which 
enables hlln to influence other individuals, either singly or collectively, 
by channelling and directing their behaviour in such a way as to help him 
to fulfil his abns. It is that quality which gets others to act, to wrk, 
to do things on one's behalf .. " ( 102) . 
The .importance of increases in self-€1!1p0Werment has been described: the 
raising of consciousness of consumers, and enabling their appreciation of 
their abilities, value as individuals and capacities to influence decision 
making ( 103). 
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In addition, the attitudes of professionals and others in positions of 
authority have been seen as crucial in effecting real shifts of power. 
Facilitative attitudes have been described (104), but JraY authors describe 
ways in which people in authority have ignored indigenous leadership, 
manipulated constnners, allowed participation only on their terms or used it 
for their own ends (105). Contrasts have been drawn between real shifts in 
power and the eo-option of consumers (106), and the use of "participation" 
to legitimise actions taken (107). 
Some writers view the redistribution of power as essential if participation 
is to be rr:eaningful (108). According to Patei!'ail, participation in industry 
"involves a nodification.. of the orthodox authority structure" (109), 
whilst Graycar corrments that "participation is only of use with power" 
( 110). 
I suggest that such a view is problematic for the following reasons. 
1. It ignores the complex nature of participation. The present study, and 
the work of some authorities suggests that there are several degrees of 
participation (including infor=tion and consultation), not all of 
which involve =rked shifts in power (111). 
2. Both the literature, and the present study suggest that some people 
with constnner experience (e.g. some day centre members in Eastvale 
MIND) are happy to participate in ways which do not involve having much 
power in the organisation. Many MIND constnners welcomed the 
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opp:Jrtunities to take on responsibility and put over points of view, 
but said they did not wish to be involved in running the organisation 
at either local or national level (112). 
3. Much of the literature fails to consider the oorrplex nature ·of "power" 
or to distinguish between "formal powers" and "actual powers" : power 
which is exerted in reality ( 113) . An individual Jl'aY have little 
formal power, but exert considerable informal "behind the scenes" 
influence (114). I suggest that power, like participation, is a 
multi-dimensional concept. E.g. within an organisation, an individual 
might exert considerable power in same ways and little in others. 
Industrial sociologists have distinguished between individuals with 
formal positions or authority in -work organisations, and those with 
other fonns of influence, such as informal leaders arrongst a group of 
shop floor -workers. It has been found that, in same ways, such 
informal leaders =Y exert rrore influence over the -workforce than 
Jl'anagers in formal positions of power (115). 
PG/ER IN MIND 
A m.nnber of respondents, rrost of them National MIND staff members, referred 
to participants' ability or willingness to accept shifts of power within 
the organisation as a factor which hindered or facilitated participation. 
In addition, a much larger number of people referred indirectly to power 
issues, and rrost of the other factors affecting cons\llller involvement which 
were mentioned by respondents are related in same way to power. These 
included the attitudes and roles of various participants, and their 
willingness, in particular, (expecially in the case of professionals) to be 
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open to, and learn from cons\.Ul\er views and experiences, and to ensure that 
they (i.e. other participants) did not dominate decision making. 
Cons\.Ul\ers ' skills, self esteem and willingness to participate appeared to 
be related to ideas of empowerment, including beliefs about their value and 
worth as individuals (116). Organisational factors also seemed to be 
related to power. E.g. some respondents comr.ented that the structure of 
meetings, and the language used, often reflected a largely middle class 
"non-cons=" authority. Several staff felt that the extent of policies 
and opportunities to participate was an indication of participants ' 
comnitment to increase cons\.Ul\er involvement (117). 
Five Council of Management members were asked to =rpare the arrount of 
influence (a consequence of power, according to Jaques' definition ( 118) of 
cons=s, on decision making in National MIND, =rpared with five other 
groups of participants. Four respondents rated consumers sixth, and one 
ranked them fifth. Other respondents, although not asked this question, 
(119) stated that consumers had little influence in National MIND, =rpared 
with other participants. MJst respondents rated as "nil", "slight" or "not 
enough" Council of Management' s and staff' s consultation of cons\.Ul\ers ' 
views and their involvement in decision making and responsibility, and 
overall influence on National MIND policy (120). 
Eleven National MIND respondents referred to factors related to power which 
militated against consumer involvement, and there were few references to 
facilitating factors in this respect (121). Several National MIND staff 
described basic inequalities between themselves and volunteers, which were 
said to be reflected in the latter's lowly status, and tasks, poor w:>rk 
conditions and the negative attitudes of many staff towards them (122). A 
few respondents felt that these factors hindered cons\.Ul\er involvement. 
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" •. I think they feel superfluous, without a role. . nowhere is their 
space .... 
" .. I think the problem has been lack of role, and a confused sense 
about status .. " 
(Interviews. National MIND staff) . 
Same respondents referred to barriers between consumers and other 
participants as hindering consumer involvement. 
" •• 'Ib the extent that professionals dominate the Council of Management, 
I'd say that's negative .. " 
" .. We mirror the power structure in MIND .. " 
(Interviews. National MIND staff) . 
Several people mentioned problems concerning redistribution of power as 
l.i.Jniting consumer involvement, although same referred to organisational 
changes which "WOuld result in increased power to consumers ( 123). A few 
respondents said that increased consumer involvement "WOuld cause changes in 
the power or status of other participants which they "WOuld find hard to 
relinquish. Respondents in Westhill MIND, as well as at national and 
regional levels, described this as a problem. A regional director, who 
felt particularly strongly about this issue, oomrnented: 
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" .. I've been suggesting [ cons\Jlller involvement] for the last seven 
years .. people are always very pleasant .. but have not responded, and I 
think there are good reasons why not. Cons\Jlller involvement has 
consequences for some groups of people to give up power. [They think: ] 
"we can have a nice discussion, but at the end of the day, if you ask 
me to give up power, I'm reluctant .• " 
(Interview - Regional Director). 
An Assistant Director felt that it 'WOUld be difficult to change MIND's 
structure to increase cons\Jlller involvement because of staff inse=ity and: 
" .. the professional fears of losing status .. control .. power. . If you 
can say you' re on a committee with lord X and Dr. Y, it's different to 
saying you 're on a committee with Joe Bloggs [a cons\Jlller] .. it comes 
down to •• fears about one's own position •. and a "them and us" situation 
re the mentally ill .. ". 
(Interview. National MIND Assistant Director). 
Another staff member felt that there were: 
" .. always going to be certain suspicions about the role of people in 
the organisation who are not staff .• postholders may feel threatened 
about their power being diluted by people outside .. " 
(Interview National MIND staff member) . 
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In contrast, several National MIND respondents described organisational 
changes which were designed to facilitate ronsumer involvement and shifts 
of power, such as the planning of a consumer advisory network and reforms 
in the electoral processes to Regional Councils and the Council of 
Management ( 124} . 
A few Westhill MIND respondents referred to the difficulties of consumers 
participating equally within the organisation with other members who had 
been involved in their care as professionals. In the words of one club 
member: "those [professionals] who lavish the time on MIND wield the 
hypodennic". A professional Executive Conunittee Officer commented: 
" .. I think some professionals would feel inhibited by consumers (on the 
com:nittee] because of the relationship l::etween patient and doctor or 
social worker .. " 
(Interview. Westhill professional Executive Committee Officer). 
In contrast, another social worker, who was ooopted own Westhill MIND's 
Executive Comnittee said: 
" .. Club members are not in that power position [in relation to 
professionals] , as at the Day Hospital, where you are the customer and 
people do things for you. Club members think the centre is for them .. " 
(Interview. Westhill MIND professional Executive Comnittee member) . 
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This chapter has included a review of the affect on consumer involvement of 
professionals' attitudes towards, and relationships with, clients. 
Professionals' initiatives to increase participation have been described in 
a variety of areas, but mental health workers have criticised for being 
agents of social control, and for perpetuating institutionalised and 
dehum:mising reg:iires. Imbalances of power between professional and client 
with pa .ternalism and invalidation of consumers ' experiences, have been 
described. 
From the early seventies, pa:tients ;rights I!Ovements have evolved to 
protest at bad conditions and patients' diserrpowennent. Some inprovements 
in statutory mental health services have been described, but critics have 
conrnented that such changes are merely refonnist, and fail to effect 
significant changes in power. 
Many MIND respondents stated that the attitudes of professional 
participants were particularly crucial in facilitating or hindering 
consumer involvement. Factors mentioned included professionals' 
encouragement of such participation, eg, by providing practical help and 
being aware of their own tendency to dominate. Openness to consumer views 
was also said to be inp:lrtant. 
Whilst several authorities view power as an important oamponent of 
participation, it is argued that this is problerratic because it ignores the 
corrplex nature of both power and participation and some individual's wish 
for the latter, without conromitant increases in their power. This was 
true of rrany MIND members with consumer experience. Nevertheless, some 
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respondents referred to certain participants ' unwillingness to accept 
shifts of power as hindering consumer involvement; or to organisational 
changes, which, they felt, would be likely to increase the power of 
consumers within MIND. Respondents also mentioned other factors associated 
with power, as facilitating or hindering consumer involvement, including 
consumers ' feeling of enpowe:rment related to skills and self esteem; and 
the structure of meetings, the language used, and opportunties to 
participate. These and other organisational factors are examined in the 
next chapter. 
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CHAPIER 12 
This chapter examines the extent to which consumer involvement in MIND 
was affected by various organisational factors, including the following: 
* 1. aims, history, and intended membership; 
* 2. policies and resources; 
* 3. organisational structure; 
* 4. meetings and conmittees; 
* 5. "i.nage" of the organisation; 
Each of these will be considered in turn. 
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A number of differences were found between MIND and the other voluntary 
organisations which were studied: 
From its inception in 1946, NAMH:jMIND has always had a wide 
range of ailns which have served the interests and needs, 
not only of consumers, but (to a lesser extent), laypeople 
and professionals. In contrast, Campaign Against 
Psychiatric Oppression (CAPO), Depressives Anonynous, the 
National Schizophrenia Fellowship and the Manic Depression 
Fellowship were all originally founded in order to provide 
support to consumers andjor their relatives with similar 
problems or experiences (1). Other objectives, such as 
public and professional education, were secondary, and 
developed out of the original aim of these organisations 
(2). 
2. HISTORY Historically, MIND has developed from a beneficent 
organisation in which professional and lay participants, 
rather than people who identified themselves as consumers, 
have made decisions concerning the needs and interests of 
the latter ( 3) . In the self help groups and CAPO, 
consumers and/or their relatives have always been entirely 
involved in such decisions (4). 
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3. MEMBERSHIP NAMHjMIND literature has always made it clear that 
membership is open to a wide range of consumers, 
laypeople and professionals ( 5) • ttle literature of the 
other voluntary organisations indicated that their 
membership consisted nainly of consumers and/or 
relatives with shared problems or experiences (6). 
Many respondents' views of the extent to which consumers should 
participate in MIND, and in the other voluntary organisations studied, 
appeared to be influenced by these factors, which will now be examined 
in !!Ore detail. 
Previous reference has been made to a wide range of National MIND's 
ailns, as reflected in respondents' views and aiJns and objectives listed 
in Armual Reports. ttte latter include those related to education and 
information for public and professionals (7). ttlis diversity of aiJns 
was reflected in the mixed membership of MIND at the time of fieldM:Jrk, 
and in =st respondents' views that professionals and laypeople, as well 
as consumers, should participate in the organisation. Whilst al!!Ost all 
respondents said they were in favour of increasing consumer involvement 
in MIND, few felt that it should be entirely run by consumers. ttte views 
of Eastvale and Westhill MIND participants, in relation to this, have 
already been considered ( 8) . Table 12 .1 indicates the views of National 
MIND respondents. 
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TABLE 12.1 
NATI<m!.. MlliiD ~' VlFNS CN WHEllfER MlliiD SIDJID BE aH?IEIELY 
CDISUMER RilN 
n = 33 
Yes 4 
Yes, with qualifications 3 
No 22 
Don't Know 2 
other answer 2 
Some respondents pointed out that MIND should not be a consumer-run 
organisation because it was =ncerned with IlEilY issues, besides 
consumers' needs and rights. In the 'WOrds of the National Director:" it 
is not only to consumers, but to the wider mental health ItDvement that 
MIND seeks to be ItDre accountable " ( 9) . Another National MIND staff 
member corrmented: 
" I think the issue of mental health is broader than people who 
have been or are mentally ill. I don't think people who have used 
services should have a ItDnopoly of views. I think [they have 
something to contribute, but] there is also a place for .. 
[other] people . . " 
(Interview. National MIND staff member). 
Several respondents felt that it was important that MIND encouraged the 
development of consumer ItDvements and consumer-run organisations, whilst 
itself remaining an organisation in which a variety of participants was 
involved. 
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" [MIND] needs a broad church because you're drawing on 
different skills and influences. I think it's very different 
from a consumer rrovernent, which ought to operate alongside MIND 
" 
(Interview. Regional Director). 
" I think that consumers need to set up their own 
structures and organisations. I' m not at all sure that the best 
way for consumers ' views to be represented is through MIND . . 'Ib 
turn MIND into a consumer organisation may ultimately be to the 
detriment of =sumers . . " 
" . Probably the best MIND could do . is to support the 
consumer movement's growth as a separate autonorrous organisation 
" 
(Extracts from two interviews with an Assistant Director, 
National MIND) . 
Seven respondents referred to the .inlportance of the participation of 
people other than consumers and several felt that it was necessary to 
maintain an appropriate balance of people with different roles and 
skills. 
" I think it is wrong to define a person as a criterion for 
working anywhere It shouldn't rule out people who 
understand, without direct experience .. " 
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" I think it's wrong to think the only people with mmmi:tment 
to this cause have mental illness. Many of us who've been 
professional have high =mri.tment . . so it shouldn't disqualify 
us . 11 
" 'Ihere should be a place for a variety of interests. . . It's 
detrimental to the organisation if none of these voices are 
heard .. " 
(Interviews, senior staff, National and Regional MIND). 
A few respondents felt that consumer experience was not a sufficient 
qualification in itself for taking on a leadership role in MIND. "'Ihey 
should do it not just because they have had mental health problems, but 
because they are experienced and corrpetent", said one National MIND 
volunteer. 'Ihis respondent said she had had experience of a consumer-run 
voluntary organisation which had been unsuccessful. Another volunteer 
was very critical of Carrpaign Against Psychiatric Oppression (CAPO) for 
having what she described as a "dangerous unbalanced view" 1 which, she 
felt, was to the detriment of other consumers. 'Ihis respondent said that 
it was "not desirable or feasible" for MIND to be a mnsumer-run 
organisation "because you need a balanced view" . 
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Camj:iared with the other voluntary organisations which were studied, the 
aims and objectives of MIND were far rrore diverse, and with the p::>ssible 
exception of CAPO, greater in number (10). Whilst the aims of the self 
help groups and of CAPO eventually diversified, they started as 
organisations whose main purpose was to provide Il!lltual support, and this 
is clear in their literature ( 11) . In contrast, on its inception in 
1946, the National Association for Mental Health inherited, from its 
three constituent organisations ( 12) , a varied range of aims and 
activities concerned with professional and public, as well as consumer 
interests ( 13) . 
From their foundation, the literature of the three self help groups made 
it clear that they existed for people with specific types of problem or 
experience. 
" Eve:ryone involved in Depressives Anonyrrous is either a 
present or a past sufferer from depressions for our fundamental 
belief is that depressives can help themselves and each other by 
the very fact of their shared affliction . . " ( 14) . 
" 'Ihe Fellowship consists of a rapidly growing number of 
sufferers and their relatives working together, particularly 
through local groups to lighten their burdens . " ( 15) . 
CAPO' s Manifesto also ms.de clear the membership of this 
organisation : 
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" Together with other oppressed groups, victims of 
psychiatry, through an organised Camflaign Against Psychiatric 
Oppression, must take COUEcriVE AcriON •• " {16) 
Members of these organisations decided to open membership or meetings to 
interested professionals, but this was decided by consumers andjor their 
relatives, who set the tenns of membership. {17). In MIND, it was the 
other way round. In its early years NAMH did not advertise itself as an 
orgsnisation which wel=necl the participation of consumers. Early Annual 
Reports contain few references to consumers or their relatives giving 
each other mutual support, or to their membership or participation in the 
organisation {18). In contrast, NAMH comments on the irrportance of 
attracting "legislators" , so that the Association could exert influence 
on Central Government, and "professional people and others concerned for 
the prevention of problems arising from mental ill health" (19). 
Unlike MIND, the other voluntary organisations which were studied were 
founded by consumers and/or relatives because of their personal 
experience and their wish to help others with similar difficulties. 
'lhese individuals encouraged or enabled the participation of others. 
'lhus, both the National Schizophrenia Fellowship and the Manic Depression 
Fellowship started after particular individuals referred to their 
personal experiences in national newspapers. 'lhe Fellowship of 
Depressives Anonymous began following a televised play by Nemone 
Lethbridge about her experience of depression, to which over three 
thousand people responded { 20) . 
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Both the Matthew Trust and CAPO were founded by people who experienced 
bad treatment whilst hospital inpatients, and who were detennined to do 
something to improve the lot of others in similar positions (21). 
In Chapter 4, reference was nade to Gerard • s classification of voluntary 
organisations, including those characterised by beneficence, recipocity 
and solidarity ( 22) . It is suggested that in their mutual support of 
people with similar problems or experiences, the self help groups showed 
features of reciprocity, whilst CAPO was characterised by solidarity, 
with members uniting in order to overthrow the mental health system 
(23). In all cases, consumers and/or their relatives were responsible 
for running the organisation. In contrast, in its early days, Nl\MH was a 
beneficent organisation, in which participants mllectively did not, 
apparently, see themselves as having personal experience of mental health 
problems (or if they did, the organisation did not rcake explicit that 
this was why they were involved) (24). One respondent comnented: 
.. MIND never can one hundred per cent be consumer-based. It • s 
trapped in its own history, and I 'm not sure it ever should be a 
consumer organisation . • " 
(Interview. National MIND Assistant Director). 
In the Annual Reports of the sixties and seventies, there are a few 
references to the involvement of consumers and relatives (25), but it was 
not until 1983 that National MIND specifically stated that it was keen to 
involve consumers in the organisation. 
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" Internally, MIND must .inprove a=untability to the consumer 
or patient . There is a clear need to reorganise MIND to voice 
m::>re directly the views of those whom MIND claims to represent .. " 
(26). 
" . With greater consumer involvement, MIND is on the threshold 
of developing a truly accountable approach to the needs of those 
labelled, diagnosed or treated as mentally ill .. " (27). 
Previous reference has been made to Bender's view that, about this time, 
MIND had m::>ved from a charity I!DClel " .. towards an expertise I!DClel, 
whilst being attracted by the participation I!DClel . • " ( 28) . This appeared 
to be the case at the time of fieldwork, when , as has been previously 
described, there was a stated interest in increasing consumer involvement 
in MIND, and the development of measures to achieve this (29). The next 
section describes the extent and nature of policies in effecting oonsumer 
involvement during the period of fieldwork. 
Several authors indicate that successful participation depends on 
adequate conceptualisation (30), with clarity about the meaning, soope 
and limitations of participation in particular areas ( 31); the m:xiels, 
types and levels of participation which are appropriate ( 32); and who is 
to be involved (33). Certain writers on industrial organisations 
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conclude that participatory styles of rranagement and working are 
appropriate in same occupations and not others; and that this depends on 
various factors, including the nature of tasks and the rrotivation and 
expertise of the workers ( 34) . 
The need for clearly stated objectives of participation has been 
described (35). Riley refers to the lniportance of specifying "the 
teclmiques by which COllillUili.ty involveJrellt is to be achieved 
objectives and formal guidelines for c:omrmmity participation need to be 
developed carefully." (36). Lack of opportunities to participate has 
been described ( 37) , whilst m:my authors corrment that an absence of clear 
policies or methods to implement participation prevents its development 
(38). Thus Windle and Cibulka corrment of citizen participation in 
COllillUIJi.ty mental health centres that there were no "ronsistent 
institutional mechanisms for impleJrellting the philosophy of citizen 
participation .. disagreement over what. 
over the values they .irrply . . " ( 39) . 
basic tenns • . mean . . and 
Leo Smith refers to "lack of 
unifonnity and clarity of policy on participation" in local authority 
services in Islington ( 40); whilst Graycar c:ormnents of fonner Australian 
Government programnes: "the difficulty was that the real nature and 
ramifications of participation were not fully understood, nor were the 
objectives of the programne stated sufficiently clearly to make the 
participatory input truly meaningful" (41). 
A study was made of policies and proposals for consumer involveirellt in 
National MIND, but one weakness of the research is that regional and 
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local respondents were not asked specifically about such policies and 
proposals at these levels of the organisation. Local and regional 
respondents rarely referred to these, with the exception of two Westhill 
MIND staff members who had presented proposals on cons\lll\er advocacy to 
the Executive Committee. 
National MIND policies and proposals to increase cons\lll\er involvement 
during the period of fieldwork have previously been described in relation 
to changes in structure and accoutability and in the electoral processes 
for regional councils and council of management; and through initiatives 
to increase accessibility of the organisation to women and people from 
black and minority ethnic groups; and to all cons\lll\ers through the 
proposed Cons\lll\er Advisory Network (42). Atterrpts to involve cons\lll\ers 
in national departments and regional offices did not appear to follow 
particular policies, with the exception of the Black and Ethnic Minority 
Team (43). 
National and regional MIND respondents were asked "In what ways do you 
think cons= involvement in MIND can best be achieved?" (44). Table 
12.2 shows the items mentioned by four or m::>re respondents (45). 
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TABLE: 12.2 
''VIEWS ON WAYS JN WHICH OJNSl.lMER JNVOLVEMENl' JN MIND CAN BFSr BE 
ACHIEVED?" 
Through I.=al Ass=i.ations 
Consurrer lldvisocy Network 
Enploynent Opportunities in MIND 
Staff training/changes in staff attitudes 
Influence and involverent in policy-making/decision-making 
Council of Management 
Policy Ccmnittee 
Don't Knew 
:00 OF TIMES 
MENriONED 
14 
13 
9 
6 
6 
5 
4 
10 
This question elicited one of the highest IlUlliJer of "don't knew", responses 
fran National MIND respondents. In addition, only two people nentioned 
~rk as a volunteer as a way in which COl1SUller involvement could best be 
achieved, although this was one of the chief (and certainly, the rrost 
visible) ways in which COllSllllerS were involved in National MIND (46). 
The lack of certainty about the best neans to achieve consuner involvement 
is reflected in six Council of Managenent nerrbers' responses to the 
question: "Has Council of Management ca:te to any decisions about heM 
COilSlllrer invol verent can best be achieved ? " ( 4 7) • Only one respondent 
said "Yes", with three Council of Management narbers replying in the 
negative, and two expressing uncertainty. Three of these respondents 
referred to the Consutrer 1\dvi.so:ry Network, with the respondent who had 
given an affinnative response ccmrenting that Council had agreed to this 
being established. 
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A small nUmber of National respondents were asked what they thought of 
consumer involvement in various areas (48). Alrrost all agreed with this in 
relation to the Consumer Advisory Network, Council of Management, Regional 
Councils and Executive Committees of Local Associations. Views on the 
benefits and problems of consumer involvement in these areas were mixed 
whilst four respondents felt that the Consumer Advisory Network would give 
consumers a voice andjor allow them to affect policy making, four other 
people felt that it would not have any real influence. 
Problems related to power and representation were mentioned by some 
respondents. One volunteer said that he had found, from his experience of 
a Local Association and of the Mental Patients Union, that "patients' 
groups don't have any clout" ( 49) . Another volunteer comnented 
" .• the Local Associations with the l!Ost power are professional . . 
conservative, pals with Health and Social Services. Consumer 
involveJrent must be as powerful, intellectually and politically . " 
(Interview: National MIND volunteer) . 
In contrast, the two respondents who expressed the l!Ost positive views 
about the Network felt that it would avoid the problem of tokenism. A 
Council of Management member comnented that it would enable the 
participation of consumers who were "less skilled, less articulate, less 
confident" (50). A National MIND staff member felt that the Network was: 
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" •. good.. because it gives direct consumer input, and allows 
consumers to cormnent as an autonOll'OUS body. 'Ihere' s no worry 
about tokenism: 'Ihey can make their own position clear, and 
judge where the organisation is failing them .. " . 
(Interview National MIND staff member) . 
Five respondents voiced concern that members of the Consumer Advisory 
Network would not be representative of other consumers. One volunteer 
was concerned that "people on it wouldn't give an idea what it was like 
to be an inarticulate user" (51), whilst a mental health professional on 
Council of Management said: "My main concern is we won't get the right 
people who know about mental disorder" . 'Ihis respondent expressed support 
for the idea of a Network, but feared that its members would express 
antipsychiatry views, which, he felt, would be unrepresentative of those 
of m:my consumers (52) . 
'Ihree respondents feared that the Network would rrarginalise its 
participants. A member of Forum (53) said he questioned: 
" .. how much National MIND would listen to it .. 'Ihere =Y be too 
m:my voices to listen to .. I would hope consumers would have (a 
voice in Regional Councils], without setting up something 
independent .. " . 
(Interview Forum member). 
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Finally, one National MIND staff member very strongly disagreed with the 
establishment of the Consumer Advisory Network, stating that this would 
avoid facing the issue of enabling other MIND participants to be open 
about any personal experiences of mental health problems (54). 
M::lst respondents felt that National MIND did not have clear objectives 
for consumer involvement (55). In referring to factors which facilitated 
or militated against consumer involvement, several respondents referred 
to policies and opportunities for such participation, or their lack. Tile 
conrnitment to consumer involvement of National MIND participants, 
particularly staff, was often mentioned. The National Director corrrnented 
that it could be achieved by: 
.... the appointment of staff who feel strongly about it. If there 
is the will, and if it comes from me, clearly there is some 
pressure to do something. I can create the ambience, the policy 
that we will involve consumers .... 
(Interview. National Director) . 
Whilst some respondents felt that staff and Council of Management saw the 
development of consumer involvement as a priority, a few staff members 
felt very strongly that, although there was a great deal of discussion 
about consumer involvement, there was no real commitment to it. One 
respondent, who felt particularly strongly, corrrnented: 
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" .• MIND doesn't want consumer involvement full stop. It wants 
to talk about it, have conferences about it.. I think 
individuals want it: same, like [the National Director) very 
passionately, but the organisation doesn't .. MIND has done very 
little about consumer involvement in the last forty years .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Director) . 
A few staff felt that MIND's organisational structure and culture 
inhibited consumer involvement, in that it was very difficult for 
participants to "came out", and share their own personal experiences of 
mental health problems (56). One respondent had written a policy paper 
proposing that consumer involvement could be facilitated if participants 
came out. However, this "got a very negative reaction. One person who'd 
suffered mental illness was positive about it. For others, it was a big 
threat" (57). 
Two respondents comnented on consumers' lack of opportunities for 
involvement in formal policy making "Unless you're a rneniber of staff, you 
can't be represented in policy committee", said one staff member (58) 
whilst a Regional Director comnented: 
" •. Certain members of Council of Management have, in the past, 
not been too weloaming to the idea of consumer representation on 
Council of Managment, which I suppose then filters down 
to .. other comni ttees .. " . 
(Interview. Regional Director) . 
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According to same authorities, the employment of present or former 
cons\.Ullers can facilitate the participation, not only of those so 
employed, but of other consumers (59) . Advantages are said to include 
similarities of experience and culture between the "'ccnsumer--errployee" 
and those seeking help ( 60) . Holland comnents that in the USA, poor 
people were employed in poverty progranrres in the belief that this would 
:rw.ke the latter "rore responsive to the needs of the poor" (61). 
Chamberlin refers to same advantages of mental health ronsumers choosing 
staff to run projects (62), but points out that the employment of same 
consumer participants as paid staff may result in less equality between 
members of patient- run alternatives (63). 
Several MIND respondents commented that National MIND had an Equal 
Opportunities Policy, or employed people with personal experience of mental 
health problems, although two volunteers and several staff said that they 
felt there was a lack of opportunities for employment for ccnsumers. One 
volunteer said: 
" .. I don't think [employment of volunteers] is enccuraged.. I've 
had to fight for everthing I've got out of MIND .. ". 
(Interview National MIND volunteer) . 
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A few respondents said that working in National MIND required the ability 
to cope with stress, and that employment opportunities for consumers 
needed to take account of this. A few staff members suggested making 
changes in employment policies, so that there was rore flexibility to 
suit the needs of employed consumers. 
The effective implementation of policies for participation depends on the 
presence or absence of various resources ( 64) . These include adequate 
training ( 65), funding ( 66), physical factors such as adequate meeting 
space ( 67) , and the time which participation involves ( 68) . 
Despite the emphasis in the literature, funding was rarely mentioned by 
MIND respondents as a factor which facilitated or hindered participation. 
Conroents on physical factors are outlined elsewhere in this thesis ( 69) . 
A few respondents described the costs of time that participation caused 
consumers and other people. Same consumers in Local Associations with 
high consumer involvement corrmented that lack of time was one reason why 
they did not want to be involved in regional and national levels of the 
organisation (70). An Assistant Director felt that providing adequate 
education for consumers could be time - consuming for MIND staff. 
" .. I know one or two staff members have had g::xxi ideas about how 
to involve consumers, but .. have not been able to •• spend the 
.... .:-....... 11 
'-"-''"" .. 
(Interview. Assistant Director, National MIND) . 
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Some respondents referred to the importance of adequate training, 
particularly in relation to consumer involvement in comnittee meetings: 
" .. It' s important that consumers know what is going on re agenda 
and minutes. . .People rey need certain training to go from not 
knowing what to say to assertiveness •. ". 
(Interview. 
involvement). 
Chairperson, Local Association with high consumer 
" .. You have to educate them about how the structure =rks .. " . 
(Interview. 
member). 
Westhill MIND professional Executive Oammittee 
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In o:mtrast, one respondent camnented that her IDeal Association had 
tried to nm committee meetings as infomally as possible; and a Westhill 
staff member felt that the structure of meetings should adapt to the 
needs of consumers, and be accessible to them. 
One important resource related to the facilitation of participation in an 
organisation is its structure. Some respondents referred to the 
importance of MIND's organisational structure as facilitating or 
hindering consumer involvement. Organisations' size (71), social 
structure ("particular patterns of role relationships" (72) and culture 
have been said to facilitate or hinder participation. Handy has 
identified four nain cultures of 'WOrk organisations (73), which allow for 
varying arrounts of 1tJOrker participation and autonomy depending on 
organisational goals (74). 
Some authorities have differentiated between various types of structure 
for participation: e.g. in relation to their fomality or infomality 
(75). More fomal structure, e.g. Boards, Cormtittees, have been said to 
preclude the involvement of those people who lack the experience or 
skills to participation in them. 'Ihus, Marris and Rein state of USA 
poverty programnes in the sixties: "'!he fomal organisation through which 
the project authorised their decisions effectively precluded the 
effective participation of unsophisticated people" (76). A m.nnber of 
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writers indicate that bureaucracies, with their clearly defined roles, 
relationships and accountability, can hinder participation (77), although 
Jaques argues that these organisations can provide "requisite conditions 
for enployee participation" (78). 
Several writers comnent on the fuportance of participatory structures 
which are sensitive to the needs and aptitudes of consumers (79). Jef 
Smith states that voluntary and statutory organisations need a diversity 
of structures to enable a variety of consumers to participate (80). In 
relation to political participation, Verba et al corrment: "I.Dwer status 
groups need a group-based process of !1Pbilisation if they are to catch up 
with upper-status groups in terms of political activity." (81). Fowler 
states of consumer-run mental health groups: "how the groups organised 
themselves seemed as centrally jnportant as any of the issues of 
canpaigning" (82). Colom comnented that adequate responses to mental 
health clients' corrplaints entail consumer "participation in the 
construction of a system" (83). 
A number of authors criticise participatory structures which are decided 
by people in power on their own tenns, and which consumers are unable to 
use (84). Care states that in oomnunity mental health centres consumers 
have to "adapt their style" •. (and] work within conventional procedural 
frameworks" (85). I.eo Smith oomnents that: 
" the management system .. largely defines the issues on which 
consultation is to take place .•• People are rarely consulted on 
the issues they want to talk about .. " (86). 
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Several writers comment that certain organisations lack appropriate 
structures for consumer participation (87). These include social 
services, the law, voluntary organisations (88) and Local Government 
(89). 
services 
COf\ SviAAei" pc;...r'=i c..l po.. t-ior'1 ;n 
Chamberlin refers to the absence of structures for11mental health 
in the U. S .A. ( 90) whilst Dyer comments of British mental health 
services in the mid eighties: 
" .. there are no clearly established rules or procedures of how 
to involve consumers .. I am not aware of any authority which has 
recognised the involvement of consumers in the planning and 
provision of psychiatric services as a distinct management 
objective .. " (SI ) • 
Writing in 1991, Brandon corrments that there is still little consumer 
participation in plarming statutory services (92), although some Health 
Authorities have stated a commitment to consultation with users of mental 
health services and their families ( 93) , and patients • councils, 
representing consumers• views, have been set up in at least five Health 
AUthorities (94). 
A number of authorities stress the importance of providing social 
environments which are conducive to the well being and the participation 
of users of mental health services (95). Several MIND respondents 
referred to the importance of providing social environments or 
"atrrospheres" which prorroted participation. The generally relaxed, 
informal, and often friendly environments in Eastvale MIND's Day Centre 
and in the social clubs in Westhill MIND have previously been described 
(96). 
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u •• Th.e structure of informality facilitated consumer 
involvement. There are not many restrictions .. It's fairly easy 
to ronplain because of the informality of it .. ". 
(Interview. Eastvale MIND Lay Executive Committee Member) . 
" •• As you say ( 97) the club is comfortable and relaxed, and 
conducive to people discussing ideas. • It's very informal •• ". 
(Interview. Westhill MIND Club Member). 
Similar factors were emphasised by participants in same of the Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement: 
" •. the inforrnality. The fact that you' re not in hospital. • and 
people treat you like people, not patients .. " . 
" .. the atnosphere generally encourages things to start up .. " . 
(Interviews. Participants in Local Association with high 
consumer involvement). 
Respondents in t1No Local Associations stressed the importance of an 
inforrnal atrrosphere, treating people as individuals, and enabling 
disagreements to be openly discussed. 
" .. if people do not feel like doing something, they are 
encouraged to say so and to do something about it .. ••. 
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" .. we don't have a rule book. We give everybody the opportunity 
to have their say. We try to oonitor disagreement and bring it 
into the open .. " . 
(Interviews. Participants in Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement). 
In one local association participation was said to be facilitated through 
the Executive Cormlittee' s decision that the social club should be run 
auton=usly. Westhill MIND's social clubs enjoyed a similar situation, 
although a number of respondents felt that the Executive Cormlittee were 
rerrote from club members ( 98) . 
A few respondents stressed that the involvement of consumers was 
facilitated when they were made wel=ne when they joined the 
Association. The iltp:lrtance of a deitDcratic relationship between 
consumers and other participants was also mentioned. 
" .. an absence of barriers.. treating people on equal terms. 
[Staff's office] doors are never shut .. ". 
(Interview. Staff member, Local Association with high consumer 
involvement). 
Some respondents described the difficulty of attracting consumers to join 
their Local Association. One day centre member in Eastvale MIND had 
started a self help group for people with depression because she felt 
that the Association offered insufficient help with this problem (99). 
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The staff member of another I.Jocal Association said that she had expected 
that the high proportion of lay members on the Executive Committee would 
have facilitated consumer involvement, but that this did not happen 
because: 
" .. the group tends to be a clique .. which is difficult for new 
people to approach.. They are middle class, articulate, which 
would put off people not from that background .. " 
(Interview. 
involvement). 
Staff member 1 I.Jocal Association with high consumer 
In contrast, one Local Association with high consumer involvement was 
said to fail to attract middle class people because its main project was 
in a rundown area of the town. The Chairperson of another Local 
Association said that it was difficult to make people aware that his 
organisation was "worth being involved in" (lOO). 
In Westhill MIND, several respondents comnented on the lack of equality 
between Executive Committee and Club members.(\CI). 
" .. The organisational structure is hierarchial. .. In a sense 1 
everyone is answerable to the Executive . . club members are at 
the bottom of the scale .. There's unwritten roles .. " 
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Several respondents cammented that there were more opportunities for 
consumer involvement in Local Associations, and/or that it was easier to 
achieve this at local level. Some people mentioned the possiliility or 
desirability that consumer involvement would start in Local Associations, 
and later spread to regional and national levels of the organisation( 1 o.z). 
" .. Local Associations, I think, involve consumers more than we 
do. It's difficult for us to involve them, other than through 
the Consumer Advisory Network because we don't have consumers 
with us, whereas Local Associations do .. " 
" .. A lot of things at local level you could get consumers 
involved in helping with, and none of these things exist at 
National level .. [e.g] drop-in services .• fund-raising 
activities. 
(Interview. National MIND staff members) . 
One respondent felt that consumer involvement could best be achieved if 
National MIND took on some of the characteristics of a Local Association. 
" .. I think National MIND needs to become a Local Association as 
well a radical day centre . . run by consumers. Consumers 
doing .. the decorating, so it became a consumer organisation .. " 
(Interview. National MIND staff member). 
This respondent felt that such involvement would result in greater 
participation of consumers in National MIND concerns ( 10 3 ), 
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Although same National MIND staff felt that consumer involvement could 
Il'Ore easily be achieved in IDeal Associations, the =nplexity of the 
latter were also seen by same respondents as hindering participation at 
local level(!o4).A club member in Westhill MIND commented that the idea of 
the Association's becoming a limited ronpany was "pretty daunting", and a 
number of Executive Ccmnittee members comnented on the skills needed to 
serve effectively on the Executive Committee ( 105) . The =nparative 
=nplexity of Westhill MIND's aims and Executive Ccmnittee meetings, 
=npared with those of Eastvale MIND, has previously been described 
(106). 
Two respondents in a Local Association with high consumer involvement 
indicated that the organisation's increasing complexity hindered the 
participation of people with consumer experience, other than the 
chaiJ:person, who was an experienced businessrran. Negotiating statutory 
funds for a building for the Association had required considerable 
financial skills which most members, apparently did not possess. 
Furthermore: 
" .. The c:onrnittee have a responsibility for the building in legal 
rratters. . So things have to be well organised. • • that ~rks 
against consumer involvement .. " 
(Interview. 
•rnvolvement). 
Staff member, IDeal Association with high Consumer 
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These comments indicate the Local Association's accountability to its 
funding body as a factor which limited constnner involvement. A similar 
situation prevailed in Eastvale MIND, where officers of the Executive 
Committee stated that there needed to be limits to day centre members ' 
participation for similar reasons. In Westhill MIND it was observed that 
a considerable range of complex legal, financial and building matters 
were discussed. It appeared to be difficult for anyone (consumers or 
non-consumers) to be involved in these matters because of the abstruse 
knowledge or expertise which seemed to be required (107). 
In such instances, leaders appeared to be needed to make decisions based 
on their specific expertise. Certain styles of leadership are said to 
facilitate or hinder participation. Maier described various 
characteristics of participative leadership, including "the capacity to 
share information; prevent dominant personalities fram having 
disproportionate influence; solicit opinions, facts and feeling fram 
reticent participants; [and] assist participants in conmunicating with 
one another" (108). Effective leaders in therapeutic conmunities have 
been described as derrocratic, willing to listen to others, and 
encouraging the sharing of decision making (109); but have also been 
described as charismatic and occasionally authoritarian, with the ability 
to push ahead with refonns, despite others' objections (110). 
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Reference has been made to the view of many respondents, especially in 
Westhill MIND, that professionals dominated some Executive Corrrnittees, in 
tenns of both numbers and influence (111). Several participants, 
particularly in westhill MIND, refe=ed to the desirability of increasing 
consumer involvement, and decreasing professional involvement, in 
important decision making. A few respondents ccmmented that it was not a 
good idea to have a mental health professional as chairperson because 
this could result in professional domination or consumer disempowerment 
(112), but there were few other references to leadership. Interestingly, 
a lay chairperson of a Local Association described how his "'autocratic"' 
leadership style had facilitated consumer involvement. In his 
experience, "' .. ground rules have to be dictatorially set down in relation 
to ronsumer involvement, because otherwise it drifts or dies, or becomes 
whimsically patronising .• "' (113). 
A number of authorities comment that meetings and committees can either 
facilitate or hinder participation, depending on their responsiveness and 
accessibility to ronsumers ( 114) . The value of open or public meetings 
to give information or assess consumer views has been described ( 115), 
but several writers have described problems because the structure or 
content of meetings is intimidating to ronsumers, reinforces existing 
:power structures or uses unfamiliar language or procedures ( 116) . 
Finally, the importance of good oornnunication as a facilitator has been 
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described ( 117) , and this was referred to by MIND respondents. A few 
participants in headquarters mentioned cammunication difficulties, 
although one respondent felt that paradoxically, lack of communication 
facilitated consumer involvement: 
" .. the very looseness of MIND means we can actually get on with 
involving consumers .. without beings~ on by council of 
management.. Paradoxically, looseness and lack of communication 
allows this .. " 
(Interview. National MIND staff member). 
Reference has already been made to Eastvale and Westhill MIND 
respondents' views on corrrnunication in their Local Associations ( 118) . A 
number of Eastvale MIND respondents referred to the inportance of day 
centre members being able to have a say and contribute ideas: e.g. 
through open meetings. 'l'he chairperson of a Local Association with high 
consumer involvement described regular meetings in a wine bar, which 
enabled consumers to meet local officials and politicians; whilst a 
respondent in another LOcal Association conunented on the facilitation of 
a clilllate where all members were encouraged to say if they disagreed with 
anything in the organisation ( 119) . 
Whilst open meetings were viewed as facilitative of consumer involvement 
in Eastvale MIND, other respondents, particularly in Westhill MIND, 
referred to meetings' structure and corrplexity as hindering 
participation. 
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" .. well, the structure doesn't lend itself (to oonsumer 
involvement] I don't see how it can. It's not just a social 
club where you can have a chat. . we' re there to conduct 
business .. " 
" .. you feel you have to educate [consumers) about how the 
structure works .. 
(Interviews. 
MIND). 
Professional Executive Committee members, Westhill 
Some resp:mdents in Local Associations with high consumer involvement 
also referred to difficulties with meetings. Problems, each mentioned by 
one respondent, included difficulties in organising meeting; excessive 
rationality, with no opportunities to share feelings; and insufficient 
time for discussion, with frequent agenda topics which were unlikely to 
interest many oonsumers (120). A Westhill MIND staff member ccmrnented: 
" .. we' re bureaucratic, formal. All these ccmmittees: secretary, 
agenda, and so on. I think ccmmittees oould be far less formal 
and rrore ac=nrroclating .. " 
(Interview. Westhill MIND staff member). 
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Several MIND resp:>ndents p:>inted out that a committee structure TI'ade it 
difficult for certain people to participate, especially those who were 
inarticulate or unsure how to cope in committees. Three resp:>ndents felt 
that the system of nomination on to the Council of Management, with new 
members prop:>sed by those already serving, militated against consumer 
involvement. It was partly for this reason that the National Director 
put forward prop:>sals to change the electoral system onto Regional 
Councils and Council of Management, which were agreed by the latter and 
iroplemented the following year (121). SOme resp:>ndents referred to 
Council of Management being dominated by professionals. "If (council] is 
predominantly run by professionals", said an Assistant Director, "it is 
not that keen having consumer involvement" (122). 
A few reSp:>ndents at Headquarters, and in Westhill MIND, questioned the 
commitment of some members to increase consumer involvement in their 
g:Jverning bodies. Resistance to change was occasionally mentioned as a 
hindering factor by National MIND resp:>ndents, and one staff member 
referred to Council of Management's "uncritical attitude to mental health 
services and to consumers ' problems" ( 123) • An officer of Westhill MIND 
Executive Committee commented: "I think the antipathy of the committee 
militates against consumer involvement.. It has to be a very competent 
outsider to do anything" (124). However, in interviews, the rcajority of 
Executive Committee members were in agreement with consumer involvement, 
though several expressed uncertainly about ways in which this could best 
be achieved ( 125) . 
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Several Eastvale MIND respondents felt that the number of Executive 
Committee places which were open to day centre members itself facilitated 
consumer involvement (126). 'Ibwards the end of fielcll-.ork, a number of 
subgroups was fonned in Westhill MIND. These were concerned with issues 
such as public education and campaigning. lWo respondents said that they 
felt that these VJOuld facilitate participation (127). 
" .. I think subgroups may help because people may be able to 
focus on one aspect, rather than take on board the whole lot .. " 
(Interview. Executive Committee member, Westhill, MIND). 
" .. I think subgroups are good. 
involved in any way they want .• ". 
Various people can be •. 
(Interview Staff member, Westhill MIND) . 
Eastvale MIND had three subcolmtittees, in t1tJO of which all the members 
were day centre users. Although decisions in the fund raising sub 
corrnnittee were made entirely by consumers, its chairperson CO!tplained 
that these were vetoed by a lay officer of the Executive Committee. This 
respondent also CO!tplained that decisions made by the Executive Committee 
were occasionally vetoed by the Day Centre Sub Committee, which included 
lay officers, but no consumer members ( 128) . 
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" .. There was no vote about the microwave [being bought] . . nobody 
an the Executive Committee had a say. . .With fund raising •. we 
have to go through three a:mnittees to get anything done ... we 
operate in a straitjacket. 
(Interview, Consumer Executive Committee member, Eastvale MIND). 
Reference has previously been made (in Chapter 9) to some respondents' 
views that consumer inval vernent could be hindered by the particular 
language used in meetings and in National MIND literature. In addition, 
a number of Westhill MIND respondents a:mmented that the style or 
language of Executive Committee meetings made it hard for consumers to 
participate. 
" .. I don't think the Executive Corrmittee would explain clearly. 
With us, I think it's ilnportant in a step by step way sa we're 
not intimidated .. " 
(Interview. Westhill MIND club members) . 
" .. Communication is one of the ll'ajor problems people with 
psychiatric problems have. that's got to be looked at very 
carefully .. the expectation that people will understand minutes 
writtten in jargon.," 
(Interview. Westhill MIND Executive Club Member). 
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Traming officers in National MIND described ways in which they had tried 
to rreke to make the themes of annual conferences relevant to consi.Ul\ers 
( 129), and a poster was designed for the 1985 annual conference to 
indicate this. A Council of Management member felt that lx>th Armual 
Conferences and Open MIND magazines provided platfonns for some 
consi.Ul\ers . He amnented that "the environment is all right for consi.Ul\ers 
who do have meeting skills", but considered that it was difficult for 
others to be involved (130). 
MIND's 1MAGl': 
This chapter will conclude with an examination of respondents' views of 
MIND's "image", as facilitating or hindering consi.Ul\er involvement. Here, 
the tenn "image" is used in a similar sense to one of the meanings given 
in the Penguin English Dictionary: "the public's idea of what a 
political party, cormnercial product etc. is like" ( 131) • It is suggested 
that MIND's image is reflected in its aims and whose interests it served; 
in its headquarter's location, building and address; the size of the 
organisation; the areas where local groups meet; its literature, meetings 
and conferences; and its membership, lx>th rank and file and of its 
governing lx>dies. 
Judy Wilson refers to the physical environment in which self help groups 
met ( 132) as one factor which affects membership and participation and 
this was mentioned by a few respondents. Reference has previously been 
made to the view of one participant that his Local Association failed to 
attract certain people, because it was situated in a rundown area (133). 
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Three National MIND respondents refe=ed to such features as the 
organisation's size and the address, building and location of 
Headquarters as hindering consumer involvement. "Things to do with the 
ilrage of MIND" , cormnented a · Regional Director, .. the Harley Street 
address" (134). In contrast, a volunteer cormnented that he liked coming 
to Headquarters partly because of the part of London in which it was 
situated (135). A National MIND staff member cormnented: 
" .. where we are based.. would rrake it hard for people to come 
into the building. They could find it quite awesome .. " 
This cormnent was borne out by observation. National MIND was situated on 
the ground floor of a tall m:x:lern block of physicians ' consulting rooms. 
During rrost of the period of fielc::I1.R::>rk, the rrain door to MIND's offices 
was locked by a security device, and no one could enter without knowledge 
of the code. Callers were warmly welcomed by the receptionist, but the 
reception desk was not easy to find, and was closed at midday. People 
were occasionally observed in the foyer, trying to get into MIND (136). 
One Regional Director cormnented that "the only thing that attracts 
(consumers] is the name "MIND". It's seen as a radical organisation .. but 
the reality's different" (137). However, two National MIND staff said 
that consumers benefited from involvement in MIND because they "felt part 
'' 
of a rrovement for change", and that they felt' they had an ally who would 
help with issues that concerned them. Several respondents mentioned 
consumers' favourable perceptions of MIND, and four volunteers said that 
they liked the friendly atrrosphere in Headquarters (138). 
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This chapter has examined the extent to which consumer involvement was 
influenced by various organisational factors. unlike the other voluntary 
organisations studied, MIND had started as a largely beneficent 
organisation, which had gradually sought to increase consumer 
involvement. MIND had a comparatively wide range of aims, and a !!Ore 
diverse membership, including professionals and laypeople, as well as 
consumers. In view of this, it is not surprising that the rrajority of 
respondents thought that the organisation should not be entirely 
consumer-run, and the advantages of other participants' contributions 
were described. The illlportance of skills and oormnitment, in addition to 
consumer experience was stressed. 
The need for clear policies for consumer involvement has been stressed in 
the literature. MIND respondents expressed uncertainty about the best 
means to achieve such participation, with IDeal Associations and the 
proposed Consumer Advisory Network being mentioned !lOst frequently. 
Views were mixed about the possible benefits and problems of various 
suggested measures to increase consumer involvement, and it was generally 
felt that objectives concerning this were unclear. Several respondents 
COIIillented on the oormnitment of participants, particularly National MIND 
staff, to increasing consumer involvement, but a few people felt that 
this oormnitment did not extend beyond discussion. 
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Some respondents stressed the importance of Equal Opportunites Policies 
for consumers within MIND, or the need for particular resources, 
especially appropriate education, to facilitate consumer involvement. 
Several authorities have highlighted the need for appropriate 
organisational structures for participation. MIND respondents referred 
to the ilrportance of a social environment which was infernal, relaxed, 
welcoming and derrocratic; and the provision of facilitites which were 
accessilile to a variety of consumers. Organisational corrplexity was seen 
as hindering consumer involvement : e.g. corrplicated aims, and functions 
such as negotiating finances, accountability to funding bodies, and work 
requiring specialist skills. 
The structure of meetings and comnittees, and the language used, were 
also seen as irrp::>rtant by some respondents. The need to provide adequate 
opportunties to express views was mentioned, and several people said that 
fornal corrrnittee structure hindered consumer involvement. Finally, a few 
respondents mentioned factors related to MIND' s ".image" (such as the 
building used by Headquarters or some Local Associations) as facilitating 
or hindering consumer involvement. 
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OiAPlER 13 
AaXXJNTABILITY, AIMS AND ClMruNICATICll 
So far, an examination has been made of the influence of particular groups 
of individuals, and of organisational factors and specific policies, on 
the development of consumer involvement ( 1) . The next two chapters 
include an analysis of the relationship between different levels of MIND, 
with an examination of the extent to which national and regional 
participants influenced Local Associations in relation to consumer 
involvement and various aspects of their work. The influence of Local 
Associations on National and Regional MIND is also considered, in less 
detail. 
The influence of MIND participants on other levels of the organisation was 
found to be affected by three factors: 
* 1 
* 2 
* 3 
Accountability within MIND, and relative autonomy of Local 
Associations. 
The extent to which Local Associations were aware of, and agreed 
with, National and Regional MIND aims and perspectives. 
The arrount and quality of contact and communication between 
different levels of the organisation. 
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Each of these factors will be considered in turn. The extent to which 
different levels of an organisation exert influence on each other depends 
on what Handy describes as its culture: 
" .. [a set] of values and norms and beliefs - reflected in 
different structures and systems. . In organisations there are 
deep-set beliefs about the way work should be organised, the way 
authority should be exercised, people rewarded, people 
controlled .. " ( 2) . 
According to Handy, organisational culture includes variations in the 
exercise of power and influence, and in the way decisions are roade. 
"Influence is the process whereby A m:x:iifies the attitudes or behaviour of 
B. Power is that which enables him to do it" ( 3) . Handy describes 
several types of power and influence, which vary, according to 
organisations ' structure and functions, and which resemble some of those 
proposed by Max Weber (4). Thus, in a bureaucracy or role culture, power 
"=nes as a result of the role or the position in the organisation" (5), 
and such power is usually legitimised by both managers and subordinates in 
the organisation. Other organisations are characterised by leaders with 
personal power or charisma, or leaders with expert power by virtue of 
specific knowledge or skills which are recognised by others ( 6). 
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In addition, organisations vary in the extent to which members are 
acoountable to each other. Krarner states that there is a "lack of 
agreement about [the] meaning" of acoountability (7) which, acoording to 
G.W. Jones exists when a person or institution has: 
" .. a task, function or role to perform, together with the 
capability to carry it out. There is also oonferred same 
discretion and the liability to acoount for the perfonnance of 
the duty .. to act in oonformity with the wishes and needs of those 
who oonferred the authority."(8). 
Definitions and descriptions of accountability in various professions 
emphasise the responsibility of professionals to patients and to society 
(9). For exanple, in nursing, midwifery and health visiting 
"acoountability is an integral part of professional practice, since .. the 
practitioner has to 1113.ke judgments in a wide variety of circumstances, and 
be answerable for those judgements" ( 10) . Elliott et al distinguish 
between contractual acoountability and a "ll'Oral sense of answerability". 
The former entails fitting in with or doing what is required or 
predetermined by others. The latter is explaining and where necessary, 
justifying to others the decision that has been taken" ( 11) . 
Several writers state that the !lOSt clearly defined lines of authority and 
accountability occur in bureaucracies or role cultures, with their 
precisely defined rules and procedures and clear role specifications (12). 
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" .. The accountability of the manager for the work of his 
subordinate is of central inp:lrtance in the manager - subordinate 
relationship. It is that accountability which makes the manager 
so dependent upon his subordinate. It determines the precise 
quantity of authority to which he is legitimately entitled in 
relation to his subordinate. " ( 13) . 
In bureaucracies it is relatively easy for higher levels of the 
organisation to exert fornal influence on lower levels. Thus, in a firm 
with a role culture, personnel in local branches are accountable for the 
implementation of policy directives to regional or area offices whilst the 
latter are accountable to the Head Office from which directives have come. 
The formal authority of each level to give orders to lower levels is seen 
as legitimate by subordinates, even if it is resented, and possibly 
subverted by the use of "negative power" : "the ability to filter or 
distort infornation, instructions or regulations from one part of the 
organisation to another" ( 14). 
Various writers' accounts of accountability in the ideal type of 
bureaucracy or role culture contrast with Rhodes' description of 
a=untability in central-local government relations. Rhodes argues that 
conventional m:x!els of the latter are misleading because they ignore the 
very considerable variety and types of sub-central government, their 
ability to exert power and influence: e.g. through control of resources 
which central government does not have; and the limited ability of central 
government to exercise authority or influence over recalcitrant 
sub-central governments or to hold them accountable ( 15) . Rhodes refers 
to the Layfield Report which argued that there is "an ambiguity and 
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confused relationship in which neither level of Government is clear about 
its responsibilities" (16). 
Rhodes states that the attenpts of Conservative governments of 1979 to 
1987 to increase the accountability of local authorities to the centre 
were unsuccessful because of a failure to take into account the 
complexities of the relationships between different parts of the system 
( 17) . Evidence of this complexity has been found in a nmnber of studies. 
Cousins refers to "the complexity and confusion of accountability" caused 
by a large nmnber of bodies linking a IDndon borough and the former 
Greater IDndon Council (18). Elcock and Haywood found that accountability 
within the National Health Service involved considerable resistance, 
negotiation and discretion at district levels in the development of 
policies ( 19) . In their a=unt of ccmmunity care for people with 
learning difficulties, Webb et al described various factors which affected 
the accountability of district and regional health authorities to the 
Secretary of State for Health and Social Services (20): 
" .. The relationships between centre - region - district cannot be 
characterised as between principal and agent; in reality, 
relationships are far IOC>re complex, with the fornal hierarchial 
relationship mediated by the rules of the game" ( 21) . 
Compared with an ideal type of bureaucracy, with clear accountability, 
bounded by precise rules and procedures (22), Webb et al found that the 
i..rrplementation of certain policies was affected by shared understandings 
that there should be adequate consultation, that policies should be seen 
as "reasonable", and that latitude should be allowed in relation to 
certain policies (23). 
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Rhodes concludes that "confusion and ambiguity rerrai.n pre-eminent 
characteristics of inter government relations. The doctrines of 
ministerial accountability to parliament: belong to a simpler era" (24). 
He cites other authorities who have argued that recent Governments have 
failed to take into account the complex nature of accountability in 
inter-government relations (25): e.g, the distinction made by Heald 
between political, managerial and legal responsibility (26). 
ACCXXJNTABILITY WI'IIDN MIND 
Data from interviewing and participant observation suggests that during 
the period of fieldwork, accountability within MIND had oore in comron 
with Rhodes • account of inter--government relations than with the ideal 
type of bureaucracy or role culture. Rhodes dei!Onstrates that the 
relationships between central and sUb-central units of Government are 
complex, and often ambiguous and multi-faceted (27). Similarly, the 
relationships between National/Regional MIND and Local Associations were 
found to be complicated, with Il'OSt participants in various parts of the 
organisation having considerable autonomy. MIND's organisational 
structure has been described in Chapter 4 (28). The entire organisation 
was run by the Council of Management, led by the Chairperson, with lines 
of accountability down to the National Director and General Secretary, and 
thence, from the National Director to several Assistant and Regional 
Directors and their staff ( 29) • A Management Team was responsible for the 
management of resources, whilst a policy committee made decisions and 
recomnendations about policy matters ( 30) . 
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Responses to questions in interviews suggested that in general, there were 
few differences in policy between Regional and National MIND, and clear 
lines of accountability of Regional Directors to the National Director. 
Regional staff were as involved as those at Headquarters in the Management 
Team and Policy committee. 
" .. Regions are part of the National organisation. I •m a merrt>er 
of the management team, so am part of it. You couldn't separate 
the two •• ". 
(Interview. Regional Director). 
Compared with regional offices, Local Associations had less direct 
involvement in National MIND. Six (one-third) of the ordinary rnerrU:Jers of 
Council of Management were Local Association participants ( 31) . other 
rnerrU:Jers of Local Associations could make recomnendations to Council 
through a body called Forum, which consisted of representatives of 
Associations throughout England and Wales. 
Membership of the Management Team and Policy committee was not open to 
Local Association members, unless (in the case of the policy corrmittee), 
Council of Management nominated them. However, membership of working 
groups (which were concerned with specific mental health issues, and 
reported to Policy oommittee) was open to Local Associations, as well as 
to regional and national participants (32). 
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The extent to which National MIND policies influenced consumer involvement 
and other issues was affected by the autonomy of National and Regional 
staff and of Local Associations, which in the case of the former, 
co-existed with acoountability to the National Director and Council of 
Management. Similarly, it has been found that, despite formal lines of 
acoountability between different levels of government, some actors have 
enjoyed considerable freedom of decision waking ( 33) . For exanple, Webb 
et al have described ways in which the autonomy of psychiatrists adversely 
affected the ilrplernentation of Central Government policies for people with 
learning disabilities ( 34) . Although the Secretary of State has the power 
to make policies, "clinical judgement renains a substantial obstacle to 
a=untability" ( 35) . 
Participant observation and interview responses suggest that, despite 
formal lines of acoountability, Jl'ailY MIND staff had considerable autonomy 
in making decisions related to their work, and (in some instances), marked 
influence on policy decisions made by Council of Management and Policy 
C'olmlittee. A number of respondents felt that Council of Management 
usually agreed to decisions being made by the Management Team and Policy 
C'olmlittee, rather than initiating policy themselves. An Assistant 
Director corrunented that Council was a "sounding board, rather than 
initiators" (36) whilst a member of this body comnented: 
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" .. Council of Management do a lot of rubber starrping. . We have 
the power to throw things out. But it's all very sensible, and 
we nod agreement .. " . 
(Interview. Council of Management Member) . 
This respondent seemed satisfied with this position, but another member of 
Council of Management felt that there was " •. a bit of a conflict .. a number 
of staff insist on things which are not in line with .. accepted policy" 
(37). 
The autonomy of National and Regional staff co-existed with clear lines of 
accountability. M:>st respondents felt that, in general, National and 
Regional MIND had similar aims, although some people mentioned certain 
differences in function or errphasis (38). In contrast, accountability 
between national / regional and local levels was far from clear. Each 
IDeal Association was registered as a separate charity, whose members 
chose whether to have similar aims to National and Regional MIND, whether 
or not to affiliate to the fonner, and whether to stay affiliated. 
Indeed, at the time of fieldwork, there were several local associations of 
mental health which were non-affiliated, and entirely independent from 
National MIND (39). 
Whilst National and Regional MIND sought to have influence over Local 
Associations, their power to do so was l.ilni.ted by the latter's autonomy as 
separate charities, and subsequent limitations in their accountability to 
other levels of the organisation. This situation is in contrast to 
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accountability within bureaucracies or role cultures in industry. For 
example, in a supermarket chain, it is relatively easy to ensure clear 
accountability between national and area offices and local branches, as 
Che autonomy of the latter is limited by clearly defined rules, procedures 
and superordinate - subordinate relations (40). Furthemore, branches are 
not registered as separate corrpanies to the national organisation, and 
cannot choose to disaffiliate. 
Local Associations' relationship with National MIND more closely resembled 
the relationship of many local authorities to Central Government. Walker 
describes the strategies which the former use to assert their autonomy and 
weaken the influence of Whitehall (41). However, Local Authorities rarely 
leave the National - subnational system of Government; and it is difficult 
for them to be cornpletel y unaccountable to Central Government ( 42) , which 
has the power to disband them ( 43) . 
The autonOiey of Local Associations was often stressed in interviews and 
was reflected both in gaps in both Community Developnent Department 
records on Local Associations and in the knowledge of Associations of 
staff of the Region in which Eastvale MIND and Westhill MIND were situated 
(44). 
The Chairperson and Secretary of Westhill MIND expressed particular 
disagreement with National and Regional MIND, and stressed the autonOiey of 
their Association. When the Secretary was initially contacted about the 
research, it was explained that the local Regional Director had said he 
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was happy for Local Associations to be approached about the study. This 
initially caused the secretary considerable consternation ( 45) . He 
stressed Westhill MIND's autonomy, and added "we don't have anything to do 
with National or Regional MIND. They're nothing to do with us" (46). The 
chaiiperson of the Association said, in relation to the regional office: 
" •• we have nothing to do with them. They do leave us alone. 
They find us prickly and well - organised. I have a lot of 
misgivings about National MIND, and what they stand for .. " . 
(Interview. Chairperson, Westhill MIND). 
Other Westhill MIND respondents did not appear to feel as strongly about 
the Association's autonomy, and a few felt that there should be closer 
links with National and Regional MIND. 
" .. the Local Association ought to be rrore accountable. If 
National MIND is working out a policy which is national in scope 
e.g. . . if it's agreed National MIND has canpaigning on drug use, 
.. I feel it's incumbent on the Local Association to perticipate, 
but it should depend on Local Associations being consulted about 
the natter and how it should be i.rrplernented .. ". 
(Interview. Officer of Executive Corranittee, Westhill, MIND). 
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" .. I think Region have a lot to offer, and feel we should relate 
to them. . I think it's reasonable Region has some sort of 
accountability.. Equally, there should be accountability, the 
other way .. " 
(Interview. Member of Executive Cormtittee, Westhill, MIND). 
7\,o Westhill MIND staff members were perceived by other respondents as 
being rrore conunitted than the Executive Cormtittee to the aims of National 
and Regional MIND ( 4 7) . Both these staff members had done much to 
facilitate consumer involvement in the IDeal Association. One of them 
described her COI!Ullit:ment to National policy to increase consumer 
involvement and other areas, and added: 
" .. I think we've been far too autonorrous. I 'd like to see rrore of 
us having interaction with National and Regional MIND .. much rrore 
closely aligned to them .. ". 
(Interview. Westhill MIND staff member). 
Overall, Eastvale MIND Executive Cormtittee members did not express strong 
agreement or disagreement with the aims of National and Regional MIND. 
There was a general feeling that the Association's autonomy was high. 
"Al.rrost total" and "nearly complete" said two respondents. 7\,o 
participants were very critical of what they saw as National and Regional 
MIND's lack of contact with Eastvale MIND, and the latter's lack of 
influence over the work of other levels of the organisation ( 48) . 
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INFlllENCE AND RESOURCES 
This section examines atterrpts of participants, particular 1 y at 
headquarters and in regional offices, to influence consumer involvement at 
different levels of MIND. Here, the tenn influence refers to the process 
of making "others behave in a way in which they would not have behaved 
otherwise" ( 49) . Rhodes refers to a range of resources which different 
levels of Government use to influence each other. These include 
authority, political legitimacy, financial, informational and 
organisational resources (50). 
Acoording to Rhodes, "authority refers to mandatory and discretionary 
right to carry out functions or services. . by statute or constitutional 
oonvention" (51). National MIND • s influence on Local Associations was 
limited and did not extend to authority in these senses, or to political 
legitimacy. The financial resources it oould offer to Associations were 
limited to ooncessional rates for MIND publications, courses and 
conferences, and a fund to which they could apply to finance particular 
projects (52). Organisational and informational resources included 
various mailings of information and oopies of the Annual Report and a 
Jllagazine for affiliated Local Associations, who also had access to the 
' 
expertise and advice of National and Regional staff (53). 
Whether the resources offered to Local Associations were a source of 
influence or not depended on their salience to local participants, and the 
extent to which they held National MIND in high esteem. Thus, in 1985 
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details of the proceedings of a workshop on consllll\er involvement were sent 
to all local Associations (54) . Data from observation and interviewing 
suggested that the extent to which this influenced Executive Conmittee 
members depended, in part, on their perception of the value and 
importance, both of national corrummications and of consllll\er involvement 
(55). 
Rhodes refers to the interdependence of central and subcentral government, 
and the resources of the latter on which the centre depends. These 
include political legitimacy and informational and organisational 
resources (56). Similarly, in some ways there was interdependence of 
national and local levels of MIND. .Annual Reports have stressed that MIND 
is a national rovement affecting local people (57). It is suggested that 
National MIND's credibility, and its ability to attract central government 
funding, depended, in part, on the willingness of local Associations to 
affiliate. Rhodes describes ways in which subcentral gove:rnments have 
withdrawn their support for central government policies (58). Whilst 
Central Government has been able to use legal and other sources of power 
to ensure confonnity (59), National MIND had relatively few such sources 
of power. local Associations could exert some influence over National 
MIND because of their ability to disaffiliate and to refuse to support 
Headquarters. 
The involvement of local Associations in the organisation gave legitimacy 
to National MIND. For these reasons, it appeared to be in National MIND's 
interests to take into account, at least to some extent, the views of 
local participants to ensure their support and rommitment to National MIND 
causes. 
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Rhodes refers to organisational resources: "the possession of people, 
skills, land, building Jl'aterial and equipment" as means by which local 
authorities could influence central government (60). National MIND 
appeared to depend on Local Associations to provide local services for two 
reasons: firstly, to attract funding by central government at a tjme when 
the latter was keen to encourage the provision of =Y services by the 
voluntary sector (61). (National MIND itself provided almost no day or 
residential services) ( 62). Secondly, the provision of Local Association 
Services constituted exarrples of exeuplary advocacy derronstrating exarrples 
of good mental health services which included consumer involvement. Such 
services assisted National MIND in its attempts to influence Central 
Government to provide similar statutory services ( 63) . 
In addition, National MIND relied on Local Associations for support of, 
and sometimes, involvement in, its carrpaigning activities. Local 
Secretaries were sent details of National MIND campaigns, sometimes with 
letters for Associations to send to the appropriate Minister or local 
MP's. Ways in which the carrpaigns unit involved Local Associations in the 
Tranx (minor tranquillisers) canpaign have already been described ( 64) . 
Rhodes also refers to inforll'ational resources as a means by which 
subcentral governments influence central government: "the possession of 
data and to control over either their collection or their dissemination, 
or both" (65). National and Regional MIND relied on Local Associations to 
provide local inforll'ation to legitimise and back up their campaigns and 
their atterrpts to influence central government. National and Regional 
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levels of the organisation also depended on Local Associations in their 
atterrpts to increase consumer involvement. Some respondents believed that 
such participation was Il'OSt easily achieved at local level (66). An 
increase of consumer involvement in Council of Management and Regional 
Councils, as envisaged in the plans for changes in structure and 
accountability, depended, in part, on consumer involvement in local 
Executive Ccmnittees. National MIND also relied on Local Associations to 
adopt its Equal Opportunities Policies in relation to people of different 
ethnic groups and with particular disabilities (67). A few Local 
Association participants raised objections to this proposal, arguing that 
it had been inposed by National MIND ( 68) . 
Some organisational theorists have argued that the means available to 
people in positions of authority to influence subordinates depends on the 
nature of the organisation and tasks. Chell refers to .. "positive power": 
"the degree to which leaders are able to reward and punish, to reconmend 
sanctions or otherwise to enforce =npliance by subordinates. 'Ihus if 
leaders have the power to give or withhold rewards then the Il'Ore they can 
constructively use this aspect of their power the Il'Ore influence they will 
have" (69). 
Etzioni has argued that whilst organisations using coercive or utilitarian 
control can apply =Y material rewards and sanctions, those using 
normative control including voluntary organisations, apply authority 
mainly through the personal influence of particular individuals (70). 
National MIND had few of the resources described by Rhodes to 
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influence consumer involvement in Local Associations. However, data from 
interviews suggested that it was the personal influence of particular 
National and Regional staff members which sometimes had an effect on such 
participation. 
Chapter 14 includes an outline of ways in which National, and in 
particular, Regional MIND staff atterrpted to increase cxmsumer involvement 
in Local Associations ( 71) . Data collected from interviews suggests that 
the extent to which this was possible was influenced by a number of 
factors related to aims and communication. These included: 
* 1. The extent to which Local Association members were aware of 
National/Regional MIND aims and policies. 
* 2. The extent to which they agreed with these aims and policies, and 
were prepared to .i!rplement them locally. 
* 3. The amount of identification with National/Regional MIND: a wish 
to be part of the National ItOvement, or to be an entirely 
autonomous organisation with separate aims. 
* 4. 
* 5. 
The amount of personal contact of Local Association members with 
National and Regional MIND participants. 
The quality of communication from National and Regional levels. 
Issues related to aims and communication will now be considered in turn. 
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AIMS AND 0JAIS 
In bureaucratic organisations, all actors are expected to share much the 
same organisational goals ( 72) , although several studies have found that, 
in practice, many participants have goals which are against those which 
are officially stated (73). Rhodes cites many instances of oonflict 
between the goals and policies of central and subcentral governments. 
"Central decisions are not translated into action in any straightfor:ward 
manner. On occasions, local authorities can sinlply reject central 
policy." (74). Referring to various authors, Rhodes gives exarrples of 
ways in which local authorities and other sub--central governments have 
been able to subvert, or fail to carry out central government policies on 
oouncil housing (75), privatising services (76) and spending on local 
services (77). 
In same industrial organisations acoountability involves expectations that 
subordinates will perform certain tasks or share the aims and philosophies 
of the organisation as a whole ( 78) , Some respondents ' OO!mlel1ts suggested 
that regional offices were expected to share National MIND' s aims, but to 
interpret them in ways which were appropriate to local circumstances, and 
to act, in the words of one Regional Director, as: 
" .. a two-way function, a bridge between National MIND and Local 
Associations. . .we try to interpret [national policies] in a 
regional oontext .. ", 
(Interview. Regional Director). 
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Most national and regional respondents felt that Local Associations should 
have similar aims to National MIND, but many added qualifications. 
TABlE 13.1 
~· VIEWS m WIMlliER. 
SIDliD 11nU. ASSXIATICNS SfDJID HAVE SIMIIJ\R AIMS 'ID NATICNAL MIND 
n 23 
Yes 6 
Yes, with qualifications 13 
1 
1 
0 
2 
Depends on the Local Association 
No, with qualifications 
No 
Don't know 
Seven respondents felt that Local Associations should share National MIND 
basic aims or principles, but with some differences according to local 
need. 
" .. they should have broadly similar aims by virtue of being 
affiliated. Some differences (are appropriate). It's difficult 
to ask volunteers to adopt radical policies .. " . 
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" .. National MIND can influence larger issues like.. central 
government policies, which Local Associations can't. Local 
Associations can influence local J:xxlies .. " . 
(Interviews. National MIND staff) • 
Beliefs that National MIND and Local Associations should have similar cilltis 
appeared to be contradicted by respondents ' comnents on the main aims of 
the level of MIND in which they were principally involved (79). Whilst 
service provision was strongly stressed by Eastvale and westhill MIND 
Executive Comnittee members, respondents at Headquarters mentioned 
influencing statutory services, canpaigning and legal issues far nore 
frequently. ~ese were hardly ever mentioned as aill1s of the Local 
Associations (80). Furthernore, only one respondent felt that national 
and local aims were unequivocally similar. Other participants felt that 
there were differences in aims, or that it depended on the Local 
Association ( 81) . Several respondents said that some local MIND 
participants did not find National and/or Regional MIND aims of any 
salience ( 82 ) . 
A wide range of views about National and Regional MIND aims was expressed 
by Eastvale and Westhill MIND Executive Comnittee members; and Corrmittees, 
as opposed to individual members, did not appear to hold many cohesive 
views. Several respondents spontaneously mentioned their agreement or 
disagreement with National/Regional MIND aims. Interestingly, a number of 
these participants also indicated a lack of knowledge of these aims. 
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Nevertheless, this clid not preclude some of them from holding strong views 
( 83) • A Regional Development Officer said that he had found, from 
circulating a questionnaire to Local Association members in one region 
that "sixty per cent had little idea what National MIND was about" , and 
lll3nY felt that they had insufficient knowledge of the work of Headquarters 
(84). 
Some respondents stressed that there were quite similar basic principal or 
general aims at different levels of the organisation, such as concern for 
consumers' needs; but referred to wide differences in specific aims, both 
between national and local level, and between different Local 
Associations. Many respondents stressed that the latter tended to meet 
consumer needs through service provision, whilst National MIND 
concentrated on campaigning. Links with Headquarters were said to 
sometimes cause difficulties for those Associations who were trying to 
establish relationships with, and assure funding from, local statutory 
authorities. 
" .. I think that a very large number of local groups would prefer 
just to be service providers without the campaign work. A number 
. . have objected to National work, especially if this is critical 
of their Health Authority or hospital staff .• ". 
(Interview. National MIND Staff member) . 
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" .. Where the conflict occurs is in issues . . supporting statutory 
services. The local associations rover gaps within those 
services.. they don't really support aims •• of National MIND 
over the need for change .. " . 
(Interview. Forum member). 
Many respondents ' comments suggested that there were discrepancies between 
national/regional and local views about how the needs of consumers could 
best be met. A few Eastvale and Westhill MIND participants disagreed 
particularly with National and Regional MIND aims. The especially strong 
views of the c:hai.rperson and secretary of Westhill MIND have previously 
been referred to ( 85) . A consumer member of Eastvale MIND's Executive 
Committee commented: 
" .. M:Jst of the people in authority round here don't like us 
because .. they think we' re supporting National MIND campaigns 
which we don't agree with. National MIND gives us a bad name at 
times.. we have objectives completely different to National 
MIND. We're interested in our doings, involved enough in that. 
Even though we' re affiliated, we don't have to agree with 
than . . " . 
(Interview. Consumer member of Executive Committee, Eastvale MIND). 
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Another member of Eastvale MIND's Executive Conmi.ttee comnented: 
" .. I think one of the tensions is that National MIND does 
political carrpaigning and the Local Association rrore service 
delivery. . National MIND's canpai.gning could .. undermine work at 
a local level, so IDeal Associations SO!lletirnes dissociate 
themselves from National MIND •. " . 
(Interview. Executive Cormnittee member, Eastvale MIND). 
In Sl.li!Ulaty, interview responses suggested that rrost National and Regional 
MIND participants both felt that IDeal Associations should share broadly 
similar aims with Headguarters, and were aware of differences in aims in 
practice. Some Local Associations respondents said that they did not know 
the aims of National MIND, and/or expressed (sometimes strong) 
disagreerrent with the aims of other levels of the organisation. These 
factors suggest that National and Regional policies and views on consumer 
involvement were likely to have little influence on Eastvale and Westhill 
MIND, and perhaps, other local Associations (86). 
The extent to which consumer involvement in IDeal Associations was 
influenced by national and regional policies also depended, in part, on 
the extent of communication between different levels of the organisation. 
"Neither the nature of the c:om:nunicator nor the oomrnunication will have 
any effect if individuals are not prepared to expose themselves to new 
infomation" (87). 
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Fifteen National MIND staff were asked about the extent to which they or 
their department/unit coromunicated with Local Associations (88). There 
was considerable variation, with about half stating that this was "nil" or 
"slight" (89). 
The Corrununity Development Department, and its Local Associations 
~rdinator, in particular, sent various coromunications to Associations 
from Council of Management and National MIND staff. The ll'OSt frequent 
oomrnunications from the latter concerned the provision of information or 
help to Local Association members, training matters, and the referral of 
people in distress who had contacted Headquarters (90). Two respondents 
said that they had contacted Local Associations about matters concerning 
consumer involvement. 
of a workshop on 
participation. Two 
The Local Associations ~rdinator infonned them 
this topic, and on other matters concerning 
assistant directors had coromunicated with Local 
Associations to invite them to take part in canpaigns and to seek their 
views. A few respondents had used Local Associations newsletters, other 
publications and forum meetings to bring issues to the attention of local 
participants. 
Several respondents, especially in National MIND and Westhill MIND 
referred to coromunication problems between national and local levels. 
Comnents included "Local Associations are not always infonned", "Local 
Associations have not been consulted enough in the past", and "ll'Ost Local 
Associations agree (with Nationsl policy] .. but would like oomrnunication 
earlier." However, a Regional Development Officer cammented that same 
Local Associations felt that they received too much information from 
Headquarters. Both the Local Associations Coordinator and a member of 
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Forum commented that local participants sometimes corrplained that National 
MIND had not conmmicated about a particular issue, when they had, in 
fact, received infonnation about it in nailings from Headquarters (91). 
This is reminiscent of Handy's comment that distortion of =mnunication 
within work organisations has been found to be caused not only by 
"omission or distortion by the sender", but "perceptual bias by the 
receiver. We only .• perceive what we are ready to receive .. " (92). 
Some respondents felt that poor corrmunication was a reason for National 
MIND's lilnited influence on Local Associations. A few people said that 
when there was congruence between national and local ailns this was 
coincidental, rather then because of staff influence or good 
corrmunication. 
" .. when National policies and Local Associations agree, this is 
l!Dre because of Associations ' awareness of the issues . . than 
because of conmmication from Har ley Street .. " 
(Interview. National MIND staff member) . 
CCM1UNICATION FRCM REGIONAL STAFF 
Interview responses suggested that =mnunication from regional offices to 
Local Associations appeared to depend on at least three factors: 
* 1. the extent to which Regional Development Officers (93) saw work 
with local Associations as important; 
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* 2. 
* 
3. 
the extent to which Local Associations invited, andjor initiated 
contact by Regional MIND staff; 
the arrount of time that regional staff had available to contact 
Local Associations. 
Three Regional Development Officers stressed the i..rrp:>rtance, in their 
work, of providing a service to Local Associations, but another ~ saw 
this as a relatively small part of their role. Some regional respondents 
indicated that Associations varied in the extent to which they were 
prepared to corrrnunicate with Regional and National MIND (94). One 
Regional Developnent Officer felt that the extent to which Local 
Associations corrrnunicated with regional staff affected the former's 
influence on regional policies (95). Insufficient time was another factor 
which made corrrnunication difficult. Tile Director of one Region said he 
would have liked to increase corrrnunication from the regional office to 
Local Associations, but there was "a lack of people to organise it." (96). 
Respondents indicated that Regional MIND staff corrrnunicated on a wide 
range of topics, including issues related to consumer involvement, which 
were mentioned by three people ( 97) . 
In preliminary fieldwork, five respondents (~ at regional and three at 
local level) were asked to rate corrrnunication from "Albion" Region (in 
which Eastvale and Westhill MIND were situated) on seven topics, including 
consumer involvement (98). Four respondents rated rrost items, including 
consumer involvement, as "slight" (99), but a Westhill MIND staff member 
rated all seven topics as "marked" or "very considerable". He a:mrnented 
that, with regional staff, consumer involvement was: 
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" .. discussed a lot, but (we're] no wiser al:x:lut it. As issues for 
discussion, bringing workers together, presenting a paper .. with 
the l.imited staff they're got, it's very good •• ". 
(Interview. Staff member, Westhill MIND) . 
However, this respondent felt that there was little communication about 
consumer involvement, corrpared with other topics, from his Local 
Association to National and Regional MIND (100). 
Interview responses indicated that the other regional offices varied in 
the arrount of communications to Local Associations which concerned 
constnner involvement. Staff in two other regions said that little of 
their communications to Associations was related to this. 
" .. It's minor, corrpared with other topics: less than between the 
regions. It' s left to National MIND .. " . 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer). 
Staff in the other established Regions (101) said that some communication 
with Local Associations concerned constnner involvement. This was rrost 
marked in "Region C", whose staff had circulated Local Associations with a 
questionnaire to assess the extent of constnner involvement, and held a 
meeting about this with the new Regional Council ( 102). Development 
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Officers in other regions said that they often discussed consumer 
involvement with developing and established Local Associations. The work 
of staff in facilitating participation is discussed in Chapter 14 ( 103). 
Eleven out of nineteen Eastvale and Westhill MIND Executive Committee 
respondents said they had had some contact with other levels of the 
organisation, but this was only "slight" for all but four of them (104). 
For :rrost respondents, contact ccnsisted of correspondence about practical 
matters, asking for infonnation, and attending a National MIND Annual 
Conference or course. Both Local Associations had a Forum member, and an 
Officer of Eastvale MIND was a member of the local Regional Advisory 
Comnittee. In Westhill MIND, one respondent had been a Council of 
Management member and an observer at the Regional Advisory Committee 
several years before the period of fieldwork. Another Westhill MIND 
Executive Committee member was occasionally asked to speak at conferences 
run by the local regional office ( 105). 
Overall, Executive Committee members appeared to have slightly :rrore 
contact with Regional, corrpared with National MIND, and interview 
responses suggest that this was greater for Eastvale MIND. Some 
respondents had met members of regional staff, and a few had visited the 
regional office. Six Executive Committee members in the two Associations 
referred to problems in corrmunication with National MIND. 'lWo of these 
respondents reported similar problems with the regional office, although 
others said they had found contact with regional staff helpful (106). 
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In contrast, the Chairperson and Secretary of Westhill MIND both expressed 
particular concern about the lack of comnunication from Headquarters, and 
to a lesser extent, the regional office. The chairperson referred to 
"almost corrplete dispute between the Local Association and National MIND, 
since National MIND started" ( 107) . He comnented on disagreements about 
Headquarter • s intervention in a Westhill MIND project and on a National 
MIND policy document: 
" .. We almost thought of disaffiliating. It seemed as if 
National MIND was putting .. responsibility on Local Associations 
to cany out National MIND policy, without acting in a democratic 
way. Decisions were made mainly by national.. and regional staff, 
with little say from Local Associations. • .We wrote back, said 
we were not prepared to accept it .. ". 
(Interview. Chairperson, Westhill MIND) . 
However, the concern of the Chairperson and Secretary about lack of 
=mnmication from National MIND was voiced to a lesser extent, or not at 
all, by other Westhill MIND respondents. 
" •. I think National MIND could =nrnunicate [l!Pre) .• but I think 
they have a lot to offer, and feel we should relate to them .. " . 
(Interview. Westhill MIND Executive Cormnittee member). 
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" .. There is a lot of resentment (about National MIND's lack of 
consultation], .. but I think the Executive Committee allows this 
to cloud the issue .. ". 
(Interview. Westhill MIND staff member) . 
Whilst two Westhill MIND Officers expressed concern at what they saw as 
National and Regional MIND's "interference", three Eastvale MIND Executive 
Committee members felt that these levels of the organisation should play a 
ll'Ore directive role in the Local Association. 
" .. they ought to get to know their Local Associations better than 
they do, have rrore contact with them: visit or .. phone .. to see 
if Local Associations are all right .. " . 
" .. they should .. spend rrore time from regional level. . guide along 
the right lines, provide back-up training for Local Association 
members. . if an Association' s got a problem, Region should sort 
it out .• ". 
(Interviews. Eastvale MIND Executive Committee members). 
Finally, a few regional respondents indicated that there was considerable 
variation in the extent to which Local Associations Il'ade initial contacts 
with regional offices. The relationship of Associations with regional 
staff, and the fanner's degree of self sufficiency were mentioned as 
factors influencing this: 
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" •• Some would die rather than communicate. . There's good 
=mication with some, appalling with others .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer). 
Requests for help were said to be the rrost frequent reason for Local 
Associations to contact regional staff: e.g. in relation to setting up 
new projects and fund-raising, and support from staff errployed by Local 
Associations. One Regional Develofm€I1t Officer said that people with 
consumer ellperience often contacted her: 
" .. If they feel the Group is going off course, telling me I need 
to change things, or as a friend of mentally ill people. I noay 
see.. the chairperson of a Local Association in that capacity, 
but give a lot of support to her because she is a consumer •• ". 
This chapter has examined accountability within MIND, the aims of 
different levels, and comnunication between them. These factors affected 
the extent to which National, Regional and Local MIND could influence 
consumer involvement elsewhere in the organisation. 
Local Associations were found to have considerable autonomy, and their 
relationship with National/Regional MIND more closely resembled that of 
central - subcentral governments described by Rhodes than relationships 
within a bureaucracy. National and Regional MIND staff also had quite 
considerable autonomy, despite their accountability to noanagement. 
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Resources which National/Regional MIND could use to influence Local 
Associations were l.imi.ted because of the latter's autonomy. MOreover, 
Headquarters appeared to need Local Associations for reasons of 
credibility and to attract central government funding; and the provision 
at local level of high quality service provision (exemplary advocacy}, and 
of local infonretion to legitimise National MIND' s campaigns and lobbying 
of central c;pvemnent. 
· National/Regional MIND's main resource to influence Local Associations was 
personal influence, but the effect of this depended on local participants' 
relationships and corrnnunication with staff at other levels; and the extent 
to which Local Associations agreed with National/Regional MIND aims, and 
saw them as salient. 'Ihere was considerable variation, in these respects, 
between Local Associations. MOst National MIND respondents felt that the 
latter should share aims with the rest of the organisation, but many 
participants in Eastvale and Westhill MIND were unaware of the aims of 
Headquarters. In addition, there were some clashes of aims and 
perspectives between different levels, particularly in relation to 
National MIND canpaigns and Local Association members ' desire to get on 
well with statutory authorities, for whom they provided services and 
received funding. 
Finally, several respondents reported problems in c:ormnmication between 
national and local levels. 'Ihis was said by some to contribute to 
National MIND's l.imi.ted influence on Local Associations. Corrrnunication 
from regional staff to local participants, and vice versa varied. MOst 
Eastvale and Westhill MIND Executive Cormtittee members had little or no 
contact with other levels of the organisation. 
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CHAPlER 14 
STAFF'S PERS:NAL INFIIlENCE 
'Ihis chapter includes an examination of the extent to which national, 
regional and local MIND participation exerted influence on other levels of 
the organisation, in relation to consumer involvement and other Il'atters. 
Particular reference is Il'ade to the role of National and Regional MIND 
staff in facilitating consumer involvement in Local Associations. 
THE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL MIND ON I..OCAL ASSOCIATIONS. 
National MIND respondents were asked to estimate the extent of the 
influence of Headquarters on Local Associations (Table 14.1) (1). 
TABLE 14.1 
Q12. 32a. ESTIMATES OF EXrENT NATIONAL MIND INFLUENCED 
I.JJCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
n28 
Marked to considerable 4 
Fair 1 
Varies 6 
Slight 9 
Nil 0 
' 
Mixed response 1 
other 6 
!):)n ' t Know . 1 
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The Il'Ost frequent responses were "slight" and comnents that the extent of 
National MIND influence varied considerably between different local 
Associations. Several respondents indicated that this was limited in the 
case of Jl'ailY local Associations because they were uninterested in National 
MIND issues (2). Some individuals referred to the lack of salience of 
National MIND to some local participants: e.g. because of insufficient time 
to familiarise themselves with the policies of Headquarters (3), Reference 
has previously been Itl3.de to some Local Association members' lack of 
knowledge of, or interest in, National/Regional MIND aims; and in some 
instances, the difficulties caused by National MIND carrpaigning to local 
Associations who provided services for, and/or received funding from, local 
statutory authorities ( 4) . 
Interview responses suggested that overall, local Associations which were 
Il'Ore recently established were more likely, compared with older 
Associations, to be influenced by National or Regional MIND policies, partly 
because Regional staff had been involved in their developnent to a greater 
extent. Some respondents indicated that members of some older Associations 
distanced themselves from Headquarters or their Regional office by refusing 
to include "MIND" in the name of their organisation, and using "Association 
for Mental Health", instead. During the period of fiel~rk, affiliation 
packages stated that local Associations founded in or after 1986 had to 
include the word "MIND" in their names in order to be accepted for full 
affiliation ( 5) . 
•. 
" .. National MIND generally affects MIND local Associations Il'Ore 
than Associations for Mental Health .. If they are Il'Ore oonsurner -
orientated .. they' 11 be Il'Ore affected .. ". 
(Interview. Forum member). 
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Some respondents referred to poor corrmunication between National MIND and 
local Associations as a reason for the former's lack of influence ( 6) , 
whilst others mentioned local Associations ' autonomy, and their differences 
in aims and philosophies to Headquarters ( 7) . 
" .. local Associations are autonorrous: registered as separate 
charities .. It would be difficult to say to them: '"I'hese are our 
policies. If you do not agree, you are not part of us. " " 
(Interview. Assistant Director,) National MIND). 
" .. I don't think [MIND has any influence over local Associations) 
except, possibly, the Tranquillisers campaign (8). , .There's a 
non-existent relationship between National MIND and london local 
Associations .. " . 
(Interview. National MIND staff member). 
Few respondents felt that the proposed changes in structure and 
accountability would result in ItDre than a slight increase in National 
MIND's influence on local Associations (Table 14.2) (9). 
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TABlE 14.2 
EST:IMMES OF EX'IENT ID WHIOi PROPOSED c::!WGl:S WILL lNCREl\SE NATICNAL 
MIND'S I:NFI1lEN(E CN IDCAL ASID:IATICNS. 
Considerable 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Don't Know 
Other answer 
n2B 
1 
4 
11 
0 
7 
5 
Respondents voiced a m.unber of reservations. One National MIND staff member 
felt that the changes would "enable National MIND to have nore of a check on 
Local Associations, and would in=ease their influence on certain areas such 
as Equal Opportunities"; but that "otherwise it was not clearly spelt aut". 
Several respondents said they felt that National MIND would have little 
influence as a result of the proposed changes (10). 
Two respondents felt that improved communication between different levels 
would result, although several people felt that differences in aims or 
perspectives could continue to affect National MIND's influence on Local 
Associations. However, a Regional Director hoped that the proposed changes 
would enable Local Associations to understand issues which concerned 
Headquarters. Another Regional Director added that the lack of 
accountability of Local Associations would not be improved. "Local MIND will 
still be able to drag National MIND into disrepute, " ( 11) • 
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~ respondents welromed the new structure because they felt it would exert 
essential control on IDeal Associations : e.g. in relation to requirements 
for affiliation, equal opportunities policies, membership reo:>rcls and 
voting at Annual General Meetings. Other participants were less happy with 
the proposed increases in accountability. The chairpersons of both 
Eastvale and Westhill MIND expressed concern. 
" .. Obviously, I was slightly worried that National MIND would 
influence IDeal Associations =re •. Are they going to expect l!Dre 
of us? .. 11 • 
(Interview. Chairperson, Eastvale MIND). 
A Council of Management member 1 who was a Local Association participant, 
commented that, at local level: 
" •• We want to be left alone. . National MIND has too much 
influence .. I think IDeal Associations have got to be left alone to 
deal with local needs .. ". 
(Interview. Council of Management member). 
An attempt was made to assess the influence of National and Regional MIND 
on cons\JJ!Ier involvement in IDeal Associations. 
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Chapter 6 included a description of ways in which National MIND participants 
facilitated consumer involvement throughout the organisation, including the 
proposed changes in structure and a=untability, the establishment of the 
Consumer Advisory Network; and the holding of Workshops for Local 
Associations on consumer involvement, and Annual Conferences which 
encouraged such participation, and had this as a theme. 
An examination was made of respondents ' views of the reasons for the 
developnent of ideas to increase consumer involvement at different levels of 
the organisation. Data from interviews and participant observation 
suggested that the influence of National and Regional MIND staff was of 
central importance. Many instances were found of initiatives for consumer 
involvement which had come from these participants, and later been agreed by 
Council of Management and Forum ( 12) . 
Reference has already been made to atterrpts to seek consumers' views and 
otherwise involve them in decision making at National and Regional levels of 
the organisation ( 13) . Inpetus for the Consumer Advisory Network, the 
Bristol Workshop on Consumer Involvement (held in May, 1985), and concern 
to cover consumer issues and facilitate consumer involvement in the 1985 
World Congress on Mental Health and Annual Conference, appears to have come 
mainly from National MIND staff. Ideas for increasing consumer involvement 
were l!OOted at a staff policy conference in 1984, with proposals for the 
Consumer Advisory Network and consumer involvement in Annual Conferences 
originating from particular staff members. During the period of fielc\M:lrk, 
staff in a nll!llber of National MIND departments had initiated consumer 
involvement. The I\Ork of various departments in relation to this has been 
described in Chapter 6 (14). Here, initiatives of members of the Black and 
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Ethnic Minority Team and of the Training and Education Department will be 
briefly outlined. 
Six respondents referred to contact with Local Associations through 
training events. The Black and Ethnic Minority Team, which started in May, 
1985, as part of the Comnunity DeVelopment Department, acted as a resource 
for Local Associations, advising them how to :rrake their organisations and 
services more accessible to members of black and minority ethnic groups, 
and running workshops on this topic. Increased involvement of such people 
with consumer experience could obviously not be facilitated until more of 
them joined Local Associations. Members of the Black and Ethnic Minority 
Team aimed to directly influence Local Associations, enabling them to be 
aware of institutionalised racism in their organisations. 
" .. We try to get . . Local Associations to . . :rrake services oore 
accessible to members of the black and minority ethnic community. 
We try to get Local Associations to adopt EqUal Opportunities 
policy, and oonitor this .. and have suggested Equal Opportunities 
policy as part of affiliation packages [for Local Associations] •. 
[We aim to] get blacks in the rranagerial structure of Local 
Associations .. ". 
(Interview. Staff Member, Black and Ethnic Minority Team, 
National MIND) . 
Members of this Team had "offered support, guidance and advice" concerning 
the implementation of these policies. For example, they had made 
suggestions to members of a Local Association, in an area with large Asian 
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populations, about ways of involving members of these groups in a 
non-paternalistic way (15). 
Three members of the Training and Education Department had been involved in 
IDeal Association training, although this was a SJ!'all part of their work. 
'IWo of these respondents described how they had used this contact to 
facilitate consumer involvement at local level. 
" .. I said to Mi.dchester MIND, "bring people involved in using the 
project" [to a training event.) They looked taken aback, but did 
so ..... 
" I get things referred to me by IDeal Associations: e.g. about 
psychiatric hospital closure. I ask them: "Have you talked to 
consumers? .. Is it what consumers want?". 
(Interviews. 
MIND). 
Training and Education Department staff, National 
One staff member in the Training and Education Department described how 
ideas for consumer involvement in the Annual Conference had came from 
herself and a colleague. When asked if this had been readily accepted, she 
said: "Oh yes. I think in MIND it's like being against sin. No one is 
going to argue. " 
However, this respondent expressed surprise that her ideas for the 1985 
Annual Conference, including free admission for users of mental health 
services, were so readily accepted by Council of Management. A large 
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number of people with consumer experience spoke at this conference or ran 
sub-plenary sessions. They were from a variety of organisations, including 
three Local Associations, all of which were arrongst the sanple of 
Associations with high consumer involvement. Although participation in the 
conference appeared to be initiated by National MIND staff, the content of 
sessions and addresses seems to have been decided by consumers in local 
organisations (16). 
According to the Local Associations Co--ordinator, National MIND's attempts 
to influence consumer involvement in local Executive Comnittees orginated 
with the first Assistant Director of the Community Development Department 
during the seventies. She had suggested that all Executive Comnittees have 
a balance of consumers, professionals and laypeople. Subsequently, this 
was proposed by both Forum and Regional Development Officers ( 17) . 
" .. Regional Development Officers 1r10rking with new groups 1r10uld 
always ensure a well balanced Executive Oornmittee before 
recommending affiliation. .. If the Local Association insists on 
affiliation before the Regional Developnent Officer feels they' re 
ready, she says: "It's too professionally dominated. I'm 1r10rking 
with them to get more consumers and laypeople [on the 
oormnittee] " • Then Forum reject the application, or provide 
affiliation if [this is] fulfilled .. " . 
(Interview. Local Associations Co--ordinator, National MIND) . 
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Interview responses suggested that, once Local Associations were accepted 
for affiliation, it was difficult for anyone to ensure that their 
corrrnittees maintained the "right balance" . This appeared to be at least 
partly because of their autonomy. The Local Associations Co-ordinator 
pointed out that some Associations had Executive Committees consisting 
largely of "non-consumers" after they had become affiliated; and that, in 
tenns of acceptance for affilation, "consumers" could include relatives of 
people with mental health problems. In preliminary fieldwork in "Albion" 
Region, of nine Local Associations chosen for study, only one (Eastvale 
MIND) had an Executive Committee with rrore than one individual with 
consumer experience. 
Several National and Regional MIND staff voiced approval of particular 
Local Associations with high consumer involvement. Views were frequently 
expressed that local "consumer involvement was a "good thing" 1 and that too 
much professional involvement was a "bad thing". The .i.nportance of 
Executive Committees having a "balanced membership" was also stressed, with 
many respondents comnenting that not all members should be consumers (18). 
In an open meeting of National MIND the Chairperson of Council of Managment 
referred to the inp:>rtance of consumer involvement in Local Associations 
(19). 
The influence of Regional MIND staff on Local Associations will be examined 
firstly in relation to examples of ways in which staff in Albion Region 
atterrpted to influence Local Associations in general; and secondly, in 
relation to the development of consumer involvement. 
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Albion Region staff found it difficult to influence Local Associations. 
Communication between Regional Development Officers and each Local 
Association varied, partly because of the lack of accountability. Local 
participants could choose whether or not to cornnunicate with regional staff 
or to respond to the latter os atterrpts to cornnunicate with them. This 
meant that they were in the "silly position of not being one hundred per 
cent sure of what Local Associations were doing" (20), with some 
uncertainty about the nature of Local Associations o projects and the 
problems which they encountered. The Regional Development Officer said 
that she sometimes asked for views and information, but received little 
response at times. 
" .. I try to get feedback. . ask for comments, which is 
unproductive. I ask people what they are doing about Minor 
Tranquillisers: (a project initiated by National MIND in response 
to expressed consumer need]. Probably two of twenty two groups 
reply .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer) . 
The lack of accountability !113.de it difficult for this respondent to exert 
influence, other than through personal influence and developing 
relationships with Local Associations. 
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" .. IDeal Associations are not accountable. Our hands are tied .. 
Region !l'aY be able to influence them by striking up a relationship 
with members of the Executive Comnittee. It • s quite difficult at 
times becuase National MIND [can be) • . provocative, but I..ocal 
Associations find that threatening. It can be difficult to bridge 
over that .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Developnent Officer) . 
The Regional Director felt that Local Associations should be more 
accountable to Regional and National MIND, and despite the problems of 
ensuring this, had set objective - setting exercises for two Local 
Associations who, in the opinion of regional staff, were not functioning 
well. Some Local Associations had been unhappy about such evaluation. The 
Regional Developnent Officer's dilerma was how to exert influence on Local 
Associations which !NOUld both bring about change, and be acceptable to 
them. Her method was a covert one. 
" .. There's a problem with the Regional Director who has gone in 
and said "let' s look at what you are doing" . . Local Associations 
have felt quite threatened by it: very defensive, understandably. 
I try to get people to do what you want them to, without their 
realising it .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Developnent Officer). 
The Regional Director suggested that influencing Local Associations was: 
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" •• down to force of personality. e.g. Midtown MIND give me 
authority and status. It' s down to individual relationships .. " . 
(Interview. Regional Director) . 
lliis respondent felt that MIND should be "decentralised", with Regions 
having "alrrost complete autonomy fonn National MIND", and with branches, 
instead of autonOIIDus Local Associations, responsible to the regional 
office. He said that rrost Local Associations would not agree with such a 
suggestion, which was not put forward by other respondents and felt 
strongly that Local Assocations should: 
" .. strongly identify with the MIND organisation. Groups get up my 
nose who don't do so. I like Local Associations to use the MIND 
name. When Southfield MIND don't like what we do .. they call 
themselves Southfield Association of Mental Health .. I don't mind 
if a Local Association has a view which is different. But they 
should be prepared to enter the debate, rather than only come in 
when they disagree .. " . 
(Interview. Regional Director, Albion Region) . 
lliis view suggests a difference in perspective to that of the chairperson 
and secretary of Westhill MIND, who clearly felt that their Local 
Association was, and should be, autonOIIDus (21) 
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This section will close with a case example of ways in which staff in 
Albion Region attempted to influence consumer involvement and other issues 
in a Local Association. 
Partly in an attempt to increase accountability, the Director of Albion 
Region suggested to two Local Associations, who were thought by regional 
staff not to be functioning well, that they undertook an objective setting 
exercise. One of these Associations, Southbury Association for Mental 
Health, was one of the oldest in the Region. It had been started by a 
former consultant psychiatrist and had an Executive Oammittee consisting 
mainly of mental health professionals, some of them retired, and little 
consumer involvement. ~e Regional Director said: "people in Soutbbury see 
the Local Association as reactionary and old-fashioned" (22). 
Soutbbury Association had not attracted new Jre!Wership, or initiated nany 
new ideas or projects for several years. Its Executive Oammittee meetings, 
which were pcorly attended, were held in the corrmittee room of the local 
psychiatric hospital. A young and enthusiastic mental health social 
worker, who became the Association' s secretary in the mid seventies, 
atteropted to suggest changes, but received little support from other 
Executive Oammittee members, until a few new recruits joined in the early 
eighties. For many years, Albion MIND regional office had had little 
apparent contact with the Association, but in 1984 the Regional Director 
was invited to their Armual General Meeting, which at his suggestion, had a 
"where do we go from here?" theme. Soon after, he had a meeting with the 
Executive Oammittee, the purpose of which, according to the Secretary, was 
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"a nice way of saying: "You've got to shake things up"" (23). A few weeks 
later the Regional Director engaged the committee in an objective - setting 
exercise, and made it clear that changes were necessary if the Association 
was to remain affiliated to National MIND. 
" .. The Regional Director [wrote down various points), including 
"disaffiliate and remain the same", and "change: do what is 
suggested and rerrein affiliated .. ". 
(Interview. Secretary of Southbury MIND) . 
The Regional Director also suggested to the Secretary: "if there is no 
other solution, we • ll split from the old fogies" (i.e. , set up a new Local 
Association) . 
After this meeting, a corrpromise was reached. The Executive Comnittee 
decided to remain affiliated. One of the newer members suggested retaining 
the main =mnittee, which included three retired professionals, who 'WOuld 
still have overall control, but meet less often; and to fonn subcommittees 
concerned with various activities. 
The change in Southbury Association for Mental Health appears to have been 
achieved largely through one individual 's persistence over many years, and 
the support that she received when new Executive Comnittee members were 
eventually recruited. 
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The Regional Director appeared to catalyze the change in three ways: 
firstly, through personal influence in an apparently good relationship with 
the Association's Secretary, who had, herself, wanted change for same tfule; 
secondly, through enabling the Executive Comnittee to examine various 
options; and thirdly, by making it clear that change was essential if the 
Local Association was to remain affiliated. The Regional Director's 
intervention was one of the rrost direct attempts noted during the period of 
fieldwork, by a Regional or National MIND staff member, to influence a 
Local Association. 
Across England and Wales there was considerable variation in the extent and 
nature of Regional MIND staff's facilitation of consumer involvement in 
Local Associations. Two Regional Directors said that they did not think 
that this was particularly prorroted or encouraged in their regions. One of 
these had only recently been established, and its Director felt that 
consumer involvement would s:pontaneously evolve in time (24). 
Regional staff's attempts to influence local consumer involvement was 
probably greatest in "Region C". Previous reference has been made to ways 
in which staff in this Region had facilitated consumer involvement through 
staff advocacy and noDMlisation schemes in local statutory services, 
proposals for a Regional Consumer COuncil, and the holding of a meeting for 
consumers (25). According to res:pondents, there were five Local 
Associations in Region C with high consumer involvement; and in three which 
were studied, participants indicated that this was initiated by the local 
members themselves (26). Nevertheless, the Regional Development Officer 
indicated that some other Local Associations did not agree with certain of 
the views of herself or the Regional Director. "I tend to go in on my own 
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tenns so I don't get invited very often" , she said ( 27) . The Regional 
Director c:omnented: 
" .. we have circulated all Local Associations about the involvement 
of consumers. . I think !l'ailY people [in Local Associations] 
genuinely don't understand.. If they did, they would be very 
shocked .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Director) . 
The Development Officer of another Region said that, when she first met 
individuals who were interested in setting up a Local Association, she 
often found that they were all mental health professionals. She then 
advised them to start a steering comnittee, consisting of about equal 
proportions of 
group locally, 
cons\lll\ers, carers and professionals, advertised the new 
and sometimes visited statutory mental health services to 
invite users to participate in the comnittee. 
" .. I. . say. . "What's it like to be a receiver of services? Come 
and tell us .. ". 
clients to come .. 
Maybe I encourage social workers to encourage 
I have the first meeting as relaxed as 
I might have it in a working Men's Club. The venue is possible. 
i.np:Jrtant .. I do everything I can . • to help users of services 
come and say "It's bloody awful, mate" .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer). 
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This respondent stressed that she would reject an Executive Committee 
entirely consisting of consumers because it would not be "a representative 
group.. I 'm trying to get a cross-section of people". She emphasised the 
development of Local Associations as a means to achieve the personal growth 
of consumers, and the intrinsic value of consumer involvement to the 
individual, which she saw as more .inportant than the benefit of such 
participation to the organisation. (28). 
" •• If it folds up after a year 1 this does not matter if people 
have grown.. ( and developed) better awareness of mental illness, 
more responsibility, learning skills .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer) . 
Another Regional Development Officer also stressed his emphasis on consumer 
involvement in his work with Local Associations. 
" .. I talk al::ove the dangers of "volunteers" and "helped", instead 
of merrU:lers who all have a lot to give, and consumers .• should be 
the ones who have the power. . In all my work, I aim to ensure 
consumers have most say, or as much as others. • I ask volunteers 
how they'd feel in the same position .. what I've said infonns my 
attitude to my work and I try to persuade Local Associations to 
adopt that attitude .. ". 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer) . 
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The Director of this Region felt that consumer involvement in LOcal 
Associations was facilitated "only.. by encouraging them to recruit 
consumers or relatives .. " (29). In contrast, the Developnent Officer cited 
plans for election from LOcal Associations onto the new Regional Council, 
and asking consumers to join Regional MIND in television broadcasts and i.."l 
the Region's publications and exhibitions. 
" .. we say:" if you have mental health problems, this rrovement 
wants you" . But having said that, we have a long way to go •• " • 
(Interview. Regional Developnent Officer) . 
Finally, one Region employed a Developnent Officer, funded by statutory 
services, to set up LOcal Associations in an area which had never had a 
very active MIND presence. He described ways in which he had facilitated 
consumer involvement in new LOcal Associations. 
Association: 
In one burgeoning 
" .. I initiated and head-hunted for consumers in the steering 
corrnnittee, and later, consumers became quite articulate about 
their involvement and that of other consumers .. I've increasingly 
defined consumer involvement as the top priority. . if you keep at 
it, be a pain in the arse, professionals eventually see the 
irtp:lrtance of consumer involvement .• " 
(Interview. Regional Developnent Officer). 
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This respondent commented that another Association was "dominated by 
professionals" in the first six rronths of its existence. He felt that a 
consultant psychiatrist on the Executive Corrnnittee was "destructive and 
patronising to consumers. I wanted to get rid of him''. The Developnent 
Officer did so by representing the consumer voice and being critical of 
psychiatry, and the psychiatrist eventually resigned. He also shared his 
antipsychiatry views with a dominant lay member of the Executive Corrnnittee, 
and emphasised to him the llriportance of consumer power, in order to 
influence his thinking. "Now he' s saying what we need to do is change the 
corrposition of the Group .. [that) consumers aren't powerful enough and the 
Local Association is professionally dominated". This respondent said that, 
since his influence on these Executive Corrnnittee members, professional 
influence had decreased, and a group of pecple with consumer experience had 
started a project (30). 
Respondents in four of the '.~;?.~ Local Associations with high consumer 
involvement mentioned the influence of regional staff in facilitating this. 
(No participants in these Associations mentioned the influence of National 
MIND staff) . In one region, one Association was started by two consumers 
who enlisted the help of the Regional Director and Regional Developnent 
Officer in setting it up; and another was initiated by the Regional 
Director, who encouraged a prominent local layperson to stand for election 
as an Executive Committee member, and to facilitate consumer involvement in 
a Local Association which lacked this (31) 
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'lliE INFI1JENCE OF I..OCAL ASSO::IATICNS CN NATIONAL MIND 
National and Regional MIND respondents were asked how much influence Ulcal 
Association participants had on National MIND policies (32). 'Ihe najority 
felt that this was "slight", with several people saying "very little". 
A few respondents felt that some Ulcal Associations exerted influence 
through participants who were elected onto Council of Management. 'Ihe 
National Director said there had been insufficient involvement of Ulcal 
Associations in the past, but that at the time of fiel~rk, "feedback 
m:xlerates what we do" (33). 
Some National MIND respondents referred to ways in which Ulcal Associations 
influenced their own work or that of their Department ( 34) . Several staff 
said that they responded to contacts from Ulcal Associations or themselves 
initiated contact (35). One Assistant Director felt that the latter had 
influence "only when they point out new problems to us" ( 36) . 
Several respondents believed that there was oore ronstnner involvement at 
local level, and one National MIND staff member suggested that, in order 
for ronsumer involvement to succeed in Headquarters, "National MIND needs 
to become a Ulcal Association: a radical day centre run by ronsumers". 
(37). However, other respondents felt that certain attitudes in some Ulcal 
Associations could hinder consumer involvement. 
" .. There would need to be a strong educative oove to . . change 
Ulcal Association attitudes .. ". 
(Interview. National MIND staff member) . 
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A high proportion of respondents said "don't know" or had no particular 
views on Forum, when asked to assess the influence of this body on National 
MIND ( 38) . This suggests that Forum was not well known, or was not seen as 
particular 1 y salient by many respondents. The SI!13.ll number who could 
answer this question assessed Forum's influence as being "nil" or 
"slight". A fe, respondents felt that it had provided useful opportunities 
to exchange opinions and info:r:Ill9.tion, and to put over the views of IDeal 
Association participants. others said they had not found Forum of value. 
A rrajority of the SI!13.ll number of Eastvale and Westhill MIND respondents 
who were asked about their I..ocal Association' s influence on National or 
Regional MIND rated this as "nil" (39). A few people felt that their I..ocal 
Association's views were ignored: 
" .• views are thrown in the bin, and they write back and say what 
you should have said, or what they wanted you to say .. " 
(Interview. Executive Conmittee Officer, Westhill MIND). 
The Chairperson of Eastvale MIND said that she agreed with the proposed 
changes in structure and accountability in the organisation because she 
felt that I..ocal Associations had insufficient influence on higher levels, 
although she had not encountered any particular problems in relation to 
this (40). In contrast, two officers of Westhill MIND =nented on 
problems in ccmnunication and disagreements with National and Regional MIND 
(41), and the Secretary renarked that there should be "a direct link 
through a fo:r:I!19.l organisation with power. . . There is no opportunity for 
I..ocal Associations to speak with one voice. " ( 42) . 
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Eastvale and Westhill MIND respondents were asked to assess the amount of 
influence of day centre or club members on National MIND policy. 'iliere was 
a large proportion of "don't Knows", especially from Eastvale day centre 
members. Of respondents -who felt able to assess this, the majority said 
"Nil". However, rrost respondents felt club and day centre members should 
have such influence. 
No day centre or club members in Eastvale or Westhill MIND participated in 
decision making at national or regional levels, and the same was true of 
only one out of nine respondents with consumer experience with positions of 
responsiliility in Local Associations with high consumer involvement (43). 
Most of these participants did not desire involvement at other levels of 
the organisation. In contrast, a majority of Eastvale MIND day centre 
members said they would like such participation ( 44) . However, llPSt 
Eastvale and Westhill respondents, including active participants, had 
little knowledge of National or Regional MIND. In addition, some day 
centre members who desired participation at higher levels of the 
organisation, were unsure of ways in which they would like to be involved 
in National MIND policies. However, two actively involved Westhill MIND 
club members said they were keen to be members of the Consumer Advisory 
Network and to participate in the National MIND workshop on consumer 
involvement (45). 
OVerall, consumers who participated in Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement showed little interest in involvement in National or 
Regional MIND. Whilst these respondents talked enthusiastically about 
participation in their own Associations, several said "don't know" in reply 
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to questions about participation at other levels of the organisation. 
Several respondents made corrrnents such as "no strong views" and "not made 
up my mind" . Some had not heard of the Consumer Advisory Nebolork, but a few 
individuals said they would like to be involved in it after an explanation 
by the interviewer. 
In answer to specific questions, only one respondent expressed particular 
interest in being a member of both the Regional Council and Council of 
Management, bole other respondents said that they Would like to be on the 
latter, and a third said he would like membership of the Regional Council. 
Three respondents said they would like to be Forum members (46). 
A few respondents in Local Associations with high consumer involvement 
mentioned lack of time and/or skills and experience as reasons for not 
wanting to participate in National and Regional MIND. One participant felt 
that the concerns of these levels of the organisation were not relevant to 
his Local Association. In contrast, three respondents expressed particular 
interest in involvement in National and Regional MIND (47). One respondent 
felt that he could contribute his intelligence and belief in human rights 
to National MIND, whilst another referred to the inp:Jrtance of consumer 
power: 
" .. I would like involvement very strongly.. where I can have real 
effect on MIND and have plenty of authority dealing with matters I 
feel strongly about •. Consumers who've suffered should have power 
in MIND •. ". 
(Interview. Consumer member of Local Association with high 
consumer involvement). 
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OVerall, nearly half of all respondents felt that the proposed changes in 
structure and accountability, if .ilr;Jlemented, would lead to local 
Associations' influence being "fair" or "considerable" than was the case 
with National MIND ( 48) . Several respondents expressed uncertainty or 
scepticism about the likely influence of local Associations. There was a 
number of comments about the likely effects on power in the orgenisation. 
" •• My views are cynical .. I think unless MIND' s top structure is 
derrocratised, all the rest will be whitewashed .. Although it's 
presented that Local Associations stand to gain on the National 
level, I think it '11 be the reverse .. " 
" .. I think it • s a good idea, but there • s a general reluctance to 
devolve power away from the professional.." 
(Interviews. National MIND staff). 
In contrast, another respondent felt that local Associations would have 
increased power at l::oth National and Regional levels, with influence on the 
running of the fonner and the appointment of staff. 
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'IWo respondents felt that the proposals 'WOuld result in greater agreement 
between Local Associations and National MIND, and another that they 'WOUld 
clarify the decision neking process. other respondents foresaw possible 
clashes between national and local participants, and an Assistant Directcr 
feared that Local Associations might restrict carrpaigning ( 49) . 
One weakness of the study is that respondents were asked little about the 
influence of Local Association participants on Regional and National MIND 
policies for consumer involvement (50). However, a number of individuals, 
particularly in regional offices 1 commented on this. 
The Local Associations Co-ordinator said that Local Associations did not 
norrrally try to influence consumer involvement in National MIND. Several 
respondents at National and Regional levels felt that it could best be 
achieved through a "bottom up" approach; and that establishing consumer 
involvement at local level would facilitate such participation in Regions 
and Headquarters. 
" .. if consumers are !!Ore involved in Local Association Executive 
Cormnittees, this is oore likely to !lOVe up the system .. ". 
" .• I "WOuld like to see !!Ore emphasis on consumer involvement at 
local level 1 and build up from there .• " 
(Interviews. National MIND respondents) . 
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" .. If we increase consumer involvement at local level, this will 
lead to an increase of consumer involvement in Regional Council 
and Council of Management .. " . 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer) . 
One Westhill MIND staff member said she had been in touch with some 
Regional and National MIND staff concerning plans to increase consumer 
involvement within the Local Association and in local statutory services, 
and about develop!lellts in consumer involvement in National MIND (51). 
Apart from this, there appeared to be no atterrpts by Eastvale and Westhill 
MIND participants to contact Regional or National MIND about consumer 
involvement, or to influence such participation at these levels. One 
respondent said that members of her Local Association with high consumer 
involvement had written to National MIND about this issue because they felt 
that "the philosophy of the consumer should be pushed much l!Dre" (52). 
Regional respondents o views varied on the extent that Local Associations 
influenced regional policies (53). Two individuals felt that local 
participants had little influence, two said that this varied according to 
the Local Association, whilst one respondent felt that it was: 
" .. quite a bit because staff identify issues of concern to Local 
Associations, and try to produce infornation sheets and workshops 
to provide this. I know it os true in rrost other Regions as well: 
they keep an ear out on what is happening [and try to respond) .. " 
(Interview. Regional Director) . 
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One Regional Development Officer said that although Local Associations had 
opportunities to influence the Region in relation to consi.Utler involvement, 
they did not bother to take this up. In brJo other Regions, the influence of 
Local Associations depended, at least, in part, on how far regional staff 
agreed with their views. "We listen if they have sensible things to say", 
said one Regional Development Officer, "and seek out their opinion. " (54) . 
Another respondent indicated that local influence depended on the extent to 
which Associations COilUTILlilicated with regional staff, and their degree of 
consi.Utler involvement. If the latter was high, they were rn:>re likely to 
have influence. 
" .. the closer we work with a local Group, the rn:>re reciprocity 
exists. What Midford MIND and Northbridge MIND (Local 
Associations with high consi.Utler involvement] say, we tend to 
respond to, but some like Eastborough MIND (a Local Association 
run on traditional lines] we hardly say anything to each 
other .. We'd be very resistant to taking on line the suggestions 
they rrake to us .. they have no influence upon this office .• " . 
(Interview. Regional Developnent Officer) . 
Another Regional Development Officer corrrnented: 
" .. I think Local Associations would say [their influence on 
Regional MIND] was "Nil" .. we do not see them as seeing oonsi.Utler 
involvement as i..nportant .. " 
Interview. Regional Development Officer) . 
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Most respondents felt that the changes in structure and accountability 
would result in a slight or fair increase in consumer involvement, or were 
unable to estimate this (Table 14.3). 
TABLE 14.3 
RESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON THE LIKELY INCREASE IN CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT RESULTING 
FRCM THE CHANGES IN STRUCI'ORE AND ACCOUTABILITY. 
Considerable/marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Don't Know 
Other Response 
n28 
0 
7 
6 
4 
7 
4 
Three respondents specifically mentioned Council of Management or Regional 
Councils as providing a means to increase consumer involvement. 
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" .. Consumers will have rrore say through .. the mmagernent 
structure .. " . 
(Interview. National MIND staff member}. 
" .. Through Regional Councils, I think there is a link which could 
be exploited in terms of consumer involvement .. It could be a 
positive rrove if there's the will to do it .. ". 
(Interview. Westhill MIND staff member}. 
Other respondents expressed doubts. "It leaves the door wide open to 
consumer involvement, but I can't see it spelled out anywhere", said a 
Council of Management member (55}, whilst a regional respondent felt that 
increased consumer involvement throughout the organisation depended on "the 
extent that we are able to encourage consumer involvement in local groups" 
(56}. Other participants felt that an increase of influence of Local 
Associations on National MIND was unlikely. Two respondents said this was 
because consumers involved in Local Associations were not likely to be 
elected onto Regional Councils and Council of Management (57). A member of 
the latter commented: 
" .. If the message gets through to Local Associations of increased 
involvement, it will increase. If it doesn't get through .. it 
'M:ln 't. Consumer involvement is not inherent in the system .. " 
(Interview. Council of Management member) . 
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Two staff members questioned whether the changes in structure and 
accountability would alter power-relations in the organisation. 
" .. I think influence is not possible without a certain arrount of 
power, and as I see it, the power structure is not changjng .• ". 
(Interview. National MIND staff member) . 
" .. Will Regional Councils have any Il'Ore influence on us [regional 
staff]?.. people [in the organisation] do not talk about power in 
any sense .. " . 
(Interview. Regional Development Officer) . 
Almost all MIND respondents were enthusiastic about increased consumer 
involvement, but one staff member felt that attenpts to increase the 
influence of IDeal Association participants and consumers might serve only 
to "make us feel comfortable with our intentions" (58). A mental health 
professional on the Council of Management feared that such involvement 
WDuld be "radical" with ••a lot of conflict" between the Consumer Advisory 
Network on the one hand, and Council of Management and IDeal Associations 
on the other (59). However, this view of potential conflict was expressed 
by very few other respondents. 
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SlMWIT AND a:NC:UJSICN 
This Chapter has included an examination of the influence of 
National/Regional MIND on Local Associations, and vice versa, particularly 
in relation to consumer involvement. Most National MIND respondents felt 
that influence of Headquarters on Local Associations was slight, or that it 
varied, depending on the Association. Problems related to corrmrunication 
and Local Associations • autonomy were said to limit the influence of 
National and Regional MIND, but a nUillber of staff at Headquarters described 
ways in which they had tried to influence consumer involvement at local 
level. Few respondents thought that the proposed changes in structure and 
accountability would result in more than a slight increase in National's 
MIND's influence on Local Associations. 
In Chapter 13 it was concluded that National/Regional MIND had few 
resources with which to influence Local Associations, other than personal 
influence. Several Regional MIND staff described ways in which they used 
their personal influence to increase consumer involvement locally. This 
included variOU$ strategies, such as enabling participants to think in 
particular ways about the needs of consumers, stating the irrportance of 
consumer involvement, and giving more credence to the views of members of 
Associations where such participation was high. A few respondents 
described ways of influencing consumer involvement which were intended to 
be covert: i.e. not irrrnediately obvious to participants. ("I try to get 
people to do what I want them to, without their realising it", said one 
Regional Development Officer). 
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Only one National MIND respondent felt that Local Associations' influence on 
Headquarters was oore than slight, although same National MIND staff 
described ways in which local participants influenced their work. The 
rrajority of Eastvale and Westhill MIND respondents said that day centre and 
club members had no influence on Headquarters, or replied "don't know". 
Most respondents in Local Associations with high consumer involvement did 
not want to participate in other levels of the organisation. A majority of 
Eastvale MIND day centre members said they would like to be involved, but 
same were unsure of ways in which they could do so. There were apparently 
few attenpts by local participants to influence consurrer involvement in 
National/Regional MIND. Several National MIND respondents felt that an 
increase in consumer involvement would lead to s:ilnilar increases in other 
levels of the organisation. 
Finally, less than half of respondents said that the proposed changes in · 
structure and accountability would result in oore than slight influence of 
Local Associations on National MIND. About two-thirds of respondents who 
felt able to give an opinion believed that the proposed changes would result 
in a fair or slight increase in consumer involvement. 
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OlAP'lER 15 
SIMWcr AND DISOJSSICJ'l 
This Chapter includes a Sl.1I1UI1al:Y and discussion of the Irain findings of 
the study, in relations to values, the complex nature of participation, 
its benefits and problems, and factors which facilitated and hindered 
consumer involvement. 
'!HE VAIDE AT.rACliED '10 PARTICIPATICJ'l 
'!here is evidence from the literature that, since the late fifties, 
consumer participation has been seen as beneficial by =Y politicians, 
policy nekers and professionals, - and by some users of services, 
themselves. This was particularly true during the sixties and early 
seventies in both the UK and the USA ( 1) • 
In this country, there has been a recent revival of interest in certain 
aspects of participation, with an increase of consumer organisations, 
characterised by solidarity, which challenge traditional mental health 
services ( 2) . Since the period of fieldwork (late 1984 to 1985) , 
consumer involvement in MIND has, in some ways, at least, progressed and 
increased. The Consumer Advisory Network has been effectively 
functioning for about six years. The proposed changes in structure and 
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accountability were implemented, and people who have rrade their consumer 
experience explicit have been elected as officers and members onto the 
Council of Management ( 3) . One of the Local Associations which was 
studied in depth ( "Westhill MIND") elected consumers onto its Executive 
Cormri.ttee soon after !lOSt of the research was completed in this Local 
Association, and facilitated patient participation in local psychiatric 
hospitals (4). Recently, there has been an increased interest, allDngst 
both consumers and professionals, in various fonns of advocacy in mental 
health services ( 5) , including the setting up of Patients Councils ( 6) • 
The Department of Health report on Ashworth Special Hospital recommended 
the setting up of a patients ' advocacy service ( 7) , similar to that 
established at other psychiatric hospitals (8). 
In addition, there has recently been a considerable increase of interest 
in certain aspects of the rights of users of public services, and in 
consumerism. Proponents of the latter have stated that this is a !lOVe 
towards providing services of a higher quality, with greater choice, 
power and rights to the service user, and greater interest in their views 
(9). Some authorities have argued that the tenn "consumer" is, itself, 
errp:>Wering, and that words such as "recipient" or "patient" place the 
user of a service in a passive or dependent role (10). However, same 
critics state that the term "consumer" is stigrratising, or that it is 
inappropriate to apply a tenn from rrarket economics to public health and 
social services, where there is little choice, autonomy or power (11). 
Furthenrore, same recipients of such services receive them against their 
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will, or because they have little choice (12), and this particularly 
applies to users of mental health facilities, whose perspectives of the 
appropriateness of services may considerably differ from those of 
providers ( 13) . 
Some of the divergent views about the nature of consumer participation 
relate to values and conceptual issues. Several critics have conmented 
that participation is seen as a "value word" : seen by many people as 
being beneficial, with little consideration of its meaning or components, 
or how it can best be achieved (14). 
My research has helped me to reflect on my own values, and those of other 
proponents of participation. Although same authorities have emphasised 
the irrportance of a social science which is "objective" and "value free" 
( 15) , many have stressed that complete value neutrality is irrpossible, 
and that social scientists need to make their values explicit, and ensure 
that these btrpinge as little as possible on methodology and data analysis 
(16). 
The work for this thesis has involved both personal and academic 
discovery. As the study progressed, I became increasingly aware of my 
own values. criticisms in the literature of many proponents ' uncritical 
enthusiasm for consumer participation enabled me to reflect on my own 
desire to increase this in my work as a psychiatric nurse, and my choice 
of topic for research. My values also influenced the choice of questions 
for pilot interviews in the preliminary fieldlo.ork, in which respondents 
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were asked to rate the extent to which various components of consumer 
involvement existed in their IDeal Associations (17). These "components" 
were based largely on my assurrq;rt:ions about the nature of consumer 
involvement, although the rating scale was useful as an initial 
exploration of the concept. 
More open-ended questions helped me to reflect on respondents ' own views, 
rather than inp:lse my own assurrq;rt:ions and "measurements" . As fieldwork 
progressed, I became rrore interested in respondents' perceptions and 
understanclings, This interest in their versions of reality resembled a 
phenomenological approach ( 18), although I did not consciously decide to 
use this. I became rrore aware of my tendency to uncritically see consumer 
involvement as always beneficial : to regard organisations which worked 
to achieve this as "good", and those which did not as "bad". It is 
difficult to assess the extent that these values influenced this study, 
(19), but as the field research and literature review progressed, I 
became rrore aware of the ccrrplex nature of consumer involvement, and 
increasingly interested in what respondents had to say about it. I 
attempted to devise questions which would critically examine its nature, 
and its benefits and problems. 
Several authorities have commented on the lack of clear definition or 
conceptualisation of the term "participation", which has been given a 
wide range of meanings in the literature (20), No definitions of 
oonsumer participation were found in the literature surveyed, and the 
following definition was proposed in Chapter 3: 
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The involvement of users of se:rvices in responsiblity and/or 
decision making which has an intended irrpa.ct on se:rvices and/or 
policies which affect the individual participant and/or other 
se:rvice users. 
A literature search failed to find any differences between "consumer 
participation" and "consumer involvement", and the two tenns have been 
used interchangeably in this thesis. Although the foii!ler term is used 
rrore frequently in the literature, consumer involvement was used by MIND 
respondents. However, many respondents were unclear about its meaning, 
or that of "consumer", and there was a wide range of views about the 
meanings of these tenns ( 21) . 
Data from the literature review and field research suggests that it is 
difficult to effectively implement policies or goals for consumer 
involvement without being aware of the complex nature of the phenomenon. 
Many professionals and policy makers have uncritically assumed that 
consumer involvement is a "good thing", without examining the nature, 
types, levels and degrees and limitations of particpation, and who is to 
participate (22). Data from the research suggests that policies for 
consumer involvement can be rrore effectively implemented if attenpts are 
Ilk3.de to consider a number of questions. These include: 
* For this particular group of consumers, what is the optimum 
type, level and degree of participation? Who decides this? 
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* What are the limitations of consumer involvement? Who decides 
thi ? s. 
* What are the aims or goals of consumer involvement? How can 
they best be achieved? 
* What are the perceived benefits and problems of consumer 
involvement to the participating individual and to the 
organisation? 
* What factors facilitate or hinder consumer involvement? How can 
"hindering" factors be overcame? 
* Who is to be involved in the planning and facilitation of 
consumer involvement? 
The rest of this Chapter and the final Chapter will evaluate the findings 
of the study in relation to these questions. 
In Chapter 3 it was proposed that the nature and characteristics of 
particpation could best be understood by examining various dimensions. 
These include: 
1. Degrees. 
2. Levels. 
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3. Components, types and methods . 
4. Modes of intervention. 
5. Types of participant. 
Data from the fieldwork of the present study suggests that there are 
three other components which need to be considered in atterrpts to 
understand the nature of particpation or to ilrplement policies to achieve 
or increase it. These include the extent to which participation is: 
6. Covert or overt. ( "Openness" ) . 
7. Conscious or unconscious. ("Consciousness") . 
8. Fomal or infernal. ( "Fomality" ) . 
Each of these will be considered in turn. 
DIMENSICNS OF CXlffiUMER INVOLVEl1ENT 
Degrees of participation refer to varying arrounts of involvement from "no 
participation'" to '"total control of the organisation", and a number of 
typologies was considered. A typology of degrees of consumer involvement 
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was . produced, based on that of Brager et al ( 23), including "nil", 
"explanation", "consultation", "direct representation" , "equal 
participation" and "total running of the organisation". 
SUrprisingly, the literature reviewed did not include acy typologies of 
levels of participation, so one was presented in Chapter 3. Levels of 
consumer involvement vary from individual (e.g. within a professional -
client relationship) ; participation in a group, small organisation or 
minor cormri.ttee; involvement in the running of large institutions or in a 
major cormri.ttee; and in attempted or . actual influence at local 
government, regional, and central government levels ( 24) . 
Figure 15.1 
involvement. 
participation. 
(page 4S I ) represents levels and degrees of consumer 
For each level, it is possible to have varying degrees of 
Thus, involvement in Central Government could range from 
nil or receiving infonnation from a Department to serving as a consumer 
representative on a oammittee or on an advisory oomrnittee consisting 
entirely of consumers. 
During the period of fieldwork, there was no consumer involvement in 
National MIND at degrees four and five (equal participation and total 
running of the organisation). At least one member of Council of 
Management had had consumer experience, according to one staff member, 
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Figure 15.1 
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and· in a sense, such involvement was at degree three (direct 
representation) . However, any members of Council of Management with 
consumer experience did not make explicit that they were there to 
represent the views of ronsumers (25). In rontrast, in 1991, some 
individuals with consumer experience made it clear in manifestos that 
this was why they were standing for election to Council (26). 
Volunteers with consumer experience a:>ntributed to the running of 
National MIND, but were not involved in decision making processes. There 
was a lmted arrount of ronsumer representation in National MIND 
departments, including the employment of a few staff who said that they 
had had a:>nsumer experience. The Legal Department directly involved 
ronsumer representatives in certain "test cases" (27), whilst the 
Training and Education Department facilitated consumer involvement in the 
teaching of professionals and in presentation of papers and running of 
sessions at the 1985 Armual Conference. Consumers were also actively 
involved in a workshop on ronsumer involvement for Local Associations. 
The Consumer Advisory Network was planned to facilitate direct 
representation, and the proposed changes in structure and acrountability 
were intended to enable both involvement at this level, and something 
approaching equal participation in Regional Councils and Council of 
Management. Few respondents felt that MIND should be run entirely by 
consumers (28). 
In rrost departments there was ronsumer involvement at degrees one and 
two, with a:>nsiderable advice and information given, some of which was 
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about the organisation. Consultation (degree two) was limited although 
many staff said they infomall y took consumers ' views into account when 
making decisions. In MIND regions, staff in one office had started 
meetings with consumers to ascertain their views (degree three) and 
infernal consultation between consumers and developnent officers occurred 
in all the established regions (29). 
Within IDeal Associations degrees of consumer involvement varied 
considerably. A fe,;, such as Southbury Association for Mental Health 
(described in Chapter 14) had little or none at a certain stage of their 
existence. Westhill MIND's Executive Committee occasionally provided 
explanations to consumers or consulted with them (degrees one and two), 
but many club members, and some Executive Committee participants felt 
that this was insufficient, and that, in addition, consumers should be 
directly represented or have equal participation. (These degrees of 
consumer involvement were achieved, in some aspects of the Association's 
work, soon after the period of fieldwork and the cornnittee for patient 
participation was completely run by consumers, although initiated by a 
Westhill MIND staff member). There was somewhat Jrore than equal 
participation in the running of the social clubs, with consumers making 
~ 
Jrost of the major decisions (30). In }!:astvale MIND there was a fair 
' 
arount . of consultation, and considerable direct representation from the 
Association's inception. There was equal participation in some aspects 
of the running of the day centre, (although responsibility rested with 
its manager), but not in the running of the Association, as its officers 
had always been "non consumers". Several of the IDeal Associations with 
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high rons\Jil\er involvement had equal participation, but none had 
participation at degree 5 (total running of the organisation) (31). 
Indeed, most respondents felt that MIND should not be oornpletely 
oons\Jil\er-run, and this appeared to be related to the diverse, oornplex 
aims and varied membership of the organisation ( 32) . However, campaign 
Against Psychiatric Oppression was found to be alrrost oons\Jil\er run (with 
just one professional member), and Depressives Anonymous was entirely run 
by people who had experienced depression ( 33) . 
Within Local Associations there was ronsiderable oons\Jil\er involvement at 
levels 1 and 2, with nany instances of individuals rraking their own 
decisions about how they used Associations ' facilities and there was much 
participation in the. running of the latter, and in giving help and 
support to others. This was certainly the case in relation to Eastvale 
MIND's day centre and Westhill MIND's social clubs, and in the Local 
Associations with high cons\Jil\er iilvolvement (34). TI'lere was a Slll3.ll 
anount of Level 3 participation, in that some consumers served on 
Executive Committees of Local Assocations which were large in terms of 
the nUillber of services they provided and the anount of funding which they 
received. A few cons\Jil\ers were involved in attempts to influence local 
services (Level 4), such as the chairperson of an Association who was 
also a member of a Comnunity Health Council. Some club members in 
Westhill MIND were keen to be involved in local campaigning, and a 
sub--group for this activity was started soon after the period of 
fieldwork. No examples of Levels 5 or 6 (attempts to influence regional 
authorities or Central Goverrnrent) were found in Local Associations; but 
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consumers in the Matthew Trust and Carrpaign Against Psychiatric 
Oppression, and relatives in the National Schizophrenia Fellowship had 
all been actively involved in influencing Central Government through 
lobbying and other means ( 35) . 
Within National MIND, volunteers participated at lower levels: e.g. 
deciding when they would come to Headquarters, and how much work they 
would do. Some volunteers contributed considerably to the work of 
particular departments, although this did not extend to decision making. 
However, there was little consumer involvement in the running of National 
MIND (as far as could be assessed, given that there was a certain arrount 
of covert consumer involvement) (36). 
Participants at Headquarters made considerable efforts to influence 
central government, and in some instances, local services. Interviews 
with civil servants and a few politicians suggested that National MIND 
was by far the nost influential voluntary organisation for mental health, 
in relation to influencing central government policy. Respondents 
indicated that the (then) D.H.S.s. generally viewed MIND as a credible 
organisation, and an inportant member of the "policy COI1U1ll.lility" on mental 
health services (37). Consumers were rarely directly involved in 
attempts to make representations to central government, although there 
was some indirect consumer participation, in that the Legal Department, 
in particular, sometimes took up the cases of particular individuals when 
carrpaigning for change (38). At regional level, staff attempted to 
influence Health and Social Services, (particularly in "Region C)", where 
staff had introduced principles of normalisation into statutory services 
for people with mental health problems (39). 
CI:MIUIENTS, TYPES AND ME'.JR:Ul OF PARL'ICIPATICN. 
The complexity of participation is also reflected in its m:my =rrponents, 
and wide variety of types and methods. Co!rpJnents described in the 
literature include sharing activities with others, a subjective feeling 
of being involved, self help, the exercising of choice and rights, and 
power (40). Types and methods to achieve participation appear to overlap 
(41). They include self-help groups, self-advocacy, the raising of 
consciousness and establishing a shared identity and certain types of 
professional client relationship. Participation can also be 
facilitated through the provision of information and meetings to consult 
consumers, representation on cammittees, consumer satisfaction studies, 
personal accounts by consumers, and responsibility in a variety of 
services and in campaigning (42). 
Several authors have commented that power is a crucial component of 
participation, and that the latter cannot be increased unless there is a 
redistribution of power ( 43) . It is suggested that such a view is 
problematic because: 
1. It ignores the complex nature of participation. Some degrees of 
participation, such as providing information and consultation do 
not necessarily involve major shifts in power. 
2. Many MIND consumers stated that they were happy to have 
opportunities to put forward views or take on responsiblity, but 
that they did not want positions of power: e.g. in running their 
Local Association or National MIND ( 44) . 
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Consumer involvement has been described in the provision and running of a 
variety of services (including some which have been entirely consumer -
run) and in campaigning and lobbying ( 45) • 
Within MIND, there was considerable consumer involvement at local level 
in the provision of I!Ultual support, and in rraking contributions to, or 
running services such as social clubs and day centres. Indeed, Eastvale 
MIND's day centre could not have been run without consumer involvement. 
There was some participation of consumers in fund raising, and several 
IDeal Associations, including Eastvale MIND, were found to have consumer 
involvement at Executive Committee level. Consumers occupied officer 
positions in m::Jst of the IDeal Associations with high consumer 
involvement. At least three of the latter were founded by people who had 
been users of mental health services (46). 
mDE OF INIERVENTICN 
Another dimension of consumer involvement is the m::Jde of intervention, a 
tem used by Brager et al to describe the relationship between consumers 
and decision rrekers. These authors describe "collaboration", 
(Lt?) 
/:. "campaigning", and "contest or disruption". 11 The present study found that 
there was a clash of perspectives between participants in some IDeal 
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Associations and those at Headquarters. Many of the former co-operated 
with local authorities and received funding from them, and disagreed with 
National MIND campaigning (48). Although at times, the National 
Schizophrenia Fellowship and Manic Depression Fellowship criticised 
examples of bad professional practice, in general, members subscrilied to 
medical m:xl.els of mental illness, were keen to work with professionals, 
and involved them in the organisation. In contrast, members of carrpaign 
Against Psychiatric Oppression expressed a cormnit:ment to overthrowing the 
mental health system ( 49) . 
Charnberlin distinguishes between partnership and separatist m:xl.els of 
participation in mental health services which are run entirely by 
consumers. In the former, consumers invite professionals to work with 
them, whilst in separatist organisations, professionals are refused 
membership or eo-option (50). There was a partnership approach in all 
the voluntary organisations studied, including carrpaign Against 
Psychiatric Oppression. Whilst many consumers, in MIND and elsewhere, 
were critical of professionals, the I!'ajority were apparently happy to 
work with those whom they perceived to be synpathetic. Recent rrore 
radical British consumer rrovements for mental health have also adopted a 
partnership approach, which contrasts with the separatist patients' 
:i:ights rrovements of North America (51). 
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TIPES OF PARTICIPANT 
Another dimension of consumer involvement concerns the type of 
participants who should be involved in decision making. Same authors 
have argued that "consumers" include tax payers, carers and relatives of 
service users, and the entire population, as potential users of 
particular services (52) . Several MIND respondents included people in 
the last two groups in their definition of the tenn (53). 
Data from the research on MIND suggests that there are three other 
corrponents of consumer involvement which appear to be little mentioned in 
the literature. These relate to consumer involvement being : covert or 
overt; conscious or unconscious; formal or informal. 
It was difficult to assess the exact amount of consumer involvement in 
National MIND because it was not clear to participants which individuals 
were involved because of their consumer experience; and respondents were 
not directly asked this, as it was felt to be a personal J!Etter. Several 
respondents said that, whilst some National MIND particpants had had 
consumer experience, they did not normally make it clear that they were 
involved for this reason. Indeed, a few respondents said that some 
individuals were involved in the organisation not because of their 
consumer experience, but because they felt they had something to 
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contribute to the organisation from other experiences and skills (54) . 
For example, the Treasurer of one Local Association said that he was 
involved because of his wish to apply his expertise as an acoountant, and 
not because he had been a user of mental health services (55). 
A Slllall number of staff members at Headquarters felt strongly that 
National MIND participants should '"oorne out'", and make their oonsurner 
experience explicit. 'Ihis was felt to be of value to other oonsurners, 
and to make it clear to the public that anyone oould experience mental 
health problems (56). By the early nineties, several candidates standing 
for election to the Council of Management, and the many members of the 
Consurner Advisory Network (which had a membership of 450 in 1989) had 
made their oonsurner experience explicit (57). 
Data from the study indicated that oonsurners who were involved, and other 
participants who enoouraged this, oould be divided into two groups. 
There were those who expressed a conscious, and often well articulated 
desire to increase oonsurner involvement. These individuals, including 
many in Local Associations with high oonsurner involvement, were often 
keen to raise the self esteem and oonsciousness of oonsurners and 
errphasise the oontribution which they could make. They were sometimes 
critical of mental health professionals and services (58). 
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~e second group included people involved in Local Associations whose 
high consumer involvement did not appear to stem from aconscious desire 
to involve constuners. Arrongst these participants, consumer involvement 
seemed to be a "taken for granted" aspect of the reality of the Iccal 
Association. In some cases, constuner involvement was seen as, not so 
much valuable in itself, but for the end result which is produced i.e. it 
helped with fund raising or the provision of a service (59). 
Eastvale MIND is an interesting example of a Iccal Association where such 
involvement was partly conscious, partly unconscious. ~us, the social 
workers who founded the Association consciously facilitated constuner 
involvement from the start because they felt that such participation 
would benefit constuners. During fieldwork some participants provided 
opportunities for constuner involvement:e.g. through the open meetings in 
the day centre, and (in the case of professionals) by deciding to become 
eo-opted, rather than full members of the Executive Camnittee, and 
determining not to dominate the proceedings of meetings. On the other 
hand, much consumer involvement was unconscious. For example, one day 
centre member started a self help group for people, who, like herself, 
had depression, because she perceived the need for this, rather than 
because she wanted to participate. Same day centre members who took on 
the role of stewards stressed the extrinsic rewards of their involvement, 
rather than the benefits of taking on responsibility; and this activity 
was not described as "constuner involvement". A few respondents indicated 
that day centre members had taken on some responsibilities, not entirely 
because participants perceived consumer involvement as of value in 
itself, but to obviate a shortage of "non consumer" volunteers (60). 
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In Chapter 7 a description was given of two very different forms of 
consumer involvement. In Westhill MIND social clubs consumer involvement 
was infoJ:T!'al, unplanned and spontaneous. In one social club, in 
particular, it was difficult to differentiate between "members" and 
"volunteers" and some respondents saw themselves as occupying both roles, 
or felt that it was meaningless to distinguish between the two. 
Participants were keen to avoid making invidious distinctions between 
participants, or to fonralise particular responsibilities. Anyone could 
decide to perfonn particular tasks or rrake decisions, and this was often 
done in an ad hoc way. Atterrpts by a fonner participant to impose 
structure had been firmly rejected (61). 
In Eastvale MIND day centre some consumer involvement was infonral, but 
much of it was fonral and characterised by high "role visibility": i.e. 
it was often very clear to a newcomer that a particular day centre member 
(called a "steward") was in charge. Stewards had particular 
responsibilities and tasks Which were clearly defined, and were 
responsible for the day centre in the absence of staff. They had a duty 
rota placed in a prominent position, were the only day centre members 
allowed access to the kitchen, and were expected to follow certain rules, 
set and clearly spelt out by the Association's officers or the centre 
1!13Ilager, to whom they were accountable ( 62 ) • 
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It is suggested that the extent to which constnner involvement is overt, 
conscious and formal comprise additional components of participation 
which add to its conplexity, and which need to be considered by 
participants in voluntary and statutory organisations -who are 
facilitating constnner involvement ( 63). 
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Figure 15. 2 page~ illustrates the dimensions of participation which, it is 
suggested, need to be considered in attenpts to understand the nature of 
the concept, and to effectively :irrplerrent policies to increase constnner 
involverrent. 
The rest of the chapter examines and SU!!1[1'itrises the rrain findings 
concerning the benefits and problems of consumer involvement, and factors 
which facilitated and hindered such participation. 
The extent to which constnner involvement was seen as beneficial_ depended, 
in part, on its salience to participants. Within MIND this was indicated 
by stated cormri.tments in Annual Reports to increase such participation, 
policy initiatives, and the general agreerrent, expressed by allrost all 
respondents, that constnner involvement in MIND should be increased, with - I 
same individuals expressing particular enthusiasm. However, LOcal 
Association constnners -who were actively involved did not usually want to 
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participate at other levels of the organisation, and several respondents 
c::cllmlen.ted that rrany consumers lacked the I!Pti vation to participate. In 
addition, consumer involvement was not often mentioned by consumers in 
general as a main aim of the organisation, a reason for joining a Local 
Association, or something which they particularly liked or disliked. 
Data from interviews indicated that this was partly because consumer 
involvement was seen as being intrinsic to various aspects of MIND's 
work, rather than a separate aim in itself. In addition, some 
individuals participated without being aware that this constituted 
I 
"consumer involvement". For these participants, their own involvement, 
or that of other consumers was unremsrked, unconceptualised, a "taken for 
granted" part of events in their Local Association ( 64) . 
The I!PSt frequently reported benefits of consumer involvement to 
consumers, themselves, were psychological gains, feeling valued and of 
use, and particular gains from the experience of being involved in 
responsibility and decision making, and from giving and receiving help. 
The I!PSt frequently reported problems related to consumers having 
difficulty in taking on responsibilitiy, their differences in perspective 
from other participants and organisational factors ( 65) . 
Some respondents, especially National MIND volunteers and Eastvale MIND 
day centre members, mentioned extrinsic benefits from their involvement, 
including the availability of interesting activities, free or cheap 
drinks and food, se=ity and "somewhere to go". 
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Psychological benefits of participation are described in the literature,· 
particularly in relation to industry and personal social services. 
Several MIND respondents referred to increases in confidence and 
self-esteem, although a smaller n\llllber described factors within the 
individual or the organisation which rrade this difficult. Feeling valued 
and of use, as 
especially in 
a result of consumer involvement, was also described, 
Eastvale MIND, where some members indicated that 
participation in the day centre was better than their previous lonely and 
isolated lives. 
Although National MIND volunteers generally reported satisfaction with 
the work in which they were involved, some staff members felt that, on 
occasions, insufficient attention was given to their welfare, and that 
they were given unrewarding and demeaning tasks. A few respondents felt 
that consumer involvement helped particular individuals to gain new 
skills and knowledge; and five volunteers said that their work in 
National MIND had helped them to develop skills which could be used in 
paid errployrnent. 
Whilst same respondents felt that consumers benefited from taking on 
responsibility, others felt that this was stressful to people with 
limited self-esteem, confidence or rotivation. Lack of confidence was 
said to make it particularly hard for some consumers to cope with 
meetings. 
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Several respondents, mostly at local level, felt that consumers were 
empowered from their participation, and a few people in Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement particularly emphasised 
this. However, some National M1ND staff members felt that the nature of 
volunteers ' work disernpowered them, and failed to raise their status or 
give them real responsibility. 
Rather more problems than benefits of consumer involvement to the 
organisation were described. The most frequently reported benefit, and 
the nost frequently reported problem in relation to this, were consumer 
views and perspectives. other frequently reported benefits included the 
provision of help and supt:ort to other consumers, and the skills and 
abilities which particular individuals contributed. Frequently rrentioned 
problems to the organisation included difficulties which arose because of 
particular individuals' personality traits or rrental health problems, and 
difficulty in taking on responsibility and decision making (66). 
Many consumers mentioned the benefits of giving and receiving mutual 
supt:ort, and the friendships which they developed in Local Associations 
or in the National office. Several people described ways in which their 
own experience of mental health problems enabled them to give to others 
in distress; and a few people said that their efforts to help others had 
made them feel empowered. 
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Some· of the Local Associations owed their founding or continued existence 
to the efforts and skills of consumers, and there was evidence that it 
v.ould have been difficult to have run many Local Associations without 
consumer input. Several respondents described particular skills, and 
abilities which individual consumers contributed to Local Associations or 
to Headquarters, and a n\l111ber of Westhill MIND respondents felt that 
increases in consumer involvement would benefit the Association in 
various ways. 
However, there were about as many comments on consumers' difficulties in 
taking on responsibility and participation in decision rraking, including 
involvement in rreetings. This was often attributed to lack of confidence 
or :trotivation, which were frequently said to be caused by mental health 
problems. 
A number of authorities have referred to clashes of consumer views, 
interests and perspectives with those of professionals and others in 
authority. Slightly :trore benefits than problems of the consumer 
perspective were described by MIND respondents. 
Several people mentioned the value of consumer views, especially in 
ensuring that services provided reflected consumers ' expressed needs and 
interests. However, several respondents felt that consumers' views were 
insufficiently considered, particularly in Westhill MIND respondents. 
Problems with the consumer perspective, such as bias, subjectivity and 
narrowness were often referred to, but some respondents argued that 
differences and disagreements could be heal thy or creative. 
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REPRESEN'mTIVENSS 
The problem of representativeness has been described by nany authors: the 
extent to which people who serve on carmtittees, or otherwise participate, 
are representative of other a:msumers. It has been found that nany 
consumer representatives are white, rrale, middle class and middle aged 
( 67) . A number of respondents referred to the problems of ensuring that 
MIND represented the views of the rrajority of consumers, not just those 
who were active participants. 'Ihe problem of aclequently representing 
consumers with divergent or conflicting views was also occasionally 
raised. A few people felt that the language used in MIND literature and 
meetings did not enable the participation of some consumers, but efforts 
were rrade to rrake the 1985 Annual Conference relevant and accessible to 
service users. In addition, steps were taken to ensure better 
accessibility and representation of consumers who were members of black 
and minority ethnic groups and 'MJltlen ( 68) . 
An examination was rrade of factors which facilitated or hindered consumer 
involvement in MIND. 'Ihose rrost frequently mentioned included the role 
of consumer and professional volunteers and of staff, and organisational 
factors such as opportunities for consumer involvement and related 
policies ( 69) . 
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Examples of consumer involvement which were initiated by consumers 
themselves have been described in a variety of services, including mental 
health. There has been an extensive patients rights rovement in North 
America since the ear 1 y seventies, and a large increase in consumer 
rovements for mental health in the U.K. and other European countries 
since the mid eighties (70). 
Consumers and/or their relatives founded and ran all the other voluntary 
organisations which were studied and consumers had been founding members 
in five local MIND Associations ( 71) . Data from interviews indicated 
that the existence or revival of four Associations was due solely to the 
efforts of consumers. The latter were actively involved in three other 
Associations which had been heavily dominated by professionals. Two 
respondents described their facilitation of the participation of other 
consumers. Instances were found of projects which would have been 
impossible to run without consumer involvement, rost notably Eastvale 
MIND' s day centre which was open every day of the year. 
Consumers' skills, qualities and abilities, or their lack, have been 
found to affect their participation in a variety of services. Several 
respondents mentioned the considerable contributions and skills of many 
consumers, both in MIND and in the other voluntary organisations 
studied. However, MIND respondents, particularly in Eastvale and 
Westhill, rore frequently referred to the lack of consumers' skills as 
hindering consumer involvement. Lack of confidence was often described 
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and· this was variously attributed to negative self-.ilrage, mental health 
problems, lack of comrrunication and other skills, and the fonnal 
structure of meetings. Some respondents felt that consi.Ul\ers' confidence 
could be increased through training (e.g. in getting used to meetings) , 
or stated that consi.Ul\ers should serve on c:onunittees only if their mental 
health problems did not affect their ability to function. However a 
smaller number said that organisational or c:onunittee structures should be 
changed, or additional metings provided, to accorrm:xlate consi.Ul\ers' needs 
and aptitudes ( 72) . 
PARTICIPANI'S' ATI'l'IUIES 
The negative self-.ilrages of people who have been subject to 
discrimination, including individuals with mental health problems, has 
been described. A raising of consciousness, and solidarity, with a 
sharing of experience of oppression ("coming out") is said to be 
essential to facilitate participation, and to combat negative attitudes 
(73). There were mixed views about whether National MIND participants 
should "come out" and declare their consi.Ul\er experience. 
Some respondents considered that it was stigrretising to nake such a 
differentiation, whilst others felt that this 1r10uld mske the organisation 
more accessible to consi.Ul\ers (74). 
According to Chamberlin, consumers, as well as professionals and 
laypeople, can experience mentalism: prejudiced attitudes towards People 
with mental health problems (75). Some respondents felt that the 
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attitudes and personalities of certain participants hindered consumer 
involvement. Thus, some consumers were seen as being domineering, 
controlling or argumentative. However, other participants described 
facilitative attitudes: e.g. the wish to errpower consumers and enable 
them to participate. These respondents included a number of consumers 
who wished to use their own experience to help others in similar 
situations (76). 
Interview responses suggested that lay and professional participants' 
beliefs about consumers' ability to participate might have influenced 
consumer involvement. It is difficult to disentangle the extent to which 
a mental health problem actually rrede it difficult for consumers to 
participate; and participants' beliefs about its effects (77) "That which 
we assume to be real is real in its consequences" (78). Some studies 
suggest that mental health professionals have sometimes wrongly assumed 
that all areas of behaviour and the ability to nake decisions are 
affected by mental disorder, when this rrey not be the case (79). The 
data suggests that such beliefs, are inimical to consumer involvement and 
this will be further considered in the next chapter ( 80) . 
Some respondents felt that consumers were not often able to rrenage 
responsibility, and this was particularly stressed by members of a local 
branch of the National Schizophrenia Fellowship, which was run rreinly by 
relatives. others felt that consumers were only unable to take on 
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responsibility during times of acute mental health problems, and a f<M 
respondents described strategies developed by menibers to cope with times 
when this occurred. Thus, a meniber of the Manic Depression Fellowship, 
who errphasised the irrportant contribution which consumers nade to the 
organisation, described a system of "shadow" officers, who could step in 
and take over the role of the nain officer if {s)he became acutely ill 
{81). 
The literature contains nany examples of professionals' initiatives to 
increase consumer involvement, including a growth in interest in consumer 
views and .inlprovements in individualised care. However, professionals 
have been criticised for ignoring consumer perspectives, exerting undue 
power, and for holding paternalistic and stigmatising attitudes {82). 
Many MIND respondents stated that professionals ' attitudes had a 
particularly crucial effect on consumer involvement, and examples which 
militated against this were mentioned far rrore frequently than 
facilitating factors. The desire of professionals to enable consumer 
involvement, as occurred in the setting up of Eastvale MIND, appeared to 
be particularly irrportant. Other perceived facilitating factors included 
professionals ' desire to learn from consumers, an interest in their 
perspectives, and a conscious effort not to dominate decision making. 
Factors said to hinder consumer involvement included an excessive number 
of professionals on cormnittees, domineering and patronising attitudes, 
and failure to take consumers or their views seriously. Several 
respondents, particularly consumers, said that they had encountered such 
difficulties. 
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In Westhill MIND there was a general desire for nore consumer 
involvement, and less professional involvement, which occurred soon after 
the period of fieldwork. In contrast, several Eastvale MIND respondents 
said they would welcome nore professional participation ( 83) . 
Many of the facilitating and hindering factors mentioned by respondents 
related to issues of power ( 84). 'Ihese included perceived inequalities 
between National MIND staff and volunteers, barriers between consumers 
and other participants, and the reluctance of the latter to accept shifts 
of power. '!here were mixed views about whether the proposed 
organisational changes would bring about such shifts. Whilst same 
respondents were optimistic about this, a minority, particularly MIND 
staff, questioned whether same participants really wanted cons1.Ullers to 
have increased power, and referred to ulterior notives, such as a wish to 
be seen to be interested in cons1.Uller involvement because it was 
"fashionable" (85). 
'!he existing power of same "non-ronsumer" members of MIND, particularly 
professionals, was said by same to inhibit consumer involvement, 
particularly in Westhill MIND. However, facilitative attitudes of 
professionals and others were also described, particularly in Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement. Same respondents described 
feelings of powerlessness when they were psychiatric inpatients, but felt 
that involvement in Local Associations had resulted in gains in power for 
themselves and other people with oonsumer experience (86). 
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Al.rrost all respondents said that they were in favour of increasing 
consumer involvement in MIND, but few felt that the organisation should 
be entirely ronsumer run. This reflected respondents' recognition that 
MIND was concerned with professional and public interests, as well as 
those of consumers. SOme National MIND staff felt that MIND could best 
encourage consumer involvement by assisting the develq:xnent of autonorrous 
structures and organisations for this purpose ( 87) • 
MIND's history also appeared to limit consumer involvement. In contrast 
with the other voluntary organisations studied, it had developed from a 
beneficent organisation, largely run by professionals, laypeople and 
politicians. 
Several authorities state that the effective growth of participation 
depends on clearly formulated policies and objectives. During the period 
of fieldwork, there were a number of National MIND policy proposals for 
developing and increasing consumer involvement throughout the 
organisation. These included the COnsumer Advisory Network, changes in 
structure and accountability, and initiatives to increase accessibility 
of the organisation to '<IOTI\eil and people from black and minority ethnic 
groups (88). 
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These proposals all eventually because policies which were implemented, 
but nest respondents felt that National MIND did not have clear 
objectives for consumer involvement. A few respondents questioned the 
commitment of some participants to implement this, rather than just talk 
about it. Many were unsure how consumer involvement could best be 
achieved. "Through Local Associations" and the Consumer Advisory Neb.urk 
were mentioned nest frequently, although some respondents felt that the 
latter would rnarginalise its members or be unrepresentative of all 
consumers. Also mentioned were insufficient opportunities for consumers 
to participate in fonnal policy making or. be employed by Headquarters, 
even though National MIND had an equal opportunties policy related to 
people with mental health problems, and had proposed that Local 
Associations should adopt this. 
Lack of time was mentioned by some consumers as a reason for not wanting· 
to participate in National or Regional MIND, and by a few other 
respondents in relation to giving individuals with appropriate training 
to enable them to participate. The importance of providing relaxed, 
infonnal environments, dertPcratic relationships between consumers and 
other participants and opportunities for discussion were also stressed by 
several participants as facilitating factors. The fonnation of cliques 
and lack of equality between participants was said by li'BilY respondents to 
hinder consumer involvement (89). 
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Several respondents felt that consumer involvement was hindered by 
organisational complexity. For example, decision making needed 
specialised and expert knowledge in Westhill MIND and other Local 
Associations which provided a wide range of services. Accountability to 
funding bodies was also described as a hindering factor ( 90) . 
Cormrunication was mentioned by several respondents. Opportunities for 
consl.Ullers to contribute ideas, e.g. through open meetings, were stressed 
by rrany individuals, especial! y in Eastvale MIND. However, difficulties 
relating to the c:orrplexity and forrrality. of meetings were also often 
described. Westhill MIND participants tried to overoome this problem 
through the forrration of a number of subgroups in which consumers could 
participate (91). 
The language used in meetings and in National MIND literature was also 
described as hindering consumer involvement. Same participants refe=ed 
to factors concerned with the organisation's "irrage", such as its size, · 
the address of Headquarters, and location of buildings at National and 
local levels (92) . 
.!laDJNTABILITY, AIMS AND <DHJNICATICI!IS 
An examination was made of the extent to which participants were able to 
influence consumer involvement in levels of the organisation other than 
the one in which they were involved. The relationship between 
National/Regional MIND and Local Associations nore closely resembled 
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Rhodes ' description of central - subcentral government relations than 
relationships between different levels of a bureaucracy (93) 
National/Regional MIND had difficulty in influencing Local Associations 
because of the autonomy of the latter as separate charities, which often 
had very different aims to those of Headquarters. However, there was 
same inter-dependence between national and local levels, with the former 
depending on Local Associations to increase consumer involvement, 
participate in national campaigning activities, and provide services, 
both as instances of exemplary advocacy, and possibly to attract funding. 
There were few resources . which National and Regional MIND could use to 
increase consumer involvement in local Associations, other than personal 
influence. However, whether this was effective depended on the extent to 
which local participants were aware of, and agreed with, a:i.rns and 
policies (on consumer involvement and other issues) at other levels of 
the organisation; and the arrount and quality of contact and o::mnunication 
with Headquarters and the regional office. Problems of o::mnunication and· 
limited contact were often described, especially in Westhill MIND Data 
from interviews suggested that all these factors varied considerably 
arrongst different LOcal Associations, and that this limited the extent to 
which National and Regional MIND staff were able to influence consumer 
involvement and other matters at local level. 
Association participants disagreed with 
In particular, same LOcal 
National MIND canpaigns, 
particularly if they (the participants) were providing services for, and 
receiving funds from, local statutory authorities. 
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M::lst · resp:>ndents thought that the proposed changes in structure and 
acoountability 'WOuld result in only a slight increase in National MIND's 
influence on Local Associations. 
Respondents indicated that the role of National and Regional MIND staff 
was particularly inp:lrtant in influencing oonsumer involvement (94). 
Ideas for increasing this were nooted at a staff policy oonference in 
1984, and it was staff who gave the :inpetus to the consumer Advisory 
Ne~rk, a 'WOrkshop for Local Associations on oonsurner involvement and an 
l\nnual COnference which facilitated the participation of service users. 
In addition, National MIND staff proposed the changes in structure and 
acoountability, (partly to further oonsumer involvement), and facilitated 
the latter through training events and increasing accessibility of the 
organisation to women and members of black and minority ethnic groups. 
Proposals for increasing oonsumer involvement in Local Association · 
Executive Comnittees came from a fonner Assistant Director, although once 
an Association was established, it was difficult to ensure that it had 
adequate representation of oonsurners ( 95) . 
Because of Local Associations' autonomy, the personal influence of staff, 
especially at regional level, was particularly inp:lrtant in effecting 
oonsurner involvement and other changes in Local Associations. Ways in 
which regional staff tried to facilitate oonsurner involvement included 
building up good personal relationships, rraking themselves readily 
available to oonsurners and other participants, and enabling them to 
oonsider the needs of oonsumers. Some regional staff said they gave less 
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credence to the views of participants in Local Associations with little 
constmter involvement (an indirect fonn of influence), and same said they 
used covert means, such as getting people to do things "witllout their 
realising it". 
I!lCAL ASSOCIATIOOS' INFIIJENCE CN NATICNAL MIND 
Most respondents felt that Local Associations' influence on National MIND 
was "slight", and less than half felt that the proposed changes in 
structure and accountability would increase this. Several National MIND 
staff described ways in which IDeal Association participants influenced 
their work, altllough this tended to be indirect, rather than through 
systematic contact (96). 
Most Eastvale and Westhill MIND participants felt that the influence of 
day centre and club members was "nil" , or said "don't know" . Many day 
centre members said they would like to participate in National or 
Regional MIND, altllough same were unsure of ways in which to be involved. 
In contrast, constmters in IDeal Associations with high constmter 
involvement expressed little interest in participation in other levels of 
the organisation. There were few attempts, at local level to influence 
constmter involvement in National or Regional MIND. Only a quarter of 
respondents thought that the changes in structure and accountability 
would result in JtPre than a slight increase in constmter involvement. 
The following and final chapter considers inplications of the study for 
voluntary and statutory organisations. 
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rnAPIER 16 
IMPLICATI<NS OF '!HE FINDIN:;S 
This final chapter examines same inplications of the findings of the study 
for the effective facilitation of ccnsumer involvement in voluntary 
organisations in general. 
statutory services. 
Recommendations may also have relevance to 
Caution is always needed in generalising the findings of social science 
research to other organisations or situations ( 1) , and the cornrnents which 
follow should be seen as tentative. However, they are based not only on 
the findings of the present study, but on my personal experience of, and 
reading about, a range of statutory and voluntary organisations. 
For the sake of clarity, this Chapter includes statements which are 
sometimes unqualified and prescriptive. 
It is suggested that, in order for voluntary organisation participants to 
effectively inplement ccnsumer involvement, the following factors need to 
be ccnsidered: 
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* 1. 
* 2. 
* 3. 
The type of voluntary organisation. 
Assessment of the need for consumer involvement. 
Which participants will be involved in making decisions about 
consumer involvement. 
* 4. The consequences of consumer involvement to all participants. 
* 5. The nature and corrplexity of consumer involvement. 
* 6. The limits of such participation. 
* 7. The benefits and problems of consumer involvement. 
* 8. Factors likely to facilitate or hinder consumer involvement, 
including the following items: 
* 9. The organisation's image. 
* 10. Participants' attitudes and skills. 
* 11. Organisational structure. 
* 12. Goals, aims and policies. 
* 13. Resources needed. 
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* 14. Cormnunication and relationships. 
* 15. Influence and leadership. 
Each of these will now be considered in turn. 
It is suggested that the first step in increasing consumer involvement in 
an already existing voluntary organisation is for its participants to 
examine its past, present and future. 
questions as: 
'Il:lis involves considering such 
* What type of voluntary organisation has it been in the past? 
* What are its features at present? 
* What does it wish to become in the future? 
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(Such questions are similar to those raised by a Regional Director in an 
objective - setting exercise for members of SOuthbury Association for 
Mental Health: described in Chapter 14 (2). 
Examining the organisation' s history rroay be of value because this rroay 
influence the extent and nature of consumer involvement. For exarrple 
participants in a formerly beneficent voluntary organisation, rroay need to 
consider ways to make it rrore accessible to consumers. The nature of 
voluntary organisations - their history, present and future plans - can be 
understood with reference to various typologies, such as those produced by 
Gerard, Brager et al and Oliver ( 3) . These are sumnarised in Table 16. 1, 
Sl~ 
p~(4). 
It should be errphasised that this classification represents "ideal types" 
of voluntary organisations, and rroany organisations have nrixed features. 
Thus, data from interviews and literature indicated that, at the tbne of 
fieldwork, the National Schizophrenia Fellowship was characterised by 
considerable reciprocity; but the attitudes of respondents towards 
"sufferers" appeared beneficent. In addition, the organisation's 
campaigning activities, and the collective wish of relatives to change 
Govemment policies indicated solidarity. 
The data from this study indicated that MIND was particularly complex, and 
had developed from a beneficent charity to an organisation in which 
consumer and relative involvement had increased from the sixties. Whilst 
there was some beneficence, rroainly at local level, during the period of 
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Table 16.1 
Types of Voluntary Organisation 
TYPE FEATURES RELATIONSHIPS AIMS EXAMPLES 
1 . BENEFICENT [Gerard) Provides services foca Donor-recipient. with one To give to people National Association for Mental Health until 
CHARITY: Leadership or Professional Expertise client group. individual [who sees self as who are seen by early seventies. 
[Brager et all "well"] giving to another donor as less "Southbury Association for Mental Health" 
PARTNERSHIP/PATRONAGE who is seen as "ill" or fortunate. (Chapter 14) 
[Oiiver) "handicapped". 
2. RECIPROCITY [Gerard) Mutual aid/seW help. Egalitarian. All participants To give and receive Fellowship of Depressives Anonymous. 
PARTICIPATION People meet together to are both "helper" and mutual aid. Manic Depression Fellowship. 
[Brager et al) both give and receive help "helped". National Schizophrenia Fellowship. 
CONSUMERIST I SELF HELP and support. 
[Oiiver) 
3. SOLIDARITY [Gerard) Activities to raise Egalitarian. Awareness of To radically Campaign Against Psychiatric Oppression. 
PARTICIPATION conscious and shared shared difficulties and reshape societal Some of the organisations affiliated to 
[Brager et at) identity amongst oppression. attitudes. In some Survivors Speak Out. 
POPULIST I ACTIVIST members; and to radically cases, to 
(Oliver) change attitudes and overthrow existing 
social structures. social and political 
systems. 
4. MIXED Varied. Provides services Changing from donor - Complex, related to MIND from early seventies to present. 
(Features of two or three of the above) for [but some extent with] recipient to relationships aims listed above. 
consumers. Also includes characterised by reciprocity 
seW help and and solidarity. Mixed 
campaigning. membership of consumers, 
laypeople and 
professionals. 
Based on: 
• BRAGER, G., SPECHT, H. and TORCZVNER, J. L., 1987, (2nd Ed.] Community Organising, New York, Columbia University Press. 
• GERARD, D., 1983, Charities in Britain- ConseNatism or Change?, London, Bedford Square Press. 
• OUV£R, M., 1990, The Politics of Disablement, London, Macmillan. 
• Findings of the present study. 
fieldwork, there was also Il\\lch Il\\ltual support and some features of 
solidarity, with a minority of respondents expressing a desire to radically 
refonn or even overthrow the mental health system. Of the voluntary 
organisations studied, Carrpaign against Psychiatric Oppression had the 
greatest extent of solidarity, and one Local Association studied in 
preliminary fieldwork (Soutllbury Association for Mental Health), and other 
Associations described by respondents, showed features of beneficence. 
According to respondents, these organisations were largely professionally-
dominated, with little consUil\er involvement, and a tendency to provide 
services for c:onsUil\ers, rather than with them. 
Perhaps the first questions to be asked, in considering whether or not 
there should be rore c:onsUil\er involvement in an organisation, are: 
* Is consUil\er involvement necessary? 
* If so, why? 
* Who wants c:onsUil\er involvement? 
* Do the other members of the organisation also want consumer 
involvement? 
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" Whilst there appears to be increased supp:>rt for the notion of "charity" 
from the political right ( 5), rrore radical views of voluntary activity tend 
to strongly criticise beneficent organisations, and to stress the benefits 
of participation ( 6) . However, the notion of participation involves a 
paradox which does not appear to have been examined in much of the 
literature: viz, - should participatory structures be provided for 
consumers if they do not wish to participate? Some consumers may choose to 
became members of beneficent organisations which provide services for them, 
and may not wish to be involved in the decision Ireking process (7). 
Enthusiastic proponents of consumer involvement need to check that their 
views are salient to other participants (8). A study by Curmri.ng and 
Curmri.ng found that medical staff failed to effect lasting changes in a 
psychiatric hospital because of the continued opp:>sition of nursing aides, 
who were not consulted ( 9) . Similarly, consumer involvement is unlikely to 
be effectively introduced without the agreement and supp:>rt of at least 
same participants. 
It is suggested that it is important to consider the views of all members 
of the organisation and the reasons for opposition to ideas to increase 
consumer involvement. These are likely to be threatening to members of 
organisations which are beneficent, and/or whose members have entrenched 
attitudes and ways of \\"Orking. Many consumers may not wish to participate 
because they are used to professionals Ireking decisions for them, and 
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oontinue to prefer this. ¥.any people from long stay institutions may, at 
first, be unused to being involved in decision making, but have a greater 
wish for this .when living in non-institutionalised milieux, where they have 
rrore choice. 
If consumers do not wish to participate, it is suggested nevertheless, that 
it could be considered whether it is worth providing opportunties for 
information, consultation or expressing views; and making it clear that 
these are available if they are ever needed. In Eastvale MIND there were 
many opportunties . to participate, but day centre members, (who included 
some people discharged after many years of institutionalisation) did not 
have to be involved unless they wished. Nevertheless, interview data 
indicated that eventually, alrrost all members chose to participate in some 
way in decision making and responsibility in the centre (10). 
3. 
It is suggested that proponents of oonsumer involvement need to oonsider 
who should be involved in decisions to ilrplement it, and this may depend on 
the proposed extent of consumer involvement in the organisation. If, like 
MIND, an organisation has largely autonO!l'Ous local assocations or branches, 
the latter would be able to make their own decisions about participation; 
but consumer involvement at all levels of an organisation could not, 
presumably, occur without the agreement of the governing body. 
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4. 
The possible consequences (l:x:>th intended and unintended) (11) of increasing 
cons\.Ul\er involvement also need to be considered: in particular, whether 
this will result in less involvement, and perhaps, less power, of other 
participants, e.g. staff members and professional and lay volunteers. Ways 
of effecting changes in participation will need to be considered. It needs 
to be clear who will make decisions, if necessary, to go ahead with 
cons= involvement if there is opposition to it. Unless there is a 
revolutionary "takeover" of the organisation by cons\.Ul\ers, an evaluation 
would need to be rrade of the extent to which other participants are 
prepared to reduce their involvement. Adequate opportunities for 
discussion and expression of feelings al:x:>ut this appear to be inportant. 
Some psychiatrist pioneers of therapeutic communities have written accounts 
describing how they irrplemented changes in social milieux by enabling 
nurses and other staff to share feelings and explore changes in their role, 
and the advantages and problems of increasing patient participation in the 
running of wards. Indeed, support and open communication am::mgst staff is 
an irrportant prerequisite; to the setting up of therapeutic comnunities 
( 12) ; and, it is suggested, of cons= involvement in voluntary 
organisations. 
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5. 
In chapter 15 it was concluded that the effective implementation of 
policies for consumer involvement depends on the recognition that it is a 
complex, multi-faceted phenomenon (13) consisting of differences in: 
degrees and levels; components, types and methods; and m:xl.es of 
intervention. In addition, a variety of possible participants IIE.Y be 
involved, and the arrounts of openness, consciousness and forrrality can 
vary. 
Findings of the study suggest that, unless consumer involvement is very 
inforrral, it needs careful planning. Consideration needs to be given to: 
1. The level of forrrality. If consumer involvement is inforrral (as 
occurred in Westhill MIND' s social clubs) , planning would seem to be 
inappropriate. (This was certainly the view of IIE.ny club members in 
the study) (14). 
2. Degrees of consumer involvement from the giving of inforrration to total 
participation in all decisions and responsibilities in the 
organisation. 
3. Levels of consumer involvement, ranging from the individual's decisions 
about use of services to attempts to influence central government. 
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4. Components, t"l{l?es and rrethods of participation: particular ways to 
involve cons\.UT\ers in decision making and responsibility, and areas in 
which they participate. 
5. Modes of intervention, with a consideration of whether this should 
involve co-operation or conflict with other participants and outside 
authorities. 
6. Types of participant: a consideration of which people are to be 
regarded as the organisation's cons\.UT\ers. 
7. The extent to which cons\.UT\er involvement is covert or overt 
( "openness" l , with consideration of whether the organisation intends to 
advertise itself as one which encourages the participation of 
cons\.UT\ers • 
8. Openness is related to the extent that cons\.UT\er involvement is 
conscious or unconscious: Whether the organisation sees cons\.UT\er 
involvement as an end in itself, or as a means to achieve an end. 
It is suggested that consideration of all these dimensions of participation 
will enable members of an organisation to be aware of what they are trying 
to achieve in relation to cons= involvement. Although a few 
revolutionary psychiatrists, such as Maxwell Jones, have managed to 
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introduce sweeping changes, leading to increased patient participation 
( 15), it is suggested that increases in consumer involvement are often !lOre 
easily achieved incrementally. For users of a service who have been cared 
for in long stay institutions, with little choice, opportunities to 
participate nay be bewildering. They nay feel rrore comfortable if consumer 
involvement is introduced at the individual level, with opportunities to 
rrake choices and decisions about their lives. In addition, it nay be easier 
for such people, at least at first, to participate through information and 
consultation processes, 
t.IA t:\r<~t. 
rather through direct involvement in decision 
" 
rraking and responsibility in the running of an organisation. Eastvale MIND 
is a good example of an Association where various levels and degrees of 
consumer involvement were available, but no one was pressured to 
participate if they did not wish to (16). 
It is also important to consider the rrost effective ways in which consumer 
involvement can be achieved. This could be through a variety of means, 
including meetings for the expression of consumer views; consumer 
satisfaction studies; enabling self advocacy; representation of consumers 
on governing bodies. The rrost appropriate area ( s) of consumer involvement 
could also be considered, including campaigning, service provision, fund 
raising, and other aspects of the organisation's work. 
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MIDE OF IN'IERVENTICN 
It is suggested that the node of intervention (to use the tem of Brager et 
al (17) should also be considered. For exarrple, is consumer involvement to 
take the form of CQ-{)peration or conflict with professionals, or both? Some 
MIND staff felt that a certain am:mnt of conflict resulting from consumer 
involvement was healthy and to be expected, although a few respcndents 
expressed reservations about this (18). Non-consumer members of 
organisations need to ask themselves: "will we mind if consumers use their 
opportunities to participate to criticise us?" "What will be our respcnse 
if they want their involvement to go to higher levels and degrees than we 
-would like?" 
TYPES OF Pl\RTICIPANT 
It is .important to consider which people are considered by the organisation 
to be "consumers", and encouraged to participate. E.g. in a voluntary 
organisation for mental health, it needs to be decided whether "consumers" 
include relatives of people with mental illness, all members of the public 
as pctential users of services, people who have experienced oppression as 
aornpulsorily admitted inpatients, and willing recipients of outpatient 
psychotherapy. 
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In addition, it is suggested that the organisation needs to be clear ab:lut 
the particular people it aims to represent. For example, if it is 
concerned to advocate the needs of all members of a specific client group 
through carrpaigning, it is .inportant to ask to what extent consumers 
involved in this activity adequately represent their constituency. (Eg. 
can white, rrale, middle class consumers speak for those who are black, 
female or working class?) The organisation could also consider ways of 
involving consumers who are not members of the organisation: for example, 
through a consumer satisfaction study of local users of services. 
OPENNESS AND cniSCiaJSNESS 
There are also advantages in deciding whether the organisation wishes to 
encourage consumers to share their experiences or not, and the reasons for 
this. E.g. it might be considered stigmatising to differentiate between 
"consumers" and "non consumers", a view of some Council of Management 
members in the present study 
"conscious" and "unconscious~~ 
( 19) . It was found that there was both 
consumer involvement in MIND. An 
organisation whose members felt that identifying consumers was stigmatising 
might prefer unconscious participation which is unplanned and "just 
happens". On the other hand, if the involvement is conscious, the sharing 
of consumer experience rray raise individuals' consciousness, self-esteem 
and sense of empowerment, and attract rrore consumers to the organisation. 
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L1MITS OF CDISUMER. INVOLVEMENT 
The limits of ··consumer involvement also need careful ronsideration. SOme 
critics have oomnented that certain therapeutic oormnunities do not involve 
"real participation" because staff are ultimately in control of decision 
!Mking (20). It is suggested that it is .irrp::>rtant to clearly articulate the 
l.ilnits of ronsumer involvement, where necessary. It also needs to be 
deteiini.ned who decides on these l.ilnits, and whether ronsumers are involved 
in this. 
7. PERCEIVED BENEFITS AND ~ 
The goals of consumer involvement are related to its perceived benefits. It 
is suggested that consumer involvement will be m:>re readily achieved if 
participants are not only aware of potential benefits, but endeavour to 
anticipate any likely problems. This ll'aY enable members to be I!Dre 
prepared, to develop strategies for dealing with difficulties effectively. 
For example, problems to the organisation caused by ronsumers' difficulty in 
participating because of illness could be obviated, as in the Manic 
Depression Fellowship, by having "shadow" committee officers, who can 
relieve the l1'ain officers, when necessary (21). The problem of decreases in 
consumers' self esteem because of their difficulties in participating in 
fornal meetings could be ameliorated either through appropriate training, or 
through !Mki.ng meetings I!Dre accessible to ronsumers ( 22) . 
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It may be necessary to consider whether the benefits of consumer 
involvement outweigh the disadvantages: e.g, whether increased 
consultation of all consumers will result in delays in decision making, or 
opportunities for open discussion result in oore criticism of the 
organisation, - and whether or not this matters. 
It is suggested that it is also ilrp:>rtant to be aware of factors which may 
facilitate or hinder consumer involvement. These include: 
1. The role of particular participants eg. volunteer consumers, lay 
people, professionals, and paid staff. 
2. Organisational factors, including structure and comnunication. 
It is suggested that self awareness is an essential prerequisite for the 
achievement of consumer involvement, with all participants being aware of 
their own attitudes to consumers, and beliefs about the latter's ability to 
participate. This includes awareness of the existence of mentalism or 
disablisrn: prejudiced attitudes towards people who are perceived as having 
mental health problems or disabilities, including assumptions that they are 
helpless or need others to make decisions. for them. Consumers, themselves, 
may hold such attitudes (23). 
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9. 'lHE OOGI\NISATICN'S IMl\GE 
A first step in enabling consumers to participate is for them to feel 
valued and empowered. This can be achieved, in part, through the image 
projected by the organisation, and it may be helpful for participants to 
examine this: something currently being done by the Spastics Society, 
following criticism by people with cerebral palsy (24). Does a particular 
organisation represent clients as helpless, emphasising their differences 
from other people, and their need for charity, - or depict them as people 
who are errpowered, with much to give others? ~e image of the organisation 
will either indicate that it is a charity working for clients, or that it 
works with them, or consists of them ( 25). 
MUch of the literature suggests that consumers are I!Pre likely to feel 
valued if services offer them choice, and respect their dignity and 
individuality, and their unique needs, including those related to their 
culture, gender and sexuality (26). Consumer involvement is unlikely to be 
effective in services which do not meet such needs. 
Another important prerequisite of effective consumer involvement is the 
image which consumers have of themselves. People with low self-esteem, who 
feel stigrratised, are likely to find it harder to participate than those 
with positive self-images. A number of writers refer to the irnportance of 
raising consciousness, and developnent of a sense of personal and group 
pride, identity and solidarity as enabling participation arrongst people who 
have experienced oppression: including those who have survived coercive and 
insensitive services and processes of labelling and stigrratization (27). 
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10. PARTICIPANTS' A'l'tl'l\JIES AND SKIU.S 
Findings of the present research indicate that both ronsumers and 
non-consumers can facilitate consumer involvement through fostering and 
reinforcing ronsumers' positive image of themselves. This can be achieved 
through being prepared to listen to ronsumers • views and to learn from 
them, which requires the provision of adequate structures for ronsumers to 
share views and experiences. A striking finding of the study is the 
difficulties which professional volunteers, in particular, had in not 
dominating decision making, in tenns of their own predominance in m.nnber on 
Committees, and their own readiness to participate. Exarrples were given of 
the refusal of some professionals and laypeople to listen to ronsumers' 
views, and their assumptions that ronsumers were unable to participate. 
Paternalistic attitudes hinder ronsumer involvement. Equally, the 
willingness of professionals to learn from o:>nsumers, ronsider their 
perspectives, and take a conscious decision not to be rontrolling were said 
to be facilitative (28). 
It may be helpful to assess the extent of skills and experience (and their 
lack) which ronsumers and other participants bring to the organisation, and 
to ronsider ways in which these can be used to facilitate further ronsumer 
involvement. Where necessary, appropriate training rould be provided for 
ronsumers and other participants. 
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11. CIGINISATICNAL S'lRUCIURE 
The findings of the study also suggest that oonsurner involvement can be 
more effectively facilitated if organisations examine whether their 
structures hinder participation, and if so, to consider whether these are 
really necessary. It may be decided that certain structures (eg. ccrnmittee 
meetings) can either be changed to enable participation; or that they are 
necessary for the efficiency of the organisation, even though they are 
inimical to consumer involvement. If the latter is the case, separate 
structures, such as open meetings or subcorrmittees oould be provided (as in 
Eastvale and Westhill MIND) (29), so that as many oonsurners as possible can 
participate. 
Consideration oould also be given to the language used in meetings which, 
if "middle class", or involving jargon, may prevent particular oonsurners, 
and other participants, from becoming involved. The language in the 
organisations's literature can also facilitate or hinder oonsumer 
involvement, depending for exarrple, on whether it is accessible to 
potential members of ethnic minorities, and to working class people. 
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12. OOALS, AIMS 1\ND PRICIUTIES 
It is suggested that it needs to be clear to participants whether consumer 
involvement is 
organisation. 
which it is 
a separate goal, or inherent in various goals of the 
· If the former, it is irrportant to examine the extent to 
likely to conflict with, or corrplement other goals or ways of 
achieving them. E.g. is increasing consumer involvement likely to lead to 
more or less organisational efficiency? Tb what extent will it result in 
more time being taken to make decisions, and does this matter? 
In addition, members of the organisation may feel (as did most MIND 
respondents), that there is also a need for (non-consumer) leadership, and 
for professional expertise. It is suggested that there is a need to weigh 
up the relative needs for participation versus leadership and professional 
expertise (30), (although of course, consumers may have these qualities). 
If like MIND, the organisation serves a wide range of professional and 
public, as well as consumer interests, it is also necessary to consider the 
extent to which it needs the participation of people other than consumers. 
Unless it is intended that the consumer involvement will be informal, 
covert or unconscious, it is suggested that it is ilrp:Jrtant to fonnulate 
clear goals and policies, both in tenns of what consumer involvement is 
intended to achieve, and for particular methods of inplementation. Data 
from the research suggests that policies, or at least, outlines of the 
goals of consumer involvement, need to be readily accessible to all 
participants. These will help to clarify the purpose of participation, and 
what it is that people are working to achieve. 
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In some cases, consumer involvement may be seen as a good in its own 
right. Other goals may include intrinsic benefits to consumers, such as 
increased empowerment or self esteem, and benefits to the organisation, 
such as service provision Which is responsive to consumer need. 
In addition, data from the present study suggest that clear policies about 
the means to achieve consumer involvement also assist its implementation. 
13. 
OThe effective implementation 
involvement depends on adequate 
REsaJRCES 
of policies and goals for consumer 
resources. It is suggested that the 
organisation needs to be aware of the resources Which will be needed to 
facilitate consumer involvement. These may include increased commitment 
from different participants; increased tfute to pass on infornation, or 
consult with consumers, or possibly, to make decisions; training e.g. to 
enable consumers to be involved in participatory processes. Extra funding 
may be needed: e.g. so that participants can travel to workshops or 
meetings on consumer involvement. Additional rooms for meetings and other 
facilities may also be required. 
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14. <XlMJNICATICN AND RELATICNSHIPS 
Data from the present study indicate that communication and relationships 
arrongst participants also have an effect on consumer involvement. If these 
are poor, the influence of particular individuals is likely to be reduced. 
Where this 
irrproved 
is the case, examination of ways in which =nunication can be 
is likely to be of help. Good oammunication can include 
opportunities to share ideas about participation, e.g. through meetings and 
workshops, and the dissemination of newsletters and other literature which 
include examples of ccnsumer involvement, and how this was achieved. In 
addition, a milieu where all participants feel supported, and able to share 
ideas, feelings and problems, is likely to promote ccnsurner involvema'lt 
( 31). 
15. INFIIlENCE AND IEAIERSHIP 
Finally, it needs to be clear which participants have the pcwer to encourage 
the developnent of consumer involvement, and ways they can exert influence 
to achieve this. Direct authority, and the use of particular resources (eg. 
informational, financial) may be used, but are likely to have a limited 
place ( 32) , especial! y in a large national charity with local autonomous 
associations or branches ( 33) . Personal influence is likely to be the main 
means to facilitate ccnsumer involvement, and in MIND this was found to be a 
crucial factor ( 34) . Findings of the study indicate that personal 
ccmnit:rnent to consumer involvement, from both members and leaders of the 
organisation, is also important, as was the case in MIND (35). 
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CIN:UJSICN 
This study has attenpted to look critically at the nature of a:msrnner 
involvement, and has tried to examine benefits and problems, facilitating 
and hindering factors. I am very grateful to my research supervisors, to 
rrany participants in MIND, and the other voluntary organisations studied, 
and other people who were interviewed, for enabling me to come to a better, 
and perhaps, rrore objective, understanding of the concept. But the work 
for this thesis has involved feelings, as well as rationality. I have been 
.il!pressed, and sametilres inspired, by the rrany people who have used their 
own experience to give to others facing s.i.milar distress and problems, and 
by the conrnitment of so many people to facilitate consrnner involvement. I 
hope this thesis will be a small (if rather long!) contribution. 
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24. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH 1947, op cit. 
25. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH. 
1946-47, 1947-48, 1951-52, 1955-56, 1959-60. 
Annual Reports, 
26. ANDERSON, D. and ANDERSON, I. Undated, op cit, p 10. 
27. Ibid, p 9. 
28. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH. 1964. Annual Report 
1963-64. ROBERTS, N. 1966. To Tell The Truth. Mental 
Hospitals Today, London. MIND Publications. 
29. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH. 1964, op cit. 
30. ANDERSON, D. and ANDERSON, I. Undated, op cit. 
31. APPLEBEY, M. 1977. "Thirty Years On". MIND out No. 20 Jan/Feb. 
1977. 
32. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH. 1964, op cit. 
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I 
33. MIND 1972. Annual Report, 1971-72. 'Ihi.s report includes an 
account of IDeal Associations ' wurk which describes them as 
running projects and services for, rather than with consumers. 
34. APPLEBEY, M. 1974. Transcript of speech given at Oxford. MIND 
1972, op cit. 
35. Some people were referred to the Legal Department by relatives, 
lawyers and mental health professions. 
36. GOSTIN, L.O. 1977. A Human Condition. Volume 2. The Law 
Relating to Abnomal Offenders. Observations, Analysis and 
Proposals for Reform. IDndon MIND Publications. February, 
1977. MIND 1980. Annual Review, p 8 f. 
37. In retrospect, it would have added to the study to have 
assessed this. 
38. MIND Annual Reports 1974-75, 1980-81 and 1981-82. 
39. KATZ, A.M. and BENDER, E.I. 1976. The Strength in Us. Self 
Help Groups in the Modem World. New York, Franklin Watts. 
ROBINSON, D. and HENRY, S. 1977. Self Help and Health. Mutual 
Aid for Modem Problems. IDndon. Martin Robertson. 
40. Source: interviews with respondents in these organisations, 
and DEPRESSIVES ANONYMJUS. Undated. Depressives Anonyrrous. 
(A National Self Help Organisation). Leaflet. NATIONAL 
SCHIZOPHRENIA FELI.a'ISHIP, 1985b. Schizophrenia From Within. 
Surbiton. National Schizophrenia Fellowship. 
41. Source: interviews with staff of this Region, and BRANDON, A. 
and BRANDON, 1987. Consumers as Colleagues, IDndon. MIND 
Publications. 
42. BRANIXJN, D. 1981. Voices of Experience, London. MIND 
Publications, BRANDON, A. and BRANDON, D. 1987, op cit. 
43. Examples include BRANDON, D. 1981, op cit. 0!1\MBERLIN, J. 
1988. On our Otm. Patient - Controlled Alternatives to the 
Mental Health System, IDndon. MIND Publications. HARDING, L. 
1986. Born a Number, London. MIND Publications, LACEY, R. and 
W:OrmARD, s. 1985. That's Life! Survey on Tranquillisers, 
IDndon. British Broadcasting Corporation in Association with 
MIND. 
44. BENDER, M. Undated, op cit. 
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45. Source: interviewing and MIND 1985a. Armual Report, 1984 to 
85. 
46. Source: interviewing, participant observation, and MIND 1985a, 
op cit. 
1. Tile three stages of the fieldwork are outlined in Chapter 1, 
p g,<= • Tile pilot interviews are further described in Chapter 
2, p 20f. 
2. TIJ.is and other methodological issues are discussed in Chapter 
2. 
3. Consumer involvement in Eastvale and Westhill MIND is 
described in detail in Chapter 7. 
4. Some respondents at local level were also asked these 
questions (Schedule 1. 3 and 1. 4: Appendix 1.1) . 
5. Council of Management (the governing body of National MIND), 
and the staffing of the National and Regional offices, are 
briefly described in Chapter 4.·, p 93" Forum was a body of 
elected Local Association representatives, which met 
regularly and represented local rnenibers' views to Council of 
Management. 
Table 2 .1 (p Z1 ) indicates the National and Regional MIND 
respondents who were interviewed. Not all respondents were 
asked each of the questions referred to in this chapter. 
6. Source: MIND Annual Review. 1979 - 80. MIND Annual Reports 
and Accounts, 1980 - 81 to 1989 - 90. 
7 , Schedule 1, Q3 . (Appendix 1. 1) , 
8. HEGINBOI'HAM, C. 1985 b. Introduction. In DUNBAR, s. 1985. 
Consumer Involvement in the Mental Health M::lvement, Notes on 
workshop for Local Associations held on 16 May, 1985, at the 
Coucil House, Bristol. MIND internal document. Some course 
participants debated the question "who are the consumers?" 
and I was asked to prepare a discussion paper on this topic. 
(Appendix 4) • 
9. DUNBAR, S. 1985, op cit. 
10. Some respondents gave IlDre than one of these categories in 
response to the question. 
11. Source: interviews with respondents. 
12. TIJ.is was possibly partly because of the way the question was 
worded. 
13. People who were unenployed or trying to find their own 
solution to problems were each mentioned by one respondent. 
14. Heginbotham, c. 1985b, op cit. 
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15. Quotations from interviews are taken from notes nade at the 
time. Square brackets enclose words which were not written 
down at the time, or which have been added or replaced in the· 
interest of clarity. 
16. Relatives • perspectives of family members with mental illness 
is briefly eonsidered in chapter 10, p 339 f. 
17. HEGINBOTHAM, c. 1985c. MIND strategy, 1985- 88. National 
MIND internal document. 1 October, 1985. MIND 1985a. 
Annual Report and Accounts, 1984 - 85, London MIND. 
18. There are references to people with learning disabilities in 
National Association for Mental Health/MIND Annual 
ReviewjReports for the years 1946 - 47 to 1985 - 86. 
However, work involving these people was being gradually 
phased out during the period of fieldwork. 
19. ENNALS, D. 1972 Out of MIND. London. Arrow Publications. 
The quotation is from the front cover of this book. 
20. I have seen this quotation in at least one MIND publication, 
but am unable to trace its source. 
21. MIND 1985a, op cit. 
22. MIND 1985a, op cit, p. 2. 
23. See Chapter 3, p 3S:f' """'d q.;:, f. 
24. This suggests that an organisation which is attempting to 
increase "consumer participation" needs to consider whether 
or not service users see themselves as "consumers" and are 
familiar with the te:rm. 
25. DUNBAR, S. 1985, p 17. 
26. Schedule 1, Q4a (Appendix 1.1) 
27. These figures do not include a few respondents whose response 
was "don • t know", but who then gave a definition of consumer 
involvement. 
28. Some respondents mentioned more than one of the categories 
listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. See Chapter 3 p7Sffor an 
account of levels of consumer involvement. 
Specific items mentioned in relation to consumer involvement 
were MIND's Annual Conference (two respondents), MIND 
publications (four respondents) and a proposed consumer 
advisory network (four respondents) . Ways to increase 
consumer involvement in MIND are discussed later in this 
chapter and chapter 12. 
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29. These will be examined later in this Chapter and in Chapter 
7. 
30. See Chapter 11, p 2£7, · 
31. The issue of power in MIND is considered in chapter .9,_, p 360 f 
32. These problems are considered further in Chapter 2. 
33. Respondents were not asked specifically about their views on 
whether or not participants should make their consumer 
experience (if any) explicit but several people spontaneously 
gave views on this during interviews. This issue had been 
debated in at least one Council of Management meeting, and in 
a Policy Comnittee meeting, and is discussed in Chapter 12. 
34. FABREGA, H. and MANNING, P.K. 1972. Disease, Illness and 
Deviant Careers. In R.A. Scott & J.D. Douglas (Eds.) 1972. 
Theoretical Persectives on Deviance. New York, Basic Books. 
35. MIND 1985a, op cit, and other Annual Reports 
36. This is examined in Chapters 8, 10, and 11. 
37. Sources: MIND literature, interviews and participant 
observation. 
38 . Council of Management members met about six times a year. 
Staff often met infomall y and for meetings, but there 
appeared to be few attenpts in National MIND to enable 
participants to share experiences and feelings. 
39. Schedule 1, Q42, (Appendix 1.1) . This question was asked 
only when sufficient rapport had been established with the 
respondent, and when there was sufficient time. The question 
was near the end of the interview schedule. 
40. These figures include a few respondents who infonrally 
mentioned their own experience of mental health problems. 
41. Source: interviews. One respondent had received 
psychotherapy, but his consumer experience did not appear to 
be the nain reason for his involvement. 
42. Interview with a Regional Director. 
43. Source: non-participant observation notes. 
44. Members of the Council of Management, who also gave their 
time voluntarily, were not described as "volunteers". Of the 
nine volunteers interviewed, none had been a member of 
Council of Management, or of any other body concerned with 
National MIND Departments. 
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45. The number of volunteers in the National Office during Surrmer 
1985 (when interviews took place) was uncertain, as the 
organisation did not, as far as could be ascertained, have a 
list of all volunteers, or one individual to whom they were 
all accountable. 
46. Here, as elsewhere, IDeal Associations and the towns and 
boroughs in which they are situated, are given pseudonyms. 
47. Source: interviews with volunteers, National MIND. 
48. These volunteers were not interviewed. 
49. Schedule 3, Q9. (Appendix 1.3). 
50. Respondents were not asked directly about such involvement, 
although schedule 3, Q10b (iii) asked them whether they would 
like to be a Council of Management member. (Appendix 1. 3) . 
51. The perceived benefits and problems of consumers • voluntary 
work are considered in Chapters 8 and 9. 
52. Source: participant observation. Other oomnents about 
Regional volunteers are based on interviews. 
53. MIND. Annual Reports 1981-82, to 1985-86. 
54. Schedule 1, Q10 (Appendix 1.1.) A few staff members were also 
asked this question in relation to their own work if this was 
narkedly different to that of other members of their 
Department. Some respondents were not asked all the question 
because of limited time for interview. 
55. This included the Community Developnent Department, which was 
dissolved and rrostly incorporated into MIND South East in 
October 1985. Other Departments included were Appeals, 
Legal, Policy and Infonnation and Training and Education. 
56. The work of this team is described later in this chapter, on 
p 133 • At the time of interview, the team was based in the 
Corrrnunity DeVelopment Department. 
57. Thus, an Organising TUtor evaluated consumer opinion by 
asking two service users whom he knew, and members of a local 
Mental Health Consortium which included consumers. A staff 
member of the Community Development Department asked 
residents their opinions if there were management problems in 
the hostels with which he was involved. 
58. Only one respondent in each Region was asked this Question 
because of limited time to interview other respondents. 
59. BRANIXJN, D. 1984a. "Drifting Away from the Mainstream". 
Social Work Today, 13 August, 1984. BRANOON, D. 1984b. "Life 
at the End of the Tunnel?" Social Work Today. 1 October, 
1984. DYER, 1. 1984. "Working to Build a Sense of Value". 
Social Work Today, 6 August 1984. 
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60. DYER, L. and McAUSLIIND, T. 1985. "Involving Consumers in the 
Planning and Provision of Services" . Draft paper. 
61. Respondents in three Regions were asked Schedule 5, Q5b (i) 
and ( ii) on Nonralisation and Advocacy. The respondent in 
"Albion" Region (pilot interview) was not asked this 
question, as it was only after this interview that the 
possible inportance of Ad!Jocacy and Nonnalisation in regional 
work was realised. 
62. This was a contrast to Eastvale MIND (one of the Local 
Associations studied in depth) and one of the Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement, in which several 
oonsumers were very interested and involved in fund raising 
activities. See Chapter 7. 
63. Policies for employing people with oonsumer experience are 
considered in Chapter 12. 
64. Source: interview Assistant Director. campaigns Unit, and 
IACEY, R. and w::x:li:mARD, s. 1985. That's Life! Survey on 
Tranquillisers, London. British Broadcasting Corporation. 
65. Source: interview, Assistant Director, campaigns Unit. 
66. MIND, 1985c. "From Patients to People". Leaflet for MIND 
Annual Conference, November 1985. 
67. In answer to a specific question: "In 'What ways do consumers 
contribute to Training and Education activities?" 
68. MIND 1985c, op cit. 
69. Ibid. 
70. Participant observation notes on MIND Annual Conference, 
November, 1985. 
71. 14 National MIND staff, two regional MIND staff, the 
chairperson of Council of Management in 1985 and his 
predecessor, were asked Q7 in schedule 1 (Appendix 1.1) . 
72. One of the proposals for increasing consumer involvement, 
further discussed in this chapter, p I S""t-. 
73. Source: interviews, Council of Management participants. 
74. HEGINBOTHAM, C. 1984. "Directors Report". In MIND 1984a. 
Annual Report and Acoounts, 1983-84. 
75. HEGINBOTHAM, C. 1985c, op cit. 
76. The nain areas of work of National MIND, during the period of 
fieldwork, are outlined in Chapter · . ?. . 
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77. Heginbotham, C. 1985c, op cit. 
78. Heginbotharn, c. Undated (Probably written in 1983). Decision 
Making and Accountability within MIND. A COnsultative 
Document. MIND internal document. Heginbotham, c. 1985d. 
'Ibwards a M::>vement for Mental Health. A Positive Role for 
Local Associations in MIND's New Structure, MIND internal 
document presented at !Deal Associations Extradordi.nary 
General Meeting, 30 November 1985. 
79. Heginbotharn, C. 198Sc, op cit. 
80. GILL, B. 1984. Proposals for a COnsumer Advisory Panel. 
MIND internal document. 7 December, 1984, GIU.., B. 1985, 
COnsumer Advisory Network and COre Group Paper presented to 
COuncil of Management meeting, 31 July 1985. 
81. Respondents' ideas about how consumer involvement could best 
be achieved are discussed in Chapter 12. 
82. See Chapter+, p 10.3. 
83. ~s is discussed further in Chapter 4. 
84. See Table 4.1, p. 9l... 
85. HEGINBCmlAM, C. Undated, op cit. 
86. Ibid. 
87. Source: non-participant observation, 
Extraordinary General Meeting for !Deal 
November, 1985. 
National MIND 
Associations, 30 
88. HEGINBOI'HAM, C. Undated, op cit. HEGINBOI'HAM, C. 1985d. op 
cit. Respondents' views on the new organisational structure 
are given in Chapter 13. 
89. HEGINBOTHAM, C. 1985d, op cit. 
90. MIND BLACK AND ETHNIC MINORITIES MENTAL HEALTH I'DRKING PARTY, 
1986. Introduction. In Mental Health Services in a 
Multi -Racial Society. MIND Policy Paper 2. January 1986. 
91. MIND 1984 , op cit. 
92. Ibid. 
93. Ibid. 
94. FRANCIS, E. 1985. "How Did Michael Dean Martin Die?" Open 
Mind. No. 13, pp 10 - 12. February. March, 1985. JERVIS, M. 
1986. "Ferrale. Asian and Isolated". Open Mind. No. 26, pp 
10 - 12. April -,May, 1986. 
95. Source: interviews with members of the Black and Ethnic 
Minority Mental Health Developnent Team. 
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96. MIND 1986b. MIND Affiliation Packages. Internal document., 
November, 1985. 
97. Schedule 5, Q 26 (Appendix 1.5). 
98. Source: interviews, Regional Director. 
99. Sources: non-participant observation at Extraordinary 
General Meeting for Local Associations, 30 November, 1985. 
CROFT, T. 1985. Regional Councils, MIND internal document, 
31 October, 1985. 
100. MIND, 1985d. 
Publications. 
101. Ibid. 
Women in MIND, Booklet. 
102. GILL, B. 1984, op cit. 
103. GILL, B. 1985, op cit. 
104. This is further discussed in Olapter 12, p :sB;>: 
105. MIND 1985a, op cit. 
106. Schedule 1, Q8. (Appendix 1.1). 
107. Ibid. 
108. In response to Schedule 1, Q9. (Appendix 1.1). 
London MIND 
109. Schedule 1, Questions 33 and 35"to 3&. (Appendix 1.1). 
110. Some respondents who gave ratings on the 5 point scale were 
not asked to rate whether the consumer involvement was "not 
enough" .. enough .... enough~~ or "too much". 
111. Several respondents gave answers which fell between two 
categories, e.g. "between slight and fair". In order to 
simplify tables, these responses have been assigned to the 
higher category. Average ratings are correct to two dec.irral 
places. 
112. See Tables 6.4 to 6.9. 
113. Source: interview, Council of Managerrent member. 
114. See Chapter , p I ::$8 r. 
115. Levels and degrees of consumer involverrent are considered in 
Chapter 3, p b9f and in Chapters 15 and 16. 
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1. The Local Associations Coordinator was responsible for 
correspondence between the National Office and LOcal 
Associations, and for advising the latter on matters 
concerning their constitution and affiliation. 
2. These Local Associations were all reasonably accessible, 
geographically. They included all the Associations 
affiliated to National MIND, in a sarrple, selected by myself, 
of counties in one MIND Region. 
3. See Questionnaire, Appendix 2. 
4. I.e., a Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, secretary or 
Treasurer. 
5. "Westhill" MIND was 
Local Associations 
geographically. 
chosen in preference to other similar 
because it was I!Dre accessible 
6. AlnPst all participants were happy about the study, although 
one officer of Westhill MIND, who later agreed, was initially 
concerned when it was mentioned that the National Director 
had agreed to a study of MIND as a whole. This participant 
emphasised that Westhill MIND had little to do with the 
National organisation. The relationship between Westhill and 
Eastvale Local Associations and National MIND is examined in 
Chapter 13. 
7. MJre records were examined in Westhill MIND because they were 
=re accessible to the researcher. 
8. A few respondents in both Local Associations were interviewed 
after the main periods of fielclwurk (November, 1984 to March, 
1985 in Eastvale MIND and February, 1985 to June, 1985 in 
Westhill MIND). This is indicated where appropriate. 
9. ANONYMJUS, UNDATED. 
Historical Background. 
[Westhill] Mental Health Association 
(Westhill MIND internal document) . 
10. Ibid. Reasons for this "crisis point" are unclear. 
11. Ibid. 
12. This appears to have lessened since the period of fieldwurk. 
See Chapter 15, p 4-7";1-. 
13. Sources: ANONYMJUS UNDATED, op cit and fielclwurk interviews. 
14. The role of professionals in facilitating and hindering 
consumer involvement is explored in Chapter ll. 
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15. FCM.ER, P.R. 1987a. The Nature and Degree of Consumer 
Involvement in Mental Health Services in Britain. 
Dissertation for M.Ss(Econ), Applied Social Studies. 
University of Wales. University College, Cardiff. MCEWEN, 
J. , MARTINI, c. J. H. and WILKINS, N. 1983. Participation in 
Health. IDndon. Croom Helln. MII:GELY, J., with HALL, A., 
HARDIMAN, M., and NARINE, D., 1986. Community Participation, 
Social Developnent and the State. IDndon. Methuen. 
ROBINSON, T. 1978. In WOrlds Apart. Professionals and their 
Clients in the Welfare State. IDndon. Bedford Square Press. 
16. Source: fieldwork interviews. 
17. A few Executive Cornnittee members did not often attend 
meetings or be otherwise involved in the IDeal Association. 
18. All these four social workers were enployed by the local 
Social Services Department, one as a MIND Development Officer 
to develop IDeal Associations in the county. 
19. At the time, Eastvale had a high unenployment rate. 
20. [EASTI!ALE] MIND. Undated. (Written in 1984). 
21. These are described later in this chapter. See p 17 8 f · 
22. Schedule 7, Qla. (Appendix 1.7). 
23. A large number of Westhill Club members said "don't know" to 
this question. 
24. The following were mentioned as aims by one or two 
respondents in each instance: legal and welfare rights; MIND 
Tranquillizers carrpaign; training for volunteers; fund 
raising; referring project users to professionals; liaising 
with statutory bodies. 
25. The Annual Report, 1984 · to 1985 1 for Westhill MIND states 
that the Association has the same aims as other local groups 
to provide acC0111I10dation and day care services, and to be 
involved in education about mental health and carrpa.igning. 
(Source: WESTHILL MIND. 1985. Annual Report, 1984 to 1985). 
However, the Report mentions in· detail the Association' s 
services,· and does not mention campaigning or public 
education. 
26. This is further examined in Chapter 13. 
27. The possible effects of this difference in complexity on 
COnsumer Participation in the IDeal Association is examined 
in Chapter 8. 
28. Participant Observation notes, 22.11.84. 
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29. The IDeal Association l<;:.t part of the building to the Self 
Help Team of the local Council for Voluntal:y service. 
Several Self Help groups for mental health met there, 
including local groups of the National Schizophrenia 
Fellowship, Depressi ves Anonym:ms, and Alcoholics Anonyrrous. 
30. Source: Interview with respondent who founded the Club. 
31. Source: Interview, Develoj:tl1e!lt Worker, Westhill MIND> 
32. An exception to this was the County MIND Develoj:tl1e!lt Officer, 
who was an errployee of the local Social Services Department, 
and a Westhill MIND Executive Committee member. 
33. This may have been because of particular problems of consumer 
invovlement: eg., apathy, negative attitudes. See Chapter 9. 
34. CXX>K,T. 1987. Participation. Chapter 2 in CLODE, D., PARKER 
c., and ETHERING'ION s. Towards the Sensitive Bureaucracy. 
Consumers, Welfare and the New Pluralism. Aldershot. Gower, 
p 11. But for an opposing view, see RIOIARDSON, A., 1983. 
Participation, IDndon Routledge and Kegan Paul, p 117. The 
effect of scarcity of resources on participation is discussed 
in Chapter 3, p elf. 
35. The IDeal Association' s two Development Workers both had 
links with the local University. 
36. The course run by Westhill MIND gave volunteers a choice of 
working with the IDeal Association, or Social Services, or 
the local psychiatric hospital. 
37. This and subsequent descriptions of consumer involvement are 
based on participant observation, unless otherwise stated. 
38. A record kept for the Manpower Services Commission, so that 
this body could assess the nlmlber of people who used the 
Centre. 
39. CLARK, D.H., 1974. Social Psychiatry in Practice. 
Harrrondsworth. Penguin Books Harrrondsworth. 
40 . A few members of Zeta Club also met in the Resource Centre on 
Sundays to watch videos. 
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41. Source: infoma.l conversation during participant 
obse:rvation, and interviews. 
42. Schedule 10, Ql (Appendix 1.10). 
43. Of the other respondents, three said that there was not such 
a distinction and two said that this varied with different 
people. 
44. Consumers ' use of their own experience to help other people 
is considered in Chapter 10. 
45. The nature of volunteering, in relation to this, is 
considered in: BARKER, I. and PECK, E. (Eds.) 1987. Power in 
Strange Places. User Empowennent in Mental Health Services, 
London. Good Practices in Mental Health. 
46. One respondent was not asked this question. 
47. These related particularly to a few respondents finding 
interviews uninteresting or stressful, despite agreeing to 
inte:rview. These ethical problems are described in Chapter 
2. 
48. This is further described in Chapter 2. 
49. Subsequently, at Westhill MIND's Annual General Meeting in 
June, 1985, three club members were elected as members of the 
Executive Committee, and another member, with consumer 
experience, was elected as Secretary the following year. 
50. Open meetings are examined further later in this Chapter, p 
204. 
51. This is examined in Chapter 8. 
52. Consumers' contributions to MIND based on their own 
experience is examined in Chapter 10. 
53. See Chapter 7, p 5" 3 ~. 
54. This is examined in Chapter 9, p 2 S 2. F. 
55. This self help group was a separate organisation to Eastvale 
MIND. 
56. The benefits of mutual support are further examined in 
Chapter 9. 
57. At least one respondent confused the Local Association with 
local Social Services. 
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58. Four out of five respondents who were asked, said they saw 
themselves as being members of the Local Association. 
59. Source: non-participant observation. Cormnents refer to the 
Annual General Meeting during the period of fieldwork. 
60. Schedule 10, Qll. Some Eastvale MIND day centre members and 
Zeta Club members were also asked a similar question. I have 
erroneously missed including these in other relevant 
interview schedules in Appendix 1. Only small numbers of 
respondents were asked this question. 
61. 'Ihls may partly explain my ready acceptance into Zeta Club. 
The sample of respondents included three people who were 
social science graduates. 
62. I .e., during 1984. 
63. See Chapter 11 for participants' comments on this. 
64. [WESTHILL] MIND, 1985. Chai.l:m:m's Forward. Annual Report. 
1984-1985. 
65. Participants' views about the benefits and problems of 
increasing constuner involvement are described in Chapters 8 
and 9. 
66. See, for example, on health, D.H.S.S. 1983. The National 
Health Service Management Report (The Griffiths Report). 
H.M.S.O. London. KING, D. 1987. "Health". Chapter 6 in 
CIDDE, D., PARKER.C., and ETHERING'ION, S. (Eds) 1987, op 
cit. RICHARDSON, A. and BRAY, C. 1987. Prorroting Health 
Through Participation. Experience of Groups for Patient 
Participation in General Practice. London, Policy Studies 
Institute Research Report 659. Jan, 1987. On Social 
Services see, for example, Cmnd 3703. 1968. Report on the 
Corrmittee on Local AUthority and Allied Personal Social 
Services (the Seebohm Report). London. H.M.S.O. MJYNIHAN, 
D.P. 1969. MaXimum Feasible Misunderstanding. New York. 
The Free Press. Consumer involvement in Health and social 
services is further discussed in Chapter 3. 
67. See, for 'example, MCEWEN, J., MARTIN C.J.H. and WILKINS, N. 
68. 
1983. Participation in Health. London, Croom Helm, and 
Chapter 3 and 11 of this thesis. 
However, few club members attended, 
to be Executive Oammittee members, 
given in Chapter 9. 
or said they w::>uld like 
for reasons which are 
69. Source: written account of a staff member. Not cited, in 
order to ensure anonymity and confidentiality. 
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70. Schedule 7, Q. 4 (Appendix 1. 7) • Day Centre members were 
asked their views on Executive Colmlittee corrposition, but 
nost club members were not. M::lst of the latter seemed to 
have little knowledge of their Executive Committee. 
71. lbese points are considered in Chapter 9. 
72. These and subsequent reported views of Eastvale and Westhill 
MIND participants, are based on interviews, unless otherwise 
stated. 
73. See Chapterl4( p ~H: 
7 4. See Chapter 3, p 69'! These categories of participation are 
outlined in BRAGER, G., SPECBT, H. and 'IORCZYNER, G. 1987. 
(2nd Ed.) Commm.i!:}' organising. New York. Columbia 
University Press, P (ir • 
75. Schedule 7, Qs. s, 12, 15, 16, 17. 
(Appendices 1. 7 and 1.9). 
Schedule 9, Q. 7 
76. once a nonth the Executive Committee met at the same time as 
Zeta Club, but in a separate room. 
77. '1\io of these participants rarely came to the centre during 
the period of fieldwork. 
78. Schedule 7, QS and Q16, respectively. (Appendix 1. 7). 
79. Schedule 10, Q. 23. In addition to Club participants, 
Executive Colmlittee members were also asked this question 
(Appendix 1.10 ) • 
80. Schedule 9, Q. 7a (iii) and (iv) . (Appendix 1.9). 
81. Schedule 9, Q. 8a (Appendix 1.9). 
82. Some respondents mentioned nore than one individual. "Other 
answers", each mentioned by one respondent, included: the day 
centre subcommittee, another day centre member on the 
Executive Committee, and day centre members in general. 
83. A weakness of the study is that only five Eastvale 
respondents were asked to rate day centre members ' 
involvement in responsibility. It did not oc= to me to 
assess this until most Eastvale respondents had been 
interviewed. Of the five Eastvale participants who were 
asked this question, four rated day centre members' 
involvement as "narked" or "very considerable". 
aM 1lctii) 1 
84. Schedule 8, Qs 14, and 12/1. respectively. 
85. This respondent's role in the Local Association is not given, 
in order to preserve anonymity and confidentiality. 
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86. See Chapter 7, p.:2J6. 
87. These factors are considered in Chapters 9 and 10. 
88. This is considered in Chapters 9 and 10. 
89. Interview, Treasurer, Eastvale MIND. 
90. KENNARD, D. with ROBERTS, J, 1983. An introduction to 
Therapeutic Communities, London. Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
SHARP, v. 1975. Social control in the Therapeutic Community. 
Farnborough, Saxon House. 
91. A weakness of the study is that respondents were not asked 
why this was the case. 
92. Schedule 8, Q.ll (Appendix 1.8). 
93. These factors are considered in Chapter 9. 
94. One of these respondents was involved in allocating statutory 
funds to voluntary organisations. 
95. Views about this are considered in Chapter 9. 
96. See Chapter 3, p §4f. 
97. I.e, laypeople who did not see themselves as having 
experienced mental health problems. 
98. See Chapter'$ p 489£ 
99. National MIND staff also mentioned other Local Association 
projects which were concerned with the mental health of a 
whole Comnunity. e.g. a few Associations ran rother and 
toddler groups to reduce isolation and other problems 
experienced by rothers. Other projects included a cafe in a 
rrain shopping street and a club for unerrployed people. 
100. [Eastvale MIND]. Undated. (Written in 1984;) Chainnan's 
Report. 
101. (Westhill) MIND 1985 Armual Report 1984-1985. 
102. See Chapter 3, p69F. 
103. One respondent in a Local Association with high consumer 
involvement said that she felt my attempts to assess consumer 
involvement i.Jnposed some sort of "reality" onto something 
which no-one in her Local Association though about in 
particularly precise terms. (Ways in which the "reality" of 
consumer involvement may have become distorted through the 
mediation of the concepts and assessments used in this 
research are examined in Chapter 2) • 
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104. Professor Adrian Webb suggests that there is a parallel here 
with "liberal white" and "black radical" attitudes to racial 
discrimination. (WEBB, A. 1987: personal commmication). See 
also, HONE, D. 1985. Black Sections in the Labour Party. 
London, Race Today Publications. 
105. Whilst the study of Westhill MIND has placed ll'Ore emphasis on 
infonnal participation, in Eastvale MIND there was a bias 
towards the study of fonnal involvement, with insufficient 
consideration of ll'Ore informal participation. 
106. See Chapter 3. 
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Secretary. 
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40. JAQUES, E. 1976, op cit. 
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42. RHODES, R.A.W. 1981, op cit. RHODES, R.A.W. 1988, op cit. 
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Regional MIND staff. 
45. However, the Secretary was later accepting of the research, once 
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53. MIND 1985 b. MIND Affiliation Packages. November, 1985, 
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65. RHODES, R.A.W. 1988, op cit, pll5. 
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72. JAQUES, E. 1976, op cit. 
73. ETZIONI, A. 1964, op cit. 
74. RHODES, R.A.W. 1988, op cit, p 206. 
75. Ibid, p 206. 
76. Ibid, p 204 f. 
77. Ibid, p 274 f. 
78. JAQUES, E. 1976, op cit. 
79. Ie, National or Regional MIND, or in the case of Eastvale and 
Westhill MIND members, their local Association. 
80. The following Table (next page) indicates respondents' views on 
the rrain aims of National and Regional MIND, and of Eastvale and 
Westhill MIND. (Each respondent was asked about the aims of the 
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Respondents 
Perceived Main Aim National Regional Eastvale Westhill 
n=29 n=ll n=12 n=10 n=62 
Service provision 
3 0 11 10 24 
Influencing statutory mental 
health services (in general) 9 5 0 2 16 
Influencing development of 
commmity mental health 
services 8 6 0 0 14 
Pllblic Education 2 1 2 8 13 
Campaigning 9 0 0 1 10 
Atterrpts to influence central 
and/or local government 4 2 0 1 7 
Information and advice 2 4 0 1 7 
Legal issues 6 1 0 0 7 
Rights related to 
welfare/discrimination 5 0 0 0 5 
Consumer involvement (stated 
as an aim) 4 1 0 0 5 
Education of professionals 5 0 0 0 5 
Tranquillisers campaign 4 0 0 1 5 
Work with Local Associations 0 4 0 0 4 
81. Schedule 1, Q lf'A. Only 19 respondents were asked this 
question, of whom one gave an unequivocal "Yes", ten said "No", 
and seven that it depended on the Local Association. See Chapter 
2 for an explanation why a limited number of respondents were 
asked this and other questions. 
82. See Chapter 13, p. 
83. Source: interviews with Eastvale and Westhill MIND Local 
Association participants. 
84. SOurce: analysis of results of questionnaire by a Regional 
Development Officer and interview with this respondent to whom I 
am very grateful for access to this information. 
85. See Chapter 13, p. 
86. other factors contributing to the limited .inpact of National and 
Regional MIND in this respect are considered elsewhere in this 
Chapter (p ) . 
87. CHELL, E. 1986, op cit, p 97. 
88. Schedule 1 Q20. 
89. National MIND Staff Members' estirrates of cormnunication with 
Local Associations were as follows: 
Considerable 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
other response 
n = 15 
4 
2 
5 
2 
2 
90. Topics of c:orrrnunication from National MIND staff to Local 
Association participants were said to be as follows: (Some 
respondents mentioned rrore than one item). 
Providing information or help 
Training matters 
Referral of clients to Local Associations 
Asking Local Assocations for information or opinions 
Local mental health issues 
Asking for support with carrpaigns 
Matters concerning consumer involvement 
Visiting or speaking at, Local Association meetings 
Attending forum meetings 
Local Association membership 
n15 
8 
6 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
91. Source: interviews with Local Associations Co-ordinator and a 
member of Forum. 
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92. HANDY, C.B. 1981, op.cit, p 355, 
93. During the tirre of field work, four of the six MIND Regions had 
a Regional Developnent Officer, and two of these Regions also 
had one other statutory - funded Developrent Officer to develop 
Local Associations in part of the Region. The Com:nllnity 
Development Office Headquarters also had a Development Officer, 
who l::ecame the Regional Development Officer for South East MIND 
towards the end of the period of fieldwork. 
94. This point is examined later in this Chapter (p43~.f, 
95. Source: interview with Regional Development Officers. 
96. Source: interview with a Regional Director. 
97. Issues related to consumer involvement, statutory policies and 
advice, infomation and help with Local Association problems 
were each mentioned by three out of seven regions; and 
carrpaigning/advocacy, educational issues and "getting Local 
Associations to examine what they do", were each mentioned by 
two regions. 
98. see Questionnaire 1, (Appendix 2.) 
99. One of these respondents rated comnunication on consumer 
involvement as "nil". 
100. Source: interview, staff member, Westhill MIND. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
At the tirre of fieldwork, established regions included North 
West, Northern, Trent and Yorkshire, Wales and West Midlands 
MIND. South West MIND had not long been established, and South 
East MIND, (which developed from the Com:nllnity Development 
Department in the National Office) was established in late 1985, 
just after the period of fieldwork. 
See Chapter 6, r9o for an explanation of Regional Councils. 
p44s F 
See Chapter 6, f 14L and Chapter 14, A- ror brief accounts of 
Region C staff's projects to facilitate uonsumer involvement. 
Executive Committee members' contact with National and Regional 
MIND was as follows: 
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Considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Not asked 
Considerable 
Marked 
Fair 
Slight 
Nil 
Not asked 
CONTACl' WITH NATIONAL MIND 
Eastvale MIND 
n = 12 
0 
1 
0 
1 
8 
2 
Westhill MIND 
n = 10 
0 
0 
1 
4 
4 
1 
CONTACl' WITH REGIONAL MIND 
Eastvale MIND 
n = 12 
0 
1 
2 
2 
5 
2 
Westhill MIND 
n = 10 
0 
1 
0 
3 
5 
1 
105. Source: interviews with Eastvale and Westhill MIND Executive 
Corrmi. ttee merrrers. 
106. Source: interviews with Eastvale and Westhill MIND Executive 
Corrmi.ttee merrrers. 
107. Source: interview, Chairperson, Westhill MIND. 'Ihis Local 
Association has its origins in a Local Association of the 
Central Association for Mental welfare, one of th~ organisations 
which merged to become N.A.M.H. (see Chapter 4, p ifud Chapter 7, 
p ( <l19 f) • 11 
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1. M:>st respondents quantified the arrount of influence of National MIND 
on Local Associations with answers such as "quite a lot" or "very 
little" . 'Ihe categories in Table 14.1 are based on retrospective 
analysis of responses. In retrospect, it would have been better to 
have invited respondents to choose scaled responses from a Likert 
rating scale, as was the case with same other questions (eg. Schedule 
1, Qs 3::3 and 3 5" to 3& (Appendix 1.1) . 
2 . Source: interviews. 
3. Source: interviews with members of Forum. 
4. See Chapter 13, p fl-S" F • 
5. MIND 1985b. Affiliation packages. (MIND Internal Document) November, 
1985. 
6. This is referred to in Chapter 13. 
7 . Source: interviews, MIND respondents . 'Ihese points are considered 
elsewhere in this Chapter. 
8. See Chapter 6, p J 4"1- f • 
9. Schedule 1, Q. 1.16b. 
10. Source: interviews with National MIND respondents. 
11. Source: interviews, Regional Directors. 
12. A weakness of the study is that rrore staff than Council of Management 
and Forum participants were interviewed. 
13. See Chapter 6, p 13[$ f· 
14. See Chapter 6, p /.4<> f', 
15. Source: interviews with staff members of the Black and Minority 
Ethnic Team. 
16. Source: participant observation at National MIND's Annual Conference, 
November, 1985. 
17 . Source: interviews with Local Associations CcM:>rdinator and other 
respondents. 
18. Source: interviews with National and Regional MIND respondents. 
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19. Source: notes based on non-participant observation at an open meeting 
of National MIND. 
20. Source: interview with Regional Develorxnent Officer. 
21. See Chapter 13, f' -J,.3b 
22. Source: interview with Regional Director. 
23. Source: interview with Secretary, Southbury MIND. 
24. Source: interviews with Regional Directors. 
25. See Chapter 6, f 14-:2. , 
26. Source: interviews with members of Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement in Region c. 
27. Source: interview, with Regional Development Officer. 
28. Source: interview, Regional Development Officer. 
29. Source: interview, Regional Director. 
30. Source: interviews, Regional Development Officer. 
31. Source: interviews with respondents in Local Associations with high 
consumer involvement. 
32. Not all National and Regional MIND respondents were asked this 
question (Schedule 1, Q. 19 (1) a): a fault of the study. 
Estimatations of Local Associations' influence are based on 
retrospective analysis. In this and other questions, it would have 
added to the study to have asked respondents to assess Local 
Associations ' influence on a rating scale. 
33. Source: interview, National Director. 
34. Schedule 1, Q19 (i) a (Appendix 1.1) on this topic was dropped after 
the first few interviews to reduce the length of the interview 
schedule. 
35. This is considered in Chapter 13, 1"'43:J.f. 
36. Source: interview, Assistant Director, National MIND. 
37. Source: interview, staff member, National MIND. 
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38. This was one of the highest incidences of "don't knows" in the study. 
39. Schedule 1, Q, 19 (i) (Appendi.xl.l). Onlyeightresp:mdentswere 
asked this question, of whom six said "nil". 
40. Source: interview, chairperson of Eastvale MIND. 
41. Source: interviews with two officers, Westhill MIND. 
42. Source: interview, secretary of Westhill MIND. 
43. Source: interviews with IDeal Association respondents. 
44. Schedule 9, Ql2, and schedule 11, Qs lOc and 11. (Appendix 1.9 and 
1.11). Weaknesses of the study are that a limited number of Eastvale 
MIND day centre members were asked about this, and that the question 
was phrased in a leading way. A few day centre members misunderstood 
the question and thought that it referred to Eastvale MIND. 
45. Ten out of fifteen day centre members, and three out of six club 
members were asked a question on this topic ( shedule 10, Q24 Appendix 
1.10). 
46. Source: interviews with respondents with consumer experience in 
IDeal Associations with high consumer involvement. (schedule 11, QlO 
c ( i), Appendix 1.11) . 
47. Source: interviews with consumer participants in IDeal Associations 
with high consumer involvement. 
48. Ratings are based on retrospective analysis. 
49. Source: interviews with MIND respondents. 
50. For this reason, data from interview responses noay over--errphasise the 
influence of National and Regional MIND on the development of 
consumer involvement. 
51. Source: interview, Westhill MIND staff member. 
52. Source: interview with respondent in IDeal Association with high 
consumer involvement. 
53. Source: interviews with Regional MIND staff. 
54. Source: interview with Regional Development Officer. 
55. Source: interview with Council of Management member. 
56. Source: interview with Regional MIND staff member. 
57. Source: interviews with MIND respondents. 
58. Source: interview with National MIND staff member. 
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59. Source: interview with professional member of Coilllcil of Management. 
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6. 
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8. 
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IN'.ll':RV:lEW 9111<1 J 11 R 1 
The order of questions has been changed fran that of the orginal version 
of this schedule, in order to ensure greater clarity. other questions 
were included, but these were subsequently dropped because the J:lllllDer of 
questions was found to be excessive. 
In addition, sate other questions have not been included in this revised 
version because they were on topics which have not been considered in this 
thesis. 
1. What do you see as the rrost ilrp::>rtant aspects of: a) your role as 
2. 
; b) the work of the - Dep3.rtllent? 
a) What do you see as the rrost iirp::>rtant aims of National 
MIND? 
b) In what ways do MIND's main aims differ fran those of 
five years ago? 
3. In your view, which people are the "COilSiliOOrS" in relation to 
m:mtal health services? 
4. The tenn "=nsurrer involveuent" has recently been used a lot by 
sate people in National MIND. 
a) What is your understanding of the neaning of this tenn? 
b) ~ should there be == involvem:mt in MIND? 
5. HeM ccmnitted 'WOUld you say: 
a) National MIND generally; 
b) The Council of Managemmt, are to increasing consurrer 
involvem:mt? 
6. HeM inp:>rtant is the facilitation of consurrer involvem:mt 
carpared with other aims of National MIND? 
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7. How I!UCh .i.np:>rtance is attached to COilSI.liiEr involvem:mt in 
National MIND, cc:npared with five years ago? 
8. Does MIND at National or Regional levels have any clearly 
defined objectives in relation to cOilSUller involvem:mt? 
9. In what ways, if any, is consuner involvenent actively 
praroted or encouraged by: 
a) National MIND. 
b) (OR REGIONAL STAEF) - Regional MIND? 
10. In a) - Depart:llent/Region; b) National MIND as a whole, to 
what extent do COlJSUiler views influence decision making 
about their needs and rights in the follCMi.ng ways: 
1. Staff consider consuners' expressed views and 
needs - e.g. fran letters, phone calls; 
2. Staff assess consuner views and opinions 
informally/formally (e.g. through reseru:cll 
undertaken by MIND) ; 
3. Consuners are actively involved in decision 
making? 
NM.'I<mL - RfXii<mL - ILnL MIND ~ 
11. Overall, in your view, to what extent do a) IDeal 
Associations; b) Regions: 
a) Have similar a:iins to National MIND? 
b) Should have similar a:iins to National MIND? 
12. To what extent do you think: a) I.oc:al Associations, b) 
Regions, agree or disagree with National MIND policies? 
13. Are there any particular issues with which (i) Regions, 
(ii) I.=al Associations, particularly agree or disagree 
with National MIND? 
14. What do you see as the main advantages and disadvantages of 
IDeal Associations: 
a) Collaborating closely with local statutory 
services? 
b) Receiving large am:JUilts of funding frcm a Social 
Services Department or District Health Authority? 
15. To what extent do you think Fo:r:um effectively represents 
the views of (i) I=a1 Ass=iations; ii) CO!lSUllErS who use 
MIND services? 
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16. To what extent do you think the proposed changes in 
managem:mt structure, responsibility and accoontability 
will: 
a) increase the influence of Local Associations on 
National MIND policy; 
b) increase the influence of National MIND on Local 
Associations; 
c) increase the anount of c= involVE!!ll9llt in 
MIND? 
17. To what extent do you think National MIND influerx:es: 
(i) Local Association policies; 
(li) Regional MIND policies? 
18. To what extent do you think Local Associations are 
aut.onalr:lus in the sense of deciding their own aims and 
priorities? 
J 
19. Overall, how I!UCh influence do you think: 
(i) Local Associations. 
have on: 
a) National MIND policies; 
(li) Regional participants 
b) The policies and 1r10rk of the - Depart:Irent? 
20. How I!UCh camumication is there bebleen. the - Deparblent 
and Local Associations? 
20b. On what sorts of issues does the - Depart:DYimt c<:miDni.cate 
JroSt frequently with Local Associations? 
20c. Which IOO!OOers of Local Associations do you and other 
IOO!OOers of the - IJepart:nent JroSt frequently camunicate 
with? 
(CBECKL!Sl' 
CONSOMERS. INl PEOPLE 
MENrAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS. STAFF MEMBERS). 
2la. How frequently do Local Associations COillllilicate directly 
with the - Departnent? 
2lb. On what sorts of issues do Local Associations llDSt 
frequently camunicate with the - Depart:nent? 
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2lc. Which nenbers of :u:x::aJ. Associations camJJilicate m::JSt 
frequently with the - Depart:Irent? 
(CHECKLIST: 
CONSUMERS 
IEf PEOPLE 
MEm'AL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 
STAFF MEMBERS) 
22. In your view, which types of National Voluntary 
Organisation are m::JSt likely to receive Central G:lveJ::nmant 
funding at present? 
a.) Voluntacy organisations which =ncentrate on 
service provision, or on campaigning = a mixture 
of both. 
b. ) Voluntacy organisations run by people with a 
professional background, or by =IlSUl!ErS = a 
mixture of both. 
c.) Voluntacy organisations for children, the 
elderly, the physically handi.caj::ped, the nentally 
ill, the IlEiltally handicapped. 
23. To what extent do you think: a) cOilSUliErS: a) lay people 
are involved in: 
1. The Council of M3nagenent f= National MIND; 
2. Regional Advisory Councils? 
24. To what extent do you think the following groups or people 
should be involved in: 
a). The Council of M3nagenent; 
b). Regional 1\dvis=y Councils? 
1. M:mtal health professionals 
2. Consumers 
3. ID.y people? 
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25. To what extent do you think the folla.ring groups of people 
are involved in: 
a. Forum. 
b. IDeal Association Executive Calmittees? 
(1) Mental health professionals; 
(2) Consuners; 
(3) Lay people? 
26. To what extent do you think these groups of people should 
be involved in: 
a). Executive Calmittees; 
b). IDeal Associations? 
27a. What do you see as the main role in National MIND of 
volunteers who have experienced nental health prcblems? 
27b. Do you have any views on whether or not volunteers could 
expand their role in National MIND? 
28a. What do you think of recent suggestions that there should 
be I!Dre c:onsuner involvenent in MIND? 
28b. In what ways do you think c:onsuner involvenent in MIND can 
best be achieved? 
28c. What do you think of the idea of a "Consumer 1\dvisocy 
Panel" to National MIND? 
29. In what ways has c:onsuner involvenent in National MIND 
been: 
a) beneficial to the individual. 
b) caused problems to the individual. 
c) beneficial to the organisation. 
d) caused problems to the organisation. 
30. Within MIND at a) National, b) local level, what factors, 
in your view: 
1. facilitate consuner involvenent in decision naking and 
taking on responsibility; 
2. militate against consuner involvenent in decision 
naking and taking on responsibility? 
31. To what extent do you think it would be a) possible, b) 
desirable for consuners to run National MIND themselves? 
32a. To what extent, if at all, do you think MIND serves 
professional interests? 
32b. (IF APPROPRIATE) Does MIND's serving of professional 
interests crnplement or conflict with its representation of 
consurrer interests? 
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33. In your view, to what extent does: 
a) the Council of Managenent; b) senior MIND staff consult 
the views of COilSUllErs? 
Nil Slight Fair Marked Considerable. 
34. To what extent 'il!Jilld it be appropriate for a) the Council 
of M:magement; b) senior MIND staff to do so? 
35. Overall, to what extent are COllSUI!ErS involved in .inportant 
decision making in National MIND? 
Nil Slight Fair Marked Considerable. 
36. Overall, how' nuch are COilSilllerS involved in taking on 
responsibility in National MIND? 
Nil Slight Fair Marked Considerable. 
37. OVerall, how' nuch influence do you think consuners have on 
National MIND policy? 
Nil Slight Fair Marked Considerable. 
38. To what extent do you think self adv=acy by consuners of 
their needs and rights: a) is encouraged by National MIND; 
b) should be encountered by National MIND? 
~ cmmru:. <DI7ER!HNl' roLlCY 
39. To what extent do you think: a) the - Departllent, b) 
National MIND as a whole: 
1. attenpts to influence Central Governnent policies for 
nental health services; 
2. actually influences Central Government policies for 
nental health services? 
40. On what issues have a) the - Deparbtent, b) National MIND 
as a whole, attenpted to influence central goverrment 
policies? 
41. To what extent, if at all, do you think consuner 
involverent in MIND should extend outside the organisation: 
e.g. in carrpaigning and other ways of attenpting to 
influence U:x:al and Central Government policies? 
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42. Can I ask why you originally be:::aite in the "~>Urk of MIND? 
43a. Ikl you represent MIND on any organisations or ccmnittees? 
43b. (IF YES), To what extent do you feel you represent the 
views and felt needs of consuzrers? 
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APPmDIX 1.2 
(In addition to questions in this schedule, Council of Managnent 
rrembers were also asked sone questions in Interview Schedule 1. 
(National MIND staff). 
1. What are the oost ilrportant aspects of: 
a) your work as a Council of Management m=mber/officer; 
b) the work of the Council of Management? 
2. Hew =h influence do you think the follc:Ming people have on policy 
making in National MIND? 
a) COilSlll!ErS. 
b) Council of Management. 
c) Junior National !.ffill) staff (i.e. belc:w Assistant Director). 
d) Local Associations. 
e) Regional staff/regional advisory ccmnittee. 
f) Senior National !.ffill) staff. 
3. a) In your view, are there too many, about the right !ll.lll1ber, or 
too few of the follacing groups of pecple on the council of 
Management? 
i) mental health professionals; 
ii) pecple who see themselves as having experienced mental health 
problerr.s; 
ill) other laY!JeO.Ple. 
b) What do you feel the cOirq?Osition of council of nanagement 
should be? 
4. Has Council of Management cOire to any decisions about hew consurrer 
involvement can best be achieved? 
5. To what extent is there consurrer involvement in Council of 
Management in the follacing ways? 
a) Members of Council of Management decide what they think is in 
consurrers • best interests. 
b) Members base statements about consurrer need on their 
experience of contact with consurrers: e.g. through their work. 
c) Members recamrend consultation of constllller views. 
d) Members recCl!!IOOild active involvement of consurrers in decision 
making processes in MIND. 
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e) Scxre members of Council of Managerrent have, or probably have, 
experience as collS\llllarS 1 themselves. 
6. a) Why are about half the members of Council of Managem=nt nental 
health professionals? 
b) Would it be possible, or feasible, for National MIND to be run 
cC!Ilpletel y by conSI.IlrerS? 
7. a) To what extent is c= involvemant a topic for discussion 
in Council of Management IIEetings, cOI!pared with other issues? 
b) To what extent does the m:>Ve to increase consumer invol vemant 
in MIND CC!le fran council of managerrent members? 
c) OITerall, h.= camdtted would you say: (i) Council of 
.Managerrent members; (ii) National MIND staff, are to 
increasing consurrer involverrent? 
d) How inportant is increasing COilS1.llrer involvemant canpared with 
other aims of National MIND? 
8. There was recent discussion in Council of Management about whether 
members should state whether or not they had experienced nental 
health problems. To what extent do yo think it would be a good 
idea or not for Council of Managem=nt nembers and senior national 
MIND staff to ll\3ke it clear whether or not they have experienced 
nental health problems? 
9. a) To your knowledge, have any const.lllErs written to Council of 
Managerrent on the topic of consumer involverrent? 
b) To what extent 
involvemant m 
themselves? 
do you think the nove to increase consumer 
National MIND has care fran coilSilll'ers 
10. a) How satisfied are you with the way decisions are made: 
i) withlll the Council of Managezrent; 
ii) in MIND as a whole? 
b) Are there any changes which you would like to be made in the 
decision making process? 
c) (IF YES TO lOb) what are they? 
11. a) For what reasons did you becare a member of the council of 
.Managexrent? 
b) Are you on the Council of Management in your own right, or as 
a representative of - (ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION)? 
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12. To what extent do you feel that Council of Managenent is in touch 
with the views of: 
a) people with xrental health problems; 
b) local associations; 
c) regional staff/regional advisory ccmnittees; 
d) junior national MIND staff; 
e) senior national MIND staff? 
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APPENDIX 1.3 
llllliRVIEW Sl'AR!lll E 3 
(Besides the questions in the schedule, National MIND volunteers were 
also asked many of the questions in Interview Schedule 1 : National 
MIND staff) • 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
a) What do you see as the nost :inq;lortant aspects of your YJOrk 
as a volunteer in National MIND? 
b) Have you done other types of voluntaJ:y work with National 
MIND in the past? 
c) Hew long have you been a volunteer in National MIND? 
a) Are you a na00er of a I=al Association? 
b) (IF YES 'ID 2a) which one? 
c) Are you a na00er of National MIND? 
a) What do you like or dislike about your work as a volunteer 
in National MIND? 
b) !):) you think the role of volunteers could be expanded in 
National MIND or not? 
c) (IF YES 'ID 3b) what other work do you think volunteers could 
do? 
d) Are there arry other things that you would like to do in MIND 
as a volunteer? 
a) !):) you think volunteers get sufficient support or training 
from National MIND? 
b) (IF m 'ID 4a) What sort of support and/or training do you 
think should be provided by National MIND? 
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5. 
a) Do you think: (i) volunteers; (ii) other people with I!Eiltal 
health problems have sufficient influence on decision making 
and taking on responsibility in National MIND? 
b) (IF NO 'IO Sa). In what ways do you think. 
(i) volunteers; 
(ii) other people with experience of I!Eiltal health 
problems could be nore involved in decision making 
and responsibility in National MIND? 
6. What was the reason for: a) (IF APPLICABLE) your originally 
joining MIND; b) your becaning a volunteer? 
7. In what ways does the work of volunteers: 
a) result in benefits and problems to themselves; 
b) result in benefits and problems to National MIND? 
8. To what extent, if at all, do you think distinctions are made 
between volunteers and other people in National MIND? 
9. Have you been involved in MIND in other ways? 
10. (IF YES 'IO 2a). 
Attending National MIND meetings/conferences. 
Involvement in other ways. 
a) Do you use the I=al Ass=iation's facilities (e.g. centre 
or club)? 
b) In the I=al Ass=iation, are you: 
i) a volunteer? 
ii) a IIE!Illber of officer of the Executive Ccmnittee? 
ill) a IIE!Illber of Forum, the Regional 1\dvisory Ccmnittee or 
Council of Management? 
c) Do you take on any other responsibility in the I=al 
Ass=iation? 
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11. 
d) Are you involved in decision making in any other way? 
a) Would you like to take on rrore responsibility in National 
MIND as: 
i) a council of ll\3Ilagernent m=mber; 
ii) a staff m=mber; 
ill) in other ways? 
b) (IF YES 'ID lla (ill) • In what ways would you like to take 
on rrore responsibility? 
12. In your view, what factors facilitate or mitigate against the 
involvement of volunteers in decision making and responsibility 
in National MIND? 
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.API'EliDIX 1.4 
mlER.VIEW' SI !Hkl •n R 4 
(Members of Forum were also asked SO!le of the questions in interview 
schedule 1: National MIND Staff). 
1. a) What are the m:>st ilrq:lortant aspects of your work as a 
m=mber/officer of Forum? 
b) Can I ask what your role is in- I=al Association? 
2. In your view, what are the !!Bin aims of Forum? 
3. To what extent is: 
a) con= invol verrent discussed in Forum; 
b) the concern of National MIND staff to increase consmrer 
involvement influenced by Fonnn? 
4. In what ways does Forum represent the felt needs and views of 
ConS1.1Irers? 
a) direct involvement of con=s in Forum; 
b) Forum m=mbers represent views expressed to them by 
consurrers; 
c) Forum m=mbers decide what is in the best interests of 
c=s, without directly consulting them? 
5. a) To what extent do you think: a) Fonnn; b) the Executive 
Ccmnittees of I=al Associations are ccxrposed of: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(ill) 
6. 
b) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
mental health professionals; 
COilS1.1IrerSi 
other lay people? 
Do you think there are not enough, enough or too rrany of 
each of these categories of people (i) in Fonnn; (ii) on 
I=al Association Executive Ccmnittees? 
How =h con= involvement is there in the I=al 
Association you represent? 
No distinction between "c=s" and "non consmrers" 
COilS1.1Irers largely run the I=al Association themselves. 
Con=s =py officer/staff posts. 
C=s are narbers of Executive Ccmnittee. 
Con= involvement in political activity, such as 
carrpaigning, lobbying. 
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7. Can I ask the reasons why: 
a) you becaire involved in MIND; 
b) you becane a Formn rrember? 
8. How =h influence do you think Formn has on Council of 
Management and its policies? 
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APPENDIX 1.5 
INl'ERVIEW SCHEIJULE 5 
REGIONAL MIND STAFF 
(In addition to the questions listed below. Regional MIND staff were 
asked many of the questions in interview schedule 1 (National MIND staff) • 
1. Overall, to what extent are the following groups of pecple lllE!llbers of 
Executive Ccmnittees in- Region? 
a) :mental health professionals; 
b) COIISllllerS; 
c) lay pecple 
2. To what extent is there COIJSillrer participation in - Regional MIND? 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
3. 
a) 
b) 
i) 
(ii) 
volunteers; 
enploynent by Regional MIND of pecple with mental health 
problems. 
representation on Regional Council; 
encouragement of self adv=acy; 
canpaigning and other political activity. 
consuner involvement in decision making in - Regional MIND? 
consuner involvenent in other ways. 
Were any I=al Associations in -Regional MIND started solely or 
partly by consuners? 
Do any I=al Associations in the Region have: 
a high consuner involvement in Executive Ccmnittee menbership. 
considerable involvenent in projects? 
4. To what extent does - Regional MIND: 
a) canpaign for inprovenents in mental health services; 
b) collaborate with Health Authorities, Social Services Deparbrents 
and statutory professionals? 
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5. 
a) How .i.nportant is COilS\lller involvenent in the work of - Regional 
MIND? 
b) To what extent is - Regional MIND concerned with: 
i) No=alisation; 
ii) 1\dv=ating coilSlllrers' rights and needs; 
ill) other work involving cOilSlllrer involvenent? 
6. On what issues do you represent co=s' interests to policy makers 
at: 
a) local level; 
b) regional level; 
c) central govermrent level? 
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APPENDIX 1. 6 
PRELIMINARY INTERVIEWS WITH RESl?ONDENTS INVOLVED IN I..OCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
These preliminary inteJ:Views were conducted with staff in "Albion" Region 
and with participants in Local Associations in an area of this Region. 
The questions asked varied in each interview. The following schedule 
includes those most frequently used. 
A. AIMS AND FUNCI'IOOS 
1. What do you see as the most important aspects of your work/role as 
2. What do you see as the most important aims of MIND/Associations for -
Mental Health? 
3. In your view, what are the chief characteristics of a Local Association 
which is working successfully? 
4. How important is each of the following functions or services in the 
work of the Local Association? 
FUNcriON OR SERVICE 
1. Advice and infonnation 
for consumers and their 
relatives on mental health 
and welfare issues. 
2 . Provision of other seJ:Vices 
for consumers or their 
relatives. 
3. Fund raising activities 
4. Education and infonnation 
on mental health issues for 
general public or 
professionals 
DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE 
NIL SLIGHT FAIR CONSIDERABLE 
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. 
FUNCTION OR SERVICES DEGREE OF :rMPOR:rnNCE 
NIL SLIGHT F.IUR CONSIDERABLE 
5. Publicity of the I=al 
Association and of nental 
health issues 
6. Calrpaigning for 
improvements in statutory 
mental health services 
7. Legal Advocacy 
8. Advocacy and representation 
of consurrers' rights and 
needs, other than legal 
advccacy 
9. Prevention of nental ill 
health 
10. Other function ( s) 
5. 
a) What do you see as the rrost positive features of the I=al Association 
and its work? 
b) What are the chief problems, if any, with which the I=al Association 
is faced? 
Problems related to: 
Difficulty in initiating projects. 
The running of projects. 
Obtaining fundings. 
Obtaining premises. 
Interest and support frcm statutory organisation and professionals. 
Executive ccmnittee nembers. 
Getting people to stand as Executive Ccmnittee Members/take positions 
of responsibility. 
Recruiting volunteers. 
Attracting conSUJrers. 
Raising funds. 
Other Problems. 
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B THE EXEUJJ:IvE CXH4r.l"lEE 
6. Please can you tell ne how nany people on the Executive Ccmnittee are: 
a) nental health professionals or retired nental health professionals. 
b) people who, themselves, have personal experience of nental health 
problems. 
c) relatives of people with nental health problems. 
d) other lay people. 
7. Do you think the I=a1 Asscciation has too nany, too little, or about 
the right am::mnt of these groups of people on its Executive Ccmnittee? 
( Lisr AS :roR Q6 ) • 
8. In your view, what factors are essential to the effective working of 
an Executive Ccmnittee? 
C. CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION 
9. Were there any consuners = fo:rner consuners (i.e. people who had used 
nental health services in the past) am:::>ng the founding nernbers of the 
I=al Asscciation or its steering ccmnittee? 
10. 1\re there any consuners, or forner consuners on the nernbership of 
other ccmnittees, apart frcrn the Executive Ccmnittee? 
11. Have any consuners beccrne volunteers in the I.ocal .Association? 
YES NO OON'T 
KNCm 
NO DISTINCTION BEl'iVEEN 
CONSUMERS AND VOLUNl'EERS 
12. Do consuners actively participate 
in decision lll3king related to 
their individual care and 
counselling. 
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YES 
SMALL :rniR CONSIDERABLE 
13. Overall, do staff and volunteers 
consult consumers about decisions 
concerning the running of 
services shared by several 
cons=s? 
14. Overall, do consmrers play an 
active part in decision making 
concerning the running of the 
I=al Association's services and 
facilities? 
15. Are consumers told about 
decisions III3de by the Executive 
Committee concerning I=al 
Association policy? 
16. Are consumers encouraged to 
contribute ideas and suggestions 
about I=al Association policy? 
17. Do :rrost Executive Committee 
nembers, staff and volunteers 
take seriously consumers' own 
assessments and perceptions of 
their needs? 
18. Do COllS1.lllerS start self help 
groups or other services within 
the I=al Association? 
19. Does the I=al Association draw 
to the attention of National 
MIND or Albion Region MIND the 
rights and needs of particular 
individuals or groups of 
consumers? 
20. Are consumers encouraged by staff 
and volunteers to advocate their 
own needs and rights (self 
advocacy)? 
YES 
00 SMALL E2UR CONSIDERABLE 
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21. Does the I.ocal Association urge 
professionals to encourage or 
enable cO!lSUIIE:r participation in 
statutory services? 
22. Does the I.ocal Association urge 
local councillors, M.P.s or 
other politicians to consult 
CO!lSUIIE:rS about their views and 
needs, or offer explanations 
about nental health policies? 
23. Hew Imlch consuxrer participation 
is there in each of the follCMi.ng 
functions or services of the 
I.ocal Ass=iation? (RECORD NUMBER 
OF CONSUMERS INVOLVED IN EACH) 
a) Advice and infoDIB.tion for 
consurrers or their relatives on 
nental health and welfare issues 
b) Provision of other services for 
cO!lSUilE:rs or their relatives 
c) Fund raising activies 
d) Education and infoDIB.tion on 
nental health issues for general 
pUblic or professionals 
e) Publicity of the IDeal 
Ass=iation and of nental health 
issues 
f) Canpaigning for iltprovements in 
statutory nental health services 
g) h3:vocacy and representation of 
cO!lSUilE:rs • rights and needs 
h) Other functions or services (e.g 
those nentioned by respondent) 
YES 
ID SLIGHT B\IR CONSIDERABLE 
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24. Can you think of exarrples of conS1.llrer participation (conS1.llrers being 
involved in decision making = taking on responsiblity) which have a) 
worked well; b) resulted in difficulties f= individuals or f= the 
I=al Association? 
25. What factors enable, or mitigate against conS1.llrer participation in -
MJND/Association f= Mental Health? 
26. 
a) What do you see as the I!Dst i.nportant objectives of: i) National MJND; 
( ii) Regional MIND? 
b) Are there any objectives of National and Regional MJND with which -
MJND/Association for Mental Health particularly agree or disagree? 
E. RECEN1' CHANGES 
27. What do you feel are the advantages and disadvantages of being 
affiliated to National MIND? 
28 
a) HCM effective do you think Fonnn is in representing the views of I=al 
Association nembers to National MJND? 
b) What do you think of the proposed new structure for I=al Associations? 
29. To what extent do ( i) National 
MJND (ii) Regional MIND 
ccmrunicate with the I=al 
Association on the foll=ing: 
a) Provision of services for 
con= 
b) Fund raising 
c) Education and infoiination for 
general public and professionals 
d) Consuner participation 
e) Publicity 
f) Advocacy of conS1.llrers' rights 
and needs 
g) Carrpaigning 
NIL SMALL FAIR CONSIDERABLE 
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30. To what extent does Albion 
Regional MIND carmmicate with 
the I=al Assa:::iation on the 
follc:Ming: 
a) Provision of services for 
consurrers 
b) FUnd raising 
c) Education and infonnation for 
general public and professionals 
d) Consurrer participation 
e) Publicity 
f) Pdvocaay of consumers' rights 
and needs 
g) Campaigning 
31. To what extent does the I=a1 
Assa:::iation carmmicate with 
(i) National MIND; (ii) 
Regional MIND on the follc:Ming? 
a) Provision of services for 
consumers 
b) FUnd raising 
c) Education and infonnation for 
general public and professionals 
d) Consumer participation 
e) Publicity 
f) .Advocacy of consumers' rights 
needs 
g) Campaigning 
NIL SMALL FAIR CONSIDERABLE 
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32. How I!Ulch irrpact and influence 
do you think the views of IDeal 
Ass=iation participants have 
on: (i) National MIND policies; 
(ii) Regional MIND policies on: 
a) Provision of services for 
consumers. 
b) FUnd raising. 
c) Education and infonnation for 
general public and professionals. 
d) Cons= participation. 
e) Publicity. 
f) Mv=acy of consurrers' rights and 
needs. 
g) Canprigning. 
NIL SMALL 
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:rniR CONSIDERABLE 
APPENDIX 1. 7 
IllJE{V1EW SI "HEll 11 R 7 
Day centre/club nembers, Executive Ccrnnittee participants and 
staff nembers were all asked questions listed in this interview 
schedule. 
SECI'ION A 
rorH LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
1. What do you see as the m:>st .inp::>rtant aims and objectives 
of: 
a) Eastvale/Westhill MIND; 
b) Albion Regional MIND; 
c) National MIND? 
2. What are your views, if any, of the work of: 
a) Eastvale/Westhill MIND; 
b) Albion Regional MIND; 
c) National MIND? 
3. In Eastvale/Westhill MIND, what factors, in your view: 
a) Facilitate day centre/club nembers' participation in 
decision naking and responsibility. 
b) Mitigate against their participation and taking on 
responsibility? 
4. Do you think there is too Imlch, too little, or sufficient 
involverrent of the follCMing groups of people on the 
Executive ccmnittee: 
a) mental health professionals; 
b) day centre/club rembers; 
c) lay people? 
5. To what extent does the Executive cc:mnittee consult day 
centre/club nanbers about their views? 
0 
NIL 
1 
SLIGHT 
2 
FAIR 
3 4 
MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABIE 
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6. 
a) To what extent do you think Eastvale/Westhill MIND 
canpai.gns for .inprovemmts in local statutory services? 
b) 
0 
NTI.. 
1 
SLIGHr 
2 
FAIR 
3 4 
MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
Do you think Eastvale/Westhill MIND is sufficiently 
involved in canpai.gns for inprovenents in local statutory 
services? 
7. 'Ib what extent do you think people with mental health 
problems, such as day centre/club ~s, should have a 
say in National MIND policies? 
8. Overall, how IIUlCh influence do you think day centre/club 
:members have on National MIND policy? 
0 
NTI.. 
1 
SLIGHr 
2 
FAIR 
3 4 
MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
9. Overall, how IIUlch influence do you think day centre/club 
members have on lcx::al statutory policies? 
0 
NTI.. 
1 
SLIGHr 
2 
FAIR 
3 4 
MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
10. Can you think of specific exanples of consutrer 
participation within Eastvale MIND which have: 
a) been particularly beneficial to individuals or to the 
organisation as a whole; 
b) resulted in problems for individuals or for the Weal 
Association as a whole; 
11. What, if any, have been: 
a) the advantages and benefits; 
b) the disadvantages 
centre members' 
responsibility: 
(i) in the day centre; 
and problems, of Eastvale MIND day 
participation and taking on 
(ii) in fund raising and other activities; 
(ill) serving on subcomnittees: e.g. fund raising, Ca!plter; 
(iv) serving on the Executive ccmnittee? 
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12. Overall, how much influence do you think day centre 
llE!llbers have on the msking of irrp:lrtant decisions of 
Eastvale MIND? 
0 
NIL 
1 
SLIGHT 
2 
FAIR 
3 
MARKED 
4 
VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
WESTBILL MIND 
13. 
a) In what ways, if any, have club nembers benefited from 
responsiliility/involvement in decision making? 
b) In what ways, if any, did their responsibility/involvement 
in decision :making have negative consequences for: (i) 
themselves; (ii) other people in Westhill MIND? 
c) 
14. 
In what ways, if any, did 
responsiliility/involvement in 
other people in Westhill MIND? 
club Irellbers • taking on 
decision making benefit 
a) Do you think there are too nany, too feM, or about the 
right number of the follc:Ming groups of people on Westhill 
MIND's Executive Ccmnittee: 
i) mental health professionals; 
ii) lay people? 
b) Do you think that Westhill MIND's Executive Ccmnittee 
should include people who have, themselves, experienced 
mental health problems? What is the reason for your 
answer? 
15. 
a) To what extent do you think Executive ccmnittee and other 
rrembers of Westhill MIND consult club I!EFOOers about their 
views? 
0 
NIL 
1 
SLIGHT 
2 
FAIR 
3 
MARKED 
4 
VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
b) Do you think that Executive Ccmnittee llE!!tbm; of Westhill 
MIND should involve club nembers nore in decision making, 
or not? 
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16. 
a) To what extent do you think Executive Ccmnittee m=mbers 
consult the views of volunteers and other club m=mbers? 
a) Volunteers 
(i) 0 1 2 3 4 
NIL SLIGHT :mm MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
(ii) NOl' ENOUGH '100 MUCH 
b) other club rrembers 
(i) 0 1 2 3 4 
NIL SLIGHT :mm MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
(ii) NOl' EOOUGH ENOUGH 'KO MUCH 
17. To what extent are volunteers and other club m=mbers 
involved in taking on responsibility in Westhill mND? 
a) volunteers 
(i) 0 1 2 3 4 
NIL SLIGHT :mm MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
(ii) NOl' ENOUGH EOOUGH '100 MUCH 
b) other club rrembers 
(i) 0 1 2 3 4 
NIL SLIGHT :mm MARKED VERY 
CONSIDERABLE 
(ii) NOl' EOOUGH EOOUGH '100 MUCH 
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APPENDIX 1. 8 
QJl'SrlQIS R:R EXFDJriVE aMfiTmE MEM3ERS IN EASTVAIE AND IVES'll:llLL 
MIND 
1. How long have you: a) been actively involved in 
Eastvalejwest.hill MIND; b) occupied the post of - (ADD TITLE 
OF OFFICERjMEMBER FOST). · 
2. What do you see as the rrost inportant aspects of your post 
of - ? 
3. OVerall, to Vlhat extent i>K>Uld you say that Eastvalejwest.hill 
MIND agrees or disagrees with the objectives of: 
a) National MIND; 
b) Regional MIND? 
4. 
a) To Vlhat extent do members of the Local Association 
corrmunicate with National and Regional MIND? 
b) Which people in the IJ:x:al Association usually corrmunicate 
with National and Regional MIND? 
CHECKLIST 
CHAIRPERSON 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
STIIF.F MEMBER 
Or.HER PEOPLE 
5. Which people in the local Association receive rrost of the 
correspondence from: 1 Regional; 2 National MIND? 
6. 
a) OVerall, do you think the Association has sufficient 
influence on: a) regional; b) national MIND policies? 
b) On which aspects of MIND' s work at regional and national 
levels do you think - association has rrost influence? 
7. Can I ask Wn.y you originally became involved in the work of 
- local Association? 
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8. Please would you mind if I check what sort of work you've 
been involved in? (I'm interesting in =nparing the answers 
of Executive Committee members with and without a background 
in a mental health profession). 
9 • Do you think there are too many, too few, or about the right 
nurrfr:>er of the following groups of people on the Executive 
Committee: · 
a) Day centre/club members; 
b) Other lay members; 
c) Mental health professionals? 
SECTICN B: <XJESTICNS FCR EASTI7AIE MIND EXECUTIVE CXM1I'l'IEE 
10. For what reasons was it decided to: 
11. 
a) Include Day Centre members in the Executive Cammittee;. 
b) Have Day Centre members as stewards; 
c) Involve Day Centre members on the fund raising 
subcolmtittee and in fund raising activities. 
d) Involve Day Centre members on the computer 
subcolmtittee? 
a) Have any Day Centre members occupied the posts of 
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Secretary or Treasurer? 
b) (IF ANSWER 'ID la) is NO, OR RARELY) Why have so fewjoo Day 
Centre members occupied these posts? 
c) Do you think it would be possible, or not, for Day Centre 
members to: 
(i) take on posts of Chairperson, Secretary or Treasurer? 
(ii) run the IDeal Association themselves, including the 
occupationof all officer and staff posts? 
(iii) 
12. 
13. 
a) 
b) 
14. 
make applications to funding bodies? (PRCMPT, w:JULD SUCH, 
APPLICATION BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY BY FUNDING BODIES?) 
Are there any decisions made by the IDeal Association in 
which you feel Day Centre members could not, or should not, 
be involved? 
To what extent are Day Centre members on the Executive 
Committee involved in: 
the appointment of staff; 
the dismissal of staff? 
Have there been any decisions made by the Executive 
Cammittee with which a majority of Day Centre members did 
not agree? 
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15. 
a) In the Local Association, which groups of people (i.e. Day 
Centre members, officers, staff, Executive Comnittee 
members, eo-opted members) have: 1. ItOst influence 2. least 
influence in making decisions in Eastvale MIND? 
b) Do you think any of these groups of people have too much or 
too little influence? In what ways? 
c) 1. How much influence do you think you have on decision 
making in Eastvale MIND? 2. In what ways do you have 
influence? 
16. (QUESTION ASKED OF SPONSORS OF FUNDING BODY) • 
a) At an Executive Comnittee meeting; you mentioned that you 
and - are "Sponsors". Please can you tell me what this 
means? 
b) Does the fact that you are Sponsors mean that centain 
decisions can be made only by you and - ? Please can you 
tell me what sorts of decisions? 
17. Are you on the Executive Cormtittee as a representative of 
the Social Services ~tjbistrict Health 
Authority/other organisation; or of mental health social 
workersjpsychiatristsfother professionals, or volunteers? 
18. To what extent do you think Westhill MIND collaborates with 
local statutory services? 
19 • What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of 
Westhill MIND' s: 
a) relatively large anount of statutory funding; 
b) collaboration with statutory services on some projects? 
(PRa1PT. 00 YOU THINK EITHER OF THESE FACIORS INHIBIT 
WESTHILL MIND'S CAMPAIGNING ROLE?) 
20. 
a) To what extent is Westhill MIND influenced by: 1. Regional; 
2. National MIND Policies? 
b) How far is Westhill MIND able to be autonarrous, in the sense 
of deciding on its objectives and policies, independently of 
statutory services, and of National and Regional MIND? 
21. In its collaboration with statutory services, to what extent 
does Westhill MIND represent the felt needs and views of 
people with mental health problems? 
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APl'fD)lX 1.9 
1. a) When did you becare a m=mber of Eastvale MIND? 
b) Why did you decide to becare a naroer? 
2. What, if anything, do you a) like; b) dislike about: 
i) Eastvale MIND day centre; 
ii) other things concerning Eastvale MIND? 
3. Can I check on any responsibility that you've taken on in 
Eastvale MIND? 
a) Executive Catmittee rrenber. 
b) Nani.nation f= Executive Ccmnittee m=mbership. 
c) Steward. 
d) Offering to be steward. 
e) Fund Raising subcc:mnittee. 
f) Ccrrputer subccmnittee. 
g) Help with fund raising. 
h) Helping other naroers with their problem3, or helping in 
other ways. 
i) Other {ASK 'ID SPECIFY). 
4. ASK EITHER a) = b) , DEPENDIOO ON WllEl'HER RESPONDENI' HAS BEEN 
A STEWARD, OR 001'. 
a) NJr BEEN A STEWARD. 
i) Have you ever been asked to be a steward? 
ii) Have you ever thought of volunteering to be a steward? 
ill) Would you like to be a steward? What are the reasons for 
your~. 
b) IS A STEWARD. 
i) When did you becaw a steward? For what reasons? 
ii) What are the things you enjoy or like about being a 
steward? 
ill) What are the things that you dislike about being a 
steward? 
iv) What prablem3, if any, do you encounter in your \\'Ork as a 
steward? 
5. ASK' EITHER a) or b), DEPENDIOO ON WllEl'HER OR 001' RESPONDEN!' 
HAS SERVED CN TEE EXECtJl'IVE CCMUTI'EE, OR A sua:::cM1ITI'EE. 
a) HAS 001' SERVED ON EXOCt1l'IVE CXM1ITIEE OR stJB:X:M.1IT.l'. 
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i) Have you ever put your nane fmward for nomination as an 
Executive Ccmnittee rrember or as a rrember of one of the 
subcartni.ttees? 
ii) (IF YES 'ID Q.Sa (i) ) Why do you think your nanination was 
unsuccessful? 
b) HAS SERVED ON EXECl1I'IVE CCM1ITl'EE OR SUl3CCM4I'l'l'E. 
i) What do you see as the oost inp:Jrtant aspects of your work 
as a rrember of the Executive Ccmnittee/subccmnittee? 
ii) Hav long have you been an Executive Ccmnittee rrember? 
6. To what extent do you feel the day centre rrembers on the 
Executive Ccmnittee adequately represent the views and interests 
of other day centre rrembers? 
7. 
(PROOPT. 00 YOU THINK THE DAY CENl'RE MEMBERS ON THE EXECUTIVE 
COMMriTEE ADEQUATELY REPRESENT MEMBERS OF rorH SEXES AND OF 
DIFFERENI' AGES?) 
a) Hav !IU.lch influence do you think day centre rrembers have in 
the making of decisions concerning: 
i) Executive Ccmnittee decisions about Eastvale MIND? 
NO!' 
ENOUGH 
ENOUGH DON'T KNCM 
ii) The day to day running of the day centre? 
NO!' :EN<:rr:H 'IOO MlOi DON'T KNCM 
ENOUGH 
ill) Fund raising? 
NO!' ENOUGH 'IOO MlOi DON'T KNCM 
ENOUGH 
(iv) The cooputer? 
NO!' ENOUGH 'IOO MUCH DON'T KNCM 
:EN<:rr:H 
(v) The new acccmrodation project? 
NO!' :EN<:rr:H 'IOO MlOi DON'T KNCM 
ENOUGH 
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OI'HER 
RESPONSE 
OI'HER 
RESPONSE 
OI'HER 
RESPONSE 
OI'HER 
RESPONSE 
---------------- ~- ··-
7. 
8. 
9. 
b) (IF ANSWER IS "NJr ENOUGH" 'IO ANY OF THE AOOVE). 
In what ways do you think day centre IlElllbers should be m::>re 
involved? 
a) Which people do you think have the m::>st say in making 
~t decisions within MIND? 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
b) 
c) 
d) 
SECRETARY. 
DAY CENl'RE MEMBERS oor ON EXECU1'IVE CCM1I'ITEE AND oor 
STEWARDS. 
DAY CENl'RE MANAGER. 
CD-OPl'ED MEMBERS OF EXECOriVE CCM1I'ITEE. (GIVE EXAMPLES) • 
YOURSELF. 
CHAIRPERSON. 
DAY CENl'RE MEMBERS ON THE EXECUTIVE CC»lMMTT'EE. 
OI'HER MEMBERS OF THE EXEC!JI'IVE CCM-!I'l'reE:. 
"BEN" (DAY CENl'RE MEMBER REPRESENI'ATIVE). 
TREASURER. 
STEWARDS WHO 1\RE :ooi' ON THE EXECU1'IVE CCM-!I'l'reE:. 
Do you think any of these people have: (i) too much of a say; 
(ii) not enough say in making decisions in Eastvale MIND? Why 
is that? 
Would you like to have m::>re of a say in making decisions in 
Eastvale MIND: (If "YES") In what ways? 
In what ways, if any, have you tried to influence Eastvale 
MIND policies about decision making? HCM su=essful were you 
in influencing policies and decision making? 
a) Have you been involved in starting, or joining any self help 
groups for people who have experienced similar problems to 
yourself? Is this sc:xrething you'd like to be involved in? 
b) Would you like to be actively involved in planning and 
starting other facilities for people with mmtal health 
problems? 
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c) What do you think of organised groups of people with m=ntal 
health problems who criticise health and sccial services 
provision, and who caTI{laign for inprovem=nts and changes in 
services? Have you been a nember of such a group? Would 
you like to be? 
10. Have you been involved in arry way in arry local plans for m=ntal 
health services (eg. those made by the District Planning Team or 
other b:x:lies) ? 
a) Receiving explanations about plans for m=ntal health 
services in Eastvale. 
YES 
b) Being asked about your views and opinions by rranbers of the 
planning team(s). 
YES OON'T 
KNCM 
c) Active involverrent in the planning team(s). 
YES 
11. Did you know that: 
OON'T 
KNCM 
a) MIND is a National organisation with a Head Office in 
IDndon; 
b) That besides Eastvale MIND, there are other local branches, 
of MIND? 
c) - and regional offices, including one in Midbury? 
12. To what extent would you like to have a say in National MIND 
policies? 
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In addition to the questions in this schedule, Westhill MIND club 
members were asked other questions. These have not been included 
because they were on topics not covered in the thesis. 
(This schedule is in three sections: questions asked of xrembers of both 
the clubs studied; and in Delta Club and Zeta Club). 
sa:r:rw A: mm CIJJBS 
1. (If APPROPRIATE). D:J you see your role in the club mainly as 
a club member, or as a volunteer, or both? 
2. a) When did you beccme a member/volunteer of the club? 
b) Why did you decide to beccme a rrember /volunteer? 
c) (IF A VOLUNI'EER) What do you see as the Il'Ost :inportant aspects 
of your work as a volunteer? 
3. What, if anything, do you: a) like, b) dislike about the club? 
4. a) In what ways if any, do club members benefit fran taking on 
responsibility and being involved in decision making in the 
club? 
b) In what ways, if any does their responsibility or involvenent 
in naking decisions have negative consequences for: 1. 
themselves; 2. other club .members? 
c) In what ways does club rrembers' taking on responsibility 
benefit other club rrembers? 
5. a) What do you see as the nai.n activities of the club? 
b) Do you think the club should have any other activities? (IF 
YES). What activities? 
6. a) What do you see as the Irai.n abns of the club? 
b) Are there any other aims that you think the club should have? 
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(Alpha Club was a social club on a housing estate which was initially 
facilitated by a Westhill MIND staff nenber and a statuto:cy scx::ial 
worker). 
7. a) Do you think there is anyone who is a leader = organiser of 
the club? 
b) Which person= persons do you think have been IIOst involved 
in making inportant decisions about the club and its 
activities? 
CHECKLIST 
PARI'ICULAR CLUB MEMBERS 
(STATtJIDRY) SCCIAL IDm<ER 
WESTHILL MIND STAFF MEMBER 
c) Do you think all club nenbers are involved enough in the 
making of ~rtant decisions in the club? 
d) Do you think you are sufficiently involved in the rnaking of 
~rtant decisions in the club? 
8. a) Whose idea do you think it was to start the club? 
b) Which people were involved with the club when it started? 
(PRa1PT. 'ID WHAT EXTEN.r WERE THE FO.LI.rniNG lNVOLVED?) 
LOCAL PEOPLE 
PRESENI' CLUB MEMBERS 
(STA'!UroRY) SCCIAL W)RKER 
FORMER MIND DEVELOPMENl' IDm<ER Ol'HER PEOPLE. 
9. a) Do you take on any sort of responsibility within the club? 
(PRa1PT, IF NECESSARY, WITH EXAMPLES GIVEN m QlO). 
b) (IF APPROPRIATE) What do you like or dislike about being a 
volunteer/taking on responsibility in the club? (PRCMPI' -
ANY PARI'ICULAR REWARDS OR PROBLEMS?) • 
10. To what extent do you think club nenbers are involved in: 
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a) Helping each other with problems. 
b) Making suggestions about activities. 
c) Organising activities. 
(PROMPr - HAVE b) and c) ea-lE M1UNLY F'R.CM STAT!JIDRY SCCIAL 
mRKER, :roRMER MIND STAFF MEMBER, A VOLUNTEER OR MEMBERS?) • 
d) Fund raising (Has this been for the club and/or Westhill 
MIND?) • 
e) Looking after the finances of the club. 
f) Keeping the centre clean and tidy. (Is a caretaker nainly 
responsible?). 
g) Preparing refreshments. 
h) Taking care of keys. rocking and unlocking the club 
premises/centre. 
Is there arr:t other area of responsibility that members have 
been involved in, in the club? 
11. Have members of the club been involved at all in: 
a) Publicising the club. 
b) Contacting the local council and other bodies about the 
rreeting place and other matters conce:rning the club. 
(PROMPr - WHO ARRANGED THE ME:E:rm:> ~ WITH THE com:::IL?) • 
c) campaigning for .i.nproverrents in anenities on the Estate. 
d) campaigning for .i.nproverrents in mental health services. 
e) 1\dvt:x:ating the needs of club members, or of people with 
mental health problems generally. 
f) Explaining to the public, or to professional people and 
students, about the club. 
g) Educating members of the public, professionals or students 
about mental health problems. 
12. Has the club ever had: 
a) A clearly defined leader. 
b) Chairperson, secretary or treasurer posts, or arr:t sort of 
managerrent ccmnitttee? 
13. a) Is the club open to arr:~one to join? (Pranpt - all age 
groups? Have all members experienced mental health 
problems?) • 
b) Hew successful do you think the club has been in getting new 
members? 
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14. Do you think the club is connected with Westhill MIND in any 
'..eys? If so, in what ways? 
Pranpt, if 
:wolvement. 
!ys) • 
necessazy Fonrer Developnent worker's 
Involvement by other MIND member. Other 
15. 
you see yourself as belonging to WesthiU MIND because of 
Jr membership of the club? 
16. 
i'. you, or have you been involVed with Westhill MIND in any 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
17. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
(. er) way? 
Ph: 'Cl the ResOUJX!e Centre. 
Vie ;rl the ResOU!X!e Centre. 
Att,_ 'eel Zeta club or other sccial events or clubs. 
Spok to staff or to other people involVed with Westhil! MIND 
Atter. d AGMs or other meetings. 
Helpe. vith Fund Raising. 
Invoh ent as a volunteer in other ways. 
other. -rolvement. 
Would : ·1 like to take on (!lOre) responsibility within 
WestbiL !IND, or not? If Yes, in what ways? 
As a V>;: mteer: e.g. in sccial clubs, group hares, fund 
raising, :!ping in office. 
As an Exe. tive Ccmnittee Ire11Jber (EXl?IluN, IF NECEssARy). 
As a rrernbt· of staff? 
Is there .. ~ other way in which you WOUld like to take on 
responsibil y within Westhill MIND? 
18. (IF :00 to 'a, b or c) Can I ask why not? b (if Yes to 17a, 
b or c) W. t do you feel you could contribute as a 
volunteer/Ex< :tive Ccmnittee rrember/staff rrember? 
19. Do you knew )f any members of the club who are, or have been, involvec: n any way in: 
a) Taking on re' msibility within WE.5TH1Lr. MIND, e.g., as a volunteer. 
b) Making decisionE d.thin WESTHJ:n. MIND? 
(PR<:Wr 
naking). Asi for details of responsibility/decision 
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20. (If YES to 10.19 a or b) 
a) In what ways, if any, did club rrember(s) benefit fran this 
responsibility/involverrent in decision making? 
b) In what ways, if any, did their responsibility/involverrent 
in decision making have negative consequences for: 1. 
themselves; 2. other people in Westhill MIND? 
c) In what ways, if any, did club rrembers • taking on 
responsibility/involverrent in decision making benefit other 
people in Westhill MIND? 
21. (IF APPROPRIATE) • 
a) Would you like to have Jrore of a say in making :i.nportant 
decisions in Westhill.MIND? If yes, in what areas? 
b) In what ways if any, have you tried to influence decisions 
in Westhill MIND? How successful -were you in influencing 
these decisions? 
SECI'ION C. ZETA CLUB MEMBERS 
22. To what extent, if at all, do you think there is a 
distinction between "volunteers" and other rrembers of the 
club? 
23. Do you think a) club m=mbers, b) volunteers have enough of 
a say in 1) the making of important decisions in WESTHILL 
MIND? 2. have enough responsibility in WESTHILL MIND? 
24. Recently a "c= advisory panel" ahs been proposed to 
advise National MIND about the views and needs of people who 
have themselves experienced nental health problems. What do 
you think of the idea of a consmrer advisory panel? 
25. a) Which of the present rrembers/volunteers -were involved in the 
club in its early days? 
b) Which person has been involved in the club the longest? 
c) Whose idea was it to start the club? 
d) Who ran the club in its early days? 
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e) At this titre who was involved in decision making in the 
club? To what extent was there a distinction between 
''members'' and ''volunteers? 
26. a) Do you see yourself as being a member of MIND? 
b) 
27. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
28. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
29. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
Do you mind if I ask if you are a member of MIND in the 
sense of paying a subscription? 
Who in the club is rra.i.nly responsible for: 
Organising activities. 
Unlocking the centre/locking up. (Which members /volunteers 
have keys to the centre?) 
IDoking after the club's finances? 
Is there anyone who has particular responsibilities in 
anything else? 
In what ways have you been involved in Westhill MIND: 
Membership of other clubs or support groups. 
Attending the AGM's. 
Attending Executive Corrmittee IIEetings, open IIEetings, or 
other IIEetings. 
Attending the recent course for volunteers. 
Attending other IIEetings for volunteers. 
Helping with fund raising. 
Irwol vemant as a volunteer in other ways. 
other involvemant. 
When did (i) the Sunday club, (ii) the Friday lunch club 
start? 
Who decided to start these clubs? 
Is anyone responsible for "organising" or "running these 
clubs? 
What do you see as the most important aims of these clubs? 
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APl'I!NDIX 1.11 
1NIERVIE.W Sllitt:IJIIE 11 
In addition to the questions in this schedule, respondents in Local 
Associations with high consumer involvement were asked other 
questions. 'Ihese are not included because they were on topics which 
are not covered in the thesis. 
1. a) What are the main aims of MIND? 
b) What are the main projects of - MIND? 
c) D:les - MIND receive any statutory funding? 
2. 'Ib what extent does the Local Association: 
a) Make a distinction between people who give help and people who 
receive help; or: 
b) See everyone in - MIND as able to give help at times, and 
needing help at times? 
3. D:l people in the Local Association: 
4. 
a) see people who have experienced mental health problems as a 
clear category of people with different experiences to !lOst of 
us; or: 
b) Regard everyone as having experienced mental health problems 
or severe distress, or having the potential to do so? 
a) What is your understanding of the terms: 
( i) consumers; 
(ii) consumer involvement? 
b) What do you like to call people who have experienced mental 
health problems? 
5. a) Overall, to what extent are consumers involved in 
responsibility and decision ~g in - MIND? 
b) In your view, how does - MIND compare 
Associations in terms of consumers ' 
responsibility and decision ~g? 
with other Local 
involvement in 
6. 'Ib what extent are the following groups of people involved in 
decision making and important responsibility in the organisation, 
overall: 
a) People who see themselves as having experienced mental health 
problems. 
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b) People who are mental health professionals (and not involved 
in MIND pr:ilnarily because of their own mental health 
problems). 
c) Lay people who do not see themselves, or their relatives, as 
having experienced mental health problems. 
d) Lay people who view their relatives as having experienced 
mental health problems. 
7. a) (RESPONDENTS WITH CONSUMER EXPERIENCE ONLY) : 
(i) In what ways are you involved in decision making and 
responsibility in the organisation? 
(ii) What benefits, if any, do you get from this decision making 
and responsibility? 
(iii) 
b) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
8. 
In what ways, if any, does it cause you problems? 
(ALL RESPONDENTS) 
In what ways has consumer involvement in- MIND been? -
beneficial to the individual; 
caused problems to the individual; 
beneficial to the organisation; 
caused problems to the organisation? 
Were there any consumers arrong the founding members of the 
IDeal Association? 
9. a) 'lb what extent are the following groups of people on the 
Executive Cormnittee? 
b) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
10. a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
In your view, to what extent should members of each of these 
groups be on the Executive Committee? 
People who see themselves as having experienced mental health 
problems. 
People who are mental health professionals (and not involved 
in MIND pr:ilnaril y because of their mental health problems. ) 
Lay people who do not see themselves or their relatives as 
having experienced mental health problems. 
Lay people who view their relative(s) as having experienced 
mental health problems. 
Are any members of the IDeal Association with personal 
experience of mental health problems members of: 
Forum. 
the Regional Advisory Cormn.ittee/Regional Council. 
Council of Management? 
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b) 
c) 
11. a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
b) 
12. a) 
(i) 
'Ib what extent do you think people with personal experience 
of mental health problems should be members of the above and 
the Consumer Advisory Net:M:Jrk? 
(RESPONDENTS WITH CONSUMER EXPERIENCE ONLY) Would you like to 
be a member of: (i) any of the above; (ii) the consumer 
advisory net:M:Jrk or not? 
Are you satisfied with the extent to which you, and/or other 
consumers are involved in decision making and responsibility 
in: 
the local association; 
regional MIND 
national MIND? 
(RESPONDENTS WITH CONSUMER EXPERIENCE ONLY IF ANSWERS NO). 
In what ways would you like to be 110re involved? 
(EMPlOYED STAFF ONLY) 
can I ask to what extent -MIND has an Equal Opportunities 
Policy? 
( ii) 'Ib what extent do you think - MIND would be prepared to 
errploy staff with personal experience of mental health 
problems? 
b) (RESPONDENTS WITH CONSUMER EXPERIENCE ONLY). 
( i) Would you like to be a staff member at local, regional or 
national levels? 
(ii) (IF ANSWERS "YES") What do you think you could contribute to 
MIND? 
13. a) 'Ib what extent is there consumer involvement in the 
following? 
(i) Projects (e.g. day centre, club). 
(ii) Campaigning. 
(iii) Publicity/education. 
(iv) Fund raising. 
b) Is there considerable consumer involvement in any other 
activities of - MIND? 
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14. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(ill) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
15.a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(V) 
(vi) 
How much contact do: a) yourself; b) other members of the 
Local Association have with the following? 
Local Councillors. 
Local MP ' s . 
Other politicians (which ? ) 
Members of the DHA. 
Members of the RHA. 
'I'he Community Health Council. 
Other peoplejbodies which respondent thinks inp:lrtant. 
Are: a) yourself; b) (other) consumers in - MIND; c) other 
members of the Local Associations members of: 
Community Health Council. 
DHA Planning Team. 
RHA Planning Team. 
Joint Consultative Planning Team. 
Social Services Planning Team. 
Other planning teams/committees. 
b) (IF YES 'IO ANY OF ABOVE) Are you serving: (i) as a 
representative of MIND: ii) in your own right? 
16. Within - MIND, what factors, in your view: 
a) facilitate consumer involvement in decision making and taking 
on responsibility? 
b) mitigate against consumer involvement in decision making and 
responsibility? 
17. Can I ask: 
a) Why you originally became involved in - MIND? 
b) (RESPONDENTS WITH CONSUMER EXPERIENCE ONLY) Why you became 
actively involved in decision making and responsibility in the 
organisation? 
18. To what extent do you think it 'WOUld be: a) possible; 
b) desirable, for consumers to themselves run: (i) - MIND; (ii) 
National MIND? 
19. 
a) Has: (i) the Regional Office; (ii) National MIND issued any 
guidelines about consumer involvement? 
b) In your view, does (i) Regional MIND; (ii) National MIND have 
clear objectives in relation to consumer involvement? 
c) How committed wuld you say: (i) Regional MIND; (ii) National 
MIND are to consumer involvement? 
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d) Has Regional/National MIND pranoted or encouraged consumer 
involvement in any way? 
20. How irrportant is consumer involvement, as an issue, carrpared 
with other topics, in the =munication of: 
a) Regional MIND to the Local Association. 
b) 'The Local Association to Regional MIND. 
c) National MIND to the IDeal Association. 
d) 'The Local Association to National MIND? 
21. To what extent is the Local Association influenced by ideas 
about consumer involvement from: a) Regional MIND; b) National 
MIND? 
22a. In the Local Association, who decided that there should be 
high consumer involvement? 
O!ECK LIST 
ASSESS INFLUENCE OF: CONSUMERS 
OI'HER MEMBERS OF STERRING 
ro1MITl'EEjEXECUTIVE ro1MITI'EE 
REGIONAL MIND 
REGIONAL MIND 
CCM1UNITY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER. 
22b. Why was it decided that there should be high consumer involvement 
in- MIND? 
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APPENDIX 1. U 
MEMBERS OF CAMPAIGN AGAINST PSYCHIATRIC OPPRESSION 
1. Besides the items listed in the Declaration of Intent, 
does Canpaign Against Psychiatric Of:pression (CAPO) 
have any other aims? 
2. a) Who wrote the "Introduction, ~festo, Demands"? 
b) Whose views does this doctment represent? 
(CHECK: MEMBERS OF CAPO 
OrHER EX-"VIC'I'IMS"). 
3. a) When was CAPO founded? 
b) Who founded it? 
4. a) HeM many JrellTbers are there in CAl?O? 
b) Have all JrellTbers: (i) received psychiatric treat:m=nt; 
(ii) been inpatients? 
c) Is it possible for rrental health professionals, or 
other interested people to be JrellTbers? 
5. Do you believe that all psychiatrists are conscious 
"agents of capitalism" and "high priest(s) of 
technological scx::iety"? Quotes fran CAPO's 
"Introduction, Manifesto, Demands" o) 
6o a) To what extent does CAPO "take collective action" with 
Trade Unions, Clainants' Unions, etc? 
b) In what ways does it take collective action? 
7 o To what extent do you/will you: 
a) advise people about their rights; (in what ways?) o 
b) ~gn on banning ECT, long-acting drugs, 
psychosurgery; 
c) canpaign for financial ccnpmsation for tardive 
dyskinesia; 
d) enable patients to receive free legal aid? 
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8. To what extent have llE!Il1bers of CAPO inspected 
psychiatric insitutions? 
9. a) To what extent does CAPO aim to influence: (i) Central 
Government; b) I=al Government policy making for 
JreiJ.tal health services? 
b) Are there any politicians (eg. M.P's llE!Il1bers of the 
House of Iords) who are particularly supportive tooards 
CAPO and its aims? 
c) Hew !llllch contact does CAPO have with senior civil 
servants and politicians? 
10. a) To what extent do you think the views of CAPO represent 
the views of m::>St psychiatric irnlates/ex-inmates. 
b) To what extent are they meant to be representative? 
11. a) To what extent does CAPO aim to influence attitudes and 
beliefs about so-called "JreiJ.tal illness" and its 
treatment? 
b) Hew does CAPO propose to go about doing so? 
CHECKLIST 
RESEARCH 
EDUCATION FOR PROFESSIONALS 
EDOCATION FOR GENERAL PUBLIC 
Ol'HER 
c) Are there any professionals who are syrrpathetic to CAPO 
and its ai.ms? 
12. To what extent are allllE!Il1bers involved/encouraged to 
be involved in: a) important decision making; b) taking 
on responsibility in CAPO? 
13. In what ways, if any, is I!E!Tlbers' involvenent in 
decision making and responsibility: 
a) beneficial to the individual; 
b) cause problems to the individual; 
c) beneficial to the organisation; 
d) cause problems to the organisation? 
14. Are there any organisational factors which facilitate 
or mitigate against nernbers' involvement in decision 
making and responsibility? 
15. a) Is CAPO represented on any Planning Teaills or other 
organisations? 
b) Would you like such representation? 
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16. Are there any ways in which CAPO would consider working 
in close collaboration with mental health professionals 
and statutory services (e.g. to "irrq;>rove" the system)? 
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~1.13 
INmRVIEW s :aru•n R 13 
1. What do you see as the nain aims of Depressives Anonym::Jus: 
a) nationally; b) locally? 
2. 
a) Who founded Depressives Anonym::Jus, and when? 
b) Is (s)he still involved in Depressives Anonym::x.Is? 
3. 
a) Have all Irell'i:lers of Depressives J\nonyiiDUS experierx::ed 
depression? 
b) 
c) 
4. 
a) 
b) 
s. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(ill) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
6. 
a) 
b) 
It Depressives Anonynrus for people will all kinds of 
depression? 
Are there any netbers who are relatives? 
Can I ask the reasons why: 
You becane involved in Depressives J\nonyiiDUS; 
You becane a nazber/officer of the Executive? 
To what extent does Depressives Anonym:lus have the following 
aims and functions: a) in Westhill; b) nationally? 
acting as a pressure group; drawing to the attention of 
politicians and others the needs and interests of people 
~th depression; 
~g for :inprovelrents in services and/or professional 
understanding of depression and its treatnent; 
other political activities: e.g. lobbying politicians. 
collaboration with local statutory services, e.g. projects. 
advcx::acy of the needs and rights of people with depression; 
providing a counselling and/ or advice services. 
HeM are najor decisions nade in local gm:ups of Depressives 
Anonynous? 
To what extent are all meubers involved in (i) W{x>rtant 
decision naking; (ii) taking on responsibility within the 
organisation? 
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7. In what ways, if any, do nenbers' involvneent . .in ~ision 
nak:ing and taking on responsibility: 
a) benefit themselves and other llE1Ii:ler sof the group; 
b) cause problems to themselves and other JI'Bibers of the group? 
B. 
a) In what ways do you benefit fran being an officer/nenber of 
Depressives AnonynDUS? 
b) In what ways has being an officer /member caused you problems 
=difficulties (specifically related to your depression)? 
9. Are there any factors which facilitate = mitigate against 
Depressive Anonynous :tre!lbers' involvemant in decision nak:ing 
and taking on responsibility? 
10. Does Depressive AnonynDUS in: a) Westhill; b) other parts of 
the country, have representatives on: 
a) planning teams for mental health services; 
b) camunity health councils; 
c) MIND Local Associations; 
d) Other organisations or l:xxiies? 
11. 
a) To what extent does Depressives Anonynous agree or disagree 
with professional (e.g. l'Y'dical) views about the cause or 
treatment of depression? 
b) To what extent, if at all, 
itself as =rking with 
professional viewpoints? 
does I)epressives AnonynDUS see 
professionals, or supporting 
c) To what extent does I)epressives Anonynous provide 
infOilllation for professionals? 
d) Are there any professionals who act in an advisory capacity 
to I)epressives Anonynous? 
12. 
a) Why is there an etphasis on anonymity in Depressives 
AnOnynDUS? 
b) ]):) all roont>ers see themselves as "depressives"? 
c) ]):)es Depressives AnOnynDUS, as an organisation, hold the 
view that saneone who's suffered depression is always a 
"depressive"? 
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APPENDIX 1.14 
MEMBERS OF THE MANIC DEPRESSION FE:LI.rnSHIP (A BRAN::H IN IrniXJN) 
1. What do you see as the nest inp:lrt.ant aims of a) the 
Manic Depression Fella.vship (MDF); b) your role in it? 
2. a) 
b) 
c) 
When was the MDF founded? 
Who first thought of the organisation? 
Were you anong the founding IIBri:Jers? 
3. Are people with experience of hypc:llani.a and/or 
endogenous depression described as "sufferers" in the 
MDF? 
4. How many of the founding IIBri:Jers were: 
a) sufferers; 
b) relatives of sufferers; 
c) nental health professionals; 
d) lay people who did not see t:hem3elves as having 
experienced nental health problems? 
5. To what extent does the MDF: 
a) act as a pressure group: drawing to the attention of 
politicians and others the needs and interests of 
people with manic depression; 
b) canpaign for illproverrents 
professional understanding 
psychosis and its trea1::nEnt; 
in services and/ or 
of manic depressive 
c) other political activities: e.g. lOObying politicians. 
d) collaboration with l=al statutocy services, eg, on 
projects; 
e) advocacy of the needs and rights of people with mmic 
depression? 
6. To what extent are all sufferers involved in: a) 
irrportant decision making; b) taking on responsibility 
whin the organisation? 
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7. In what ways, if any, is sufferers' involverrent in 
decision nak:ing and responsibility: 
a) beneficial to the individual; 
b) cause problems to the individual; 
c) beneficial to the organisation; 
d) cause problems to the organisation? 
8. (IF RESPONDENl' lll\S PERSONAL EXPERIEOCE OF MANIC 
DEPRESSIVE PSYCHOSIS) What benefits and problems have 
you experienced from involverrent in decision nak:ing and 
responsibility in the MDF? 
9. Are there any organisational factors which facilitiate 
or mitigate against sufferers • involvenent in decision 
nak:ing and responsibility? 
10. Are you or other nacl:Jers of the MDF nacl:Jers of: 
a) planning teams for rrental health services; 
b) ccmruni.ty health councils; 
c) other organisations or bodies; 
d) involved in Central Governnent planning for rrental 
health services (e.g. Royal camrl.ssions, 
ccmnittees of enquiry) ? 
11. To what extent does the MDF aim to: 
a) work in close collaboration with mental health 
professionals and statuto:cy services; and/or: 
b) where necessa:cy, criticise rrental health 
professionals and statutory services? 
12. To what extent do m=rnbers of the MDF: a) question, 
oppose or criticise; b) support and agree with present 
psychiatric ideas about the nature of rrental illness 
and its treatrrent? 
13. In your view, to what extent is there: a) a similarity; 
b) a difference or conflict between the needs and views , 
of sufferers and their relatives and the MDF's serving 
of them? 
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APPENOlX 1.15 
INmRVIEW SCHEruiE 15 
DIRI'L'IOR OF 'l1lE MAT.mEN 'rnlSr 
1. Is The Matthew Trust involved in helping: a) present and 
former patients of regional secure units; b) mentally ill 
people in prison, beside present and fonrer patients of 
Special Hospitals? 
2. a) Did you start your voluntary \olOI:k at Broadm:lor imrediately 
after your discharge fran there in 1969? 
b) What made you decide to set up the Matthew Trust? 
c) To what extent were other fonrer Special Hospital patients 
involved in setting up The Matthew Trust or taking on 
responsibility within the =ganisation? 
3. a) 
b) 
c) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(ill) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(vili) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
Do you have a list of a.llns or cbjectives of The Matthew 
Trust? 
(IF m 'IO 3a) What do you see as the llOSt .i.np:>rtant a.inG of 
The Matthew Trust? 
HeM :i.np:Jrtant are the follc:Ming aims in The Matthew Trust? 
Befriending present and former special hospital patients. 
Help with rehabilitation. 
Making grants/donations of 110ney. 
Providing, or contributing towards, legal help for present 
or eX-Special Hospital patients. 
Running specific projects: e.g. social centres, 
accarnr:::dation projects. 
Facilitating self help groups for present or ex-patients. 
Providing counselling/advice for present or ex-patients. 
Monitoring, care, treatment and aftercare of Special 
Hospital patients. 
Carrq:laigning for .inproverrents in Special Hospitals/other 
provision for mentally ill or mentally handicapped 
offenders. 
Carrq:laigning for changes in nental health law. 
hNocacy of the rights and needs of individuals in, or 
discharged fran, Special Hospitals. 
Running educational activities for professionals. 
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(xiii) Educating the general public about the needs of fonrer or 
present Special Hospital patients. 
(xiv) Sponsoring research into conditions in Special Hospitals. 
4. Do you atterrpt to influence local statutory authorities in 
any way (e.g. in relation to the provision of aftercare 
services for people discharged from Special Hospitals)? 
5. To what extent do you meet with: 
a) local councillors; 
b) m=mbers of district and regional health authorities; 
c) senior social services deparbrent staff; 
d) m=mbers of cO!llllllility health councils? 
6. HeM IlJI.lch contact do you have with: 
a) civil servants in the DHSS; 
b) civil servants in the Hcxre Office; 
c) MP's; 
d) central governnent ministers; 
e) m=mbers of the House of Iords? 
7. Do you have any links with the All Party Mental Health 
Group or the All Party Group for Penal Affairs? 
8. Have you, or other m=mbers of The Matthew Trust been: 
a) m=mbers of Royal Ccmnissions or Ccmnittees of Enquiry or on 
other Governrrent bodies; 
b) m=mbers of DHA's/RHA's/Joint Care Planning Teams; 
c) m=mbers of Ccmrunity Health Councils; 
d) involved in MIND in any way? 
9. What proportion of: a) staff; b) volunteers; c) m=mbers of 
The Matthew Trust are fo:rner Special Hospital patients? 
10. To what extent are fo:rner or present Special Hospital 
patients encouraged to take on responsibility and be 
involved in decision making within The Matthew Trust? 
11. a) IF FORMER SPECIAL HOSPITAL PATIENl.'S ARE INVOLVED IN THE 
ORGANISATION). In what ways, if any, does the involverrent 
in decision naking and taking on responsibility, in the 
Matthew Trust, of people with experience of Special 
Hospitals: 
a) benefit themselves; 
b) benefit The Matthew Trust; 
c) c ause problems to themselves; 
d) cause problems to The Matthew Trust? 
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12. In what ways do you feel that your setting up, and being 
Director of the Matthew Trust has: 
a) been of benefit to you; 
b) caused you difficulties? 
13. (ASK IF FORMER SPECIAL HOSPITAL PATIENI'S ARE INVOLVED lN 
THE ORGANISATION) • Are there factors within The Matthew 
Trust which you feel facilitate or mitigate against the 
involvement in decision making and taking on of 
responsibility of fonrer Special Hospital patients? 
14. 
a) To what extent, if at all, does The Matthew Trust see 
itself as working closely with mental health professionals? 
b) Are there any mental health professionals who act in an 
advisocy capacity to The Matthew Trust? 
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1. 
2. 
a) 
b) 
3. a) 
b) 
4. In 
(i) 
(li) 
(ill) 
(iv) 
5. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
APPENDIX 1.16 
INmR'liEW SCBEWIE 16 
MEMBERS OF TBE NATIONAL SCHIZOPHRENIA FEI.I.aVSHIP 
(WESI'HILL IlRAOCH) 
In your view, what are the IIOSt llip:>rtant aims of the 
National Schizophrenia FellCMShip (N.S.F.). 
in Westhill; 
nationally? 
Is the work "sufferer" usually used in the NSF to refer 
to people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia? 
Were you one of the founding nenilers of the Westhill 
branch? 
Hew nany of the founding neni:Jers were: (i) sufferers; 
(ii) relatives? 
a) Westhill NSF; b) Nationally, what proportion of 
IlElli:Jers are: 
sufferers; 
relatives of sufferers; 
nental health professionals; 
lay people who don't see themselves or their relatives 
as having nental health problems? 
'lb what extent does the NSF: a) in Westhill; b) 
nationally: 
act as a pressure group: draw to the attention of 
politicians and others the needs and interests of 
people with schizophrenia and their families; 
canpaign for inproverrents in services and/or 
professional understanding of schizophrenia and its 
treatnent; 
other political activites: e.g. lobbying politicians; 
collaboration with la:::al services: e.g. on projects; 
e) advocate the needs and rights of people with 
schizophrenia and their families? 
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' 6. In the Westhill branch, to what extent are sufferers 
involved in: 
a) important decision making; 
b) taking on responsibility within the organisation? 
7. a) How many rrembers of Westhill NSF's Executive Ccmnittee 
are: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(ill) 
(iv) 
(v) 
a. 
b) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
sufferers; 
recovered sufferers; 
relatives; 
mental health professionals; 
other people? 
Do you think there are not enough, enough, or too many 
sufferers and recovered sufferers on the Executive 
Ccmnittee? 
To what extent are all rrembers of Westhill NSF who are 
sufferers and recovered sufferers, involved in 
inportant decision making in Westhill NSF? 
relatives and other rrembers detennine sufferers' needs; 
other rrembers consider sufferers' expressed needs and 
views; 
all sufferers are consulted about inportant decisions; 
d) all sufferers are actively involved in important 
decision making? 
9. To what extent are sufferers involved in: 
a) inportant decision making in the national organisation; 
b) taking on responsibility within the national 
organisation? 
10. In what ways, if any, is sufferers' involvement in 
decision making and taking on responsibility in: a) 
Westhill NSF; b) the NSF at national level: 
(i) beneficial to the individual; 
(ii) cause problems to the individual; 
(ill) beneficial to the organisation; 
(iv) cause problems to the organisation? 
11. What organisational factors a) facilitate; b) mitigate 
against sufferers' involvement in decision naking, and 
taking on responsibility: 
(i) in Westhill NSF; 
( ii) the national level of NSF? 
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12. What 1 if any, are the advantages and disadvantages of 
both sufferers and their relatives belonging to the 
sane organisation? 
13. a) In your view, to what extent, if any, is there: (i) a 
similarity; (ii) a difference or conflict between the 
needs and views of sufferers and recovered sufferers -
and their relatives? 
b) To what extent do sufferers and recovered sufferers 
express agreerrent or disagreement with the NSF's 
perception of their needs, and the ways in which the 
organisation attenpts to neet them; 
(i) in Westhill NSF; 
(ii) the NSF at national level? 
c) What are sufferers• and recovered sufferers' views on 
the extent to which they are involved in responsibility 
and decision making in the organisation: 
( i) in Westhill; 
(ii) at national level? 
14. To what extent does: a) Westhill NSF; b) the national 
organisation aim to: 
a) work in close collaboration with nental health 
professionals and statutory services; and/or: 
b) where necessary, criticise mental health professionals 
and statutory services? 
15. a) To what extent does the NSF provide infODII3.tion for: 
(i) professionals; (ii) the public? 
b) Do any professionals act in an advisory capacity to the 
NSF? 
16. What are the nain similarities and differences in the 
views of NSF and MIND: 
a) at National level; 
b) in Westhill? 
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APPENDIX 1.17 
:rNmRVIEW SCilEOOIE 17 
CIVIL SERVANl'S Kf THE DEPARIMENl' OF HEALTH AND 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
(Civil servants were asked questions on a variety of topics which 
have not been considered in the thesis. The follcmi.ng list includes 
only those questions which are relevant to the issues discussed) • 
1. To what extent, if at all, does your work involve, or bring 
you into contact with: 
a) MIND at national and local levels; 
b) other voluntary organisations for nental health? 
2. To what extent are there neetings between the D.H.S.S. and: 
a) consu:rrers who are not members of an organised group; 
b) representatives of self-help groups (eg. Ilepressives 
Anonym:>us, Phobics Anonynous, Tranx); 
c) representatives of other organisations run by coiJS1llrers for 
coilS\liiers (eg. Mental Patients Union, the Matthew' Trust); 
d) National Schizophrenia Fellowship; 
e) MIND? 
3. On what sorts of issues does MIND ccamumicate m:>st 
frequently with civil servants in the DHSS and with 
politicians? 
4. What is the nature and types of ccmm.m.ication between: 
a) the D.H.S.S. and MIND at National level; 
b) the D.H.S.S. and MIND at local level? 
5. a) Why is MIND supported financially by Central Goverrurent? 
b) What does MIND have to offer Central Governnent? 
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6. What is your inpression of the sorts of views that Central 
Government policy nakers for mental health services have of 
MIND at: 
a) national level: 
b) local level? 
7. a) Overall, to what extent does MIND influence Central Government 
policies? 
b) Overall, how I!UlCh influence does MIND have on Central 
Government policies, carq;ared with: (i) five years ago; (ii) 
ten years ago? 
c) On which Central Goverrment policy issues does MIND exert most 
influence? 
CHECKLIST 
CCM1UNITY CARE 
MENI'AL HEALTH lEGISlATION 
MINOR TRANQUILLISER PRESCRIBim 
Ol'HER ISSUES 
8. In your view, which types of national voluntary organisations 
are most likely to receive Central Government funding at 
present? 
a) concentration on service provision or campaigning, or a 
mixture of both; 
b) those run by people with a professional background, = 
consumers, or both? 
9. To what extent does MIND involve consumers in advocating their 
cwn needs and rights to: 
a) civil servants in the DHSS; b) politicians? 
10. To what extent do voluntary organisations run by consumers for 
consumers. 
a) seek to influence Central Gover:rnrent policy; 
b) exert influence on Central Governnent? 
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APl'ED1IX 2 
~ri<ENAIRB 1 
cnGHlR P1IRriCil'A'r.l liNO CXlNSlMm. 
IN ux:AL m'I{R; IN AIHKU Rl'lil!E 
This questionnaire was given to staff in Albion Region, during 
preliminary fieldwork, to assess the anount of cOIISIJIIer involvenent 
in different Local Associations in the Region. 
The version of the questionnaire in this Appendix =ntains =lumns 
below each response. In the version given to respondents, "no", 
"below average", "average" and 
nane of each . Local Association, 
could be encircled. 
"above average" trere printed by the 
so that the appropriate response 
~1 
This questionnaire contains 9 questions, each on a separate page. 
For each of the Local Associations listed, please decide whether the 
answer to each question is ''No'', ''Yes'' or ''Don't K:n.c:M''. 
F= each question, please rate each Local Association by: 
1. Putting a circle round "No" or "Don't Know" if this is your 
answer, 
-750 
or 
2. If your answer is "Yes", cb::cling "Below Average", "Average", or 
"Above Average", depending on how the IDeal Association c01pares 
with other I.ccal Associations in Albion Region. 
In any question, if your answer is "Yes" far only one IDeal 
Association, please cixcle "Above Average". If you answer "Yes" far 
two or Jl'Ore IDeal Associations, cixcle "Average" if you feel there is 
little difference between them, or cixcle two or three categories if 
there are differences in the am:unt of consuner participationor 
COilSlliier representation. 
3. For each question, there is a space for cc:mrents if the question 
is inapplicable to a I.ccal Association or if you wish to qualify 
your answer. 
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Do coilS\.llrers actively participate in decisions related to their indivi.clual care 
and counselling? 
lOCAL .IIM)UN'l' OR IDcr'ENl' OF SPACE FOR 
ASSOCIATIONS CONSUMER PARTICIPATION ro1MENI'S (Eg. 
OR REPRESENI'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
m BEIJ:M AVERAGE AOOVE OONl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE Ktm 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Midharrpton 
Northbury 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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QJESriw 2 
Overall, are consumers consulted about decisions concerning the running of 
services shared by several co=s (e.g. day centres, shared accarm:x:lation 
projects? 
r.cx:::AL 1\M:lUNr OR EXTEm' OF SPACE :roR 
ASSOCIATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION CXM1ENI'S (Eg. 
OR REPRESENTATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
NO BEUlV AVERAGE AOOVE IXJNl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE KWN 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Miclhanpton 
Northbuiy 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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(pES'tlOO 3 
Overall, do c:onsurrers play an active part in decision making concerning the 
running of the I.ocal Association's services and facilities? 
ro::AL 1\mUNT OR EXTENl' OF SPACE FOR 
ASS<X!IATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION CXM1ENI'S (Eg. 
OR REPRESENl'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
ID BEI.(M AVERAGE 1\00VE IXJNl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE m:m 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Midharrpton 
Northbury 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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Are cOllSUilei:s encouraged to contribute ideas and suggestions related to Executive 
Committee policy? 
IJX:AL AMJtJNr OR IDITEN.r OF SPACE FOR 
ASSOCIATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION m1MENTS (Eg. 
OR REPRESENI'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
00 BEI.OO AVERAGE ABJVE IXlNl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE I<N<M 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Midharrpton 
Northbw:y 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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Do consumers start self help groups or other services within the Local 
Associations? 
:ux:AL AMXJNl' OR EXTENl' OF SPACE :roR 
ASSCCIATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION CCMlENTS (Eg. 
OR REPRESENI'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
NO BEI:.aV' AVERAGE AOOVE iXJNl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE lQKM 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Mi.dhalrpton 
Nort.hbury 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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QUESnCR 6 
Does the Lccal Association draw to the attention of National or "Albion" Regional 
MIND the rights and needs of particular individuals or groups of consurrers? 
:r.ocAL 11-MJUNI' OR EliTENl' OF SPACE FDR 
ASSCCIATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION COMMENTS (Eg. 
OR REPRESENl'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
NO BEI.CM AVERAGE ABOVE OONT 
AVERAGE AVERAGE KN<l'1 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Midhampton 
Northbury 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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Are conSUilErs encouraged to advocate their own needs and rights (Self 1\dv=acy)? 
I.OCAL AM'JUNI' OR EXTENI' OF SPACE FOR 
ASSOCIATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION CCM1ENl'S (Eg. 
OR REPRESENI'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
NJ BEiru AVERAGE APIJVE OONl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE ~ 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Miclharrpton 
Northbury 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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Does the I.ccal Association urge professionals to enable consuner participation in 
statutory services? 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Midhanq;>t:on 
Nort.hbw:y 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
westhill 
.1\M)UNl' OR EXTENl' OF 
CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION 
OR RE:PRESENrATION 
NO BEI.CW AVERAGE 
AVERAGE 
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SPACE FOR 
CQ.lMENrs (Eg • 
Please state if 
inapplicable 
.------------------------------------- ---
Does the Local .Association urge local Councillors, MP's or other politicians to 
consult consuners about their views and needs? 
I.O:AL AM:lUNl' OR EXTENl' OF SPACE FOR 
ASSOCIATIONS CONSUMER PARI'ICIPATION <nlMENI'S (Eg. 
OR REPRESENI'ATION Please state if 
inapplicable 
NO ElEI1l'1 AVERAGE ABOVE OONl' 
AVERAGE AVERAGE: RN:M 
East Lynn 
Eastvale 
Midhampton 
Northbuiy 
Northchester 
Southford 
West Borough 
Westhill 
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APPENDIX 3 
AIMS AND CllJI!X:Tl.VES OF MIND 
Source: MIND AnnUal ReportsjReviews 1974 - 75 to 1985 - 86. 
"MIND (National Association for Mental Health} is a registered 
charity operating in England and Wales. It exists to prorrote better 
mental health and opportunities for personal development. It also 
seeks to .inprove voluntary and statutory mental health services and 
to develop the concerns and =mon interests of patients, families, 
those who provide services and the public. As a membership 
organisation it invites the co-operation of individuals, 
organisations, local mental health associations and other groups who 
support its basic aims. 
1. To .inprove knowledge of mental health and the causes and 
consequences of mental illness and handicap. 
2. To encourage and derronstrate good practice in the prevention and 
treatment of mental disorder and to .inprove access to better 
care, rehabilitation, education and welfare for the mentally ill 
and handicapped. 
3. To raise the standards of existing services and to encourage new 
and .inproved fonns of care and treatment. 
4. To uphold the rights and meet the needs of patients, ex-patients, 
their relatives and mental health workers; to combat the stigma, 
fear and prejudice still associated with mental illness. 
5. To mobilise opinion in support of mental health activities 
through volunteers, self-help and comnunity groups, professional 
workers and the public. 
6. To raise funds for the activities of MIND, its local associations 
and other concerned groups. 
7. To sponsor research, collect and distribute infonnation and issue 
publications. 
8. To provide advisory, counselling and advocacy services . 
9. While fulfilling its existing obligations in the field of 
residential care, to encourage the provision of appropriate and 
preferably pioneering services in the oammunity. 
10. To maintain a programne of education and training for 
professional mental health workers, administrators, volunteers 
and members of the lay public, and educationalists. 
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Di.SC.I..IS.SION A NA'nONAl. 
I 1-.1 V CL.VE:H ISN'T , Fe{.). 
I 16 M Ay , I q 8 G , 
CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT IN MIND: WHO WHY AND HOW MUCH? 
This discussion paper conce~ns three questions: 
1. Who are the ''consumers''? 
2. tvhv involve consumers? 
-
3. How much consumer involvement? 
L WHO ARE THE ".::ONSUMERS"? 
The term "consurnar involvement .. suggests that there is a 
distinction between those of us who are consumers of mental 
health services, and those of us who are not~ Is this 
distinction helpful or valid? To what extent are we all 
potential or actual cOnsumers, in the sense of experiencing 
some form of mental ill health at some time in our· lives? 
If certain members of MIND are viewed as "consumers", is this 
creating a~ arti{icial distinction between differ~ent people 
in the organisation? 
2. WHY INVOLVE CONSUMERS? 
If we use the term "ccl").sumers" to apply to those of us who 
have experienced mental health problems, what efforts have 
been made to find out if we want to be more involved in MIND? 
Did the idea for this workshop come from those of us who use 
MIND services? How many of us here today see ourselves as 
"consumers"? 
Whether "why involve consumers?" is a relevant question to 
any local Association depends partly on the amount of distinction 
between "helper" and "helped", and the extent to which each 
member is seen as having a valuable contribution to make·, and 
wishes to be involved. To what extent should involvement of 
everyone in decision making be encouraged if some local 
Association members a·nly want to meet together, and have a 
cup· of tea in peace? 
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" . 
3. HOW MUCH CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT? 
Ideas about the dec~ee to which consumers should be 
involved depend ~artly or.: 
a) Local Association members' views of the aims of 
MIND; b) what they feel constitutes appropriate consumer 
involvement. Eg if members of Local Association A see 
their main ai~ as providing services for passive recipients 
...,,ho do not wish to participate, consumer involvement might 
consist of everyone being told about decisions made entirely 
by a ("non-consumer"} ExecUtive Committee. In contrast, in 
Local Association B which has consumer self advocacy as its 
main aim, consumer involvement might consist of active 
participation of all members in important decision making, or 
perhaps, enabling the organisation to become one that is run by 
consumers for consumers. The attached Diagram illustrates 
different degrees of Consumer Involvement. 
A further question is what levels of Consumer Involvement 
are seen as appropriate? Should Consumer Involvement be 
limited to decisions affecting members of Local Association 
projects such as social clubs, or should it extend to local 
Executive Committee, Regional or National lev:ls of MIND? 
CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT BEYOND MIND? 
Finally, should the influence of those of us who are consumers 
extend beyond the organisation? Should it include attempts 
to influence decisions aboUt mental health services made by 
Local and Central Government? The answer to this question 
depends partly on the extent to which a Local Association 
sees itself as a campaigning organisation. We may all increase 
our involvement in decision making within MIND, but to what 
extent will this, and should this, extend to influence policies 
and provision of statutory services? 
Richard Byrt 
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